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TRANSLATION EDITOR'S NOTE 

THE PRESENT monograph by three prominent Russian theoreticians from 
Landau's Institute is by now well known to Western readers, and the 
question may be asked why a second English version is being brought 
out. When the authors kindly sent me a copy of their book on publication 
in 1962, I immediately got i.n touch with Dr. Abrikosov, asking him 
whether he would be agreeable to an English edition being brought out, 
and whether he knew of any other \Vestern publisher bringing out such a 
translation. He replied that he would be pleased to see an English edition 
published, and that he preferred it to be published by the publishers of 
the Landau and Lifshitz series of textbooks, that is, by Pergamon Press. 
He also told me that as far as he knew no other \Vesten1 publisher was 
preparing a translation. I then got in touch with Pergamon Press who 
obtained approval from the Russians and started to prepare a translation. 
When this translation was about finished, we were informed by Dr. Abri
kosov that an American publisher had translated his book. In order to 
improve the presentation Dr. Abrikosov sent both to Pergamon and to the 
American publisher some material (about 25 pages in the present trans
lation, in sections 16.2, 17, 19.1, 21, and 22.3-4) and at the same time 
told me that the authors were preparing an extra chapter on transport 
properties of a Fermi liquid. Rather than rush the translation without the 
extra chapter Pergamon decided to wait for the extra chapter, but at the 
end of 1964 Dr. Abrikosov informed me that he now did not think that 
the chapter as he had envisaged it would be written. He sent me, however, 
a shortened form of the extra chapter (Chapter VIII) as well as some new 
material for sections 4, 5, 17, 39 and a complete new subsection (19.6). 
Compared with the original Russian edition, about one-sixth is new ma
terial, so that this translation can truly be called a second edition. 

I should like to express my thanks to Dr. Abrikosov for his assistance in 
the preparation of this second edition. 

Oxford 

March 1965 
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D.T.H. 
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8UBSTA:XTIAL success has been achieved in statistical physics in the last 
few years as a result of the wide· use of methods borrmwd from quantum 
field theory. The fruitfulness of these methods is cmmcctcd with a new 
formulation of p<'rturbatiun theory and above all with the extC'nsive m;c 
of so-callPd Feynman diagNtlli8. The main advantage of t.lw diagri1m 
technique lies in ease of visualisation ha...,ccl on tlw eonccpts of the siugle
partidc problem, it C'nables tlw structure of any approximation to be 
established and the necessary CAprcssions to be >1rittcn down with the 
aid of correspondenc<' rules. The new methods arc thC' most powerful and 
effective ones in quantum statisties at the present tinw, and have made 
it possililc to solve a large number of probkms which were iusoluble in 
the old formulation of the theory: moreover, many new general rela
tionships have been obtainC'd. 

Numerous articles in many journals have reeently been devoted tu an 
C'Xpo8ition of field theory methods in quantum statistic-s and to thrir 
application to concrete problems. At the sam<' time, \rnrkers in statistical 
physics are not always a<'quaintcd with these methods. It has therefore 
seemed to us that the time is ripe for a logical and reasonably complete 
treatment of the suhjeet tu be aecessiblP to a wide rPader8hip. 

A few wordi; about th<' subject-matter of this volume. 'Ve have tried 
primarily to demonstrate the practical nature of thr new methods. 'Vo 
have therefore considered various concrete problems of quantum statis
tics in addition to providing a detailed treatmC'nt of the mathematical 
side . .Naturally, the questions toudH•<l upon do not exhaust the new 
discoveries made in this field in rPecnt years. They have been ehosPn 
with a view to thl'ir gP1wral interest, and thr poi;sihility of using th1•m 
to illustrate the ge1wral nl<'thod. 

\Ye have confined ourt-ielves to ju'it one possible "Variant of the state
ment of quantum statistics in the languag<' of field theory (for instance, 
we have not touched upon the so-called threc-<linwnsional pC'rtnrbation 
theory). The Green function nwtho<l, upon which the pre8<'Ut book is 
based, is the simplest and most convenient one from our point of view. 

The reader is assumed to LC' familiar with the fu11da.mentals of statis
tical physic8 and quantum mcehanics. "'e describe the method of second 
quantisation, and give all the information needed for dPriving the field 
theorC'tical technique. This derivation is the subject of the first ehapter, 
which briefly describes some modern ideas regarding the nature of energy 
spectra and includPs simph· examples. 



x FOREWORD 

A system of units in which Ii, = 1 is used. Temperatures are expressed 
in energy units (k = 1). 

The authors express their gratitude to Academician L. D. Landau and 
to L. P. Pitayevskii for valuable discussions of the problems dealt with in 
this book. 



PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITIO~ 

WE ARE very pleased that our book, in translation, will be accessible to 
English readers. "\Ve are especially gratified that this publication was 
undertaken by Pergamon Press who publish all books by Landau and 
Lifshitz from which we learned our physics. Finally we much regret that 
we had to disappoint Dr. ter Haar and were not able - because of lack of 
time - to write a complete chapter on kinetics. It is, however, possible 
that this decision, although not a pleasant one to take, is all the same the 
correct one. 

The study of kinetic problems by means of quantum field theoretical 
methods is usually much more complicated than the theory of equilibrium 
properties of substances and the proposed chapter would in its style appre
ciably differ from the remainder of the book. We restricted ourselves to 
adding a short chapter on the derivation of the kinetic equation for a 
Fermi liquid. From this exposition the reader will already see how com
plex and cumbersome these problems are. 

We wish to express our thanks to Dr. ter Haar for his patience and for his 
efforts in the completion of this publication. 

Moscow 

2 April 1965 
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A. ABRIKOSOV 

L. GoR'Kov 
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CHAPTER I 

PROPERTIES OF MANY-PARTICLE SYSTEMS 
AT LO\V TEMPERATURES 

§ 1. ELEMENTARY EXCITATIONS. 

ENERGY SPECTRUM AND PROPERTIES 

OF LIQUID He4 AT LOW TEMPERATURES 

1. Introduction. Quasi-particles 

Statistical physics studies the behaviour of systems composed of very 
large numbers of particles. The macroscopic properties of liquids, gases 
and solids are due to the microscopic interactions between the particles 
composing the system. A full solution of the problem, involving a deter
mination of the behaviour of each individual particle, is obviously un
thinkable. Besides, the over-all macroscopic characteristics define only 
certain average properties of the system as a whole. 

To fix the ideas, let us consider the thermodynamic properties. The 
macroscopic state of a system is defined by specifying three independent 
thermodynamic variables, say the pressure P, the temperature T, and 
the average number N of particles in the system. From the point of 
view of quantum mechanics a closed system of N particles is charac
terised by its energy levels En. We split off from this system a subsystem 
such thatit can again be regarded to be macroscopic. Since the number of 
particles in the subsystem is, as before, extremely large whilst the inter
action forces between the particles act at distances of atomic order, the 
subsystem, neglecting boundary effects, can in turn be regarded as closed 
and characterised by the energy levels for the given number of particles 
in the subsystem. Since the subsystem in fact interacts with the re
maining particles of the closed system, it does not have a strictly fixed 
energy and number of particles, and can find itself at any level with a 
finite probability. 

It is well known from statistical physics (see [1]), that the microscopic 
deduction of the thermodynamical formulae is based on the so-called 
Gibbs distribution, which gives the following probability of the subsystem 
finding itself in a state with energy EnN and number of particles N: 

Q.F.T. I 

wnN = z-1 exp [-(EnN - µN)f T]. 

1 

(1.1) 
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Here T denotes the absolute temperature, µ the chemical potential, and 
Z a normalising factor which is defined by the condition 

We have from (1.1): 
.:r wnN = 1. 
nN 

Z = L exp [- (EnN - µN)f T]. 
nN 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

The quantity Z is called the grand partition function. If the energy 
levels EnN are known, the partition function can be calculated. This in 
turn determines the thermodynamic functions, since Z is connected with 
the thermodynamic potential Q (the potential, if the independent varia
bles are V, T, and µ) by the relationship 

Q = - TlnZ. (1.4) 

Obviously, we can very easily compute the thermodynamic functions 
of ideal gases from these formulae, since their energy is the sum of the 
energies of the individual particles. A determination of the energy levels 
is impossible in the general case of a system with a large number of 
interacting particles. It has therefore only been possible so far in quan
tum statistics to take interactions between the particles into account 
when these are sufficiently weak. In practice, one can only obtain the 
first one or two approximations when one uses perturbation theory to 
evaluate the thermodynamic functions. For the majority of physical 
problems, in which the interaction is far from small, an approach based 
on the direct use of formulae (1.1)-(l.4) is out of the question. 

The case of very low temperatures is a rather special one. As T--+ 0 
the energy levels of importance in the partition function are not far above 
the ground state energy (weakly excited states). The nature of the energy 
spectrum of a system in this energy region can be established in fair 
detail on the basis of extremely general considerations, which hold inde
pendently of the size and particular features of the interactions between 
the particles. 

To make these last remarks clearer, let us take as an example the 
vibrational excitations of a crystal lattice. Provided the oscillations are 
small, the lattice can be regarded as a set of coupled harmonic oscillators. 
Introducing normal coordinates, we get a set of 3N (N is the number of 
atoms) linear oscillators with eigenfrequencies wi. In accordance with 
quantum mechanics, the energy spectrum of such a system is defined by 

3N 
the formula E = .:r (n. + 1/2) w., where the n. are positive integers or 

i=l i t i 

zero. Different sets of ni yield different energy levels of the system. 
The lattice vibrations can be described as a superposition of mono

chromatic plane waves propagated in the crystal. Each wave is charac
terised by a wave vector, a frequency, and a numbers, defining the type 
of wave. The possibility of different types of waves being propagated is 
equivalent to the frequency w not being a single-valued function of the 
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wave vector k; instead, it is composed of several branches w. (k), the 
total number of which is equal to 3r, where r is the number of atoms in 
an elementary cell of the crystal. In the case of small momenta, three of 
the branches (the so-called acoustic branches) are characterised by a linear 
dependence of the frequency on the wave vector: w.(k) = u.(e, <p) jkj. 
For the other branches, the curve w.(k) starts at a finite value for k = 0 
and depends weakly on k for small wave vectors (·J). 

Whilst a knowledge of the frequency spectrum, the energy levels, and 
the matrix elements of the displacements in the lattice (the oscillator 
coordinates) always enables us in principle to work out completely both 
the thermodynamic and kinetic characteristics of the oscillating lattice, 
it proves very convenient in practice to use a picture obtained with the 
aid of the quantum mechanical correspondence principle rather that the 
coupled oscillator picture. According to the correspondence principle, 
every plane wave can be associated with a set of moving "particles". 
The wave vector k will define the momentum of these particles(:), and 
the frequency w8 (k) their energy(tt). The excited state of the lattice can 
be pictured as a collection of such "particles" (called phonons), moving 
freely in the volume of the solid. This is in complete correspondence 
with an expression for the energy levels of the system which is similar 
to the energy of an ideal gas. 

The number ni can be interpreted as the number of phonons in the 
state i (i = (k, s)). The ni can take on any values. It follows that the 
phonons are subject to Bose statistics even in the case when atoms com
posing the system have half-odd-integer spin. 

At very low temperatures the phonons with small energies will play the 
most important role. It follows from what we have said earlier about 
the branches of the frequency spectrum that the smallest energies are 
those of the acoustic phonons with small momenta. The function w(k) is 
a linear one in this case, and we can deduce from this fact alone a whole 
series of qualitative conclusions, such as the T3 law for the specific heat 
of the lattice. 

The so-called Debye isotropic model is often used instead of the real 
lattice for quantitative calculations. Instead of the three acoustic branches, 
the low frequency part of the spectrum is assumed to be the same as in 
an isotropic solid, i.e. composed of longitudinal phonons with energies 
wi(k) = u 1k and transverse phonons with two possible polarisations and 

(t) For more detailed information on the lattice vibration spectra see, e.g. 
R. E. PEIERLS [2]. 

(:) In reality k is a "quasi-momentum" rather than a momentum (see [2]), 
through the distinction is of no importance here. 

(tt) Remember that 1i = 1 in the system of units used here. This means that 
energy has dimensions sec-1, and momentum cm-1 • To pass to ordinary units, all 
the energies and momenta must be multiplied by 1i. 
l* 
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the same dependence of the energy on the momentum wt(k) = u 1k. It 
is also assumed in this model that the phonon momenta do not exceed 
some limiting value kn, determined by the normalisation to the correct 
number of degrees of freedom. Obviously kn,....._, lfa, where a is the inter
atomic distance. This model leads to the familiar Debye interpolation 
formula for the specific heat of solids. We shall use this model later for 
investigating the electron-phonon interactions in a metal. 

If the anharmonic terms are taken into account in the potential energy 
of the vibrating lattice, the expression given above for the energy ceases 
to be accurate. There are then non-vanishing transition-probabilities be
tween states with different values of the ni. This can be interpreted in 
phonon language as different interaction processes between phonons, 
leading to mutual scattering and to the creation of phonons. In other 
words, in a rigorous treatment the phonons can only be approximately 
regarded as independent particles. 

The role of the anharmonic terms will increase with the amplitude of 
the vibrations, i.e. with an increase in temperature. In the phonon pic
ture, the number of phonons increases with increase of temperature, 
which means that the role of the interactions bet.ween phonons increases 
in importance. The very concept of phonons as independent particles is 
thus only applicable in the fairly low temperature region (well belo\\ the 
melting point). 

We now turn to the general case. By analogy with tho example discus
sed, the fundamental picture of the energy spectrum for weakly excited 
states of a system is provided by the assumption that the energy levels 
can be constructed, to a first approximation, in accordanct' with the same 
principle as the energy levels of ideal gases. 

In other words, it is assumed that any energy level can be written as 
the sum of the energies of a certain number of "quasi-particles", or ele
mentary excitations, moving in the volume of the solid and possessing 
momentum p and energy e(p). (The dispersion law of the perturbations 
e(p) is in general not the same as the expression for the energy of the 
free particles, e0 (p) = p 2/2m.) It mu:st be emphasised right away that the 
elementary excitations arise as a result of collective intnaetions between 
the particles of the system, so that they relate to the system as a whole, 
and not to individual particles. In particular, their munber is by no 
means the same as the total number of particles in the system. 

All energy spectra can be divided into two major groups - Bose type 
and Fermi type spectra. In the first case the excitations possess integral 
angular momentum eigenvalues (spin) and obey Bose statistics; in the 
second, they have half-odd-integral spin and obey Fermi statistics. Accor
ding to quantum mechanics, the angular momentum of any system can 
only change by an integer. It follows that Bose excitations can appear 
and vanish singly, but Fermi excitations only in pairs. 
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As already mentioned in our example involving lattice vibrations, the 
statistics of the elementary excitations are not necessarily the same as 
the statistics of the particles composing the system. The only obvious 
fact is that a Bose system cannot have excitations with half-odd-inte
gral spin. 

Elementary excitations do not correspond to strictly stationary states 
of a system, but represent a superposition of a large number of strictly 
stationary states with a narrow energy spread (packets). In view of this, 
there is a finite probability of a transition from one such state to another, 
which leads to the diffusing of a packet, i.e. to the damping of the exci
tation. HPnce a description of a system by means of elementary excita
tions is valid only in as far as the energy width of the packet, which 
defines its damping, is small compared with its energy. 

The diffusing of a packet and the related damping of the elementary 
excitations can be regarded as the result of interaction of "quasi-parti
cle;;" with one another. The laws of conservation of energy and momen
tum are fulfilled here. Obviously, all these transitions can be split into 
processes of "decomposition" of one excitation into several others and 
processes of "scattering" of excitations by one another. 

& we shall see below, decomposition of excitations can occur only for 
fairly large energies. Scattering processes become important only when 
the number of exdtations is fairly large. Thus at low temperatures, where 
excitations with small energies are important ancl the number of them is 
small, neither type of process leading to the damping of excitations will 
be important. The weakness of the interactions between excitations at 
low temperatures enables them to be regarded as an ideal gas of "quasi
particles". 

It is now possible to assume, on the basis of experimental data and 
direct theoretical calculations, that the ideas we have just outlined 
regarding the structure of the spectra are solidly established facts. The 
energy spectra of different physical materials (e.g. the liquid isotopes 
He3 and He4 , metals, dielectrics, etc.) are of course quite different. Thus, 
liquid He4 has a Bose type spectrum, whereas the spectra of liquid He3 
and the dectron spectra of nwtals ("f) are of the Fermi type. 

2. Spectrum of a Bose liquidW 

An example of a system possessing a Bose type spectrum is provided 
by a so-called Bose liquid, i.e. a liquid consisting of atoms with integral 
spins. Only one such liquid is found in nature, namely liquid helium 

(t) To avoid confusion we shall stipulate that the isotropic model of a metal 
(which is naturally a long way from the true picture) is considered throughout what 
follows. The electron spectra are sharply anisotropic in real metals, so that many 
of the results described in this book are merely qualitative as applied to metals. 

(t) The ideas outlined here regarding the spectrum of a Bose liquid were first 
proposed by L. D. LANDAU [3, 4]. 
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(more precisely the isotope Ile4), which doe's not solidify at the absolute 
zero of tC'mpcrature under its own vapour pressure. Since Hc4 atoms 
possess zero spin, we can essentially confine ourselves to this case. 

The dependence of the excitation Pnergy of a Bose liquid on the mo
mentum, at limitingly small values of the latter, is determined from 
extremely general considerations. The domain of small momenta p cor
responds to long-wave osPillations of the liquid. An oscillation of this type 
is in fact ordinary sound. "\Ve at once conclude from this that the elemen
tary excitations at small p are identical to sound - phouons, for which 
the Ponnection between e1wrgy and momentum is well known. Indeed, 
notfring that the frequency of sound w is connected with the wave 
vector hy th<' relationship ro = uk, where u is the sound velocity, we 
imme1liately obtain the rclat.ionship of interest: 

B =up. (1.5) 

Thus, at small momenta the excitation energy in a Bose liquid is linearly 
dependent on its momentum, the coefficient of proportionality being the 
sound velocity. 

As the momentum increases the function e(p) ceases to be linear and 
the further course of the e(p) curve cannot he determined by so simple 
a. method. The following discussion is of interest in this connection, since 
it enables a number of deductions to be made regarding the function 
e(p) for arbitrary momcnta(t). 

The energy of a liquid is a functional of its density e ( r) and of the 
hydrodynamic velocity 11 (r): 

1 
E(e, 11) = 

2 
J e11

2 d3 r + E<1>(e), (1.6) 

where E<1> is that part of the energy which is independent of the velocity. 
We shall consider small vibrations. In that case, e (r) = e + "e (r), where e is the equilibrium density, independent of the coordinates, and be (r) 
and 11 (r) are small quantities -describing the vibrations. Notice that, by 
definition, 

Neglecting second order terms in be and v, the function e (r) in the 
first term on the right-hand side of (1.6) can be replaced by its mean 
value e· The expression for E<U may be written to the same accuracy as 

E<
1
>(e) = E 0 >(e) + J 'lf'(r)t5e(r)d3r + ! J J cp(r, r')be(r)be(r')d3rd3r'. 

The functions '!f'(r) and cp(r, r') are defined solely by properties of 
the liquid when not excited by vibrations, i.e. when homogeneous and 

Ct) The derivation given here is due to 1~. P. P1TAgvsKI1 [:>]. 
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isotropic; in view of this 1P(r) must be constant: 1P(r) = const = 1P• 
whilst cp(r, r') depends only on jr - r' I: <p(r, r') = <p(I r - r' I>· The first 
order term in the expansion of E{l) is therefore simply proportional to 
J <5e(r)d3r = 0. Finally, 

E = E 0 >(e) + ~ f t'
2 d 3r + ~ ff <p(lr - r' i)<5e(r)<5e(r')d3rd3r'. 

The velocity vis connected with the density oscillations by the equation 
of continuity 

e +div (et') = 0, 

which, up to first order terms in be and r, can be written as 

e + e div v = 0. 

We now change to Fourier components: 

(1. 7) 

1 ·c > 1 ·c > 1 . > bo (r} = - ,~ n e' p·r 'l' (r) = - ~ v e' p·r <p (r) = - ~ <p e•<P·r ... v p <:::p ' v p p ' v p p ' 

and taking into account that small vibrations of a liquid are always 
longitudinal, i.e. the velocity L'p in a wave with wave vector p is always 
directed along p: 

vP = apP· 
We now easily find from (I. 7) that 

and 

t' - i Qp .P_ 
p - e p2 

E-E(l)(-) + ~ ''('i!Pl2+~ I 12) - e v p 2e p2 2 'Pp Qp • 
(1.8) 

The first term in (1.8) represents the energy of the undisturbed liquid, 
the second splits into a sum of terms, each of which is the energy of a 
harmonic oscillation of frequency wp, where 

2 - 2 
wP = eP 'Pp· (1.9) 

We sec thus that any small vibration of a liquid can be split into clemcn. 
tary oscillations, i.e. elementary excitations described by the equations 
for a harmonic oscillator. 

In the quantum case the energy of each such oscillator is expressed by 

EP = wP (n + ! ) ; n = 0,1,2, ... 

The resulting structure of the spectrum is in complPte agreement with 
the picture outlined above of elementary exritations. The spectrum is 
the sum of the energies of diffnPnt numbers of elementary excitations 
and the dependence of the energy of an elementary excitation e(p) on 
its momentum is determined by (1.9) and the obvious relationshin 
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To complete our solution, we must express <pp in terms of the charac
teristics of the system. \Ve have to note that in the quantum case the 
ground state energy of the system is not EU> (g), as in the classical case, 
since we have to take into account the so-called zero-point energy of the 
oscillators, which we know to be equal to 1 / 2 wp for each oscillator. Thus 
the ground state energy of a Bose liquid is equal to 

where (compare (1.8)) 
Wp 1-.- 1 -- --· 

v 2 = 20P2 lepl2 + 2rpplepl2 
= fPplepl2 

• 

We immediately obtain (t) from (1.9) and (1.10): 

p2 
e(p) =WP= 2mS(p)' 

(1.10) 

(1.11) 

where S(p) = lePl2/Vmg is the Fourier component of the so-called den
sity correlation function 

S( 
- ') - [n(r) - n] [n(r') -n] r r - . 

n 
(1.12) 

Here n(r) = e (r)/m is the number of particles per unit volume. 
Although it is impossible to evaluate S(p), (1.11) enables us to draw a 

number of extremely important conclusions about the form of e (p). 
Alternatively, if we know certain general properties of the spectrum e(p), 
we can draw conclusions about the behaviour of S(p), which determines 
the interaction processes between the liquid and various particles (such as 
neutrons; see below, Chap. III, § 17). 

As already mentioned, in the small momenta region the excitation 
energy is linearly dependent on the momentum: e f::::j up. It follows that 
S(p) is also linearly dependent on the momentum: S f::::j p/2mu. 

In the region of small distances, or what amounts to the same thing, 
of large momenta, the function S ( r) has the familiar form (see [l ], § 114): 

S(r) = b(r) + P(r), (1.13) 

where v(r) has no singularities as r-+ 0. We have then for the Fourier 
components: 

S(p) = 1 + v(p), 

P(p)-+ 0 asp-+ oo. Hence S(p) tends to unity at large momenta and 
2 

e(P) f::::j :m, 
Ct) Formula (l.11) was first obtained by R. P. FEYNMAN [6] by another method. 

His derivation is a good deal more complicated and does not seem to us more 
general than the method described above. 
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i.e. the energy of an elementary excitation is the same as the energy of 
a free atom of the liquid (He4 atom). 

For intermediate momenta, S (p) may either increase monotonically 
from zero to unity asp increases, or may have a maximum at p ,...._,I/a, 
where a is the interatomic distance (this follows from dimensional con
siderations, since there is only one length para-

FCIJ, 
meter, i.e. the interatomic distance, in the liquid 
problem). In the latter case, the spectrum of 
the elementary excitations may be of the form 
shown in Fig. 1. The suggestion that the exci
tation spectrum of liquid He4 may have a mini-
mum at p ,...._, I/a was first made by L. D. Lan- ~ // 
dau [3, 4]. Fig. 1 

It should be noted that the above derivation of (1.11) is based on a 
hydrodynamic approximation, in which the liquid is regarded as a con
tinuous medium. This approximation loses its validity in cases where 
distances of interatomic order, or momenta of order 1/a, are important. 
Hence (1.11), correct for small momenta, must be looked on as an inter
polation between the small momenta region and that of very large mo
menta, for which the particles are, in fact, free and the elementary 
excitations are the same as the particles, i.e. have energies p 2/2m. 

The elementary excitation spectrum in liquid He4 can naturally not be 
evaluated in full detail. The most accurate e(p) curves were obtained 
quite recently from experiments on neutron scattering in He4 [7]. 

A knowledge of the energy spectrum enables us to work out the ther
modynamic functions of liquid He4 (more precisely, the differences 
between their values at a given temperature and at T = 0). The part of 
the spectrum that plays the leading role depends on the value of T 
(see Fig. 1). 

At the very lowest temperatures the part corresponding to small p, 
i.e. the phonons, will be the most important ones. At higher temperatures 
the excitations in the neighbourhood of the minimum of e(p) (at p = p 0 ) 

become the most important. On expanding the energy e rn powers of 
P -p0, we get(t): 

(l.14) 

The elementary excitations are called "rotons" in this part of the spec
trum U). 

All the thermodynamic quantities will be sums of "phonon" and 
"roton" parts. To find the thermodynamic potential we only need to 

(t) The numerical values of the constants appearing in this formula are, for 
liet [7]: 

LI = 11·4X1011 sec-1, Po = 1·92X108 cm-1, m* = 0·16 mHe'· 
<i> The term "rotons" is due to TAMM. 
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substitute (1.5), (1.14) in the formula (see [l], § 53): 

Q = VT J ln (1- e[µ-e(p)/TJ) d
3
J>__. 

• (2:n:)3 (1.15) 

The following facts should be borne in mind here. Firstly, the number 
of excitations is not fixed, but is itself determined from the equilibrium 
condition - that the free energy be a minimum with respect to any 
variation in the number of particles; this gives: 

(oF) =µ = O 
oN V,T 

(F =!J + µN). (1.16) 

Whenµ= 0, the potential Q is the same as the free energy F. Secondly, 
in view of the fact that the roton energy is always large compared to the 
temperatures under discussion, the Bose distribution for the rotons may 
be replaced by a Boltzmann distribution. This is connected with the fact 
that in the case T ~ erot we can simply confine ourselves to the first term 
in the expansion of In (1 - exp [- erot/T]) in powers of the small quantity 
exp [- erotf T] when evaluating the integral in (l.15), whence follows the 
Boltzmann formula 

F = - VT j -arotfT d3p_ 
rot e (2:n:)3 • 

We find with the aid of these substitutions: 

:n:2 T4 
Fph = - V 90u3' 

F - V 2m*If2T3f2p5 -Ll/T 
rot - - (2:n:)3/2 e · 

} (l.17) 

All the remaining thermodynamic functions are now easily obtained. 

3. Superfluidity 

The most interesting property of a Bose liquid is its "superfluidity", 
i.e. its ability to flow through capillary tubes without friction. Landau 
showed [3] that this property follows from the form of the excitation 
spectrum that he proposed. 

Let us take a Bose liquid at absolute zero, flowing along a capillary 
with velocity v. In a coordinate system fixed in the liquid the latter is 
at rest, whilst the capillary moves with velocity - v. The presence of 
friction between the liquid and the wall means that the liquid starts to 
be carried along by the walls. This implies that non-zero momentum and 
energy are present in the liquid. This is only possible when elementary 
excitations appear in the liquid. If one such excitation occurs, the liquid 
acquires momentum p and energy e (p). Let us now change to a coordinate 
system fixed in the capillary. The ep.ergy of the liquid in this system is 
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e + (p · v) + -
2
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Hence the appearance of an excitation changes the energy of the 
liquid by an amount e + (p · v). This change must be negative if such 
an excitation is to appear, i.e. 

e+(p·v)<O. 

This quantity is a minimum when p and v have opposite directions. It 
is therefore always necessary that e - pv < 0, i.e. v > e/p. Finally, in 
order that excitations appear in the liquid as a whole, the velocity must 
satisfy 

v > (!._) .. 
P mm 

(1.18) 

The minimum value of e/p corresponds to the point of the e(p) curve at 
which 

de 
dp p 

(1.19) 

i.e. the point where a straight line from the origin touches the e(p) curve. 
Superfluid flow can therefore only occur when the liquid velocity is 

less than the elementary excitation velocity at points satisfying condi
tion (1.19). (Remember that de/dp is the elementary excitation velocity.) 

There always exists for any Bose liquid at least one point at which 
condition (1.19) is fulfilled. This point is the origin p = 0. Since the 
excitations move with the velocity of sound for p close to zero, the super
fluidity condition is clearly violated at flow velocities exceeding the 
velocity of sound u. 

There is still one danger point in the excitation spectrum of liquid He4• 

It is clear from the curve in Fig. 1 that it lies to the right of the roton 
minimum. We easily find by using (1.14) that the superfluid flow velocity 
must be 

v < ~(V p~ + 2m*LI -p0) 
m 

or, if we make use of the numerical values of the constants (from which it 
is clear that p~ ::?> 2m*LI), 

LI 
v<-. 

Po 
We arrive at the final conclusion that the motion in He4 is certainly not 
superfluid at velocities exceeding Ll/p0• 

Excitations occur in a Bose liquid at non-zero temperatures. It may 
easily be seen that this does not alter the above discussion regarding 
the possibility of the appearance of new excitations during the flow. 
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However, it is interesting to consider what effect excitations already 
present may have on the liquid motion. 

To do this, we imagine that a "gas of elementary excitations" moves 
in the liquid with some macroscopic velocity u. The distribution function 
is obtained in this case from the distribution function of the gas at rest 
by replacing e bye - (p · u). The momentum of the gas per unit volume 
is obtained from the integral 

d3p 
P = J pn[e-(p-v)](

2
:n:)3 • (1.20) 

We can expand. n [e - (p · u)] at small velocities in powl'rs of (p · v). We 
obtain 

on d_3p v f on d3p 
p = - J p (p · v) Oe (2:n:)3 = -3 P

2 
oe (2:n:)3 · (1.21) 

It follows from (1.21) that the momentum P of the moving gas of 
excitations is proportional to the velocity v of the motion. The cocffi
ciPnt of proportionality bc>tween P and u is obviously the mass of the 
moving body. Hence it may be seen that the gas motion relative to the 
liquid is accompanied by a mass transfer. The indivitlual excitations may, 
of course, interact with the walls and be scattered from them. In the case 
of scattering, a momentum exchange takes place betwcc>n the gas and 
t.hc walls. This means that the gas motion will be viscous. Since the gas 
motion is accompanied by mass transfn, as we have just seen, we arrive 
at the conclusion that viscous flow can occur in a Bose liquid in which 
excitations are already present, with velocities at which the i:mperfluidity 
condition (1.18) is certainly not violated. It is essential, however, that the 
viscous motion be accompanied by transfer of a mass which is by no means 
the same as the mass of all the liquid; this mass is determined by (1.21) 
and depends on the number of excitations (in particular, P = 0 at 
T= 0). 

1Ve now consider the general picture of the motion of a Bose liquid 
when the velocity is such that the superfluidity condition is not violated. 

We start with the absolute zero. If the liquid is in the ground state 
initially, i.e. there are no excitations in it, none can appear in it later 
and the motion will be superfluid. 

The picture is quite different when T #- 0. Excitations are now pres
ent in the liquid, the number of them being determined by the relevant 
statistical formulae. Although no new excitations can arise, there is 
nothing to prevent the excitations already present from colliding with 
the walls and exchanging momPntum with them, as already described. 
Only a part of the liquid mass, as desrribed by (1.21), will participate 
in this viscous motion. The remaining part of the mass will move as 
before, without friction either with the walls or with the part of the 
liquid participating in the viscous motion. A Bose liquid at T #- 0 is 
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therefore so to speak a mixture of two fluids, "superfluid" and "normal", 
moving without relative friction. 

There is no such division in reality, of course; there are simply two 
motions in the liquid, each corresponding to its own effective mass or 
density. The "normal" density is the coefficient of proportionality be
tween the momentum per unit volume of the moving excitation gas and 
its velocity. On substituting in (1.21) first the Bose distribution formula 
withe= up, and then the Boltzmann distribution formula withe from 
(1.14), we can find thf' phonon and roton parts of the normal density: 

2:n:2 T4 
fJnph = 45u6 , 

2m*1/2 pie-!lfT 
fJnrot = 3 (2:n:)3/2 Tl/2 · 

(1.22) 

The remammg part e. of the liquid density corresponds to the super
fluid motion. Hence 

e = !!n +es· (1.23) 

Let vn denote the macroscopic velocity of the gas of excitations, and 
V 8 the superfluid liquid velocity. This latter has an important property. 
If a Bose liquid is placed in a cylinder and the latter rotated about its 
axis, the normal part is carried along by the cylinder wall and starts to 
rotate with it. On the other hand, the superfluid part remains at rest. 
It is thus impossible to introduce a rotation into the superfluid part. In 
other words, the motion of this part is always potential. This is t>Xpresscd 
mathematically as 

curl u. = 0. (1.24) 

The motion of the superfluid part plays the role of boundary conditions 
for the c>xcitations. It should be noticed that in the system of reference 
fixed in the superfluid part the function e(p) has the form described 
above. \Ve obviously obtaiu in the system at rest: 

e' = e(p) + (p · v 8 ), (1.25) 

where p is the momentum in the system of reference fixed in the super
fluid liquid. 

This must be taken into account when writing out the transport 
equation for the excitations, which thus has the form 

on (on oe') (on oe') ot + or. cp - (p. or = l(n), (1.26) 

Where I (n) is the collision integral. 

The presence in a Bose liquid of two types of motioH "\\ith two distinct 
Velocities leads to a very particular form of hydrodynamics. The equation 
of hydrodynamics can be obtained from the transport equation (1.26). 
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The derivation (which we shall omit here) was carried out by I. M. Kha
latnikov and is described in his review article [8] (t). 

The two-velocity hydrodynamics of a Bose liquid differs a good deal 
from ordinary hydrodynamics. In particular, oscillations of two different 
types can occur in such a liquid, with different velocities of propagation. 

Oscillations of the first type are ordinary sound, or what is called first 
sound. The liquid moves as a whole in a wave of this sound; the normal 
and superfluid parts are not separated. The velocity of propagation of 
first sound is equal to u. Oscillations of the second type - so-called 
second sound - are propagated with a velocity 

-Ve.TS2 
U2- 0 ' 

!!n!! 
(l.27) 

where 0 and S are respectively the specific heat and entropy per unit 
volume. In a wave of this type the normal and superfluid parts oscillate 
in counterphase, in such a way that the total flux of the liquid is 
j = !!n vn + e.v. f::::j 0. 

We shall not discuss in more detail problems connected with the hy
drodynamics of a superfluid liquid. A discussion of sound in liquid He4 , 

and also excitation interaction processes leading to various dissipative 
phenomena (viscosity, heat conductivity, and so on), may be found in 
numerous specialist works and are described in detail in the reviews by 
E. M. Lifshitz [9] and I. M. Khalatnikov [8], to which the reader is 
referred. 

\Ve now consider what can be said regarding the behaviour of a Bose 
liquid at higher temperatures, when the number of excitations in it be
comes large. In this case it is no longer possible to neglect interactions 
between excitations and our picture of the excitations as a gas of free 
particles ceases to correspond to reality. Formulae (l.17) for the thermo
dynamic functions, being based on the gas model, now lose their validity. 
This equally applies to formulae (l.22) for the normal density. On the 
other hand, the idea of two types of motion in a Bose liquid, occurring 
with corresponding effective densities, is not directly connected with the 
picture accepted above of the state of excitations, and we can suppose 
that this idea will still hold good at relatively high temperatures. The 
same applies to the hydrodynamical equations, which are no more than 
consequences of the laws of conservation, from which they can be deduced 
(see [8]). As the temperature rises, the normal density en increases up to 
the point where it reaches a value equal to !!· A phase transition takes 
place in helium at this point (the so-called A-point). Superfluid flow is 
possible below but not above this point; above it, the Bose liquid is 
subject to ordinary hydrodynamics. 

Ct) Hydrodynamical equations of superfluid Het, valid at reasonably low voloci
ties, were first obtained by L. D. LANDAU [3]. 
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In principle, the transition from en#- (! to en = e could occur conti
nuously or discontinuously. Experiment shows that the phase transition 
in helium is of the second kind and is not accompanied by emission or 
absorption of any latent heat (see [10], § 130). It follows from this that 
the normal density en increases continuously as the temperature rises 
until it reaches the value e at the transition point. 

Well above the transition point, helium has no special features as 
compared with an ordinary liquid. As regards the neighbourhood of the 
,'{-point, we have reason to expect a whole range of striking new properties 
here. The behaviour of the characteristics (in particular the thermody
namic functions) of a system close to a transition point of the second 
kind represents an as yet unsolved problem which is at the same time one 
of the most interesting of the physics of condensed media. 

§ 2. FERMI LIQUIDS 

1. Excitations in Fermi liquids 

Let us consider a system of interacting particles obeying Fermi sta
tistics. \Ve shall confine ourselves to the case when the particle spin is·1/ 2, 

since the discussion is necessarily limited to liquid He3 , electrons in metals 
or nuclear material. We shall refer to a system of interacting particles 
with spin 1/ 2 as a Fermi liquid. 

A theory of the weakly excited states of a Fermi liquid was expounded 
by L. D. Landau [11, 12]. His theory is based on the assumption that 
the excitation spectrum of a Fermi liquid has a similar type of structure 
to that of an ideal Fermi gas. Hence, before turning to the Fermi liquid, 
it will be useful to link up the familiar picture of the ~xcited states of a 
Fermi gas with the idea of elementary excitations. 

It is well known, that in the ground state of an ideal Fermi gas at 
T = 0, the particles fill all the quantum states with momenta less than 
some limiting value p0 , whilst no states with momenta greater than p0 

are filled. The filled states form in momentum space a sphere of radius 
Po, called the Fermi sphere. The value of p 0 is determined from the con
dition that the number of states with p < p 0 be equal to the number of 
particles: 

-(3n2N)11s 
Po- V , (2.1) 

where N/V is the particle density. 
The particles will have a different momentum distribution in an excited 

state. It is easily seen that every such state can be formed from the ground 
state by successive translations of particles from inside to outside the 
Fermi sphere. The state obtained with each such elementary action 
differs from the initial state by the presence of particles with p > p 0 
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and "holes" with p < p0 • These particles with p > p0 and holes with 
p < p 0 obviously play the role of elementary excitations in an ideal 
Fermi gas. They possess spin 1 / 2, they can appear and vanish only in 
pairs, and they possess momenta in the region of p 0 for weakly excited 
states. The energy of such elementary excitations is conveniently meas
ured from the Fermi level (i.e. from PU2m). The particle-type excitation 
energy is measured upwards from the Fermi boundary, and the hole 
energy downwards (i.e. the particle energy is ~ = (p2/2m) - (pU2m) 
f::::j v(p - p 0), v = p0 /m, whilst the hole energy is - ~ = (pU2m) - (p2/2m) 
f::::j v(po - p)). 

It is assumed in Landau's theory that the weakly excited state of a 
Fermi liquid is very similar to the corresponding state of a Fermi gas. 
It can be described with the aid of a set of elementary excitations with 
spin 1 / 2 and momenta in the neighbourhood of p 0 • An essential hypothesis 
of the theory is that p 0 is connected with the liquid particle density by 
the same formula (2.1) as in the ideal gas case (a proof of this assertion 
will be given in Chap. IV). As in a gas, the excitations in the Fermi 
liquid are of two types - "particles" with momentum greater than p0 , 

and "holes" with momentum less than p 0 , which can appear and vanish 
only in pairs. It follows from this that the number of "particles" is 
necessarily equal to the number of "holes". 

In spite of the great similarity between excitations in a Fermi liquid 
and in an ideal Fermi gas, there are important differences, due to the 
fact that the excitations in the liquid mutually interact. The clearest 
outward sign of such interaction is the existence of superfluid (or super
conducting, if we are speaking of electrons in a metal) Fermi liquids. The 
excitation spectrum described above for a Fermi gas does not lead to 
superfluidity, for an arbitrarily small energy is sufficient for excitation 
of a Fermi gas, i.e. for the formation of "particles" with p > p 0 and 
"holes" with p < p 0 • At the same time, the total momentum of this pair 
can reach the value 2p0 • In view of this (e/P)min = 0, and hence it fol
lows, by (1.18), that the critical velocity is zero, in other words, super
fluidity is absent. The appearance of superfluidity is bound up with the 
fact that a definite type of quasi-particle interaction leads to a radical 
change in the spectrum. In particular, the excitation of such a Fermi 
liquid requires an expenditure of energy which cannot be made less than 
a certain definite value. The excitation spectrum is said to have a gap in 
such cases. 

We defer further discussion of superfluid Fermi liquids to Chapter VII, 
and turn now to the properties of normal Fermi system excitations. 

The interaction between excitations means that the very idea D 

elementary excitations only has a meaning close to the Fermi momen
tum p 0 • As mentioned earlier, we can only speak of elementary excita
tions in the case when their damping is small compared with their energy. 
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The magnitude of the damping is determined either by processes of de
composition of one excitation into several others, or by collisions of 
excitations with each other. If the excitation energy is large compared 
with the temperature of the liquid, the chief role is played by the de
composition processes, and the damping is proportional to the probability 
of these processes. On taking into account the laws of conservation of 
energy and momentum, and the condition that the number of "particles" 
be equal to the number of "holes", the probability of decomposition 
may easily be seen to the proportional to (p - p0)2 (t). On the other 
hand, the excitation energy is proportional to p - p0 • Hence it is clear 
that the damping will be relatively small for excitations with momenta 

close to Po· 
If we are talking of an equilibrium Fermi liquid at finite temperatures, 

the mean energy of the "particles" and "holes" will be of order T. In 
view of the fact that the excitations are subject to Fermi statistics, the 
number of them is also proportional to T. It is easily seen that the pro
bability of decomposition and scattering will be of the same order for 
such excitations, i.e. they are both proportional to T2 (t). Hence it fol
lows that a description of a Fermi liquid with the aid of elementary 
excitations only applies at fairly low temperatures. 

The properties of the energy spectrum of a Fermi liquid can be visu
alised more easily with the aid of a model based on the analogy with a 
Fermi gas. Suppose that the ground state of the liquid corresponds to 
a set of quasi-particles filling the Fermi sphere with limiting momentum 

(tl The probability is best estimated by using the analogy with a Fermi gas. 
Let us consider the following process: a particle with momentum p 1 (p1 > Pol 
interacts with a particle inside the Fermi sphere with momentum P 2 (p2 < Pol· As 
a result two particles are obtained, with momenta Pa and P4 = P1 + P 2 - p 3, 

where p3 , p4 > Po· The particle with momentum p 1 has thus "decomposed" into 
particles with momenta Pa and p4 and a hole with momentum p 2 • The total pro
bability of such a process is proportional to 

J t5 (€1 + 62 - "a - €4l dap2 dapa, 

P2 < Po• Pa > Po• P4 = IP1 + P2 - Pa I > Po· 
It is easily seen that, for p1 - Po ~ Po· the permissible domains of variation of the 
moduli of the vectors p2 and Pa are 

Po< Pa< P1 + P2-Po• 2po-P1 < P2 <Po· 
!he angle between p 1 and p 2 can be arbitrary. The angle between Pa and P1 + P 2 
is defined from the conservation of energy condition, whilst the integral over this 
angle makes the t5-function vanish. The remaining integral over d3p 2 d3Pa is taken 
close to p 2 RI Pa RI Po and gives the factor (p1 - Pol2• 

(tl These processes are in essence aspects of the same phenomenon for an almost 
0

''al Fermi gas, and the relevant probability is proportional to 

J t5(e1 + E2 -Ea-E4l n(e2l (1-n(Ea)) (l-n(€4 )) d3p 2 d3Pa· 
It can be assumed formally that it is a question of scattering when IP2 I > p0, 

and of decomposition when IP2 I < Po· The integral is proportional to T 2 in both 
cases when e1 - µ ~ T. 

Q.F.T. 2 
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Po- The relation (2.1) Pau be interpreted as an equality between the num
ber of quasi-particles and the number of liquid particles. Excitations in 
such a model are in complete accord with the idea of "particles" and 
"holes". In particular, the equality between the number of "particles" 
and the number of "holes" is expressed as the conservation of the num
ber of quasi-particles in the model. If we introduce a quasi-particle 
distribution function n(p), its variations will be restricted by the con
dition 

J bnd3p = 0. (2.2) 

The gas model is convenient for further investigations into the pro
perties of a Fermi liquid. It must be borne in mind, however, that the 
concept of quasi-particles only has a meaning in the neighbourhood of 
the Fermi surface. Hence, it follows that the properties of the gas model, 
in which quasi-particles far from the Fermi surface play an essential 
role, by no means correspond to an actual Fermi liquid. 

2. Quasi-particle energy 

Apart from the assumptions made about the nature of the elementary 
excitations, Landau's theory is based on a hypothesis concerning the 
quasi-particle interaction. He assumes that this interaction can be de
scribed through a self-consistent field, acting on a quasi-particle and 
produced by the surrounding quasi-particles. 

The energy of the system will now be no longer equal to the sum of the 
energies of the separate quasi-particles; instead, it is a functional of 
their distribution function. The energy of an individual quasi-particle is 
defined in a natural manner as the variational derivative of the total 
energy with respect to the distribution function: 

rl3p 
()E = 2 J i:;bn (

2
n)3 V (2.3) 

(the factor 2 comes from summation over the spin). 
In fact, it is clear from this formula that i:; is precisely the variation 

in the system energy due to adding one quasi-particle of momentum p (t). 
It is assumed in (2.2) and (2.3) that the quasi-particles are distributed 

uniformly in space. This restriction means in practice that non-uni
formity in space may occur only at distances substantially exceeding the 
quasi-particle wavelength. Since we are only considering excitations in 
the neighbourhood of the Fermi boundary, i.e. with momenta close to 
p0 , it follows from (2.1) that the wavelength is of the order of the inter
atomic spacing. The requirement of spatial uniformity thus implies no 
restrictions in practice. 

(t) Remember that n(p) is the quasi-particle momentum distribution, i.e. 
2 J n(p) d 3p/(2n)3 is the number of quasi-particles per unit volume. 
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In the presence of a magnetic field, and also in the case of a ferro
magnetic system, the distribution function must be regarded as an oper
ator acting on the spin indices (density matrix): n"p. The quasi-particle 
energy Eaf! is also an operator. vVhen there is uu magnetic field and the 
system is not ferromagnetic, the operators n,,p and e"'p arc proportional 
to the unit matrix. Formula (2.3) must therefore' be written in the general 
case as 

ThiR last exprrnision can be conveniently written in the abbreviated form 

(E) d3p 
{J V = Tra J elm (2n)3' (2.4) 

provided we remember that e and n stand for the respective matrices; 
the sign Tra denotes as usual the sum of the diagonal elements of tho 
product of matrices e and lJn. 

The definition of the quasi-particle energy in accordance with (2.4) 
means that their equilibrium distribution function is in fact a Fermi 
function. This is most conveniently proved by uHing the familiar expres
sion for the entropy(t) 

s d3p 
V = -Tra J [n ln n + (1-n) ln (1- n)] (

2
n)3 • (2.5) 

This formula has a purely combinatorial origin, and its applicability to 
a Fermi liquid is determined by the fact that the classification of the 
quasi-particle levels corresponds by hypothesis to the classification of the 
particle levels in an ideal gas. 

Given that the number of particles and the energy arc constant, 

lJN = 0, lJE = 0, 
the distribution function 

1 
n (e) = nF(e) = exp [(e _ µ)/1.'] + 1 

(2.6) 

can be found from the condition that the entropy be a maximum, by 
taking the variation with respect to lJn. The energy e is here a functional 
of n, so that (2.6) is in fact an extremely complicated implicit expression 
for n(e). 

Being a functional of n, e depends on the temperature. This dependence 
can be represented as follows. If we denote by e<0>(p) the quasi-particle 
equilibrium energy at T = 0, it will be expressed at small deviations 
from equilibrium or at fairly low temperatures by the formula 

e(p, a)= e<0>(p, a)+ lJe(p, a) 

= e<0>(p, a)+ Tr.,. J f(p, a; p', a')lJn(p', a') j
2

3
P3 . (2.7) 

( n) 

(t) As usual, we understand by Tr., Inn the sum of the logarithms of the di
agonal elements n""'" 
2• 
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Here (Jn = n - nF ( T = 0), whilst f is an operator depending on the 
momenta and spin operators of two quasi-particles. Formula (2. 7) uses 
a notation indicating the matrix nature of the quantities appearing in it. 
As already said, e and n are matrices in the spin variables. To emphasise 
this fact, we have written them as e (p, a), n (p, a), where <lv <lv, <lz are 
the familiar Pauli matrices, connected with the quasi-particle spin oper
ator s by the relationship s = 1 / 2 a. The operator f is a matrix both with 
respect to the spin variables appearing on the left-hand side of (2. 7) and 
with respect to the spin variables of the operator (Jn, under the integral 
sign on the right-hand side of (2.7). We can write (2.7) in a more detailed 
form (here, and in the following, summation over repeated indices is 
implied): 

e"'p(P) = e~~ (p) + J f af!; yb(p, P') bnby(p') (:~3 • 
This shows the significance of the notation f(p, a; p', a'). 

The function f thus defined is the second variational derivative of the 
energy per unit volume with respect to bn (cf. (2. 7) and (2.4)), and is 
therefore symmetric with respect to an interchange of p, a with p', a'. 
The function f is a very important characteristic of a Fermi liquid. As 
we shall see below (see Chap. IV), it is connected with the amplitude of 
scattering of two quasi-particles at zem angle. 

The dependence of f on the spin variables can be written in the general 
form 

f(p, a; p', a')= <p(p, p') + aia~Cik(p, P'). (2.8) 

If the interaction of the spins has an exchange origin (t), the second term 
in (2.8) has the form (a· a') C(p, p'). 

The quasi-particle energy e is independent of the spin in the absence 
of a magnetic field. The function e<0> in (2. 7) depends only on p, and can 
be expanded into a series in p - Po: 

(2.9) 

where µ (0) is the chemical potential at T = 0, and v is a constant. We 
can write v, the excitation velocity at the Fermi surface, as 

Po v=--, 
m* 

(2.10) 

(t) Several types of particle interaction are usually distinguished, depending on 
the spins: exchange interaction, connected with the possibility of exchange of 
identical particles; spin-orbit interaction, originating from the relativistic inter
action of the moving magnetic moment with electric fields; direct magnetic inter
action of the angular momenta. Exchange interactions are usually much larger 
than the other types, and are distinguished by its invariance with respect to a 
rotation of the total angular momentum of the particle system in space. The scalar 
product (11·11') has this property. 
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where m* is the effective mass. Landau has shown [11] that there is 
a definite connection between m* and/. 

Let us write a relationship expressing the simple fact that the momen
tum per unit volume of liquid is the same as the mass flow. The momen
tum per unit volume is obviously the same as the quasi-particle momentum, 
i.e. equal to 

d3p 
2 Jpn (2n)3. 

On the other hand, by virtue of the assumption that the number of 
Fermi liquid particles is equal to the number of quasi-particles, the flux 
of liquid particles is the same as the flux of quasi-particles and is equal to 

d3p 
2 J vn (2n)3' 

where vis the quasi-particle velocity. We get the mass flux density from 
this expression simply by multiplying it by the atomic mass m of the 
particles in the liquid. Bearing in mind that by definition v is equal to 
8e/8p, we can write the condition that the momentum and mass flux 
be equal as 

(2.11) 

We vary (2.11) with respect ton, noting that the change in the energy 
e due to this is connected with /Jn by (2. 7), which when there is no mag
netic field (i.e. when n and e are independent of spin), can be written as 

Ji 1 T T J ( I I Ji I d3p ue="2 ra r.,. f p,a;p,a)vn (2n)3 • 

It follows that: 

J p d3p 
-/Jn-
m (2n)3 

_ J Oe Ji d
3
p 1 T T J Ji , 8 f . , , d3 d

3
p' 

- op vn (2n)3 + 2 rO" rO". nun op (p, a' p' a) p (2nf. 

We integrate by parts with respect to p in the second integral and re
designating the variables pa;;:? p' a': 

Jp__lJn d3p 
m (2n)3 

J Oe d3p 1 I I on' d3pd3p' 
= fJp/Jn(2n)a-2TraTra·f f /Jnf(p,a;p,a)op' (2n)6 

As the /Jn are arbitrary, this leads at once to 

p Oe 1 J I I on' d3p 
m =op -2TraTra· /(p, a; p 'a) op' (2n)a. 
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When T = 0 the energy e close to the Fermi surface has the form 
(2.9), whilst on' fop' R,; - (p' /p') c5 (p' - Pol· We note that I depends only 
on the angle X between p and p', inasmuch as the liquid is isotropic, 
and then get 

1 1 Po T J .:in *=---
2 2 

)3 raTra' f(x) cosx~&, m m ( :n: 
(2.12) 

where f(x) is the value off for IP I = IP' I =Po- The integration in (2.12) 
is performed over the direction of the vector p'. This relationship con
nects the atomic mass of the liquid with the effective mass of the quasi
particles. It remains valid to a fair approximation as long as the tem
perature is sufficiently low. 

The specific heat of a Fermi liquid is expressed in terms of m* in 
accordance with the usual formula for a Fermi gas. Indeed, we have, 
from (2.3), for the specific heat per unit volume: 

Cv = (o(E/V)) = 2 J s (on) d
3
p_. 

oT N,V oT N (2:n:)3 <
2
•
13

) 

It may easily be shown that replacing e by c,<0> in the integrand gives a 
relative error of the order (T/µ (0))3 • We therefore obtain, in a linear 
approximation in T, the usual gas formula 

C 1 * v =-rm PoT. (2.14) 

The entropy at low temperatures is given by the same formula (t). 

3. Sound 

The propagation of sound has a number of special features in a Fermi, 
just as in a Bose, liquid (though the features are different in the two 
cases). If we consider sound of a given frequency, it will be propagated 
in accordance with the laws of ordinary hydrodynamics provided the 
temperature is not too low. The damping will be proportional to the 
time T between collisions of the excitations. As the temperature falls 
the probability of collisions will diminish as the square of the smearing
out of the Fermi distribution, i.e. the time of collisions will increase in 
accordance with a T-2-law. In general sound ceases to be propagated at 
temperatures for which T is of the order 1/w. 

The propagation of sound nevertheless becomes possible again as the 
temperature is further lowered. Its velocity is different, generally speak
ing, and it is no longer simply a wave of compression and rarefaction. 
The phenomenon was predicted by L. D. Landau [12] and called by 

(t) Formula (2.13) can be used to determine m* from experimental data on spe
cific heats. By (2.1), the momentum Po is determined from the density of the liquid. 
Thus we find for liquid He3 (see (13, 14]): 

p0 = 0·76X108 cm-1, 
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him "zero sound". In view of the fact that the nature of sound is deter
mined solely by the relationship between w and -r, the two types can be 
characterised as low-frequency sound ( w -r <: 1) and high-frequency sound 
(WT> 1). 

At moderate temperatures, where the condition w T <: 1 is satisfied, 
the sound velocity is determined by the compressibility in the usual 
way. It proves to be substantially dependent on the function f [11]. 

The compressibility may be conveniently expressed in terms of the 
derivative of the chemical potential with respect to the number of par
ticles oµ/oN. Using the fact that the chemical potential depends solely 
on N/V, we find: 

v2 oP 
N2 oV 

1 oP 

Na(~) 
(2.15) 

(Pis the pressure). A relationship between oµ/oN and u2 follows imme
diately from this: 

2 
oP oP 1 aµ u = oe = 0 (m:) = m N oN" 

(2.16) 

We evaluate oµ/oN as follows. Since µ R,; e(p0), the variation of µ 
will be the combined result of the variation of p0 and the variation of 
the form of the function e (p): 

1 , d3p' oe<0> (p0 ) 
CJµ=2TraTra•f fbn (2n)3 + OPo bp0 • (2.17) 

(We are assuming that no magnetic field is present.) By (2.1), the varia
tions (JN and (Jp0 are connected by 

1 2 
(JN = - 2 Po CJPo V · 

n 

Since only variations (Jn close to the Fermi surface are important in 
the integral of (2.17), the integration can be performed over the absolute 
value of the momentum. This gives: 

I d3p (JN 
J f bn (2n)3 =Sn V J fdQ · 

Hence 

(2.18) 

Using expression (2.12) for the effective mass and the relation (2.1), 
we get 

2 _ P5 + 1 ( Po )
3 

T T f dQ u - 3m2 6m 2n r., r.,. f<x) (1 - cos xl . (2.19) 
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The sound velocity is thus determined by (2.19) in the frequency re
gion w T ~ 1. It differs from the sound vdocity u2 = p~/3m2 when 
interactions are absent. 

To investigate the propagation in the frequency region w T ::;p 1, we 
use the ordinary transport C>quation 

on (~n. oe)-(on. ~e) = l(n), 
ot + er op op er 

(2.20) 

where I (n) is the collision intC'gral. For small deviations from equilibrium 
we can write the distribution function as 

n = np + lm, 

where np is the equilibrium function and {m a small additional term 
which is a periodic function of time: 

/Jn ,......, ei[(k·r}-wl). 

The collision integral is of tho order 

J(n) ,_, {ni' 
T 

and it can be neglected cornparC>d with en/ct. It must be borne in mind 
when linearising equation (2.20) that e is a funC'tional of 11, so that oe/cr 
does not vanish. By (2. 7): 

oe ()(Jn' d3p' 
-r =Tr.,. J /-"- (2 -)3 • or ur n 

Taking account of our remark, we gC>t 

Onp I d3p' 
((k · v) -w)/Jn - (k · v) 08 Tra' J flJn (

2
n)3 = 0. (2.21) 

It followb from the form of this equation that lJn is proportional to 
enp/oe ~ - lJ (e - µ). Denoting lJn = (en.p/oe) v, we get: 

1 dQ' 
((k · r) - co)v + (k · v) 2 Tra' J Fv' 

4
n = 0, (2.22) 

where 
p m* 

F<x> = Hx>T· (2.23) 

If we take k as the polar axis and introduce the notations u = w/k for 
the wave propagation velocity and 8 = ufv, equation (2.22) beC'omes 

(s - cos O)v(O, q;, a)= cos(} ~ Tr0 , J F(x)v(O', q;', a')~~. (2.24) 

Equation (2.24) reveals the fundamental difference bC>tween ordinary 
sound and the sound propagated in a Fermi liquid when w -r ::;p 1. In 
the former case the distribution function remains isotropic in a system 
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of reference in whiC'h the liquid as a whole is at rest. This implies a vari
ation of the radius of the Fermi sphere and in addition, an oscillation 
of its centre relative to the point p = 0. In the latter case the distribu
tion function varies in a more complicated way, and the Fermi surface 
does not remain spherical. The variation of the Fermi surface is deter
mined by the function v. 

Let us first of all consider the solution of (2.24) that is independent 
of spin. The only part that remains of the function F (X) is now <P (x), 
which is connected with the function <p in (2.8). We start with the sim
plest possible case, namely <P = <P0 = const. We obtain from (2.24): 

'JI = const ·cos 0 ei[(h·r)-wt]. ( 2.25) 
8 - cos() 

A" we shall soon sec, s must be greatl'r than unity. This means that the 
Fermi surface is stretched out in the direction of motion. 

On substituting (2.25) in (2.24) with F = </J0 , we obtain an equation 
for s. This gives aftC'r integration: 

-
8
-ln 

8 + 1 -1 =-~. (2.26) 
2 s - J </J0 

It is dmr from this that, if s is real (which corresponds to undamped 
waves), it must he greater than unity, i.e. 

u>v. (2.27) 

From (2.24) it follows that this condition remains valid for any function <P. 
Further, in view of the fact that the left-hand side of (2.26) is always 
positive, the condition for the existence of zero-point sound is evidently 
<Po> U. 

If W0 is large, s will also be large. We obtain from (2.2G): s--+ V<P0/3 
as <P0 --+ oo. On the other hand, B--+ 1 as <P0 --+ 0, i.e. U--+ v. This is the 
case of an almost ideal Fermi gas. 

The conclusion that s--+ 1 as <P--+ 0 may easily be seen to be inde
pendent of the form of <P. For it follows from (2.24) that s--+ 1 as <P--+ 0, 
whilst v differs from zero only for small 0. By (2.19), u2 = p~/3m2 in a 
weakly non-ideal Fermi gas, i.e. u R,; v/V3 R,; u/V3. The zero-sound velo
city is therefore V3 times that of ordinary sound. It must be mentioned 
that, in the limit of an almost ideal Fermi gas, Tis substantially increased, 
as a result of which the frequency range corresponding to zero-point 
sound is increased, whereas ordinary sound only exists in the very low 
frequency region. 

Equation (2.24) ceases to admit such a simple solution in the general 
case of an arbitrary function <P(x). If we expand v(O, <p) and <P(x) into 
a series in spherical harmonics, separate equations can be written for 
the amplitudes corresponding to spherical functions with different 
azimuthal numbers m (i.e. factors eim'I'). Tho number rn does not exceed 
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the maximnm index l in the expansion of <P (X) in Legendre polynomials 
'1.>(x) = ..y.:w1 P 1 (cos x)- 'Ye can thcreforP conclude that several kinds of 

"zero sound" can be produced in the ge1wral case, for which the vari
ations of the distribution functions are non-isotropic in a plane perpen
dicular to the J.ireetion of propagation k. As in the elementary case, the 
possibility of sueh vihrations being generated is determined by the form 
of the function <P. For example, if <P = '1>0 + '1>1 cos X• the condition for 
the generation of vibrations with v,....., ei"' is <[J1 > 6. 

Attention should bP drawn to the absence of compre:ssion and rare
faction of the liquid in such waves. 

When the function f depond.1-1 on thP particle spins, peculiar waves, 
which we can call spin waves, may ho propagatPd in the liquid. Indeed, 
suppose F (x) has the form (exchange interaction of the spins) 

F(x) = <P(x) + Z(x) (a. a'). (2.28) 

In this case, apart from spin-independent solutions, (2.24) is satisfied by 
a function v of tho form 

v = (v ·a), (2.29) 

where v is an unknown vector. vVe obtain the equation 

(s - cos 0) '' = cos () J Z v' !~ (2.30) 

for v. The equation for the component of thC' vector v differs from the 
C>quation for a i<pin-inckpendC>nt J• only in the suhstitution of Z for <P. 
Hence, all our future arguments will still hold for i;pin waves. It can be 
shown [11] that the zero-order term in the expansion of Z in spherical 
harmonics dC>terminC>s the expression for tlw magnetic susceptibility of 
a Fermi liquid. It proves to he ncgativP for liquid He3 , which in all 
probability indicatPs that spin waves cannot he propagated in this 
liquid. 

The caRc of dectrons in a metal is rather special. Obviously, oscilla
tions accompanied by variations of the dectron dC'nsity alone without 
any vibrations of the C>rystal lattice cannot be propagated in a metal. 
Sueh oscillations would lead to the appcaranC'C' of an uncompensated 
electric charge, i.e. thC>ir excitation requires a very large energy. This 
implies in all probability that thC' function f rontains in the case of Cou
lomb forces, an infinite constant, inclepcndPut of angle (see also § 22). 
From (2.2G) it then follows that 8 = oo. This argument only refers to 
density oscillations; however. under certain conditions, higher order 
"sounds" with v,....., cimrp (where m =I= 0), and spin waves unconnected 
with density variations, may be propagated in an electron liquid. 

The possibility of the propagation of acoustic waves at T = 0 means 
that the excitation spC>ctrum of thP liqui<l contains Bose type phonon 
brandies with energy linC'arly J.epcndcnt on the momentum: ei = U;P· 
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However, the corrections to the thermodynamic functions due to the 
phonous contain higher degrees of T (the specific hC'at ,...._, T 3), which arc 
not to be taken into account in the above approximation. 

\Ve shall show later (Chap. IV) how the basic propositions of the theory 
may be obtained from microscopic considerations of a Rystem of ferm
ionR with arbitrary short-range interaction forces. 

Landau's theory in the form described refers primarily to the Jow 
temperature properties of liquid 1Ie3 • The existence of Coulomb inter
actions between the particles kads to a number of Rpecial features. Some 
of them will bf' demonstrated in terms of a simple model in § 22. Snper
fluid (Ruperrnnducting) Fermi systemR diffrr in an evC'n more essential 
way from an ordinary Fermi liqnid. The properties of supC'rf'oncluctors 
will be discussed in Chap. VII. Finally, mention muRt also UC' made of 
ferromagnetic Fermi systems, which ah!o differ from the model con
sidered. The propC'rties of such Fermi liquids were inwstigate<l by 
A. A. Abrikosov and I.E. DzyaloRhinskii ri5 ], to whose work the reader 
is referred. 

§ 3. SECOND QUANTISATIO~ 

The theory of Bose and Fermi liquidR describl'd above has been to 
some extent phenomenological. It has hPcn baserl on definite assumptions 
regarding the temperature dependent e,,;:citation spectrum. We shall be 
concerned in the following with providing a miC'roscopic basis for this 
theory. The present section will be devot<'d to an auxiliary matllC'matical 
device known as the method of second quantisation(tJ. 

Suppose we have a system of N non-interacting particles, which may 
find themselves in states with wave functions cp1 (~}, cp2 (~}, ••• , whif'h 
form a complete orthonormal system. Herc, ~ denotes any set of vari
ables characterising the Rtates of the particles - usually the coordinates 
and spin components. The syst.C'm can evidently be dC'scribecl by spe
cifying the number of particlPs in states cp1 , cp2 , ••• , rather than by spe
cifying tllC' complete wave function. This implies passing to a new 
representation, called the second quantisation representation. The 
numbers N 1, N 2, ••• , play the role of variables in it. Let us start with 
the caRf' of pm-ticks obeying Bose statistics. ~We know that the complete 
wave function of a system of bosons is symmetric with reH})('Ct to any 
permutation of the variables corresponding to different particks. It may 
easily be shown that the wave function corresponding to the occupation 
numbers Nv N 2, ••• , has the form 

(
N1!N2!. .. )112 , . 

</JN,N,··· = ----y-! - .;. l/'p,(~1)CJ?p,(~2) • • • C}?pN(~N), (3.1) 

(t) It seems useful to give a brief description here of the method of second 
quantisation (see e.g. [80]), inasmuch as this method is basic for the methods 
developPd later. 
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here, the Pi denote the states, whilst the summation is over all pos
sible permutations of different Pi· The factor in front of the sum is for 
normalisation (J l<P 12 {I d~i = 1 )· We shall consider <PN,,N,,··· as a 

function of the variables Ni. 
Let F(l) be an operator symmetrical with respect to all the particles, 

of the form 
pO> _ ~ J(l) 

-..-..JU, ' 
a 

(3.2) 

where la is an operator acting only on functions of ~a· It is easily seen 
that when such an operator acts upon the function <PN,,N,,. .• , it either 
maps it on to the same function, or on to some other, corresponding to 
a change in the state of one of the particles. In view of this, the matrix 
elements of F(l) with respect to the functions (3.1) have the form: 

diagonal elements: 

off-diagonal elements: 

where 

p<l) = ~ f~> N-, 7 ii .. 

(3.3) 

The operator F(l) can be pictured as acting on the numbers Ni if we 
introduce operators a;, which decrease by one the number of particles in 
the ith state and possess the matrix elements 

( )
Ni-1 1f"jf ai Ni = V .J.Vi. (3.4) 

The Hermitian conjugate operators at obviously have the matrix 
elements 

( +)N' c-N;-1)* 1fU ai Ni-1 = fiiNi = V .ni, (3.5) 

i.e. they increase the number of particles by one. It is easily shown that 
the operator F(l) can be written as 

F (l) - " /c1>a+ a - ..... ik i k" (3.6) 

Indeed, the matrix elements of this operator are the same as those of 
(3.3). This is in fact the expression for pO> in the second quantisation 
form. 

By (3.4) and (3.5), the products of the operators at and ai are the 
diagonal operators 

(3. 7) 
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The following commutation relations for the operators ai are a conse
quence of (3.4), (3.5) and (3.7): 

[ai,atL = aiat -at ai = {Jik• 

[ai,ak]_ = [a{,atL = 0. 

The symmetrised operator 

(3.8) 

pC2) =_I f~2,}, (3.9) 
a,b 

where /CJ/ acts on functions of ~a and ~b• can be similarly written. In the 
second quantisation form F<2> becomeR 

where 

pC2) = .I f(2)ik a:'-a+ a a 
iklm lm i k l m• 

/(2) 1'/:. = J cp{(~i) <pZ (~2)/c2><pz(~1)<pm(~2)d~1d~2· 
The same applies to more complicated operators. 

(3.10) 

Let us take the Hamiltonian of a system of interacting particles situ
ated in an external field, 

H = ~ H~1> + ~ uc2>(ra, rb) + ,I uc3>(ra, rb, re)+···, (3.11) 
a,b a,b,c 

where H~1> = (- v!/2m) + U(ra). It becomes in the second quantisation 
form: 

H _ ~· Hc1> + + ~ uc2> ik + + + - - ik ai ak _.-;;;., lm ai ak al am · · · · iklm 
(3.12) 

If we take for the <pi the eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian H~1> the first 
term in (3.12) becomes' equal to 

Hc1> = ~ eia{ ai = .IeiNi. (3.13) 

In the case of Fermi Rtatistics, the complete wave function of a system 
must be anti-symmetric with respect to all the variables. This means 
that the occupation numbern can only be 0 or 1 in the case of non-inter
acting particles, and the wave function has the form 

<J>N
1
N

1
••• = v! =-~ (-l)p <ppJ~1)<pp1 (~2) • • • <pPN(~N), (3.14) 

N! P 

where all the numbers p 1,p2 , •• ·•PN are different. The symbol (-l)P 
indicates that odd permutations appear with the "minus" sign in the 
sum (3.14). For definitenesR, we Rhall take with the "plus" Rign that term 
in the sum in which 

Pi < P2 < Ps < · · · < PN· (3.15) 

The matrix elements of an operator F(l) of the type (3.2) are in the 
present case: 
diagonal elements: 

pCI)= ~f .. N. 
~ ii i' 

(3.16) 
• 

off-diagonal elements: 
(pc1>) 1• Ok _ ± /c1> o. lk - ik, 
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where the "plus" or "minm;" sign is taken, depending on whether the 
total number of particles in states between the ith and kth is even or 
odd. We introduce operators ai with matrix elements 

i-1 
0 1 ;E N1 

(ai) 1=(ai)0 = (-l)l=I (3.17) 

The operator pCl> can be written with the aid of these operators in the 
form (3.6). 

The products of operators ai and at arc equal to 

Hence 

atai =Ni, 

aiat = 1-Ni. 

{aiat} = aiat + at ai = 1. 

All the remaining anti-commutators are equal to zero. Thus 

{aiat} = bik• 
{aiak} = {at at} = 0. 

(3.18) 

(3.19) 

The more complicated operators, and in particular the Hamiltonian, 
can be written in terms of operators ai, at precisely as in the case of 
bosons. 

§ 4. DILUTE BOSE GAS 

A weakly non-ideal gas, i.e. a gas in which the role of the particle 
interactions is relatively small, provides a simple example of a quantum 
liquid. As we shall see, a necpssary condition for such a gas is that the 
particle scattering amplitude be small compared with the mean wave
length A.= 1/p, which, for a degenerate gas, is of the 1mmc order of mag
nitude as the mean distance between the particles. 

In these circum.-;tances, due to the Rmallness of the momentum of the 
colliding particles, it is sufficient to a first approxiination to take only 
the s-scattering into account. If we denote the s-scattcring amplitude by 
a, the p-scattering will be of the order a(a/A.)2 (t). Triple collisions also 

(t) If r0 characterises the range of the force:;, quantum mechanics shows (see 
[16]) that, for J. ~ r0 , the scattering amplitudes with different momenta l will be 
of the order r0 (r0/J.)21. It will be clear from what follows that the wavelengths of 
importance are different for boson and for fermion gases. Since p-scattering can 
occur only for particles with non-vanishing momentum, the order of magnitude 
the most important momenta in the case of a boson gas can be obtained by con
sidering the integrals (4.20) and (4.15) over the non-condensed state. The essential 
momenta in these integrals are of order(aN/V)I/2, orJ.,._,(V/aN)I/2:hence it follows 
that the contrih11tion to the energy from p-scattering will be (a/J.)2 ,._, aa NJV times 
the contribution from 8-scattering. In the caso of a fermion gas, the essential 
momenta aro those near the "Fermi level, or;.,._, (VJ N)1/3. The correction from p
scattering will thus be about a 2 (N/V)2fs times the contribution from 8-scattering. 
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contribute little. A very elementary <'stimate shows that taking such 
colliRions into account must lead to the appearance of extra powers of 
the volume in the denominator; this meanR that the correction is of the 
order a3 N/ V. However, this is in act.ual fact only correct for a boRon 
gas while for a fermion gas the contribution from triple collisions is even 
less ("'-'(a3 N/V)5i3) (t). We shall assume that the interaction between the 
particles is repulsive, i.e. that the scattering amplitude has the "plus" 
sign. This is connected with the fact that, no matter how weak the attrac
tion, a BoRe gas can never remain dilute at low temp<'ratures. In a Fermi 
gas, the attraction between the particles leads to Ruperfluidity. "\Ve shall 
not discuss this case here. 

"\Ve shall evaluate in thiR section the ground state energy and energy 
spectrum of a dilute boson gas (T = 0) U). A dilute Fermi gas will be 
discussed in the next section. We shall assume for simplicity that the 
BoRe gas particles have zero spin. The energy of interaction may be 
written in this case as 

H - u ,~ + + (4 1) int -
2
- _ ap, ap, a.P. ap,. . v p,+p,=p,+p, 

Taking U outside the summation sign corresponds to assuming the in
teraction to be the same between any pair::; of particles, the scattering 
amplitude being independent of the auglc (s-scattering). To a first ap
proximation, U is conncctcrl with the Rcattering amplitude by the rela
tionship 

4:n: 
U=-a. 

m 
( 4.2) 

This equation is easily obtained by the following argument. By definition 
(see [16]), the s-scattering amplitude is connected with the effective 
croRs-section for the scattering of two irlrntical particles by the relation 
(in the centre of mass system) 

da = (2a)2 d.Q. 

On the other hand, da can be determined with the aid of the Hamil
tonian (4.1). We obtain in the Born approximation (see [16]): 

da = (
4
:)2 (2 U)2 d.Q, 

whence follows ( 4.2). 

(t) This last statement follows from the fact that the wave function of three 
colliding fermions must be antisymmetric. This requires that the third particle 
possesses odd orbital angular momentum relative to that particle of the first two 
that has the same spin z-component. As a result, at least one extra factor (a/J.)2 

appears. 
(i) The energy spectrum of a dilute boson gas was first obtained by N. N. BoGO

LYUBOv [17]; the ground state energy was found by HUANG and YANG [18] and 
by BRUECKNER and SAWADA [19]. 'Ve shall in essence follow references [17] and 
[19] in the present section. 
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N. N. Bogolyubov has shown [17] that, when we are concerned with 
the ground state for the weakly excited states of a dilute boson gas, the 
interaction energy operator ( 4.1) can be considerably simplified, and it 
becomes possible to carry out the diagonalisation of the Hamiltonian 
and hence obtain the energy spectrum. The simplification is based on 
the following idea. In the ground state the particles of an ideal BoRe gas 
are in the lowest level with zero energy, or, "in the condensate". In 
view of the weakness of the interaction in a dilute gas, its ground state 
will only differ slightly from the state of an ideal gas, i.e. the number 
of particles in the condensate will still substantially exceed the number 
in other energy levels: N - N 0 ~ N 0• The same applies to weakly excited 
states. Since the matrix elements of the Bose operators ai are equal to 
V Nv we can clearly neglect the interactions of particles above the zero 
energy level with each other, and simply take into account only the inter
actions of condensate particles with one another and with the excited 
particles. ThiR means that we need only retain the following terms in 
the sum of ( 4.1): 

Hint= 
2
U [at at a0 a0 + .I (2a; at apao 
V p,CO 

+ 2a~at a_pao + a-; a_-:Pa0 a0 + at at apa-p)]. ( 4.3) 

In view of the fact that N0 is an extremely large number, we are justi
fied in regarding the operators ait and a0 simply as c-numbers, and in 
replacing them by VN~. Indeed, the commutators of these operators 
with one another or with any other operators ai, at give 1 or 0, i.e. are 
always Rmall by comparision with the matrix elements of the operators 
a 0 and at. We thus obtain: 

H;n1 = 2~7 [N~ + 2N0 P:O (a_-:Pa--P + a-;ap) 

+ N 0 ,."!: (a: a..:'.p + apa-p)]. 
p,eO 

The total number of particles in the system can be written as 

1 + + N = N 0 + -
2 

.I (ap aP + a_pa-p)· 
p,eo 

( 4.4) 

(4.5) 

ThiR enableR us to expresR the total number N0 in ( 4.4) in terms of N. 
On confining ourselves to terms in Hint of not less than the first degree 
in N, and adding the kinetic energy opera tor, we get the following Hamil
tonian: 

(4.6) 
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The last term in the Hamiltonian is non-diagonal. To diagonalise, we 
carry out a linear transformation of the operators ap and at : 

1 + 
aP = V (exp + AP ex-p), 

1-.di 

+ 1 + A 
aP = Vl -Ai (exp + pex-p). 

( 4. 7) 

The new operators exp and ex; f;atisfy the same permutation relations as 
the old ones. On expressing the operators ap and a; in ( 4.6) in terms of 
exp and ex;, we get 

_ U N 2 
"'"" 1 [( p

2 NU) 2 NU l 
H -2v-+ P7o l-Ai 2m + v AP+VAP 

+ ~ p~ 1 1 A1 [ ( :: + NvU) (l +A!) + 2 u;v AP l (ex; exp+ ex~ex-p) 

1 ""' 1 [( p
2 NU) NU 2 1 + + +2 P~ l -Ai 2m + V 2AP + V (l +AP) (exp ex-P+expex-p)· 

( 4.8) 

For the non-diagonal terms to vanish, the coefficient AP must satisfy 
the relationship 

(

p2 NU) NU 2 
2m + v 2AP+v(l + Ap) = 0. 

This gives us 

A =_!'__ [- p
2 

_ NU+lf(P2+ UN)2 _(UN)zj 
P UN 2m V 2m V \ V · (4.9) 

The "plus" sign is required in front of the radical in order for the excited 
states to possess positive energy. On writing the coefficients AP in (4.8) 
in accordance with ( 4.9), we get 

( 4.10) 

The expression obtained consists of two terms. The first is a constant, 
whilst the second is a diagonal operator which can be written in the form 

~ npe(p), 
P#oO 

where the np are the occupation numbers corresponding to operators exp· 
The least energy is obtained when all the np are zero, i.e . ..J: npe(p) is 

p 

the excitation energy. This expression has the same form as (3.13) for 
the energy of a system of non-interacting particles. It follows from this 
that the weakly excited state of a dilute Bose gas can be described with 
Q.F.T. 3 
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the aid of an elementary excitation model with the energy spectrum (t). 

lf(p2 UN)2 (UN)2 
e(p)= r 2m +-~- - v . (4.11) 

The expresRion becomes in the limit of small momenta, 

( V 4naN/V 
f; p) ~ p, (4.12) 

m 
i.e. it corresponds to the phonon part of the spectrum of a Bose liquid. 
In the case of large momenta the energy e(p) becomes the energy of a 
free particle: p2 

e(p) ~ 2m' 

which is also in accordance with the results of § 2. 

(4.13) 

The first terms in ( 4.10) obviously represent the ground state energy of a 
Bose liquid. It is easily seen that. the sum over pin thiR expression diverges 
as ..1: 1/p2 for large momenta. This is connected with the fact that the 

p 

energy cannot actually be expanded in powern of U. The presence of the 
constant U leads to an infinity in the energy, as may be seen at once 
from (4.10). It is essential in the present case that the scattering ampli
tude a be finite and small, thus enabling the energy to be expanded in 
powers of a. 

Equation (4.2) between U and a is not exact; it only holds up to first 
order terms. Since we are in fact interested in higher order terms in the 
energy, (4.2) nePds to be corrected. On considering in second order per
turbation theory the scattering of two particles in the condensate ac
companied by a transition to the states p, - p, we get 

U _ U2 L _1 __ 4na (4.l4) 
V P'>"O p2/m - m · 

On now expressing U in terms of a and substituting the result in ( 4.10), 
we find for the ground state energy: 

_ 2na N2 
8n2a

2 (N)2 ""' 1 E---+- - ,,:;;;_,-
m V m2 V P*O p2/m 

~_!_ ~ (p2 4naN) [1 _ 1/-1 -(--4n-aN/m V -)2] (4_15) 
2 p"*;;O 2m + ml' p 2/2m + 4naN/m V · 

ExpreRsion ( 4.15) is convergent for large p. On integrating 
momenta, we get 

--- - l+--a' -E _ 2na (N)2 
[ 128 3 2 (N)1

'
2

] 
v m v 15v; v . 

over the 

(4.16) 

(t) Notice that the Born approximation has been used in our derivation. Actu
ally, (4.11), when expressed in terms of the scattering amplitude a with the aid 
of equation (4.2), holds whenever the condition a/J. ~ 1 is fulfilled, and not just 
in the Born approximation. We shall prove this in Chap. V. The same applies as 
regards (4.16), (5.20) and (5.21). 
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Notice that the expansion is in [a(N/V)1
'
3J3i2 • 

The sound velocity can be found from this formula: 

1!v2 o2E V4naN/V 
u = y ,,nN oV2 =- m--. ( 4.17) 

This expression is the ::;ame, as it must be, as the coefficient of p in 
expression ( 4.12) for the phonon part of the spectrum. 

We mentioned at the ::;tart of this section that the amplitude a must 
be positive in a Bose gas. This is also clear from ( 4.17), ::;ince the sound 
velocity would be imaginary (unstable state) if a < 0. 

The momentum distribution of the excitations is given by the usual 
Bose formula 

1 
nP = tx-; txP = e«P>fT - 1. ( 4.18) 

As regards the momentum distribution of the particles themselves in a 
Bo::;e liquid, this can be found by evaluating 

NP= a-;aP. 
On using ( 4. 7), we get 

N np+AL(np+l) 
'p= --1-Ai-- ( 4.19) 

This expression naturally refers only to p =I= 0. The number of particles 
with zero energy is obtained from the formula 

N =N- ~H o p?:'o p· 

At absolute zero 11,P = 0, so that we have from ( 4.19): 

8n2a2 (N)2 
m2 V 

N = -, 

P e(p)rdP)+i: + 4:~NJ 
( 4.20) 

~o = 1-
3 
~ a3/2 (~)112 . ( 4.21) 

It is clear from thi.-i that, even in the ground state, in a non-ideal Bose 
gas, not all particle::; have zero momentum. 

§ 5. DILUTE FERMI GAS 

We now turn to a Fermi gas. We shall find Hie ground state energy, 
the effective mass of the excitations and the /-function (t) up to terms 
of order (a/J.)2, where a is the s-scattering amplitude. 

(t) The ground state energy was obtained by HUANG and YANG [20], and by 
LEE and YANG [21], and the effective mass of the excitations by A. A. AnRIKosov 
and I. 1\1. KHALATNIKOv [22], and by V. M. GALITSKTI [23]. The /-function was 
obtained in [22]. ,, 
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The excitation energy operator cannot be described with the aid of 
( 4.1) as in the case of boson.-i. For, if we take i, k, l, min ( 4.1) to indicate 
not only the momenta but also the Rpin, the sum vanishes by virtue of 
the anti-commutativity of the Fermi operators. This is connected with 
the fact that the Hamiltonian ( 4.1) takes no account of the Rpecific 
nature of fermion scattering. According to quantum mechanics (see [12], 
§ 114), s-scattering can only occur for identical particles with spin 1 / 2 

when the spins are anti-parallel. The amplitude is then twice what it is 
when the particles are different. On taking this into account, we can 
write the interaction energy as 

H - U '°' + a+ a a int - - ..-.... ap.,l/2 p,,-1/2 p,,-1/2 p 1,l/2• 
V p,+p,=P.+P• 

(5.1) 

or equivalently 

(5.1') 

As before, U is connected to a first approximation with the s-scattering 
amplitude by 

U = 4:n:a. 
m 

(5.2) 

Let us apply perturbation theory with respect to Hint· The first order 
correction to the ground state energy is equal to the diagonal matrix 
element of Hint: 

(5.3) 

where the Rubscripts i, k correspond to given momenta and Rpin, ni is 
the occupation number at T = O(t), equal to 1 for p <Po and 0 for 
p > p 0 (p0 = (3:n:2 N/V)1i 3 ), whilst the factor Qik takes into account the 
fact that the spins of particles in RtateR i and k are anti-parallel. This 
factor may conveniently be written in the form 

1 
Qik = 4 (1- (ai · ak)), (5.4) 

where 1 / 2ai is the spin operator of a particle in the Rt.ate i. On substi
tuting (5.2) and (5.4) in (5.3), we get 

Ec1> - :n:a N2 (5.5) 
-m v· 

To find the Recond order correction we use the perturbation theory 
expreRsion : 

E(2) = 2 JlHint)~m J2 

n m7"n En -Em• 
(5.6) 

(t) The n; here denote the occupation numbers for non-interacting particles. 
It may easily be realised that, at T = 0, they are the same as the occupation num
bers of the quasi-particles and differ from the occupation numbers Ni for a system 
of interacting particles. 
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On substituting (5.1) into this, we get the sum 

U 2 
"" n; nk (1 - ni) (1 - nm) Qik Qlm 

V
2 ~ -( •) + -:;-- - _,- ~)/_2 __ _ 

iklln Pi P"k - Pl - p;,, m 
(5. 7') 

Since our aim is to obtain an expansion of the energy in powers of a, 
we must recall as in § 4 that the relation (5.2) between U and the scat
tering amplitude is not exact, and only holds to first order in U. If 
second order terms are taken into account, we get instead of (5.2): 

u 2 U
2

"" ---2Jm __ -- = 4na + v ~ (p2 + " 2 t )/2 . l,m i Pk - Pl - Pm m m 
(5.2') 

If we use this to express U in terms of a and substitute the result in 
(5.3), terms proportional to a2 are obtained in the expression for E(l>, 
and these naturally belong to the second order correction. Taking this 
into account, we get the following second approximation to the energy: 

Ec2> = 16~2~2 _2; r nink~l - ~1) (1; nm~ Qik Qim 
m V iklm L (Pi +Pk - P1 - Pm)/2m 

n;~QikQlm J 
- •) 9 9 ') • 

(PI+ P1'-pr-p;,,)/2m 
(5.7) 

In contrast to (5. 7'), this expression is not divergent for large p. Conse
quently, as in a Bose gas, a renormalization of U leads to the elimination 
of a divergence in the energy. 

Notice that (5.2') appears to be contradictory at first glance, because 
the left-hand side depends on the angle between P; and pk, whilst the 
right-hand side does not. This might suggest that the form we took for 
the interaction energy operator is incorrect. In reality, however, this 
fact should not be detrimental. If we split the integral over the momenta 
in (5.2') into its principal value and a circuit around the pole, we see 
easily that only the last term depends on the angle between Pi and pk. 
The principal value is a divergent integral over p 1 and we can assume 
in it that Pi and pk ~ 0. The circuit around the pole leads to a purely 
imaginary expression while the correction to the energy must be real. 
It follows therefore that this term does not contribute to the energy. 

The term containing four ni that appears in the first part of ( 5. 7) 
vanishes, because the denominator is anti-symmetric with respect to the 
substitutions i, k~ l, m, whereas the numerator is symmetric and all the 
domains of summation are the same. The remaining two terms with pro
ducts of three ni are equal to one another. Hence we finally obtain 

E<Z> = - 32 a2:n:2 ~ n;nknl Q;k 
mZ V2 iklm (pf+ pfc-p[-p;n)/2m. (5.B) 
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On passing from summations to integrations, this expression can be 
written as 

E<
2

> __ 32a
2
n

2 f d3 f d3 f d3 f d3 lJ(P1 + P2 -Ps - p4) 
V - m2(2n)9 fP1f !!.Jp,f .:f!1P.I !:. p4 (Pr+ P~ - P~ - P~)/2m · 

(5.9) 
In accordance with § 2, the excitation energy is given by(t) 

Variation of (5.3) and (5.8) with respect to ni gives 

p 2 2naN 16n2a2 · 
e(p) = 2m +-m-V -+ m2-(2n)9J d3P1 J d3P2 J d3p3 

IP1f<Po IPol <Po 

(5.10) 

x [ lJ(P1 + P2 - P - p3) _ 2 lJ(P1 + P - P2 - p3) J (5.ll) 
(p2+ p§-pi-p§)/2m (p2+ pi-P~ -pi)/2m · 

The evaluation of the ground state energy and effective mass of the 
excitations thus requires the evaluation of the integrals (5.9) and (5.11). 
The integration is fairly laborious, due to the multiplicity of the integrals 
and the awkward domain of integration. 

An alternative, simpler method can be used, based on using the func
tion f. If we introduce 

(J2E 
1.k=~.11-, 

uniu~ 
(5.12) 

we shall be able to find the effective mass and low frequency sound 
velocity according to (2.12) and (2.19) of § 2. The ground state energy 
can be found from the sound velocity after suitable integration. 

The problem therefore amounts to finding/. On varying (5.3) and (5.8) 
first with respect to n., then with respect to nk, we find the following 
expression for f : 

_ San 64n2a2 J 3 J 3 [ (J (p + p' - P1 - P2) 
f---:;;;: Qaa' - m2 (2n)3 IP~!~. d P2 Qaa' (p2 + p'2 - Pi- p~)/2m 

1 lJ (p + P1 - p' - P2) 1 lJ (p' + P1 - P - P2) J 
+ 4 (p2 +Pi-p'2 _ p~)/2m + 4 (p'2 +Pi-p2 - p~)/2m . (5.13) 

(t) This formula may appear to be incorrect at first sight, since E is the vari
ational derivative of E with respect to the distribution fonction of the quasi-par
ticles, and not with respect to the particle distribution. But the derivative in (5.10) 
is not with respect to the true particle distribution, but with respect to the distri
bution of the non-interacting particles, which, as remarked earlier (footnote on 
p. 36), is the same at T = 0 as the distribution of the quasi-particles of an inter
acting system. 
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If we put IP I = IP' I =Po right away, the integration in (5.13) is 
much simpler than in (5.9) and (5.11). We get 

/(X) = _2n_a 1 + 2a (~N)l/3 2 +-c_os_x_ln---2-

l ( 
1 + sin z__) 1 

m nV 2 . X 1 . X sm
2 

-sm
2 

l ( · x 1 + · x)] (
3N)l/3 sm2 sm2 

-
2
na(a ·<1') 1+2a - 1---ln . 
m nV 2 1 . X 

-sin-
2 

(5.14) 

A special feature of (5.14) deserves attention. The function f for par
ticles with opposite spins has a logarithmic singularity for angles X close 
ton: 

f(x) ,..._, [1 - (a· a')] In -
1
-. n-x (5.15) 

The approximation that we have used is evidently not strictly applicable 
here. The singularity in f for X = n is a reflection of the singularity in 
the scattering amplitude of excitations colliding at an angle n (see 
Chap. IV). The correct expression can be obtained for this case by sum
ming the main terms of the perturbation theory series, i.e. the terms in 
which the logarithm appears to a maximum power (one less than the power 
of a). If we regard X as exactly equal to n, but A= p 2 + p'2 - 2p~ =fa 0, 
summation leads to the appearance inf of the factor 

1 
(5.16} 

(3N)1/s( p2 in) 1+a nV ln Ao+2 

(the real part is written down neglect.ing terms of higher order than the 
logarithm). Since a is positive by our hypothesis, this expression tends 
to zero as A --+ 0. 

The case a < 0 is also possible in principle in the case of a Fermi gas. 
As distinct from a Bose gas, the Fermi gas will remain dilute by virtue 
of the Pauli principle, and at first sight all the formulae will retain their 
validity. If we look at (5.16), however, it becomes clear that the scat
tering amplitude will have a pole for some small imaginary value of A. 
This is connected with the instability of the ground state relative to the 
formation of bound pairs of quasi-particles with opposite momenta and 
spins (Cooper effect), which is the main reason for the superconductivity 
of metals (see Chap. VII). 'Ve shall confine ourselves here to the case 
a> 0. 

All in all, the expression that we have obtained for f does not hold 
at angles close to n. But in view of the fact that the singularity is loga-
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rithmic, it is only important in the imruPdiate neighbourhood of the 
singularity. Moreover, only integrals of f with regular functions appear 
in the quantities of interest to us, so that the logarithmic singularity of f 
is of no importance. 

On substituting (5.14) into (2.12), we find for the effective mass 

.!!!.__ = 1 - ~ (71n 2 - l)a2 (
3N)2

'

3 

(5.17) 
m* 15 n V 

Similarly, we get for the sound velocity, from (2.19): 

n;4/s (N)21s 1 na N [ 4 (3N)1/s ] 
u2 = 31/S V m2 + 2 m2 V 1+15 a n V (11 - 2ln 2) . (5.18) 

The ground state energy of a Fermi liquid is readily obtained from this 
formula. We make use of (2.lG): u2 = (N/m) (8µ/8N), and obtain afkr 
integrating (5.18) twice: 

E = f µdN = E<
0

> +: ~
2 

[ 1 + :5 a(!~)
113 

(11 - 2ln 2) l · (5.19) 

The results (5.17) and (5.19) can also be obtained directly, by integra
tl.on of (5.9) and (5.11). This demonstrates the validity of the main pro
positions of the th<'ory of a Fermi liquid using our present model. A 
general derivation of these id<'as will be offered in Chap. IV. 

As in the case of a Bose gas, it will be interesting to conclude by find
ing the momentum distribution of the particles. To do this, we have to 
evaluate the matrix element 

(5.20) 

where Pis the true wave fuuctlon of the interacting particles. 'Ve sub
stitute the function P, o btaincd from perturbation theory as far as secoml 
order terms (see [lG]): 

p = p<o>+ ,--.,(Hint)m.,P!~> + 2' ...,.,(H;nt)mk(H;.,1)kn_ljf~) 
n n ~ En -Em m k (E .. -Ek) (En-Em) 

-(H·) "'"',(H~1)m.,P!~2_ tp~o) """'' l(Hint)m.,J
2 

intnn ~ (En-E,.,)2 2 ~ (En-Em)2" 
(5.21) 

On noting that the operator ati-12 ap112 is diagonal in the representation 
in terms of the functions 1P~~>, we get 

N _ _ """''I (Hint)mol
2 (n~';i~2 - np1/2) 

p1/2 np1/2 - __, (E _ E )2 
m o "' 

(5.22) 

where n~~}2 is the number of particles with momentum p and spin up 
in the state pg;> of the non-interacting system and np112 is the number in 
the ground state. As already mentioned, the distribution of the non
interacting particles np112 is the same as the distribution of excitations 
at T = 0. 
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On substituting here /lint from (5.1), we get 

Np1t2 - np1t2 

- _(126n):a22 J d3P1 J d3p2 J d3p3 -[(-~ (+p ~ p! 2 P2 2)p/~) ]2' 
n m IP,l<PolP·l>PolPal>Po r Pi - P2 - Pa .,m 

for IPI <Po• 

(
126n):a22 J d3P1 J d3P2 J cl3p3 [( ~(+p -f; P1--; P2 --:;)P/23) -]2' 

n m IP1l>PolPzl<PolP1l<Po p Pi -P2 -p3 m 

for IPI >Po· 
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(5.23) 

Thus it turns out that there is only a· second order difference in a be
tween the momentum distribution of the particles and the distribution 
of the quasi-particles np112. The int<'gral of (5.23) over all p obviously 
vanishes, in agreement with the fact that the number of particles in the 
liquid is <'qual to the number of quasi-particles. It is of interest that the 
fnnction Np112 has a discontinuity at IP I =Po· 

It will be shown in Chap. III that this is a general prop<'rty of Fermi 
liquids. 

Evaluation of the intf-grals in (5.23) (t) leads to fairly unwieldy ex
pressions, which we shall not write down here in full. \Ve shall just give 
some limiting values: 

N 0,112 = 1 - 2 a2 
( ! ~r3 

( 1 - ~ ln 2) , 

( 
3N)2/3(1 ) 

Np.-O,l/2 = 1- 2a2 n V 3 + ln2 , 

( 3 N)21s( 1) 
NP.+0.112 = 2a2 n V ln2 -3 ' (5.24) 

( 
3 N)2/3 

Np,-0.112-Np.+o,112 = 1- 4a2 n V ln2, 

N _ 16a2 (~ ~)2/3(p0}4 
P»P0•

1' 2 - 9 n V p · 

Thus NP is close to 1 for p < p0 , decreasing slightly as p increases 
from 0 to p0 ; NP then drops discontinuously to a value of the order 
a2 (N/V)213 and, for p >Po• decreases proportional to a2 (N/V)213 (p0/p)4• 

(t) This has been done by V. A. BELYAKOV [241. 



CHAPTER II 

QUANTl7M FIELD THEORETICAL 
METHODS AT T=O 

§ 6. THE INTERACTION REPRESENTATION 

IN THE form described in the previous chapter, the method of second 
quantisation is unsuitable for solving a wide range of problems. It can 
actually only be applied in the case of weak interactions between the 
particles. Either perturbation theory is applicable in this case, or the 
Hamiltonian is so far simplified that it can easily be diagonalised. But 
we often find ourselves in a position where it is impossible to confine 
ourselves to the first. few terms of the perturbation theory series. In these 
cases we need a method which will give rca1,;onably simple and translu
cent rules for describing any term of this series. 

Quite oft.en, by virtue of the physical situation, it is possible to extract 
from the perturbation theory series a sequence (as a rule infinite) of the 
so-called "main" terms, of a higher order of magnitude than the remain
der. The problem then reduces to the summation of this sequence. 

In the general case, however, when all the terms of the perturbation 
theory series are of the same order, the problem consists in obtaining 
various general relationships (e.g. (2.1), connecting the Fermi boundary 
momentum p0 and the number of particle,s of the liquid; this formula is 
at the basis of Landau's theory of a Fermi liquid). The most convenient 
approach for these purposes is the diagram technique developed in the 
present chapter, and borrowed from quantum field theory(t). 

We shall start our exposition of the methods of quantum field theory 
by putting the method of second quantisation in a rather different form. 
'Ve introduce the operators of a "field of particles": 

'If+(~)= ~<p:(~)at, 
(6.1) 

• 
where ai, at are the second quantisation operators introduced in the 
previous chapter, <pi(~) is the wave function of the particle in state i. 
·we can interpret 'If(~) and 'If+(~) as operators producing the annihilation 
or creation of particles at a given point in ~-space. The commutation 

(t) See e.g. [25]. 
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relations follow for these operators from § 3: 

'l/'(~)111+(~') =i= 'l/'+(f>'lf(~) = c5(~ -n, 
'l/'(~)'l/'(fl =i= 'lf(~')'lf(~) = 0, 

r(~>r<n =i= r(f>'IJl+<~> = o, 

43 

(6.2) 

where the upper sign corresponds to Bose, and the lower to Fermi statis
tics. The one-particle operator F<1> may be written in the new represen
tation in the form 

(6.3) 

The two-particle and more complicated operators may be expressed 
similarly. 

The Hamiltonian is readily expressed in terms of the operators 'If and 
r· For instance, the Hamiltonian for a system of spin 1/ 2 particles in 
the absence of a magnetic field is 

H = J l 2~n 17'1/':t (r) 17'1/',.(r) + U(r) 'If;; (r) '!fa(r) 1 d3r 

+ ~ J J 'If: (r)'lft (r') u<2
> (r, r')V'p(r')'l/'"'(r)d3rd3r' + . . . . (6.4) 

'Ve are assuming here that the interaction between the particles is in
dependent of their spin. The indices ex and fJ denote the z-component of 
the spin, summation being understood over pairs of repeated indices. 
The Hamiltonian for a syi:;tcm of bosons with zero spin only differs in 
having no indices for the operators 'IJl· The extension to more complicated 
cases presents no difficulty. 

The form of (6.4) is the same as the expression for the mean energy 
of a system of N particles in identical states 'ljJ,.(r), normalised by the 
relationship J /'IJl,. /2 dr = N. The Hamiltonian in the second quantisa
tion representation can always be easily found on the basis of this simi
larity. 

The operator of the particle density at a given point is of importance 
as well as the Hamiltonian. Since it is n(r)=..!'c5(r-ra) in the usual 

a 

representation, we get herr: 

n(r) = J 'If;; (ra)c5(r - ra)'l/',.(ra)d3ra = 'l/'d (r)'l/',.(r). (6.5) 

The operator of the number of particles iR correspondingly 

N = J n(r)d3 r = J 'IJlt(r)'lf.x(r) d3r. 

Now suppoR<' that we have a system of particles with Hamiltonian H. 
Let us determine how the states of the system vary in time. To do this, 
we have to solve the Schrodinger equation 

i o<t> = H <!> (6.6) ae 
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(<Pis the wave function of the system). The solution of (6.6) can be writ
ten in the symbolic form(t): 

<JJ(t) = e-iHt<JJH, (6.7) 

where <PH is a function independent of time. 
The time variation of the matrix element of any operator F can be 

found from ( 6. 7): 

Fnm(t) = (<P!(t)F<Pm(t)) = (<P'fineiHt Fe-iHt<Pum>· (6.8) 

The last expression can be interpreted as a matrix element in the func
tions <PH of the operator 

(6.9) 

This means the transformation to a new, the so-called Heisenberg 
representation. The representation considered earlier, in which the opera
tors Fare independent of time (for instance, 'l/'(r) and 'lf+(r)), is known 
as the Schrodinger representation. The most important property of the 
Heisenberg representation is that the wave functions <PH are independent 
of time. The time dependence is carried over to the operators; we find 
from (6.9): 

oF - - -Tt° = i(HF -FH) = i[H, F]_. (6.10) 

The situation is precisely the opposite in the Schrodinger representation. 
The operators are time independent (provided we are not speaking of a 
variable external field), whilst the wave function depends on time. It 
is clear from (6.9), that both representations are the same for the Hamil
tonian itself. 

If we consider the stationary state of the system, the wave function 
<PHn satisfies the equation 

H<JJHn = En<JJHn• 

We have in this case, from (6.8): 

Fnm(t) = (<PiinF<JJHm)ei(E.,-Em'>t. 

(B.11) 

(6.12) 

Let us take, for instance, a system of non-interacting particles without 
spin. 'Ve choose as the <p;(~) the free-particles eigenfunctions (1/fV)i<p·r) 
(V is the volume). In the Schrodinger representation, the operator 'If 
will be 

'l/'(r) = vl ,;£ apei(p•r). (6.13) 
v p 

We find by using (6.4) that the Hamiltonian in the SchrOdinger repre
sentation has the form (3.13), i.e. H =..:£ e0 (p)np, where e0 (p) is the 
energy of the free particles. Hence, by (6.9), the operator ip(r, t) in the 

(t) The operator e-iHI represents a symbolic way of writing the series 
1-iHt + · · · + (1/n!) (-iHt)" + · · ·. 
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Heisenberg representation turns out to be 
1 i E e,(p')np•l -i E e,(p")np"l . 

- ( t) ~ p' p" i(p·r) 'If r, = v- _ e ape e v p 

_ _ 1_ y- a ei[(P·r)-e,(p)t] -vv pp (6.14) 

It must be remarked that the Heisenberg operators .jji(r, t) do not in 
general satisfy the commutation rules (6.2) for the corresponding Schro
dinger operators. However, when the operators 'If are taken at a single 
instant, it follows from (6.9) and (6.2) that the commutation rules for 
these are the same as the rules for the Schrodinger operators 'lf(r). 

In addition to the two representations mentioned, there is another one 
which is extremely important for what follows; it is of an intermediate 
type, and is known as the interaction representation. The properties of 
this representation are fundamental to the methods of quantum field 
theory. 

We split off from the Hamiltonian the part Hint• corresponding to the 
particle interaction: 

(6.15) 

and carry out the following transformation of the Schrodinger wave func
tion of the system: 

<!Ji= eiHJ, <JJ. 

If we differentiate the function <Pi with respect to time, we get 

()<JJ. "IIt "H "H i-' = - H <JJ. + e' '(H + H. ) <P = e' ,t [!. e-• ,t <JJ. ot 0 • 0 int int •• 

Hence 

• o<Pi H ( .m 
i Tt = int t) "'"'•· 

H. (t) = eiH,t I!. e-iH,t 
int int • 

(6.16) 

(6.17) 

(6.18) 

The interaction representation is achieved in terms of the functions <P;-
. Any operator is obtained in this representation from the Sc~odinger 

representation in accordance with the same formula (6.18) as Hint(t). 

It follows that any operator F(t) in this representation satisfies the 
equation 

(6.19) 

i.e. the same equation as the Heisenberg operator for a system of non
interacting particles. ·we therefore arrive at the conclusion that all the 
operators in the interaction representation have the same form as 
the Heisenberg operators for the corresponding non-interacting system, 
whilst the wave function satisfies the Schrodinger equation with Hamil-
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tonian Him(t). A great advantage of this representation is that it is 
possible to use "free" operators. 

'Ve now determine the time-dependence of the function <Pi (t) in the 
interaction representation. Since the operators Hint (t) do not commute 
with one another at different instants, we cannot simply write down the 
solution of equation (6.17) as 

t 

<Pi(t) = constexp[-i J Hint(t')dt']. 

'Ve therefore proceed as follows. Suppose we know the value of <Pi at 
the instant t0 • 'Ve transform the differential equation (6.17) into an 
integral equation by integrating both sides with respect to t from t0 to 
t (t > t0). We have: 

t 

<Pi(t) =<Pi(t0)-i J Him(t')<Pi(t')dt'. 
t. 

'Ve look for the solution of this equation in the form of a series in Hint: 

<!Ji(t) =<!J~O)(t) +<JJ~l)(t) + .. ·. 

In the zero-th approximation, <J1°>(t) = <P;(t0 ). To a first approximation, 
t 

@p>(t) = -i J Hint(t1)dt1 <Pi(to); 
t. 

to a second approximation, 
t t, 

<P~2>(t) = - J Hint(t1)dt1 J Hint(t2)dt2<Pdto); 
lo lo 

to the nth approximation, 
t t, t,._l 

(/)~n>(t) = (-i)n J Hint(t1)dt1 J Hint(t2)dt2 · · · J Hint(tn)dtn <Pi(to)· 
t,, t,, t,, 

It follows from the structure of the series for <P;(t) that the complete1 
result can be written as 

<Pi(t) = S(t, to) <Pi(to}, 

where the matrix S (t, t0 ) is given by the series 
t 

S(t, t0) = 1 -i J Hint(t1)dt1 + · · · 
t,, 

t tn-1 

(6.20) 

• · · + (-i)" J Hint(t1)dt1 • • • J Hint(tn}dtn + • • •. (6.21) 
t. t. 

The characteristic feature of series (6.21) is that the operators Hint• 
taken at later instants, always appear to the left of operators at earlier 
instants, since we always have 

t > t1 > t2 > · · • > tn > t0 • 

We can make (6.21) more symmetrical. Let us take the nth term 

(-i)n J · · · J Hint(t1)Hint(t2) · · · Hint(tn)dt1dt2 · · · dtn 
t>t,···>t, 
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and arbitrarily transform the variables of integration tv ... , ln--+ tP» 
tp,• ... , tPn' which naturally leaves the term unchanged. On carrying 
out all the possible permutations of the variables t1, .•• , tn, adding all 
the expressions and dividing by the number of permutations n !, the 
domain of integration will be extended for each variable to the full 
interval from t0 to t. At the same time, it is essential that all the opera
tors Hint be arranged in decreasing order of time from left to right. On 
denoting by T the operator of this ordering, the time-ordering operator, 
we can write the nth term of the series as 

(n) (-i)n t t 
S (t, f0) =--,---- J · · · J T{Hin1(t1) • • • Hint(tn)}dt1 · • · dtn. (6.22) 

n. t. lo 

It is now easily verified that (6.21) can be written as 

S(t, t0) = T exp{-i / Hint(t')dt'}, (6.23) 

as can be seen by expanding the exponent into a series and using the 
definition of T. The operator S (t, t0 ) has the obvious property 

(6.24) 

Equations (6.16) and (6.18) establish the connection between the 
Schr6dinger and the interaction representation. The connection between 
the interaction and Heisenberg representations may be found from (fi.20). 
Suppose that the transformation of the wave functions is given by 

<f>;(t) = Q(t) <f>H, 

where Q is a unitary operator. We have from (6.20): 

Q(t) = S(t, t0 ) Q(t0), 

whence it follows, by (6.24), that 

Q(t) = S(t, a)P, 

where a is a certain instant, and P is a time-independent operator. To 
find P, we substitute into the relation <l>;(t) = Q(t)<Pn expressions (6.16) 
and (6.7) for <Pi and <Pn in terms of the Schrodinger function <I>. This 
gives 

eiHJ = S(t, a)PeiH1. 

Observing that S(a, a)= 1, we have 

p = eiH0 "' e-iH"'. 

It is convenient at this stage to bring in an assumption regarding the 
so-called "adiabatic switching on of the interaction" (t). Suppose that, 
at the instant t = - oo, there is no interaction between the particles, 

(t) It must be emphasised at once that our use here of "adiabatic switching on 
of the interaction" is purely formal. It enables the correct result to be obtained 
in the shortest way, but is by no means necessary (see e.g. [26]). 
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but that interaction is then "brought in" infinitely slowly. If we now 
let IX -+ - =· then P -+ 1, i.e. 

(6.25) 
where 

S(t) = S(t, -=). (6.26) 
Using (6.24), we get 

s (t2, t1) = s (t2) s-1 (t1), t1 < t2 . (6.27) 

The relationship between the operators in the interaction representation 
and the Heisenberg operators becomes, from (6.25): 

ff (t) = S-1 (t) F(t) S (t). (6.28) 

We shall often encounter the following time-ordered products of several 
Heisenberg operators, averaged over the ground state of the system <I>fJr: 

<<I>~ T[A(t)B(t') C(t") ... J<I>~). (6.29) 

In the case of Fermi operators we shall somewhat extend the definition 
of T-ordering as compared with that given in the derivation of (6.23); 
whereas we retain this definition for Bose operators. We shall now un
derstand, by the T-product of operators A (t1) B(t2) O(ls) ... their pro
duct from left to right in order of decreasing time, multiplied by (-l)P, 
where P is the number of permutations of the Fermi operators 
with one another, required to obtain the time-ordered product from 
A(ti) B(t2) O(t3 ) ••• Thus if F 1 (t1), F 2 (t2 ) are Fermi, and B1 (t3), B 2 (t4 ) 

are Bose operators, we have 

tl > t2, 
tl < t2, 

t3 >ti> 
t3 <ti> 

t3 > t4, 

t3 < t4. 

The new definition of T-ordering is the same as the old ope in the 
case of Hint (t), since Ferini operators always appear in pairs in Hint· Of 
course all the rules for T-ordering are the same for operators in the 
Heisenberg and in the interaction representation. 

Let the time order in (6.29) be such that 

t > t' > t" > .. ·. 
We use (6.28) to change to the operators in the interaction representation. 
This gives: 

<<I>~S-1 (t)A(t)S(t)S-1 (t')B(t')S(t') · · · <!>~) 

= <<I>~S-1 (=)8(=, t)A(t)S(t, t')B(t') ···<I>~) 

= <<I>~S-1 (=)T[A(t)B(t')C(t") · · · S(=)]<J>~). (6.30) 
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The transformation from (6.29) to (6.30) is obviously independent of the 
order of the times t, t', t", i.e. it holds always. 

It now remains for us to determine <P'}fS-1(00) = [S(oo)<Pi]*, i.e. 
the result of the action of the operator S (oo) on the ground state wave 
function. It follows from (6.20) and (6.25) that 

<P'i:r =<Pi(-oo), S(oo)<P'k =<Pi(oo). 

Hence S (oo) <Plft is the function <Pi (oo) which was obtained from the 
ground state wave function <Pi (- oo) as a result of adiabatically switch
ing on the interaction between the particles. We know that the ground 
state of the system, i.e. the state in which the energy is minimal, must 
be non-degenerate. But by the general principles of quantum mechanics 
(see [16]), a system which is in a non-degenerate stationary state cannot 
be carried to another state under the action of infinitely slow excitation. 
We can therefore conclude that the function <P;(oo) = S (oo) <Pi can only 
differ from <P~ by a phase factor: 

S(oo)<P'k = eiL<P'i:r. (6.31) 

Hence follows finally the relation 

<<P~ T [A (t) B (t') c (t") ... ] <P'ir> 

(<P~T[A(t)B(t')C(t") · • • S(oo)]~) 
(<PfJ; S (oo) <P~) 

(6.32) 

Let us emphasise that this conclusion only holds for averaging over 
the ground state of the system, since any other energy level of the system 
is multiply degenerate, and the system in general passes to another state 
as a result of collisions between the particles. Thus (6.30) holds for aver
aging over an excited state, but not (6.32). 

We shall consider in this chapter systems at T = 0, i.e. in the ground 
state. For simplicity, we shall denote the corresponding averages simply 
by (- · ·)and write operators in the interaction representation in ordinary 
type. In cases where Schrodinger operators are required, we shall empha
size that they depend only on the coordinates (e.g. 'IJ'(r)), whilst at 
the same time specifically indicating such cases. 

§ 7. THE GREEN FUNCTION(t) 

1. Definition. Free partide Green functions 

One of the most important characteristics of the microscopic pro
perties of a system in quantum field theory is the one-particle Green 

(t) This section is largely based on a paper by V. M. GALITSKII and A. B. MIGDAL 

[27]. 

Q.F.T. 4 
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function (t). It is defined as 

G"p(x, x') = -i<T(~"(x)ij}it (x'))). (7.1) 

We understand by x (or x') a set of four variables - the coordinates r 
and the time t; IX and f3 arc the spin indices. 

A knowledge of the Green function enables us to find the average over 
the ground state of any one-particle operator of the type (3.2). Indeed, 
we have from (li.3): 

jro> = ± i J [ lim j<1>(x)G 'x x')] d3r 
l'-+l+O °'{J <>fJ\ ' 
r'~r 

(the plus {minus) sign for Bose (Fermi) statistics). For instance, the 
density of the number of particles and the particle flux density are, 
respectively, eciual to 

n(x) = ± i hm G,,"'(x, x'), 
l'-+l+O 
r'~r 

j(x) = ± 9!.__ lim (vr-Vr.)G"',.(x,x'). 
i-J rn t'_:;.t+o 

r'_:;.r 

We show below that the Green function can be used tu find the energy 
as a function of the volume, and hence the equati011s of state of the 
system (the dependence of the pressure on the density) at T = 0. It 
will further be shown that the poles of the Fourier transform of the 
Green function (7.1) determine the excitation spectrum. This enables 
the thermodynamic functions of the system to be found at temperatures 
different from zero (though reasonably low, of course). 

A fact of extreme importance is that the Green function can be eval
uated by means of so-called diagram techniques (see §§ 8 and 9), which 
have considerable advantages over perturbation theory in the ordinary 
form. 

We shall be concerned in this section with an analysis of the general 
properties of the Green function. For typographical simplicity we shall 
omit the indices IX, (3. This cannot lead to misunderstandings, since in 
the absence of ferromagnetism and external magnetic field G,,p must be 
of the form Ge<{!= G{Je<fJ· We shall confine ourselves to these cases. 

We shall consider in this chapter the properties of systems of Fermi 
particles; we know that a Bose system has a number of special features 
at absolute zero, connected with the existence of the condensate; these 

(t) The term "Green function" has not the same meaning in field theory as in 
the theory of linear equations. Although the Green function satisfies an equation 
with a 6-funetion on the right-hand side, this equation is generally speaking non
linear (see § 10). The free particle Green functions are exceptions: they are the 
Green functions of the linear equations for the Heisenberg field operators ip(r, t). 
The term Green function was originally only applied to this ease, but was later 
extended to expression (7.1) for any interacting system. 
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latter systems will be discussed in Chap. V. The phonons (lattice-vibra
tion quanta) provide an exception. In view of the fad that their number 
is not given, no condensation can occur in the phonon gas and its pro
perties can be considerrd by ordinary methods. 

The Green functions of homogeneous, spatially infinite systems de
pend, in thP absence of external fields, only on the differences r - r' 
and t - t'. We expand G into a Fourier integral: 

G(x - x') = J d4
p G(p w)ei[(p·r-r')-cu(t-t'Jl (d4p = d 3pdw). (7.2) 

(2:n)4 ' 

We can find G(p, w) very simply for a system of non-interacting par
ticles. In the case of a system of fermionH, on substituting in (7.1) expres
sion (6.14) for the Heisenberg operators of the free field and taking into 
account that all the level<i with IP I <Po are occupied, whilst those wit,h 
Jp I > Po are empty, we have: 

Q(O)(x) = _.i__,.!:ei[(p·r)-s,(p)t]{l-nl>' t> 0, (7.3) 
V p -nP, t < 0, 

where 

n =a+a =J l, 
p p p l 0, 

We go over to the momentum represmtation. "\Ve have by (7.3): 

a<o>(p, w) = -i {eclPI -Po) I e'fw-e.(p)]ldt 

- 0 (p0 - IP i} l e-i[w-e,(p)]ldt}, (7.4) 

where 

O(z) = { ~: z> 0, 
z< 0. 

The expression for G(p, w) contains two integrals of the type 

I eistdt. 
0 

An integral of this type may be found as the limit 

1. Joo ist-6tdt · l" 1 rm e = i 1m --.-. 
6~+o 0 6~+os+ib 

(7.5) 

The i{J in the denominator indicates the method of going round the pole 
s = 0 when integrating this function, namely, 

JF(s) ~ =f F(s) ds -i:n:F(O), 
.s + i() 8 
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where f denotes the principal value of the integral. We can therefore 
write: 

1 1 . JI -+ ·.11 =--i:n:u(s). s iv s 

The symbol b+ (s) is sometimes used for denoting (l/n) (i/(s + i fJ)): 
1 

{J+ (s) = fJ(s) --. - . 
ins 

We obtain from (7.4) and (7.5): 

a<o>(p w) = O(IP I - Po) + O(Po - IP I) 
' w -s0 (p) + i{J w -s0 (p)-i{J 

(7.6) 

Observing that the only difference between the formula for G when 
IP I < Po and the formula when IP I > p 0 is in the change of sign in front 
of {J, we can finally write 

1 
Q(O) (p W) = (7 7) 

' w -s0 (p) + i{J sign CIP I - P0 ) • • 

Let us now consider a system of phonons, and confine ourselves to 
the elementary case of longitudinal vibrations in a continuous isotropic 
medium. 

Let us first of all determine what is to be understood by the phonon 
field operators. 

Let q (r, t) denote the displacement of a point of the medium. The 
momentum per unit volume will be equal to '.! q (r, t), where e is the 
density. In accordance with quantum mechanics, the q and q are re
placed by operators with commutation relations 

e [q.(r, t), qk(r', t)] = - i{J(r - r'){Jik" (7.8) 

The integral of (7.8) over a small volume d3r yields the usual commu
tation rule for a coordinate and momentum. 

"\Ve expand the operator q in plane waves. Here, a specification of 
the wave vector k uniquely determines the frequency, which we denote 
by Wo(k). We therefore have 

q (r t) = _1_ '5' _ k_ {q ei[(k·r)-<uo(k)t] + q+ e--i[(k·r)-w,,(k)t]} ( 7 .9) , Vv;: lkl k k • 

We are considering longitudinal waves, so that the Fourier components 
of the vector q will be directed along the wave vector k. In view of 
this we shall in future use the projection qk on the direction k, which 
we denote by qk. 

We now introduce operators bk, connected with the qk by 

bk 
qk = . (7.10) 

V2emo(k) 
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It then follows from (7.8) that the operators bk satisfy the usual com
mutation relations for Bose creation and annihilation operators. 

The operator of the kinetic energy of the vibrations is equal to 

K = ~ J [q(r, t)]2d3r. (7.11) 

Using the fact that the mean kinetic energy of the vibrations is equal 
to the mean potential energy, we arrive at 

il = 2K = f OJo(k) ( nk + ~), (7.12) 

where nk = bt bk. 
The displacement operators q could be taken as the free phonon field 

operators. However, it is more convenient to use a rather different de
finition, in view of the investigation of the interaction of the phonons 
with the electrons in a metal (see § 8), namely 

g;(x) = fv + VWot) {bkei[(k·r)-ro,(k)t]_bte-i[(k·r)-w.(k)tl}. ( 7.l3) 

This formula refers to the longitudinal phonons in the Debye model 
(see § 1), if we restrict the summation over k by the condition I k I < kn. 

Let us emphasise once more that the phonon field operators are real, 
since they correspond to real displacements of the atoms of the lattice. 
This property is obviously retained when discussing the interaction of 
phonons with one another and with other particles. 

The Green function of the phonons is usually denoted by D. The 
definition of this function is similar to (7.1): 

D(x, x') = -i(T(g;(x)g;(x'))). (7.14) 

On substituting the free operators (7.13) as the gi(x) in this, and re
calling that there are no phonons in the ground state, we get 

D(O) ( ) _ ~, O , , 
i . OJ (k) { ei[(k•r)-ro.(k)!] t > 0 

x - - v + -2 - e-i[(k·r)-ro,(k)t]' t < 0. (7.15) 

If we take the Fourier components of this expression with respect to r 
and t, we get 

n<o>(k OJ) = OJo(k) [ 1 - 1 l 
' 2 OJ - 01o(k) + i(j OJ+ OJo(k) -itJ 

OJ~(k) 
OJ2 - OJ5(k) + i(J • 

(7.16) 

2. A ndlytic properties 

Let us now consider the general properties of the Green functions of 
systems of interacting particles. We shall start with a Fermi system. 
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In terms of Schrodinger operators, we get 

G(r - r', t - t') = - i(eiH11jJ(r)e-4H(H'l"P+ (r')e-4Ht) 

= - i I (<JlJ; eiHt1P(r)e-4Ht<Ps> (<P:emr 'lf(r')e-iHr <P'Jr> 
8 -

= - i ~ "Pos(r)'IJ'st (r')e-4(E,-E.)(H')' t > t'' 
s 

G(r - r', t - t') = i I "Pit· (r')'lfs'o (r)ei<Es•-E,)<t-t'), t < t'. 
s' 

The dependence of the matrix elements 'lfnm (r) and "Pnm (r) on the co
ordinates is, for a homogeneous system: 

"Pnm(r) = "Pnm(O)e-4(1>,.,n·r)' "P;tm(r) = "P,t,.(O)ei(p,.,n·r)' 

where Pnm = Pn - Pm• and Pn• Pm are the momenta of the system in 
states n and m(t). We have, taking Po= 0: 

G(r - r', t -t') = -i I l"Pos(O) l2ei(p,·r-r')e-4(E,-E.)(I----!'), t > t', 
s 

G(r - r'' t - t') = i ~ IV's'O (0) 12e-4<1>s•·r-r')ei<Es·-E.)(l-t'). (7.17) 
s' 

The operator 'If+ (r) increases the number of particles by one. In view 
of this, the summation over s for t > t' is performed over the states 
where the number of particles is N + 1. Conversely, the summation 
over s' for t < t' is performed over the states where the number of par
ticles is N -1. We introduce the notation 

E. -E0 (N) = e8 + µ, (7.18) 
where 

(7.19) 

is the excitation energy of the system, which is positive by definition, 
whilst µ = E 0 (N + 1) - E 0 (N) is the chemical potential at T = 0. 
Similarly, 

Es' -E0 (N) = E •. -E0 (N -1)- [E0 (N)-E0 (N -1)] =es·-µ'. (7.18') 

The es' and µ' in the last formula refer to a system of N - 1 particles. 
It is possible, however, to assume es= es'•µ=µ'. This only introduces 
an error of order 1/N. 

Further, we introduce the functions 

A (p, E)dE = (2:n)3 I1%.(0) l2 b(p - P.), 
s 

B(p,E)dE = (2:n)3 I i"Ps·o(O)l2 b(p+p.), 
8' 

E< es< E+ dE, 

E < es·< E + dE. 
"' 

(7 .20) 

(t) This follows from the fact that, in accordance with quantum mechanics 
(see [161), the operator corresponding to a translation is ei(j)·r) (p is the momentum 
operator). Consequently, \l'(r) = e-4(j)·r) V'(O) ei<l>·r). Notice, by the way, that if we 
write \l'(r) as \l'(r) = (1/yY) Eap ei(P·r>, we evidently get \t'nm(O) = (1/yY) (a-p,,m)mn· 

• 
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We now expand Gas a Fourier integral(t): 
00 

{ A (p, E) B (p, E) } 
G(p,OJ) = f dE E + .<5+ +E .<5. 

0 OJ- -µ i OJ -µ-i 
(7 .21) 

The coefficients A, Bin this expression are real and positive. The analy
tic properties of the function G(p, OJ) can be investigated using (7.21). 

On separating the real and imaginary parts of G, we find that 
00 J A(p, E) B(p, E) } 

ReG(p,OJ) = f dEl----+- -- , 
0 OJ-E-µ OJ+E-µ 

(7.22) 

ImG( ,OJ)=f-:nA(p,OJ-µ), OJ>µ, 
p l :nB(p,µ-OJ), OJ<µ 

(7 .23) 

(f denotes the principal part of the integral). The imaginary part of the 
Green function thus changes sign at OJ = µ. A comparison of (7 .23) and 
(7.22) leads to the following relation between the real and imaginary 
parts of G: 

R G ) 
_ 1 J00

Im G(p, OJ
1

) sign (OJ' - µ) d , 
e (p, OJ - - - I OJ " 

:n OJ-OJ 
(7.24) 

An asymptotic formula for G as OJ~ oo can be got from (7.21) and 
(7.20): 

1 00 

G(p, OJ)~- f dE[A(p, E) + B(p, E)] 
OJ 0 

1 
= -f(2:n)3 I l1Pos(O) l2 r5(p -Pe)+ (2:n)3 I IV's•o(O) l2 r5(p + Ps->}· 

OJ l s ~ 

It is easily seen that the coefficient of 1/0J is equal to the Fourier com
ponent of the anti-commutator 

1J'(r)1J'+(r') + 1J'+(r')1J'(r) = c5(r - r'), 

i.e. unity. This is proved simply by averaging the anticommutator over 
the ground state (which does not change its value), transforming the 
resulting average as in (7.17) and taking the Fourier component with 
respect to r - r'. We obtain in this way 

1 
G(p, OJ)~ - as OJ~ oo. (7.21') 

OJ 

As regards the properties of G as a function of the complex variable 
OJ, it follows from (7.24) that it is not analytic. The connection between 
the real and imaginary parts of a function analytic in the upper half
plane is an expression that differs from (7.24) in replacing sign (OJ' - µ) 
by unity. We have - 1 instead of sign (OJ' - µ)in the case of a function 
analytic in the lower half-plane. 

(t) A formula of this type was first obtained by LEHMANN [28] in quantum field 
theory. 
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Let us consider alongside G the two functions GR, GA• analytic in the 
upper and lower half-planes respectively and defined by the relations 
(for real w): 

ReG = ReGR =Re GA, 

ImGR = ImGsign(w - µ), 

ImGA = -ImGsign (w -µ). 

(7 .25) 

It follows from (7.25) that GR is the same as G* on the real semi-axis 
w -µ < O; similarly, GA is the same as G* for w -µ > 0. We can thus 
write: 

G _ fG(p, w), 
R(p, w) - lG*(p, w), 

G ( {G*(p, w), 
A p, w) = G(p, w), 

w>µ, 
w<µ, 

w>µ, 
w<µ. 

(7 .25') 

It follows from (7.25') that GR is the analytic continuation of G from 
the semi-axis w > µ, and GA the continuation of G from the semi-axis 
w<µ. 

The functions GR and GA are defined as follows in the coordinate 
representation: 

G x-x' _f-i(V}(x)Vi+(x')+'VJ+(x')VJ(x)) as t>t',) 
R( ) - l 0 as t < t', 

(7 .26) 
G x-x' ={ _ _ ~ _ ast>t', 

A( ) i('1p+(x')1f(x)+1f(X)1J'+(x')) as t<t'. 

Indeed, on carrying out the same operations as were performed when 
deriving (7.21), we get 

_ f00 J A (p, E) B (p. E) } 
GR(p, w) - o dE lw - E--=-.-µ + i~ + w + E -µ + ib ' (7.27) 

GA(p, w) = G~(p, w). 

On comparing the real and imaginary parts of GR and GA with (7.22) 
and (7.23), these functions are easily seen to satisfy (7.25). GR, GA are 
lmown as the retarded and advanced Green functions. 

We now turn to the phonons. The phonon field operator is real, i.e. 
(j; (x) = x (x) + x+ (x). It must be remembered in addition that the chemi
cal potential µ = 0 (see § 1) and that there are no particles present in 
the ground state. "\Ve find in the same way as above that 

r- i ~ IXos(O) 12e--i<E..--E.)(t-t')ei<ks·r-r')' t > t'' 

D(r-r' t-t') =~ 
8 

(7.28) ' l- if lxo.(O) 12ei<E..--E.)(t-t')e---i(ks·r-r'), t < t'. 

We introduce the function 

P(k, E)dE = (2n)3 ~ lxo.(O) l2 b (k - k.) = (2:n)3 ~lx0.(0)12 <5 (k + k.), 
• • 
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where the summation overs refers to those states whose energies E
8 

are 
between the limits E < E 8 - E0 < E + dE. Expanding (7.28) into a 
Fourier integral we have 

= { 1 1 } 
D(k,w)=f P(k,E) "w-E+i~-w+E-ic5 dE. (7.29) 

The imaginary part of this function is always negative: 

ImD(k, w) = -nP(k, lwJ>. (7.30) 

The real and imaginary parts are connected by the same expression as 
for G(p, e). It follows from this that the phonon Green function has the 
same analytic properties as the Green function of a system of fermions 
withµ= 0. 

"\Ve can therefore construct two analytic functions DR and DA> satis
fying (7.25) with µ = 0. These functions are, in the coordinate repre
sentation: 

D ( 
')_J-i<q)(x)q)(x')-qJ(x')q)(x)), t>t', 

RX -X -1 0, t < t', 

J o t>t', 
DA (x - x') = l - - _: -

-i(«p(x')«p(x) - «p(x)«p(x')), t < t'. 

(7 .31) 

3. Physical meaning of the poles 

"\Ve have already mentioned, that a knowledge of the Green function 
enables us to find a whole series of physical characteristics of a system. 
In particular, the elementary excitation spectrum can be determined 
from it. 

Let us take a Fermi system, which is described at the initial instant t' 
by the wave function 

(7.32) 

where 'If-; (t') is the operator of the creation of a particle with momentum p 
in the interaction representation, i.e. a-; ei•.(p)t', and cf>i(t') is the wave 
function of the ground state of the particle system in the interaction 
representation. At an instant t > t' the wave function of the system will 
have the form 

IJl(t) = S(t, t') 'lfJ: (t') cf>i(t'). 

Let us find the probability amplitude of the state IJl0 (t). It is equal to 

<lJ'ci (t) lJI (t)) = <ct>i (t) "Pp (t) s (t, t')'lfJ: (t') ct>i (t')) 
= <ct>': s-1 (t) 'lfJp (t) S(t, t')'lfJ: (t') S(t')cf>~) 

= (ijjp(t) 'ift (t')) = iG(p, t - t'), t - t' > 0. (7.33) 

"\Ve have passed here from the interaction to the Heisenberg represen
tation. 
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To find G (p, t), we have to evaluate the integral 

J
00

dw · 1 G(p, t) = 
2

n G(p, w)e-"w. (7 .34) 

In view of the fact that G (p, w) is not analytic, we split the integral 
into two parts: from - oo to µ and from µ to oo. In the first interval G 
is the same as the analytic function GA, and in the second the same as GR. 
As already remarked above, the function GA has no singularities in the 
lower half-plane. ·we can therefore deform the contour of integration 
in the first integral (Fig. 2). H the horizontal piece of the contour is 
removed a sufficient distance into the lower half-plane, the integral over 

T I.____., ~ ...... ~=-E(P._'1-Q-'_· 
Fig. 2 Fig. 3 

this piece will be extremely small due to the factor e-iwi in (7.34), and 
µ 

we are left only with J (dw/2n) GA e-iwi. ·we now turn to the second 
µ-ioo 

integral. The function GR generally speaking has singularities in the 
lower half-plane. Let us suppose that, in the fourth quadrant of the 
complex variable w - µ the singularity closest to the real axis is a simple 
pole at the point w = e(p) - iy, where y <:_ e(p) - µ. We deform the 
contour of integration as illustrated in Fig. 3. The horizontal piece of 
this contour must evidently lie above the next singularity and cannot 
be displaced to - ioo. However, the integral can be made small by taking 
a sufficiently large time t. There now remains the integral over the ver
tical part and the circuit round the pole: 

µ-ioo 

J dw G -iwi . -is(p>i-ri 

2
n Re -iae , 

µ 

where a is the residue of GR at the pole. ·we shall show below that, when 
t ~ [e(P) - µ]-1, the contribution from both integrals over the vertical 
parts of the contours of Figs. 2 and 3 is small. ·we therefore obtain in the 
limit, for large t: 

iG (p, t) R::3 ae-ie(p)t-ri. (7 .35) 

If we had one free particle in the initial state with momen
tum P and energy e0 (p), the quantity analogous to (7.33) would be 
exp [ - ie0 (p) (t - t')]. It follows from this that there is a wave packet 
in state (7.32) that behaves like a quasi-particle with energy e(p), and 
is damped in time according to the law exp [ - y (t - t')]. Hence the 
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energy and damping of the quasi-particles are determined by the real 
and imaginary parts of the pole of GR in the lower half-plane. The wave 
packet amplitude is connected with the residue of GR at the pole. 

We now show that the parts of the integrals that we have neglected 
can be regarded as small in the momentum region where e (p) f::::j µ. 
Recalling that GA= G'Jl, we find for the sum of the integrals over the 
vertical pieces of the contours of Figs. 2 and 3: 

µ_,,,J·= (G G*) -iwt dw - 2. µ_,,,J·= I G -iwt dw 
R - R e -2 - i m Re -2 • 

µ n µ n 

In accordance with the phenome.nological considerations described in § 2, 
the condition y <: e(p)-µ only holds in the neighbourhood e(P) f::::j µ(t). 
Assuming that t ~ 1/(e(P) - µ), we can therefore replace GR by 
a/(w -e(p) + iy). On introducing the new variable i(w - µ) = u, we 
get 

2yae-iµt J= due__,,,1 

- 2n y2 + [e(p) -µ + iu}20 

0 

Since t ~ [e(p)-µ]-1, the integral is equal to 

yae-iµt 

n t [ e (p) - µ ]2 • 

If tis regarded as not too large compared with l/y, this quantity is much 
less that the result of the circuit round the pole in Fig. 3. 

Similar arguments can be developed for the state with wave function 

ip~ (t) = 'lfJp (t) <l\ (t). (7.36) 

On considering this state at a later instant t', we get 

(lff~* (t') lff' (t')) = - iG(p, t - t') for t - t' < 0. 

When evaluating G(p, t) in accordance with (7.34), the poles of GA(p, w) 
in the upper half-plane are important, since t< 0. When it!~ le(P)-µ 1-1, 

we find as above: 
-iG(p, t) f::::j ae-it:Cp)t-rt, 

where e(P) < µ, y < 0. ·we obtain a wave packet corresponding to a 
hole with e(P) < µ. Consequently the energy and damping of the holes 
are given by the poles of GA (p, w) in the upper half-plane. Notice that 
y has opposite signs for "particles" and for "holes". 

The same results hold in regard to the phonons. It may easily be seen 
from (7.29) that, in this case, for each pole of the function DR(k, w) in 
the lower half-plane, there is a corresponding pole, located symmetrically 
witl:i respect to the point w = 0, of the function DA (w, k) in the upper 

(t) The validity of the assumption that y «:; s(p) -µ as s(p) -µ-+ 0 has 
been strictly proved for numerous concrete examples (see e.g. §§ 21, 22). 
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half-plane. Thus both methods of determination of the excitation spec
trum yield the same result. 

Apart from the energy spectrum, the Green function can be used to 
find the connection between the chemical potential and the number of 
particles per unit volume, and also the ground state energy and the mo
mentum distribution of the particles (naturally, given our restrictions, 
all this refers only to Fermi systems). 

It follows from the definition (7.1) of the Green function that 

~=<iP:(x)Via(x))=-i ~~ G"'"'(x-x')=-2i !~ G(x-x'), 
t'-+t+O t'-+t+O 

where Ga.B = (Jafl G. 

On changing to the momentum representation for G, we get 

N 2. l" Jd3pdw G( ) iwt - = - i 1m - - p, w e . v t-++o (2:n:)4 (7.37) 

Since the integral in (7.37) depends only onµ, we arrive at the function 
N(µ). If we find the inverse µ(N) and use the equationµ= (8E0 /8N)v. 
the ground state energy can be found. Actually, this approach is not the 
most convenient one in practice. We shall return to the ground state 
energy in § 9. 

To find the momentum distribution of the particles we only need to 
evaluate the expression 

N112(P) = N-112(P) = <<I>cia:112ap1/2<I>o> = <a:112ap112» 

where <!>0 = e-iEJ <I>fJ:r is the Schrodinger wave function of the ground 
state of the system. On comparing this expression with (7.17) (see also 
the remark on p. 54), we find that 

N N 2 . li J= G ( iwt dw i1<>(P) = -112(P) = - i m p, w)e -2 • 
- t-++O -= :n; 

(7.38) 

An interesting property of the momentum distribution can be obtained 
from (7.38) (A. B. Migdal [29]). We define the limiting Fermi momentum 
Po for the excitations using the equation e(p0 ) = µ. ·we consider N(p) 
close to IP I = p 0 • In accordance with the hypothesis of § 2, the exci
tations of a Fermi liquid are "particles" and "holes" with momenta 
close to Po· The damping of these quasi-particles is small compared with 
I e (p) - µ I· These data can be used for finding the poles of the functions 
GA and GR· ·when IP I< p 0 , GA has a pole in the upper half-plane close 
to the real axis; this pole disappears when IP I > p 0 , and a pole of GR 
makes its appearance in the lower half-plane. Now suppose that integral 
(7.38) is written as two contour integrals of GA and GR, as was done with 
integral (7.34). We displace the horizontal pieces of the contours in Figs. 2 
and 3 into the lower half-plane through a distance from the real axis 
much greater that e (p) - µ. The integrals over these pieces will now be 
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insensitive to small changes in the momentum p. As regards the integrals 
over the vertical pieces of the contours, they can be combined into 

µ-1.L dw 
2 J Im GR(p, w) -

2 
. 

µ 'Jt 

This integral can be split into a part over a region remote from the 
point e = µ by a distance greater than e(p) -µ, and an integral over 
a near-by region. The integral over the remote region will only depend 
slightly on variations in IP I. whilst we can substitute GR f::::j 

a/(w-e(p) + iy) in the integral over the near-by region and verify that 
it is negligibly small (,.._, y/(e(p) - µ)). Hence it follows that the only 
difference between expressions (7.38) for N(p) when IPI < p 0 and 
IP I > p 0 lies in the fact that, in the first case, there is no circuit round 
the pole in Fig. 3, whereas there is in the second case. It follows that 

(7.39) 

By (7.21), the constant a must be positive. ·we therefore arrive at the 
conclusion that the momentum distribution of the particles has a jump 
at the same point IP I =Po as the excitation distribution. By the funda
mental assumption of the theory of a Fermi liquid, the Fermi limiting 
momentum p 0 of the excitations is connected with the density of the 
number of particles by relationship (2.1) (the validity of this assumption 
will be proved in Chap. VI). The jump of the momentum distribution of 
interacting particles therefore occurs at the same point as for non-inter
acting particles. Since 0<N112 (p)<1, we have for the size of the jump: 

(7.40) 

An example is provided by the momentum distribution of the patticles 
in a dilute Fermi gas, which we found in § 5. 

4. Green function of a system in an external field 

"\Ve now turn to a system in an external field, which is independent 
of time. The Green function will depend in this case on the variables 
t-t', rand r'. "\Ve now get, instead of (7.17): 

G(r, r', t -t') = - i 2: (V'(r)0.V'cis(r'))e-1.<E.-E.)(t-t'), t > t', 
8 

(7.41) 
G(r, r', t - t') = i 2: (V'*(r')

80
?p

80
(r))ei(E.-E,)(t-!'), t < t'. 

8 

where ?p(r) and V'(r') are Schrodinger operators. If we proceed as in the 
case when there is no external field, we get a formula such as (7.21) 
with complex functions A and B. "\Ve can get round this difficulty by 
taking the symmetrised combination 

! [G(r,r',t-t')+G(r',r,t-t')]. (7.42) 
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As far as the dependence on w is concerned, the Fourier component of 
this function has all the properties of the function G in the absence of 
external fields. Formulae (7.21)-(7.27) will all hold for it, the only 
difference being that all the quantities will depend on the parameters 
r, r' instead of p. 

If we consider fermions, not interacting with one another, in an ex
ternal field, it is convenient to take the operators ?p(r) in the form 
1P (r) = ..1: a8 <p8 (r), where 'Ps(r) are the eigenfunctions of the particle in 
the field. We find in this case, instead of (7 .17): 

G (r r' t - t') = - i ~ cp* (r')<p (r)e--i•s(t-!') J l - ns' t > O' 
' ' ..._, s s l - t<O 

8 ns, ' 
where 

(7.43) 

and e8 denotes the energy of a particle in the state 'Ps· On taking the 
Fourier component with respect to time, we get 

G( 
, ) = ~ <p°t(r')<ps(r) + ~ <p°t(r')<ps(r) 

r, r, w ,,;;;;,_, "J< ,,;;;;,_, .J<. 
•s>µ w - es + i u •s<µ w - es - i u 

(7.44) 

·we now introduce a quantity similar to A and B in (7.20): 

A(r, r', E)dE = ..1:<p:(r')<p8 (r), E <es< E + dE. 
s 

·we put r = r' and integrate this relation over d3r. In view of the 
normalisation of the functions <p

8
(r), we simply obtain on the right-hand 

side the number of levels dN in the interval dE. Hence 

3 _ dN(E) J d rA(r, r,E) -~· 

Equation (7.44) may be written in terms of the function A as 

G 
, J A(r,r',E) 

(r, r, w) = dE E . J< • E ) . 
w- +ius1gn( -µ 

Hence it follows that the imaginary part of G(r, r, w) (A is real and 
positive when r = r') is equal to 

' I G( ) _ J-nA(r, r, w), m r, r, w _
1 nA(r, r, w), 

·we therefore obtain 

w>µ, 
w<µ. 

dN(E) 1 
-dE =-;--sign (E -µ) J ImG(r, r,E)d3r. (7.45) 
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§ 8. BASIC PRINCIPLES OF DIAGRAM TECHNIQUES 

1. Transformation from N to µ as independent variable 

Before starting to evaluate the Green function, we shall transform 
to new variables. "\Ve have so far considered a system with a given num
ber of particles. It will be convenient for us in the following to regard 
this number as variable and to specify the chemical potential. In essence, 
we have already made use of variables of this sort for phonons, where 
we had µ = 0 and the number of particles in the system was not speci
fied. In the case of a Fermi system, however, it was precisely the num
ber of particles that was specified, whilst the chemical potential µ ap
pearing in the formulae had to be regarded as a function of this number. 
In practical calculations it is more convenient to regard µ as the inde
pendent variable, then pass to a specified number of particles in the 
final result. 

The transformation from one independent variable to another can be 
performed as follows. We know that the wave functions and energy 
levels of the system can be obtained from the variational principle 

('P* H'P) =min (8.1) 
under the condition that 

('P* N 'P) = const, (8.2) 

where Hand N are the Hamiltonian and the operator of the number of 
particles. Instead of this, we can use the method of Lagrangian multi
pliers and find the absolute minimum of the expression 

<'P* (H - µN) 'P), 

where µ is a constant, determined by using condition (8.2). Changing 
from a given N to a given µ therefore amounts to replacing the Hamil-

tonian by the operator H -µN. In view of the fact that the operator N 
commutes with the Hamiltonian, formulae are easily found for trans
forming the operators ij;(x): 

1fµ(x) = e-iµNt,;pN(x)eittNt = eiµt1fN(x), (8.3) 

inasmuch as the operator ij;N decreases the number of particles by one. 
Similarly, we have for the operator v;; (x): 

Vi: (x) = e-;µt1P1' (x). (8.4) 

The Green function is defined as 

Gµ(x, x') = GN(x, x')eiµ(t-t'}. (8.5) 

It follows from this that all the results of the previous section still hold 
for G µ> provided we perform the substitution 

w<N>-+ w(µJ + µ. (8.6) 
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Since we never require more than the values of G at t = t' when evalu
ating the number of particles and their momentum distribution, the 
relevant formulae (7.37) and (7.38) evidently remain unchanged. The 
poles of the new Green function give the excitation energy, measured 
from the level of the chemical potential. 

As already mentioned, it is more convenient in practice to make use 
of the functions G,... In future, therefore, we shall as a rule have in mind 
this definition of the Green function, and denote it simply by G. A special 
proviso will be made when an analysis of the general properties of the 
function G requires that the number of particles be assumed to be given 
(as in the previous section). 

2. Wick's theorem 

·we now turn to the evaluation of the Green function. Formula (6.32) 
of § 6 for changing to the interaction representation enables us to write 
the perturbation theory series in a simple and compact form. As applied 
to the Green function, (6.32) has the form 

G ') _ -i(T1j1(X)1j1+(x')S(oo)) 
(x, x - (S(oo)) ' (8.7) 

where 

S(oo) = T [exp (-i _l Hintdt)] • (8.8) 

Let us again emphasise that the operators 11' appearing in (8. 7) (and also 
in Hint) are subject to the equations for non-interacting particles. 

·we expand S(oo) in the numerator of (8.7) in powers of Hint· We get 

. = (-i)2 = 
S(oo) = 1 - i_£ Hintdt + ----=-2 Ji T[Hint(t1 )Hint(t2 )]dt1 dt2 + · · ·, 

i "'.:'-, (-i)n = 
G (x x') = - --- ~ ~ J · · · J dt1 · • • dt 

' (S(oo)) ;::-Q n! -= n 

We shall not as yet expand the (S(oo)) in the denominator. The 
interaction Hamiltonian Hint is as a rule the integral over the spatial 
variables (and sometimes also over the time) of the product of a number 
of operators 11' (actual examples will be discussed below). Hence each 
term of the series (8.9) contains the average of the time-ordered product 
of several operators of the particle field in the interaction representation. 

In view of this, we must first of all consider an expression of the form 

(T(ABCD · · · XYZ)), 
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where A, B, ... , X, Y, Z are field operators in the interaction represen
tation (remember that these operators are the same as the corresponding 
operators for non-interacting particles). 

Each of the field operators can be split into two terms. One of them 
gives zero when it acts upon the ground state wave function. This part 
may be called the "annihilation operator". In the phonon operator 
(7.13), it is the sum containing the b1, whilst it is the part of the sum 
with IP I >Po in the Fermion operator (6.14). The other part, which 
may be called the "creation operator", has the property that its Hermi
tian conjugate gives zero when it acts upon the ground state. "\Ve shall 
define the normal product of several operators 

N(AB· · • XYZ) 

as the product in which all the "creation operators" are arranged to the 
left of all the "annihilation operators", the sign being dependent on 
whether the permutation of the Fermi operators is even or odd. Further, 
we define the "contraction" of two operators as the difference 

"\Ve now show that the T-product can always be expressed in terms 
of all possible N-products with all possible "contractions": 

T(ABOD · · · XYZ) = N(ABOD · · · XYZ) 

+ N(Ac B 0 0D · · · XYZ) + N(Ac BOCD. · · XYZ) + · · · 
· · · + N(A 0 Baca··· X 0 ybzb). (8.10) 

This relationship is known as Wick's theorem (see [25]). 

"\Ve note first of all that simultaneous permutation of the operators 
on both sides of (8.10) does not destroy the relationship. We can thus 
assume without loss of generality that the time-ordering of the operators 
is in accordance with their arrangement in (8.10). In order to obtain the 
N-product from the T-product, we have to take all the creation oper
ators and commute them in turn with all the annihilation operators 
to their left. This gives a sum of N-products of the type written down in 
(8.10). But it will only contain contractions of those operators whose 
order in the T-product is different from that in the N-product. But since 
the contractions of operators for which both orders are equivalent. vanish, 
we can assume that the right-hand side of (8.10) contains normal pro
ducts with all possible contractions. Hence (8.10) is proved. 

It may easily be verified by means of (6.14) and (7.13) that contrac
tions of the Fermi operators 'lfJ+(x') and 'lfJ(x), and also of two phonon oper
ators <p (x) and <p (x'), are simply C-numbers, whilst all the rest vanish. 
Q.F.T. 5 
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For example, 

tp+"(x') if (x) = 
1, 1: {a; ap - a; ap +a Pa; l ei[(p·r)-(p'·r')-•,(p)t+s,(p')t'J 
l p.p' JpJ>Pu JpJ<Po J 

= I. "'> ~ ei(p·r-r'J-ie.(p)(l-t') for t' > t' 
V JPkPo 

tp+c (x') vf(x) = I.::£: {-apa;, -a; ap + apat-}ei[(p·r)-(p'•r')-e.(p)t+e,(p")I'] 
V p.p' JpJ>Po JpJ<Po 

= - _!_ ,, ei(P-r-T'}-ieJ.pXt-t') for t' < t • 
V IPi>'Po 

By definition, the avC'rage of a normal product over the ground state 
vanishes. Consequently, 

Ac ff= (T(AB)). 

·we obtain after this, on taking the avrrage over the ground state of 
(8.10): 

(T(ABCD · · · XYZ)) = (T(AB)) (T(CD)) · · · (T(YZ)) 

± < T(AC)) (T(BD)) · · · (T(YZ)) ± · · ·. (8.11) 

Our average' therefore splits up into the sum of all pm1sible products 
of averages over the ground state of individual pairs of opC'rators. It. 
follows in particular from (8.11) that the operators A, B, 0, ... neces
sarily include an even number of opC'rators of each field. If we take into 
account the definition (7.1) of the GrC'en fmwtion, we arrive at the 
concluHion that the average of th<' T-product of any number of field 
operators is given by the sum of the products of thC' free Green functions. 

3. Feynman diagrams 

We now return to the initial expression (8.9). Since' Hint is the integral 
of a product of operators 'lfJ• each term of the sum in (8.9) can be trans
formed in accordance with (8.11). The result can be expressed in a trans
lucent form using ]•'eynman diagrams. This may best be illustrated by 
an actual example. Suppose our system C'onsists of identical fermions 
with binary spin-independent intC'raction forces. In accordance with § 6, 
Hint has thC' form 

Hini = ~ J 'I/': (r1) 'lfJit" (r2) U(r1 - r 2) 'lfJp(r2)1j1,,.(r1)d3r 1 d 3r 2 • (8.12) 

If we write V(:ti - x2) = U(r1 - r 2) i5(t1 - t2), the operator J Hint dt 
will contain two four-dimensional integrals. 

Let us now consider the terms of sum (8.9). The first term is the Green 
function of non-interacting particles. The next one is ' 

(JQ(l) - 1 J d4 d4 
- - 2(S(oo)) X1 X2 

X (T ('lfJc.(X)'lfJ,t (x')'I/': (x1)1j1t (x2 )'1p.,(x2 )V'y(x1))) V(x1 - x2). 
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By (8.11), the matrix element under the integral is 

(T (?f!a(X)'lf': (x1))) ('lf't (x2)'1f'6(x2)) (T ('lf'v(x1)'1f'it (x')}) 

- (T (?f!a(X)'lf': (x1))) <'lf't (x2)'1f'v(x1)) (T ('lf'6(X2)'1f'it (x'))) 

+ (T (?f!a(X)'lf't (x!J)) ('If': (x1)'1f'v(x1)) (T ('lf'6(x2)'1f'it (x'))) 

- (T ('lf'.~(X)'lf't (x2>)> <'If': (x1)'1f'.,(X2» (T ('lf',,(X1)'1f'p (x'>)> 

+ (T ('lf'a(X)'lf't (x'))) ('If': (x1)'1f',,(x1)) ('lf't (x2)'1f'15 (x2)) 

- (T (% (x)'lf't (x'))) ('If'; (x1)'1f'6 (x2)) ('lf't (x2)'1f',,(x1)). 

In accordance with definition (7.1) of the Green function, this expression 
can be written as 

·a(O)( )G(O)( )G(O)( ') ·a(O)( )G(O)( )G(O)( ') i "l' X, X1 1J6 Xz, X2 y{J X1, X - t "l' X, X1 y6 x1, X2 15/J X2, X 

+ · nlO) ( )G(O) ( )G(O) ( ') ·a(O) ( )G(O) ( )G(O) ( ') iu;,15 X, X2 l'l' X1, X1 IJ{J x2• X - i " 6 X, X2 /Jy X2, X1 y{J x1, X 

·a(O)( ')G(O)( )nlO)( ) ·a(O)( ')G(O)( )G(O)( ) - i a{J X, X l'l' X1, X1 U66 X2, X2 + i a{i X, X 6y X2, X1 y.5 x1, X2 • 

(8.13) 

Our expression thus splits up into a sum of terms, each of which contains 
three Green functions of non-interacting particles. 

Feynman showed that each such term can be associated with a special 
diagram, drawn in a~·cordance with the following principle. Th<' set of 
space-timc coordinates and the spin, on which the opcrators 1Jl appearing 
in our expression depend, may he piC'tured as points in a plane. We 
then join by continuous lines the points which appear as arguments in 
OnP function G<O>, and by a wavy line the points Xi' x2, appearing in the 
function V(Xi - X2l· The quantity oc<1> will now correspond to six such 
diagrams, as illustrated m Fig. 4(t). Each of them has two external 

~~~ 
.r .;; .c. .r .z; .z; .r· .r .z.;. z• 
~ .z;e.z; 

(el 
.r' .r (f) 

Fig. 4 

.z:• 

• 

coordinates x, x'. Integration is pcrforrncd over the coordinates of in
terior points, and, in addition, the sum is taken over the interior spin 
variables. A similar correspondence betwePn formulae and diagrams 
holds at higher ordcrs of perturbation theory, as also for other forms of 
interaction Hamiltonian. The diagrams are known as Feynman diagrams. 

(t) For sunplieity, the spin variables are omitted in the figurr. 
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A definite analytic expression corresponds to each Feynman diagram. 
Evaluation of the perturbation theory series amounts to drawing all the 
possible Feynman diagrams and evaluating the corresponding integrals. 
The rules for drawing the diagrams and writing the corresponding for
mulae depend on the actual form of the interaction. However, a general 
pattern may always be observed independently of this, and as a result 
the calculations are greatly simplified. 

All the Feynman diagrams for G can be split into two groups - con
nected and unconnected diagrams. We shall describe as connected dia
grams those in which all the points are linked somehow with the lines 
with endpoints x and x'. For instance, diagrams a, b, c, d of Fig. 4 are 
connected, whilst e and f are unconnected. In the general case, when 
we have a term of the perturbation theory series (8.9), the connected dia
grams will be those in which 'lf'(X) is paired with w+ of Hint(tp.), 'If' of Him(tp,) 
with tp+ of Him(tp.) and so on, the net result being that we arrive at 
vp+(x') without leaving out any Hint (Fig. 5a). The remaining diagrams, 

~-
(a) 

Fig. 5 

(b) 

in which one or more 
of the operators Him are 
not connected by any 
pairings with tp(x) and 
w+ (x'), are called uncon
nected (Fig. 5b). 

We now consider the correction to the Green function corresponding 
to an uncom1ected diagram. It is obviously made up of two factors. The 
first includes all the Him connected with w(x) and 1p+ (x'); in other words, 
it includes the expression corresponding to the connected block of Fig. 5b, 
which contains the end-points. The second factor describes the remaining 
part of the diagram. The expression of the correction is therefore 

- i ( n~r J · · · J dt1 · · · dtm(T (VJ(X)'lf'+ (x')Him(t1) • • • Hint(tm)))c 

X J · • · J dlm+l · · · dtn(T(Hint(tm+1) • · · Hindtn))). 

We understand here by (· · ->c and (· ·-) a well-defined method of 
splitting operators 'If', r into pairs in accordance with Wick's theorem. 
The symbol (· · ->c emphasises that the pairing is carried out so that a 
connected diagram is obtained. 

It is easily seen that the diagrams will include ones that give precisely 
the same contribution. Indeed, if we change the pairing in such a way 
that it is simply a question of rearranging the different Him between 
the brackets (· · ·)c and (- · ·), this will correspond simply to a trans
formation of the variables of integration and does not alter the value of 
the approximation to G. The number of such diagrams is evidently equal to 
the number of ways of splitting the n operators Hin! into groups of m 
and n - m operators, i.e. (n!)/[m! (n - m) !]. 
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The total contribution of all these diagrams will be 

We sum the contributions of all the diagrams, of any orders, contain
ing a definite connected part and arbitrary unconnected parts. We 
obviously get 

We return to the initial formula (8. 7). If we expand the denominator 
(S(oo)) in powers of Hint• precisely the same expression is obtained as 
in the curly brackets in the last formula. Hence 

(T (V'(x)r(x')S (oo))) = (T (w(x)'lf'+ (x')S (oo)))c (S(oo)) 

and, by (8. 7), 

G(x, x') = -i(T(?f!(X)'lf'+(x')S(oo))\. (8.14) 

The rule obtained holds not only in regard to the Green function, but 
also when evaluating any expression of the type (G.32) with any number 
of field operators. This conclusion will be of importance later. The rule 
enables us in practice to omit the factor (S(oo)) in the denominator of 
(8.9) and at the same time to ignore the contribution of the unconnected 
diagrams. 

A further simplification arises from the fact that all the types of pairing 
in the expression 

differing only in commutations of the Hint• give the same contribution_ 
In view of this, we can omit the factor 1/m! and only take into account 
those pairings that lead to topologically non-equivalent diagrams, i.e. 
those that cannot be obtained from one another by a commutation of 
the operators Hint· The contribution from each such diagram no longer 
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contains a factor which is strongly dependent on the order m of the 
diagram. Due to this, each diagram can be split into elements which can 
be regarded individually as corrections to the appropriate Green func
tions. A factor ;.m, where ). is a constant, can evidently be regarded as a 
trivial dependence on m. This factor does not hinder the splitting of the 
diagram into elements. On the contrary, the appearance of a factor of 
the type 1/m prevents this splitting and the summation of the parts 
of the diagram individually. 

§ 9. RULES FOR DRAWING DIAGRAMS FOR DIFFERENT 

TYPES OF INTERACTION 

1. The diagram technique in coordinate space. Examples 

We now turn to a detailed consideration of the rules for drawing 
Feynman diagrams in different cases. The basis of each diagram is a 
line representing the Green function of the fermion or phonon. We shall 
represent the former by a full-drawn, and the latter by a dotted, line. 
We draw an arrow on the line to indicate its direction: the line departs 
from the point with coordinates x and spin IX and arrives at the point 
with coordinates x' and spin f3. Thus the line in Fig. Ga denotes the 
Green function 

G(O) (x x') = G(O) (x - x') 
a{J' - a{J • 

and in Fig. G b the Green function 

G~OJ (x', x) _ G~°,J (x' - x). 

We can omit the arrow on a phonon line (Fig. 7), since, as we saw in 
§ 7, n<0> is an even function of x - x'. Integration is carried out with 

(a) 

.z;a 
(b) 

.z;;8 .z:a 
Fig. 6 

respect to the coordinates of the vertices, i.e. the points joining lines 
(over all space and over t from - = to =). In addition, summation is 
carried out over the spin variables of these vertices. 

The follo\>ing is an analysis of actual cases. 

A. Two-particle interaction. ·we have already considered the simplest 
Feynman diagrams for this interaction (Fig. 4), where our aim was to 
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explain the connection between the diagrams and formulae. As already 
said, unconnected diagrams must be discarded along \vith the factor 
(S(=))-1. Thus there only remain, to first order, diagrams 4 a, 4 b, 
4 c and 4 d. But in view of the fact that integration is carried out over 
the coordinates x1 and x2 (and summation over the corresponding spin 
variables), it turns out that diagram c is equal to diagram a, and dia
gram d to diagram b. This leads to a compensation of the factor 1 / 2 in 
Hint· A similar situation holds for higher approximations. Thus the rule 
is to leave out this factor ~nd to consider only topologically non-equivalent 
diagrams (for instance, a and b). 

Attention must also be paid to the following. As already mentioned 
earlier, the sign attaching to each diagram depends on whether the per
mutation of the Fermi operators tp is even or not. It is easily seen that 
a change of sign is connected \Vith the formation of a closed loop in the 
diagram. The sign of the diagram is therefore determined by the factor 
(-l)F, where Fis the number of closed loops. 

Another point deserving attention is the case when the times are the 
same in both arguments of one of the functions G<0>. This only happens 
when two operators of one Hamiltonian pair off. In view of the fact that 
the order of the operators in Hint-is given (all thew+ are to the left of all 
the tp), such G<0> have to be understood as lim G(t, t + b) = lim G(-b) 

. 6-++0 6-+0 

= i(1jJ+(r1)1jJ(r2)). We now state the rules by which the approximations of 
any order are evaluated. 

(1) ·we draw all the topologically non-equivalent diagrams with 2n 
vertices and two endpoints. Two full-drawn and one wavy line join at 
each vertex. 

(2) Each full-drawn line is associated with a Green function G~~(x, x') 
(x, £X are the coordinates at the beginning of the line, x', {J the coordi
nates of the end). 

(3) Each wavy line is associated with a potential V(x - x') 
= U(r - r') b(t - t'). 

(4) Integration is carried out with respect to the coordinates of all 
the vertices (d4x = d3r dt), summation with respect to all the interior 
spin variables £X. 

(5) The expression obtained is multiplied by in(-l)F, where Fis the 
number of closed loops. 

(G) If there are any G<0> with time argument zero in the expression, 
they are to be understood as the limit G<0> (- 0). 

Let us take the second order correction as an example. The relevant 
topologically non-equivalent connected diagrams are shown in Fig. 8. 
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In accordance with the rules stated, the corresponding analytic ex
pressions are 

-J d4x d!x d 4x d 4x G(O) (x - x )G(O) (x - x) 1 2 3 4 ay1 1 y,y, 1 2 

X G~~b(x2 - x')G~~~. (O)G~~~. (0) V (x1 - x3) V (x2 - x4), (a) 

- J d4
xl •.. d4x4G~0jl(X-X1)G~~~.(X1 -X2)G~~~.(X2-X3) 

X G~~~.(x3 - x4)G~~b(x4 - x') V (x1 - x2) V (x3 - x4), (b) 

+ J d4x1 · · · d
4x4G~J. (x - x1) G~~~.(x1 - xdG~~~.(x2 - x3) 

X G~~b(x3 - x')G~~~. (0) V(x1 - x4) V (x2 - x3), (c) 

+ J d4x1 ... d4x4G~~l(x -X1)G~~~.(X1 -X2)G~~~.(X2 -X3) 

X G~~b(x3 -x')G~~i.(O) V(x1 - x2 ) V(x3 -x4), (d) 

- J d4x1 ... d4x4G~~. (x - X1)G~~~(X1 - x')G~~~.(X2 - X3) 

X G~~i.(x3 -x2)G~~~.(O) V(x1 - x2 ) V(x3 -x4), (e) 

+ J d4x 1 • • • d4x4G~~1 (x - x1 )G~~b(x1 - x')G~~~.(x2 - x3) 

x a<,,~~. (x3 - X4)G~~~. (x4 - X2) v (x1 -X2) v (x3 - X4)' (f) 

+ J d4x1 · · · d
4x4G~~1 (x - x1)G~~~.(x1 - x2) G~~.(x2 - x3) 

X G~~b(x3 - x')G~~~. (0) V (x1 - x3) V (x2 - x4), (g) 

- J d4x1 ... d4x4d~j,(x -X1)G~~~.(X1 -X2)d~~.(X2 -X3) 

X G~~i. (x3 -x4)d,,~b(x4 - x') V (x1 - x4) V (x2 - x3), (h) 

- J d4x1 ... d4x4G~jl (x - X1)G~~~.(X1 - X2)d,,~~.(X2 - X3) 

X G~~~.(x3 -x4)G~~b(x4 - x') V(x1 -x3 ) V(x2 -x4), (i) 

+ J d4
x1 • • • d4x4G~0J, (x - x1 )G~~~.(x1 -x2)G~~b(x2 -{3) 

X G~~~. (x3 - x4)d,,~~.(x4 - x3) V (x1 - x3) V (x2 - x4). (j) 

Perturbation theory can be presented in a rather different and more 
symmetrical form for the case of two-particle interactions. This proves 
convenient, when the interaction depends on the spins. The Hamiltonian 
of such an interaction is 

Hint= ~ J VJt (r1)tpt (r2) U <>llv"(r1 - r2)1J!15 (r2)1J!v(r1)d3r 1 d
3r2. (9.1) 

The integral J H intdt which appears in the operator S is written in a 
form symmetrical with respect to all the variables: 

1 J Himdt = 4 J · · · J d4
x1 • · • d4x4tp;;, (x1)tp;. (x2)I'~?~.,,,.,,.(x1 x2 , x3x4) 

(9.2) 
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In view of the anti-commutativity of the w-operators, r<0) can be re
garded as an anti-symmetric function \Vith respect to the interchanges 
x1y1 .;?x2y2 or x3y3 .;?x4 y4• This function can be obtained from 

by subtracting the analogous expression with arguments 3 and 4 inter
changed(t). The first order correction to the Green function is 

(we shall everywhere omit the index "c" on the averaging symbol(···)). 
Since r<0> is anti-symmetric in its arguments, we obtain from this the 
single term 

i J d4x1 d4x2 d4x3 d4x4G~~1 (x -x1)G~~~.(x3 -x2) 

xG~~~(X4 -x')I'~~~.;,,.,,,(X1X2; X3X4). 

11_ 

l'li 
kd 

(el (f) (g) (h) 

Fig. 8 

(c) (d) 

(i) (j) 

We shall denote r<0> by an open square on the diagrams. The first order 
diagram is of the form illustrated in Fig. 9. 

_Q_ _8_ 
(a) 

Fig. 9 

QQ 
(b) 

Fig. 10 

There are altogether three connected and topologically distinct dia
grams for the second approximation (Fig. 10). The corresponding expres-

(t) With this method of writing, the "plus" sign precedes the term correspond
ing to the "transition" x1 y1 -+ x3 y3, x2 y 2 -+ x, y4 {cf. (9.1)). This has to be borne 
in mind when determining the sign of the diagram {see below). 
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sions are 

- J d4x1 · · · d4x8 G~~.(x -x1) G~~b(x3 -x')G~~~.(x4 -x5) 

XG~~~1 (X7 - X2)G~~~. (Xs - X5)~?~,,,,,,,,(x1 X2 , X3X4 ) ~?~,,,,,y. (X5X6 , X7Xs), (a) 

- f d4x1 • • • d4x8G~},(x -x1)G~~Ux3 -x5)G~~~(x7 -x') 

XG~~~' (X4 - X2)G~~~.(Xs - X5)I'~?~,,y,,,,(x1 X2 , X3X4) ~?~,,,,,,,, (x5 X5, X7Xs), (b) 

- ~ J d4x1 · · · d4x8 G~}. (x - x1 )G,,~~. (x3 - x5) a<,,~~. (x7 - x2) 

x G~~b(xs - x')G~~~.(X4 - X5) r~?~ •. ,,.,,, (X1 ~. X3X4)I'~?~ •. ,,,,,.(x5X5, X7Xs)· (c) 

Notice that the last term contains the factor 1/ 2• 

Evaluation of the nth order approximation proceeds as follows: 

(1) All the topologically non-equivalent diagrams are drawn (in the 
present case, all the diagrams obtained by commutation of the vertices 
of the square are topologically equivalent). 

(2) With each line we associate a Green function G~~(x - x'). 

(3) With each square we associate the function rt?t .. ,,,,,.(x1X2, X3X4)· 

(4) We integrate over the coordinates of all the vertices of the quadri-
laterals and sum over the spin variables. 

(5) Each diagram is multiplied by (m/2n) (i)n, where m is the num
ber of different diagrams which correspond to the given diagram in the 
non-syrnmetrisC'd technique. The sign of the diagram is also determined 
from a comparison with the non-symmetrised technique. 

The last statement may be illustrated as follows. Take diagram 10 a, 
for example; it corresponds in the non-symmetrised technique to dia
grams 8 e, /, g, h. Thus m = 4. As regards diagram 10 c, there are 
only two corresponding diagrams 8 i, j, so that m = 2 and the cor
responding expression appears with the coefficient 1 / 2 (t). 

·we shall again use diagram 10 a to illustrate the choice of sign in 
front of the diagram. The quantity r<0> is obtained by antisymmetrising an 
expression, in which the point 3 is the same as 1, and 2 as 4. If we now 
regard these coordinates as the same in the expression corresponding to 
Fig. lOa, we immediately get the diagram of Fig. 8 e, which contains two 
loops and appears with the coefficient (i)2 • In practical calculations it is 
simplest to start by writing down the arguments in all the r<0>, then fix 
the arguments in a<0>, whilst hearing in mind the correspondence with a 
diagram in Fig. 8. 

(t) This programme can prove difficult to carry out in complicated diagrams. 
It is easier to obtain the analytic expression directly from (8.14), and use the dia
gram merely as a guide to the different methods of pairing. 
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According to the rules laid down, the third order approximation dia
gram in Fig. 11 corresponds to the expression 

(i)sf d4 d4 a<o> ( >""'o> ( a<o> ( > - 2 X1 · · · X12 a:v, X - X1 U~•:V• X3 - x5) ,,,,,, x 7 - x 9 

Obviously, if we substitute for r<0> its expression in terms of the poten
tial U <>fl,,,6 (r1 - r 2), all the expressions concerned transform to the cor
responding formulae of the non-symmetrised theory. 

Q 
(a) 

Fig. 11 

(b)C0 

Fig. 12 

(c)E::S> 

These expressions take a particularly simple form when we are con
cerned with spin-independent point interactions, i.e. with a potential 

u«fl,:v6(r1 - r2) = Jc(j":V(jll"()(r1 - r2). 

In this case I'(O) is 

r;?: .. :v.:v. = A (Cl,,,,,. Cl,,,,,. - Cl,,,,,. b,,,,,.)Cl (x1 - X2) (j (x1 - X3) (j (x1 - X4) 

(9.3) 

There remains only one of the four integrations over the vertices of 
the squares in Figs. 9 and 10. These squares can therefore be replaced 
by points. For example, the diagrams in Figs. 9, lOc and 11 will have 
the form illustrated in Fig. 12, whilst the corresponding expressions 
will be 

iJ.L,,,,,,,,,,,,.G~~~.(O) J d4x1 G~
0J, (x - x1 )G~~b(x1 - x'), (a) 

- /.
2 

L L f d4x d4x a<0> (x - x )G<0> (x - x ) 2 'Y1'Y2,Yal'a )':;Veil'1l'a 1 2 ay1 1 'Ysl'& 1 2 

XG~~~.(x2 -x1)G,,%(x2 - x')G~~~.(x1 -x2), (b) 

B. Interaction of fermions with phonons. We shall assume, with a 
view to future applications, that we are discussing the isotropic model 
of a metal, in which the electrons interact with the phonons. The me
chanism of the interaction is equivalent to t,he appearance of a polarisa-
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tion as a result of lattice vibrations. The electron energy changes by an 
amount 

-e J n(r)K(r - r') div P(r')d3rd3r', (9.4) 

where n(r) is the electron density at the point r, Pis the polarisation, 
and K(r - r') is the interaction function. When jr - r' I is less than the 
lattice constant, K (r - r') R::! l/jr - r' I· At great distances K (r - r') 
rapidly drops to zero due to the screening of the polarisation charge by 
the electrons. This enables us to replace K(r - r') by a 2 b(r - r'), where 
a is a constant of the order of the lattice period. The polarisation P is 
proportional to the displacement of the medium: 

P(r) = Cq(r), 

where C is a constant of the order ZeN/V (Nf Vis the number of ions 
per unit volume, and Ze is their charge). 

Since div P = C div q enters into the energy of interaction of the 
electrons with the lattice vibrations, it follows that the electrons interact 
only with the longitudinal vibrations. By (9.4), the interaction energy 
operator can be written as 

ea2 C J -ip+(r)1J!(r) div q(r)d3r. 

Since the operators qk can themselves be expressed in terms of the crC'
ation and annihilation operators with certain coefficients of proportion
ality, we can include an additional factor in the definition of the field 
operators, such that a more convenient form of the operator Hint is 
obtained. It is easily seen that, given our choice (7.13) of operators 
<p(x), the Hamiltonian of the electron-phonon interaction may be writ-
ten as 

where the constant of interaction g is equal to 

ea2 C 
g---- iioVe 

(9.5) 

(it0 = Wo(k)/j k I is the sound velocity). If we substitute in this the orders 
of magnitude of all the constants, expressed in terms of the electron 
parameters, we get 

2:n2C 
g2=--, 

Pom 
(9.G) 

where m is the mass of an electron. The constant C is dimensionless in 
this definition and turns out to be of the order of unity from experimen
tal data. 
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·when finding the Green functions, it is only necessary to take into 
account the even terms of the expansion of S(oo) in powers of Hint· 

Since the averaging of the electron and phonon operators proceeds 
independently, the diagrams for the electron Green function turn out 
the same as in the case of two-particle interactions of fermions with 
one another. The only thing we need do is replace the wavy lines every
where by dotted lines corresponding to the Green function of the pho
nons, and to carry out the substitution 

V (x1 - X2) -+ g2 D(O) (x1 - X2) 

in the relevant expressions. 
"\Ve now consider the Green function of the phonons. The first non

vanishing corrections to this function are found in the second approxi
mation in Hint and are represented by the diagrams in Fig. 13. The cor
responding expressions are 

(a) 

(b) 

We show that the second term in this formula must be put equal to zero. 
In fact, by definition in the function D<0> appear the quantities <p that 
are proportional to div q, where q is the displacement vector. It follows 
that D<0> (x - Xi) is proportional to 

(T(<p(x), divq(x1))) = divr
1 
(T(cp(x)q(x1))). 

Since, in the expression for diagram 13 b, the coordinate r1 only appears 
ill D<0>(x - x1), and this function is a divergence, the integral over d 3r1 

transforms into a surface integral and vanishes, independently of whether 
the displacement on the boundary is regarded as zero or is subject to 
periodic boundary conditions. By the ----~ __ 
same reasoning, all the diagrams for '-----' 
D-functions in which the end-points 

---<J C>--
(b) 

Fig. 13 
are unconnected vanish. 

General rules for evaluating the corrections to the Green functions of 
electrons and phonons may be stated as follows. To find the 2nth order 
approximation, we must 

(1) draw all the topologically non-equivalent connected diagrams with 
2 n vertices (connected in the sense of also excluding diagrams like 13 b); 

(2) associate with each continuous line a function G~J(x - x'), and 
with each dotted line a function D<0>(x - x'); 

(3) carry out integration over the coordinates of all the vertices and 
summation over the spins; 

(4) multiply the expression obtained by g2n(-1)F (i)n, where Fis the 
number of closed loops formed by the Fermi a<0>-lines. 
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"\Ve give as an example the expression for the diagram of Fig. 14: 

g4 f d4x1 ... d4x4D<0>(x -xi)D<0>(x2 -X3)D<0>(x4 -x') 

x G~~t. ( X1 - X2) G~~t. ( X2 - x 4) ~~t. ( x 4 - X3) ~~t.< X3 - X1) • 

C. External field. Our last example is the interaction of particles with 
an external field. In accordance with § 6, the interaction Hamiltonian is 

(9. 7) 

The indices cx{J of the potential V refer to the case when the influence 
of an external magnetic field on the spins is considered. Then, V,./l(T, t) 
= µ0 [a,./l · H(r, t)], where µ0 is the magnetic moment of a particle and 
the components of a are the Pauli matrices. 

----(])---- (a) (bl (cl 

Fig. 14 Fig.15 

It is easily seen that the diagrams have in this example the elementary 
shape shown in Fig.15. A cross on the diagram corresponds to the poten
tial V,./l(x). For instance, the expression for diagram 15 bis 

J d4x1 d
4x2G~~. (x - x1 )~~t. (x1 - x2) G~~b(x2 - x') V,,,,,, (x1) V,,,,,, (x2). 

The rules for forming the diagrams and corresponding expressions are 
trivial. The diagrams of all orders have the same coefficient 1. The only 
thing that needs to be mentioned is the destruction of the uniformity 
of space and time. As a result, the Green function now depends on x 
and x' separately, and not only on the difference x - x'. 

2. The diagram technique in momentum space. Examples 

The technique described above enables us to write down without dif
ficulty any term of the perturbation theory series in integral form. 
Evaluation of the integrals is extremely difficult, however, due to the 
fact that a<0> and D<0> are discontinuous functions in the time argument. 
To find the corrections to the Green functions by this method would 
mean integrating over the time over a set of domains whose number 
would increase at catastrophic speed with the order of the approxi
mation. "\Ve can get out of this situation by expanding all the quantities 
into Fourier integrals. 

Let us start with two-particle interactions. 

A. Two-particle interaction of fermions. "\Ve take the expression cor
responding to the diagram of Fig. 4 b: 

if G~J. (x - X1)G~~t. (X1 - X2)G~~~(X2 - x') v (X1 - X2) d4x1 d4x2. 
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"\Ve expand all the quantities into Fourier integrals in accordance with 
the formulae 

(jO) (X - X ) =f d4-t_ Q(O) (p) eip(x,-x,) 
ay, 1 2 (2n)4 ay • 

V (x - x ) =J-d"'q _ V (q) eilJ.<x,-x,) 
i 2 (2n)"' , 

where p and q are the four-dimensional vectors p = (p, w), q = (q, w), 
and the product P(Xi - x2 ) is equal to (p · r1 - r2) - w(t1 - t2). The 
expression for the free Fermi function G~~(p) has already been found 
in § 7 (formula (7. 7) with the substitution w--+ w + µ). If we substitute 
these expansions in the first approximation term in the Green function 
written above, the latter becomes 

i (2n)-16 J d"~' (Pi)G~~~. (P2) ~~~(pg} V (q) eip,(x-x,)+ip,(x,-x,) 

X iP•(x,-x')+ilJ.(x,-x,) d4pl d4p2d4p3 d4qd4xl d4X2. 

We integrate with respect to d4:1:i and d4x2• "\Ve get 

i(2n)-s f d,.~, (p1)G~~~.(p2)G~~~(p3) V(q)b(p1 - P2 -q) 

X b(p2 + q - Ps)eip,x-ip,x' d4pl d4p2d4p3d4q. 

We now take the Fourier components of this integral in x and x'. "\Ve 
obtain: 

bd"'~(p, p') =if G~~1 (p)G~~t.(p2)~~~(p') V(q) 

xb(p -p2-q)b(p2 + q - p')d4p 2d 4q. 

On comparing this expression with diagram 5 b, we see that each contin
uous line now corresponds to a<0>(p), the wavy line to V (q), each vertex 
to the b-function b(Ep) = b(Ep) b(Ew), expressing the laws of con
servation of energy and momentum, the integral being taken over the 
momenta of the interior lines. On performing the integration with respect 
to d 4p 2 and noting that G~~(p) = a<0>(p) b,.p, we get 

bd,!J(p, p') = bd1>(p)b(p -p') (2n)4b,.p, 

15Q<ll (p) = iQ(O) (p) f Q(O) (p - q) V (q) ~4<[_ Q<Ol (p) 
(2n)4 • 

The resulting expression for !5G<1> (p), which is the first approximation term 
in the Fourier component of thefunctionG(x-x') with the variable x-x', 
enables us to interpret the diagram in a very visual way. We can imagine 
a particle with momentum p, which in the course of its motion emits 
an "interaction quantum" with momentum q and itself acquires mo
mentum p - q. After a certain time the particle absorbs this quantum 
and remains with momentum p. 
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Similar transformations can be performed on the other diagrams. For 
instance, the first approximation term r5GC1') (p), corresponding to diagram 
4 a, is 

where t--+ + 0. The factor eirot is introduced under the integral sign 
because, in the coordinate representation, a G-function with equal argu
ments is present here, and, as already mentioned, this is defined as 
lim a<0> (- 0). The factor 2 appears when taking the trace over the spins. 
The diagrams of r5G<1> and r5GC1') are illustrated in the momentum form 
in Fig. 16. 

"\Ve now take the diagram of any order n, containing 2n vertices, 
2n + 1 continuous lines and n wavy lines. If we substitute the Fourier 
transforms, for a<0> and V and integrate over the 2 n coordinates of the 
vertices, we get 2n factors of the type r5 (E p), expressing the laws of 
conservation. One of these laws leads to the equality of the external 
momenta, as a result of which all the terms of the expansion of G(x, x') 

/I 
(a) 

Fig.16 
(bl 

into a perturbation theory series are only de
pendent on the difference x-x', this being an 
immediate consequence of the homogeneity in 
space. The remaining 2 n -1 r5-functions imply 
that, of the 3n - 1 integrations over the 4-
momenta of the interior lines (both continuous 
and wavy), only n remain. 

"\Ve now give the general rules for writing the expressions correspond
ing to different diagrams. 

(1) Every line is associated with a definite 4-momentum. The two 
outer lines have an external momentum, whilst the momenta of the interior 
lines must satisfy the laws of conservation at each vertex. 

(2) Every continuous line is associated with 

where 

a<o> - r5a{J 
a{J (p) - w - ~ (p) + i r5-s-ign-~-(p-) ' 

p2 
~ (p) =e0 (p) - µ = -- - µ, r5 --+ + 0. 

2m 

(3) Every wavy line is associated with 

V(q)= U(q). 

( 4) The integrations are performed over the n independent 4-momenta. 

(5) A coefficient (i)n(2n)-4n(-l)F, where F is the number of closed 
loops, is put in front of the expression obtl\ined. 
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Any correction to a Green function is easily written down with the 
aid of these rules. For instance, the expression for Fig. 17 is 

-ib,,p<i°>'(p) (2n)-20 f d4q1 · · · d
4q4 U(q1) U(q2) U(q3)U (q1 + q2 + q3) U (q4) 

X Q<O>(p-q1)G(O)(p-q1 -q2)Q<O>(p-q1 -q2-q4}Q<O>(p-q1 -q2-q3-q4) 

x a-<0> (p--q4) f d4P1 a-<0> (P1) a<0> (P1 +qs) a<0> (P1 +q2+qs) a<0> (P1 +qt +q2+qs)· 

We next consider the symmetrised version of the diagram technique for 
two-particle interactions. The symmetrised quantity r~~i .. 'l'a'l'.(a;_, X2; X3, X4) 

was introduced earlier. By definition, r<0> depends only on the coor-

.P 

Fig. 17 

dinate differences. The Fourier components of r<0> will therefore contain 
b(P:J + p 2 - p 3 - p 4J. In view of this it will be convenient for us to 
define the Fourier component of r<0> at once as 

The Fourier transform of the first order term corresponding to the dia
gram of Fig. 9 is 

. a<O)' ( >f d4P1 r . a<o> > 
-i P (2n)4 ay,fi'l'(PP1,PP1) (P1 · 

The diagram in momentum space is illustrated in Fig. 18. The general 
rules for drawing the diagrams are just the same as before. In particular, 

_Q_ 
jJ jJ 

Fig. 18 

-K---6---H-
p-lr 

Fig. 19 

the coefficient of the nth order diagram only differs from the coefficient 
in the coordinate form by the factor (2n)-4n. 

Q.F.T.11 
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B. Electron-phonon interaction. The general rules for interpreting the 
diagram of order 2 n for the Green function of an electron or a phonon 
are as follows: 

(1) each full drawn line is associated with 

a.o> = 1 __ _ 
(p) w - ~(p) + i{J sign ~(p)' 

where {J --+ + 0; 
(2) each phonon (dotted) line is associated with (see (7.16)) 

w5(k) 
Do(k) = ~:.i - wil(k) + ib' 

where {J--+ + 0; 
(3) integration is performed over the n independent momenta; 
( 4) the result of the integration is multiplied by 

g2n(2n)-4n(it(-1)F' 

where F is the number of closed loops. 
For example, the second order diagram of Fig. 19 corresponds to the 

expression 

C. External fields. As already mentioned, the space becomes inhomo
geneous in the case of an e.xternal field and G (x, x') ceases to be a func
tion of x - x' only. In view of this, we shall consider the Fourier trans
form G ap(p, p') of G afJ (x, x') with respect to both variables: 

' - J ' ipx-ip'x' d4p d4p' 
GtxfJ(x, x) - GtxfJ(p. P )e (2n)4 (2n)4. 

On Fourier transforming the expression corresponding to diagram 15 a, 
i.e. 

we get 
d 0> (p) V ap(P - p')G<o> (p'), 

where V afJ (p) is the Fourier component of V afJ (x): 

V ( ) - J V ( ) ipx d4p 
a(J x - a(J p e (2n)4. 

The corresponding diagram in momentum space is illustrated in Fig. 20 a. 
The next order diagram, illustrated in Fig. 20 b, corresponds to the 
expression 

d 0
>(p) f Vay(P - P1)d0>(P1) Vyp(P1 - p') ~~)4 d 0>(p') · 

Thus, in the nth order diagram for G(p, p'): 
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(1) the left-hand end-point is associated with a<0>(p), and the right
hand one with G<0> (p'); 

(2) the cross denotes the Fourier component of the external potential 
with a momentum equal to the difference between the momenta of the 
a<0> lines to the left and the right of 
the cross; 

(3) integration is carried out over 
all the momenta of the G<0>-lines apart 

,0 (a) 
,o' /l 

Fig. 20 

/f 
(bl 

p' 

from the two external ones, and summation over the spin variables on 
which V depends (with the exception of the external ones); 

(4) after integration and summation, the expression is multiplied by 
the coefficient (2n)-<n-l). 

§ 10. DYSON EQUATION. THE VERTEX PART. 
MANY-PARTICLE GREEN FUNCTIONS 

1. Diagram summation. Dyson equation 

In the majority of problems of quantum statistics it is as a rule impos
sible to confine ourselves to the first few terms of the perturbation theory 
series. Instead, we have to sum different infinite series of terms, cor
responding to the so-called "main" diagrams, the contribution of which, 
by virtue of the conditions of the problem, is of the same order of mag
nitude. A remarkable property of the diagram technique for Green 
functions described above is that we can associate summation of an 
infinite (or finite) set of terms of the perturbation theory series with a 
special type of "graphical summation" of diagrams. The diagram re
presenting the sum is composed of elements, each of which is in turn 
the result of a summation. For example, the lines of such a diagram may 
represent the sum of an infinite sequence ofterms of the perturbation 
theory series for the Green function (the "sum" of the diagrams). The 
association of the diagram with definite expressions is carried out in 
accordance with the same rules as those for evaluating the expressions 
in perturbation theory; each line of a diagram is associated with the 
corresponding sum of diagrams, and so on. 

The possibility of a graphical summation is based upon the rules 
described above for evaluating the corrections to the Green function 
from the relevant diagrams. It may be seen at a glance that these cor
rections are formed as it were from separate bricks - the Green func
tions and vertex operators, the connecting element ("cement") being 
integration over the coordinates (or momenta). This enables us to form 
a diagram, not merely from basic elements - the zero Green functions 
G<0> and elementary vertices, but directly from whole blocks, composed 
of a large number of basic elements. 
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Let us take the diagram of Fig. 21 a as an example. "\Ve can first use the 
rules of the diagram technique to write down the expression correspond
ing to it. We now proceed as follows. "\Ve find first the contribution of 
the part of the initial diagram surrounded by the dotted line, then 1nite 
down the expression corresponding to the diagram of 21 b, but taking 
instead of a<0> for the crossed line the more complicated expression. It 
may readily be seen by direct calculation that both methods yield the 
same result. 

This conclusion is completely general. "\Ve can always distinguish from 
the diagram for G a part not containing external lines and joined to the 
rest by two a<0>-lines, find its contribution, and write down the expres
sion for the whole diagram by using the "abbreviated" diagram; here, 
we have to substitute the contribution of the extracted part for the 
corresponding line. 

"\Ve shall describe as the self-energy part any part of a diagram joined 
with the rest by twoG<0>- (or D<0>-) lines. Aself-energy part will be called 
irreducible if it cannot be split into two parts joined by a single G<0>-line. 

For example, the self-energy parts 
in Figs. 9, 10 a and 10 c are irre
ducible, whilst the part of Fig. 10 b 
is reducible. Any diagram for the 
functions G and D consists of a base Fig. 21 
line with irreducible self-energy 

parts threaded on it; these parts may be repeated an infinite number 
of times and may appear in any order. 

It is impossible to sum all the diagrams for the Green functions in 
the general case. However, we can carry out a partial summation, in such 
a way that there only remains a sum over different irreducible self
energy parts. 

Let us take any diagram for a G-function. It starts with a a<0>-Iine. 
Then there is an irreducible self-energy part. It we chop off these two 
elements from the diagram, the remainder will again start with a<0> and 
may contain any number of arbitrary self-energy parts. Thus the re
mainder is again a complete G-function. This gives us the following 
equation for G: 

or 

where 

G = a<0> + a<0
> EG 

a-1 = aco>-1 _ E, (10.1) 

(10.2) 

is the sum of different irreducible self-energy parts. We shall call Ethe 
total irreducible self-energy part or the mass operator. 

We can find Eby using diagrams that differ from the diagrams for 
G in that the two end a<0>-lines are absent. But in these cases where it 
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is impossible to confine ourselves to evaluating the first diagrams and 
an infinite series has to be summed, it is as a rule more convenient to 
express L: in terms of another set of diagrams, which we call the vertex 
part. This procedure depends on the actual type of interaction and will 
be illustrated by reference to the interactions considered in § 9. 

A. Tica-particle interactions. In this case it is most convenient to use 
the symmetrized form of the theory. The first order term in E corre
sponds to Fig. 9, without the external a<0>-lines. From the terms of 
subsequent orders we first of all extract all the diagrams in which the 
self-energy part is linked with the basic G-line by means of a single 
shaded square r<0>. An example is provided by Fig. 10 a. It is completely 
obvious that the set of all such diagrams for E can be obtained from 
the first order diagram by adding all possible self-energy parts to the 
interior a<0>-linc. The latter is now transformed into a complete G-line. 
Thus the set of all diagrams for L:, linked with the basic G-line by a single 
square r<0>, is equal to 

E(l)( ) - ·J d4
Pi r<0> (p · )G ( ) 10 3) 

afl P - i (2n)4 ay;ii{J • Pi• Pi• P iiy Pi · ( · 

Let us agree to use a heavy line for a complete G-function. We can 
now represent x;<i> by the diagram of Fig. 22. 

The simplest diagram not appearing in this sequence is the self-energy 
part in Fig. 10 c. Certain of the more complicated diagrams may be 
obtained by including self-energy parts in the interior of the a<0>.Iine. 
It is not possible, however, to obtain the diagram of Fig. 11 by this 
method. Nevertheless, it can also be regarded as a more complex form 
of the diagram of Fig. 10 c. If we chop off the three interior a<0>-lines 

issuing from the left-hand square 

Q I'(O)from the rest of the diagram, it ~ 
will be seen thatdiagramllfollows 0 - ~ 
from diagram 10 c by replacing the 

Fig. 22 right-hand square by another dia- Fig. 23 
gram, illustrated in Fig. 23. 

It is easily seen that, in general, all the diagrams for L: not appearing 
in (10.3) follow from 10 c(t) by insertion of self-energy parts in the 
interior QCO)_lines and by replacing the right-hand square by a set of all 
diagrams with four ends that do not decompose into unconnected parts. 
~e call this set the vertex part, and denote it by I'afl,yii (Pi• P2 ; p 3, p 4); 

it will be represented on diagrams by a shaded square. Notice that, 
just as in r<0>, the 4-momenta in r must satisfy the laws of conservation: 

Pi + P2 = Ps + p 4 • 

(t) Since diagrams 9 and lOc provide the basis for obtaining more complicated 
diagrams they are sometimes known as skeletons. 
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The second part of Eis therefore represented by the diagram of Fig. 24 
and is equal to 

E~J = - ! f I'~~7]~(p, P1; P2• P + P1 - P2)G7]µ(P2)G.;(P1) 

G I' d4p1d"P2 
X ~:v (p + P1 - P2) µy,•fl(P2• P + P1 - P2; P1• p) (2:rt)lf · (10.4) 

On substituting E = E<1> + E<2> in equation (10.1), we get 

[ I: ]G ) ·J d4p1 r<o> . G G W-o;;(p) <X(J(p -i ( 2n)4 aE,7J:v(PP1•P1P) 7JdP1) yfl(p) 

1 J (0) • + 2 I',.;,-q~(P.P1•P2·P1 + p-p2)G7]µ(P2)G.;(P1)G~:v(P +Pt -P2) 

d"p d4p 
XI'µ:v,.e(P2•P +P1 -p2;P1,p)-(~n)1;~ Gefl(p)=b,.fl. (10.5) 

This equation, connecting the G-fnnction with the vertex part, is known 
as the Dyson equation. It has been obtained here by a summation of 

e ,---, , ' 
(a} (bl 

Fig. 24 Fig. 25 

diagrams. An analytic derivation of the Dyson equation and a more 
detailed consideration of the vertex part will Le found below. 

B. Electron-phonon interaction. The simplPst diagram for E in the 
Green function of an electron is Fig. 25 a. It may readily be seen, in 
precii•mly the same way as above, that this diagram is the only skeleton, 
i.e. any more complicated diagram may be obtained hy addition of 
self-energy parts to the interior a<o>_ and D<0>-lines and by replacing the 
right-hand vertex by the set of all diagrams with one phonon and two 
electron ends. We shall call this quantity the vertex part I'(p, p - k; k) 
and represent it by a shaded triangle on a diagram. 

In the case of the electron-phonon interaction, therefore, the total 
irreducible self-energy part for an electron E is represented by the dia
gram of Fig. 25b and is equal to 

d4k 
E= ig f G(p - k)D(k)I'(p - k,p; k)-

4 (2n) 

(we have put here G,.fl = G b,.fl)· 

(10.6) 

Substitution of this expression in (10.1) gives the Dyson equation: 

d4k 
[w-~(p)]G(p)-ig f G(p-k)D(k)I'(p-k,p; k) (2n)

4
G(p)=1. (10.7) 
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The self-energy part for the phonons, which we denote by the symbol II, 
can be similarly obtained from the skeleton diagram of Fig. 2G a by 
replacing the electron a<0>-lines by complete G-lines and one of the con
stants g by the vertex part. Diagram 2G a now transforms to 2G b, equal to 

Il(k) = - 2ig f G(p)G(p - k) 

d4p 
X I'(p, p - k; k) (2n)4. (10.8) OC) 

(al \b) 

The Dyson equation is in this case 
Fig. 26 

[w~(k)r1 [w2 
- w~(k)]D(k) 

d4p + 2ig J G(p)G(p - k)I'(p, p - k; k) (
2
ny4 D(k) = 1. (10.9) 

C. External fields. A Dyson type equation can also be written down 
for a system of fermions in an external field. Noting that all the dia
grams for G are chains similar to thmie of Fig. 15, we arrive at the con
clusion that the role of }; is played by the Fourier component of the 
potential V afJ· The Dyson equation is in this case 

[w - ~(p)] G"'p(p, p') - f V",,(p - p 1)G,,p(p1, p') (~4:)4 = {J"p· (10.10) 

2. Vertex parts. Many-particle Green functions 

The Dyson equation also follows directly from the equations of motion 
for the Heisenberg operators 

. oifJ" - - -
i at= [1J!"(x), H -N µ]_, - J+ r 2 

s H = - 'IJ!a (r) 
2
- -w"(r)d r +Hint· 

'fib 

The operators iJ and N can be represented by expressions either in terms 
of the Schrodinger operators 1J!"(r), or in terms of the Heisenberg operators 

- -Vi"(r, t), since H and N are the same in both representations. 

On separating Him from H - µN and using the commutation rules 
for the operators ijJ and 1jl+, taken at the same instant, we get 

i 
0~" = (-{~ - µ) VJ"(x) + [VJ"(x), H,m]. 

We differentiate the G-function with respect to the first time argument: 

i ! G,.p(x, x') = :t (T (~"(x)?j},t (x'))). 

We write T( .. . ) as 

e (t - nw" (x) 1'Jt (x') - e (t' - t>wt (x') v;" (x), 

where e (t) = {
1

• 
0, 

t> 0, 

t< 0. 
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We now have: 

. ~G (x x') = O(t- t') ow"(x) ;;;+ (x') - O(t' - t);;;+ (x') oip"(x) 
i ot "{J ' ot r{J r{J Ct 

+ b(t-t') (w"(r, t)wp(r', t) + wt(r', t)ip.,(r, t)) 

/ (OWa(X) -+ , )\ .ll 1 .ll =\T · -0t-1Pp (x) 1+u(x-x)u"p· 

We have used the commutation rule here. We finally have: 

(i :t + {~ + µ) G"p (x, x') 

= b(x-x')b"p-i<T([W"(x), Hint]_, Wt(x'))). (10.11) 

The form of the right-hand side depend<! on the actual interaction, so 
let us turn to particular cases. 

A. Two-particle interactions. The operator Hint is defined by (9.2). 
On carrying out the detailed calculation and writing the result in a 
symmetric form (just as was done when deriving (9.3)), we get for the 
last term in (10.11): 

i f 4 4 4 (0) (- _,_ - - -+ ' ) -
2 

d x 2 d x3 d x4I'",,.;iw.<xx2 ; x3 x4)<T w. (xdw,,.(x4)1J1,,.(x3 )1J1p (x) ). 

The problem therefore amounts to finding the mean of the time-ordered 
product of four w-operators. We shall call this the two-particle Green 
function: 

(10.12) 

By (6.32), G11 can be expressed in terms of the operators 1P in the 
interaction representation: 

Gil ( . ) - <T(w"(Xi.)1J1p(X2)1J1t (:i:g)wt (x4))S(=)) (10.13) 
"{J,y6 X1X2, X3X4 - <S(=)) . 

This expression can be evaluated in a similar way to the Green function. 
The operator S(=) in the numerator is expanded into a series in powers 
of Hint· On then applying Wick's theorem, we can write each term of 
the series as a sum of terms containing products of the functions a<0>. 
A Feynman diagram can be drawn for each of these terms. In contrast 
to the diagrams for the Green function, all the present diagrams will 
have four end-points. It is easily seen that, as previously, we only need 
to take into account the connected diagrams, i.e. those in which there 
is no part not connected with one of the ends; at the same time the 
factor <S (=)) must be thrown away in the denominator of (10.13). 
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Another rule still holds, namely, all the expressions depend on the order 
of the diagram only via the factors ;..n. This enables us to work with 
parts of diagrams and to carry out partial summations. 

All the connected diagrams for an fall into two groups. One group 
contains the diagrams in which the point x1 is connected by successive 
pairings with the point x3 , and x2 with x4 , whereas e.g. Xi and x4 are 
isolated from one another. Such diagrams fall into two separate parts, 
with no lines joining the parts. "\Ve put in the same group the diagrams 
in which x1 is connected with x4 , and x2 with x3, whilst there is no link 
between Xi and x3 • 

..7t .z; .r; ~ 'X· zx 

.:; ~ .z; .z; T .J 

(a) (b) (a) 7 (b) .7 

Fig. 27 Fig. 28 

The simplest diagrams of this type are to zero order in Hint and are 
illustrated in Fig. 27. The corresponding expressions are 

G~~(x1 -x3)G~°}(x2 -x4), (a) 

-~~-~~~-aj. ~ 
It is easily seen that any more complicated diagram of this group can 
be obtained by addition of self-energy parts to theG<0>-lines,i.e. by replacing 
light G<0>-lines by heavy G-lines. 

The other group contains all the diagrams that do not decompose 
into separate parts. The simplest diagram of this type is to the first order 
in Hint and is as shown in Fig. 28 a. The corresponding expression is 
. I r.fO) ' r.<O) I r.fO) I r.<O) I 
i u;.y, (X1 - X1)Lijiy,(X2 - X2)u;,.y(X3 - X3)u;,.6(X4 - X4) 

r (O) ( I I I I) d4 I d4 I d4 ' d4 I 
X l'1l'2.l'ol'• XI X2; X3X4 X1 X2 X3 X4. 

More complicated diagrams are obtained from 28a by c9mplicating 
the external G<0>-lines and replacing the square by more complex arrange
ments with four vertices, as in Fig. 23, for instance. At the same time, 
the Q(O) in the above formula are replaced by G, and r<0> by r, corre
sponding to the set of all possible diagrams with four outer ends; in 
other words, Fig. 28 a becomes Fig. 28 b. 

It follows from our arguments that G~1.r6 (:.tix2 ; x3 x4) is conveniently 
written as 

G~1.y6(X1X2; X3X4) = G"l'(X1 -X3)Gp6(X2 - X4) - G"6(X1 - X4)Gpy(X2 - X3) 

+ . I d4 ' d4 'G ( ')G ( ') i X1 • • • X4 "l'• X1 - X1 fly, X2 - X2 

X Gr.r(x' - x3)Gr.6 (x~ - x4) I'r.r .. r.r.<x~ x~; x~x~), (10.14) 

where r corresponds to the vertex part introduced earlier. 
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The last term in (10.11) is equal to 

i f d4 d4 d4 I'(O) ( . )GII ') 2 X2 X3 X4 "l'•;l'sl'• XX2, X3X4 l'•l'•;y,/J(x3x4, X2X . 

On expanding G,,,,,,;,,,/l in accordance with (10.14) and taking into 
account the anti-symmetry of r<0> with respect to the arguments with 
indices 3 and 4, we get from ( 10.11) : 

(i !-H0 + µ) G"p(x-x') -i J d4x2 d4x3d4x4 I'~~.;,,.,,,(xx2 ; x3x4) 

X Gy,y,(x3 - x2)Gy,/l(x4 -x') + ; J d4x2 • • • d4x8I'~~.;y,y,(xx2 ; x3x4) 

x G,,,,,,(x4 - x6)Gy.y, (X3 - X5)Gy,y, (X7 - ~)Gy,/l(Xs - x') ry,y,,y,y. (x5x6; X7Xs) 

(10.15) 

In view of the spatial homogeneity, r and QII only depend on three 
coordinate differences. Their Fourier components may therefore be con
veniently defined as in the case of r<0>. For example, 

(10.16) 

By (10.14), the connexion between the Fourier components of an and 
r is given by 

G!~,y6(P1•P2;p3,P1 + P2-Ps) = G",,(P1)Gp6(P2)<'l(p1 -p3) (2n)
4 

- Ga6(P1)Gpy(P2) <'l(P2 - Ps) (2n)
4 + iG"r,(Pi) Gll,,.(P2)Gr.,,(Ps) 

(10.17) 

Fourier transformation of equation (10.15) leads to equation (10.5). 
The Dyson equation has thus been derived analytically, the quantity I' 
appearing in it being defined by (10.12), (10.17) and (10.16). 

We can evaluate I' by a summation of diagrams. Examples of such 
diagrams are given in Fig. 23, and al<;o in Fig. 29 a, b, c. It follows from 

the fact that the diagrams for r can be 
regarded as a part of the diagrams for 

CoJ the G-functions that the rules for asso

Fig. 29 

ciating each diagram with the corre
sponding expressions remain the same 
as when evaluating G. This may easily 
be verified directly, if we use the analytic 
definition of r and proceed in precisely 
the same way as in the previous section. 
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When evaluating I' it usually proves convenient to carry out a pre
liminary partial summation of the individual parts. We introduce for 
this purpose the concept of a compact diagram. This is a diagram that 
does not contain self-energy parts. For example, the diagrams of Figs. 23 
and 29 b, c are compact, whereas the diagram of Fig. 29 a is not. All 
the diagrams for r follow from compact diagrams by the addition of 
self-energy parts to the interior G<0>-1ines, i.e. by replacing the a<0>
lines by complete G-lines. It is therefore sufficient, when finding I', to 
confine ourselves to drawing compact diagrams and to associl:tte complete 
G-functions with each continuous line on the diagram. 

B. Electron-phmwn interactions. On taking Him in the form (9.5), we 
find for the last term in ( 10.11): 

-ig(T (ij;lX(x)?ji;- (x')<P (x))). 

We can also associate 

p .. p(X1 X2; Xs) = (T (w"(X1)iP,t (X:l)<P(x3})> (10.18) 

with a set of Feynman diagrams with one phonon I : 
and two electron ends. The simplest of these dia- 1\ 1\ 
grams occurs in first order perturbation theory (a) (bl ' 

(Fig. 30 a) and is equal to 

-glJ"p J d4yd0>(x1 -y)d0>(y - x2)n<0>(y - x). Fig. 30 

On arguing as above, we can associate P "fl with diagram 30 b, and it is 
equal to 

P"p(x1 x2 ; x3 ) = lJ,.pP(x1x2 ; x3) 

=-lJ"fl J d4x~d4x;d4x;G(x1 -x~)G(x;-xdD(x;-x3)I'(x~x;; x;). (10.19) 

The function I' corresponds to the set of all diagrams with three (one 
phonon and two electron) end-points. Thus I' is the vertex part for the 
electron-phonon interaction. In view of the spatial homogeneity, I' and 
P depend only on two coordinate differences. We can therefore represent 
e.g. I' as a Fourier integral: 

I'(p, p - k; k) (2n)4 lJ(p - p' - k) 

= J d4x1 d4x2d4x3I'(x1 X2; X3) e--ipx.+ip'z,+ikx,. (10.20) 

The relationship between the Fourier components of I' and Pis 

P(p, p - k; k) = -G(p)G(p - k)D(k)I'(p, p - k; k). (10.21) 

On using (10.18) and (10.19) to write the last term of equation (10.11) 
for the electron-phonon interaction, we get an equation for G in coor
dinate space. On Fourier transforming this equation with the aid of 
(10.20), we get the Dyson equation (10. 7). 
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All that has been said regarding the evaluation of the vertex part for 
two-particle interactions still holds in the present case. To find I', we 
have to draw all the compact diagrams and associate them with analytic 
formulae in accordance with the same rules as when finding a. Each 
full-drawn line will now denote a complete a-function, and each dotted 
a complete D-function. Examples are shown in Fig. 31. 

(a~ (bA,.: 
, ' , ' 

Fig. 31 

~ :v: 
I ' I Cell/\• I I 
I ' I I 

Let us dwell on the meaning of the func
tions an and P, which we introduced when 
deriving the Dyson equations. These func
tions, and also other averages of time-ordered 
products of a larger number of field opera
tors, are known as many-particle Green flmc
tions. The function a and D themRelves are 
therefore called one-particle Green functions. 

Many-particle, like one-particle, Green functions determine the macro
scopic properties of a system. In particular, the two-particle Green func
tion an determines the behaviour of a system of electrons in an external 
electromagnetic field (see Chap. VI). In view of the fact that these func
tions depend on a large number of arguments, the analysis of their 
analytic properties presents considerable difficulties. The situation is 
simpler when several arguments can be regarded as equal. For instance, 
if we take Xi = X3, Xz = X4 in an, the analytic properties of the Fourier 
transform of this function with respect to the variable Xi_ - x2 are the 
same as those of the phonon Green function D(w, k). Since it is precisely 
such particular cases that usually interest us, it is simpler to determine 
the analytic properties of particular Green functions, without attempting 
an investigation of the general case. 

The poles of the Fourier components of the many-particle functions, 
like the poles of a(p) and D(k), determine the excitation spectrum of a 
system. These necessarily include all the poles of a(p) and D(k). Apart 
from these poles, there may be new oneR, corresponding to other branches 
of the excitation spectrum. We shall not be concerned with a general 
analysis of this question. A concrete example is discussed in Chap. IV, 
§ 19, where we find the equation for the poles of the two-particle Green 
function of a Fermi system and show that they determine the Bose 
branches of the excitation spectrum. 

We could in principle evaluate many-particle Green functions by 
writing down equations analogous to the Dyson equations, connecting 
these functions with higher-order functions. In practice, however, this 
procedure gives no useful results and it is simpler to sum the diagrams 
directly. It often happens that a certain sequence of diagrams is the 
most important and summation of the diagrams does not usually present 
much difficulty in these cases. 
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3. Ground state energy 

We shall conclude this section with some expressions that enable us 
to find the correction to the ground state energy resulting from inter
actions between t,he particles. 

We subtract from equation (10.11) the corresponding equation for 
a<0>. We get 

(i :t + f~ + µ )[G,.p(x -x') -d,.~(x -x')] 

= - i(T ([w,.(x), HiniJ, wt (x'))). 

We let r---'>- r' and t'---'>- t + 0. We then integrate both sides over r, 
and get 

'V(Him> =-if d3r Y~ (i ~ + 
2
V

2 +µ) [G"',.(x-x')-G~2(x-x')], 
t'-+t+o ut m 

where 'II is the number of w+ operators appearing in Him· Let the inter
action Hamiltonian be proportional to some constant g (such a constant 
can always be brought in). The ground state energy (more precisely, the 
potential Q = E - µN), considered as a function of µ, is equal to 

A A 

Q = (H-µN). 
By virtue of a familiar statistical formula (see Landau and Lifshitz 

[l]), we have 
0;! = (: (H - µN)!\ =_!__(Him>. 
ug ,ug g 

Integration of this with respect to dg from 0 to g gives 
g 

Q -Qo = J dg1 (Him), 
0 Y1 

(10.22) 

where Q0 is the potential for non-interacting particles. On substituting 
in this the expression found above for (H,m) in terms of the Green 
function, we get 

Q -Q
0 

= _ i_Ju dg1Jd3r lim (i l_ +-~ + µ) 
'II g r'-+r ot 2m 

o I t'-+t+o 
X [G""(x -x') - G~2 (x -x')]. 

Putting G"'p(x - x') = lJ"'pG(x - x'), changing to momentum space and 
using the equation for a<0>, we finally get 

Q -Q = - ~ V Jg dgI J d4p_Q(O)-l(p) [G(p)-do>(p)]e'"'t' (10.23) 
o 'II Yi (2n)4 

0 

where t---'>- + 0, and where V is the volume of the syst,em. 
We can get anoUier useful formula from the following relation (see [l]): 

( 
aQ) I oii\ 
Bm T. V,µ = \om! . 
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Since 

oiI - i I + 2 < )d3 om - 2m2 'lfo; (r)v 'IJlo; r r, 

we have 

oQ _ i J [ 2 G , 

1 
d3 

-;- - -~-2 Vx "'"'(x -x) r. 
um 2m x'->-x 

t' -+t+o 

On changing to Fourier components, we get 

~Q = iv I 2G( )i"'I d4p 
om m2 p p (2n)4 ' 

(10.24) 

where t--+ + 0. 
Finally, it is pertinent to recall here a formula mentioned in § 7: 

(10.25) 



CHAPTER III 

THE DIAGRAM TECHNIQUE 
AT FINITE TEl\'IPERATURES<t> 

§ 11. TEMPERATURE-DEPENDENT GREEN 
FUNCTIONS 

1. General properties 

We have so far studied the properties of a large number particles at 
absolute zero. The subject becomes much more complex at finite 
temperatures. 

The ordinary "cla.<Jsical" method of statistical physics consists in a 
direct evaluation of t,he thermodynamic functions of a system as func
tions of its temperature and density. Since no problem of this type can 
in fact be solved exactly, the answer is expressed as an expansion in 
powers of some small parameter. If we use ordinary thermodynamic 
perturbation theory (see Landau and Lifshitz [l]), we can easily write 
down the first two terms of the perturbation theory series for the free 
energy F: 

F = F 0 +.I Vnn exp{(F0 -E<:1>)/T} 
n 

+ ~ L E<~;nm~<o> [exp{(F0 -E':1>)/T}-exp{(F0 - E~>)JT}] 
n.m n m 

+ 2
1T( ~ Vnn exp{(F0 - E<:1»JT})2 + · · .. 

But it is no easy maUer to write dovm the next terms, not to mention 
to evaluate them directly. The summation of an infinite sequence of 
terms is a quite hopeless task. It is for these reasons that the diagram 
technique of quantum field theory becomes so attractive in statistics at 
finite temperatures; this technique, based on Green functions, enables 
a clear visual representation of the structure and nature of any approxi
mation to be made. 

{t) The arguments and calculations of this chapter are largely a repeat of cor
responding passages of Chap. II. It seemed useful to write the chapters in parallel 
because of their importance for what follows. Actually, the reader already ac
quainted with the methods of quantum field theory, and only interested in the 
temperature diagram technique, can start his reading here. 
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The description of the diagram technique in the previous chapter does 
not permit us directly to generalise to the case of finite temperatures. 
A diagram technique can only be developed at finite temperatures for 
special quantities - the temperature-dependent Green functions, which, 
instead of depending on time like the Green functions considered earlier, 
depend on a fictitious imaginary "time" i T, varying from - i/T to zero 
(Matsubara [30]). 

Matsubara's method, like the technique at absolute zero, does not 
evaluate the thermodynamic functions themselves; instead it finds the 
above-mentioned temperature-dependent Green functions @(r, -r). Any 
term of the perturbation theory series for the latter is described by the 
appropriate Feynman diagram, and is evaluated in accordance with the 
Feynman rules: each line of the diagram is associated with the tem
perature Green function for a free particle @<0>(r, -r), each vertex with 
an interaction operator, and so on. The only difference as compared 
with the T = 0 case is that, instead of integrating over a time t from 
- = to =, we integrate at each vertex over -r from 0 to 1/T. 

The temperature-dependent Green function occurring in the diagram 
technique at non-zero temperature is defined as 

@ap(r1, T1; r2, T2) 

!-Tr [e<D+µN-H)/T e<H-µN)(•,-•.>VJ,.(T1) e-<H-µN)(•,-•.>wt (r2)], 

- ±Tr [e<n+1i.Y-fi>tT e-<il-µY><•·-•·>wt (rd e<il-µ1'~><•,-•.>'lf'"(r I)], 

(11.1) 

Here 1Jl"(r), 1Jla(r) are the Schrodinger operators of the system, and the 
plus (minus) sign refers to the case of fermions (bosons). The operation Tr 
denotes taking the sum of all the diagonal matrix elements. The sum
mation is carried out both over the number of particles in the system 
and over all the possible states of the system for a given number of 
particles. Hence @ is by definition a function of the temperature T and 
the chemical potentialµ. The Q occurring in (11.1) is the thermodynamic 
potential in the variables T, V, µ(JQ = - SdT - Pd V - Ndµ). Re
member that the operation Tr [exp (Q + µN - H)/T .. . ] is the usual 
grand ensemble average; we shall often denote this by (- · ). 

The temperature-dependent phonon Green function '1) is similarly 
defined: 

'1) (r I• T1; r2, T2) 

= 1- Tr [e<D-~J/T efl~,,-.,.,>ip(r1 )e-~<··-•·>ip(r2)], -r1 > -r2 , 

- Tr [e<n-H)/T e-H(•,-.-,>ip(r
2
)eH<•,-.-,>ip(r1)], T

1 
< T

2
, 

(11.2) 

where 'P (r) is the Schrodinger operator of a phonon field. 
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It follows at once from the definitions (11.1) and (11.2) that the tem
perature-dependent Green functions depend only on the "time" dif
ference T1 -T2 • If the system is isolated and homogeneous, they are of 
course only dependent on the differences between the spatial coordinates: 
@ = @(r1 - r2, T1 -T2). @(T) is a discontinuous function of T, with a 
discontinuity at the point T = 0. The size of this discontinuity can be 
found directly from the definition. For the case of fermions, we hav<i 

@(T)-@(-T)IT-HO = -Tr{e(D+µN-H){T['1p,.(r1)'1J!,t(r2) + "Pt<r2)%{r1)]} 

or, using the commutation rules for 'IJ! and 'IJ!+, 

LI@= - '5,.p'5(r1 - r2). 

The discontinuity of the boson @-function is equal to that for fermions. 
Expressions (11.1) and (11.2) can be written in a form analogous to 

the definition of the Green function at absolute zero. This is done by 
introducing the "Heisenberg" operators of the particles, dependent on 
the "time" T, through the equations (t) 

ip,. (r, T) = eT(fi-µN)'IJ!°' (r)e-r(H-µN>, 

Via(r' T) = er(H-µNJ'lj!-: (r)e-r(H-µN)' (11.3) 

- ( ) TH ( ) -TH <p r, T = e <p r e • 

With the aid of these, the unwieldy expressions (11.1) may be written 
as (cf. (7.1) and (7 .14)): 

fU ( • ) - T { (D+µN-H)fTT (- ( )-"' ( ))} '<V,.p '1· T1, '2· T2 - - r e T "Pa '1· T1 'IJ!p '2· T2 

- (TT(V!a(r1, T1)Vip(r2, T2))). 
(11.4) 

The symbol TT in (11.4) denotes the operation of T-ordering already 
familiar from the previous chapter. The operators under the sign of the 
TT-product are arranged from left to right in order of decreasing "time" 
T (we give the T-product symbol an index T in order to distinguish it 
from the temperature T). Recall that, in the fermion case 

TT('IJ!1'1J!2 .. ·) = '5p'IJ!i,'IJ!i •.. ·, 

where the operators 'IJ! are time-ordered from the right, and '5p is equal 
to + 1 or - 1, depending on whether the permutation 

1, 2, ... --+ il' i2, ... 

is even or odd. In particular, 

TT(V°J(l)VJ(2)) = Vi(l)"Vi(2), 

TT (iJJ(l)"Vi(2)) = - ~(2)ip(l), 

(t) Notice right away that 'IJl and "ijJ are no longer Hermitian conjugates of each 
other. 

Q.F.T. 7 
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Many-particle Green functions may be defined in Matsubara's method 
by similar relationships. For instance, the two-particle temperature
dependent Green function is 

(11.5) 

The extension to the case of Green functions depending on a large number 
of variables is obvious. 

In principle, the @-functions determine all the thermodynamic pro
perties of the system. If we use e.g. the formula 

N = ± J @,,,,(r, T; r, T + O)d3r, (11.6) 

which follows at once from the definition of Qi and the relationship 
N = J 1P-;t (r) 'ljJ,,(r) d3r, we can find the number of particles in the system 
as a function of its chemical potential µ or alternatively, by solving 
(11.6) forµ, the chemical potential as a function of the temperature and 
the density n = N/V. If we then integrate the familiar thermodynamic 
relationship of/on = µ (n,T), we can find the free energy f(n,T) per 
unit volume. 

If there are only binary interactions between particles in a system, 
described by the Hamiltonian 

1 
11 = -

2
m J 1P: (r)1l1Jl,,(r)d3 r 

+ ~ J J d3
r1d 3r21Jl: (r1)1Pt (r2) U(r1 - r2)'1jJp(r2)'1jJ"'(r1), 

its energy may be expressed in terms of the two-particle temperature
dependent Green function: 

1 I I u II I d3 d3 -2 (r1 - r2)@a/l;/la(l, 2; 3, 4) r,~r.,r,~rl '1 '2· 
_ lr8 =T,,+0~Ta=T1+0 

Ti~Ta+O 

We shall later give a further series of relationships between the tempera
ture-dependent Green functions and the thermodynamic functions. 

The range of problems that can be solved with the aid of the tempera
ture-dependent Green functions is not confined to thermodynamics. 
The Green functions determine various correlation properties of a sys
tem, including, in particular, those that make their appearance in the 
interaction of condensed solids with neutrons, X-rays, and so on. For 
example, the two-particle Green function is connected by an obvious 
relation with the density correlation function 
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which determines the elastic scattering of X-rays and neutrons. We shall 
also establish in the following a connection between the temperature
dependent Green functions and corresponding time-dependent quantities, 
which enables us to study various kinetic phenomena. 

We now note an important property of the temperature-dependent 
Green function @. As already mentioned, it is a function of the "time" 
difference T1 -T2 = T, and as such, is given in the interval -1/T to l/T. 
Let us carry out a cyclical permutation of the operators under the trace 
sign (t) in expression (11.1) for @('r < 0): 

@(T < 0) = ± Tr{eDfTe<H-µNJr'ljJ(r1)e-(H-µN)(T+IfT)'l/J+ (r2)} 

= ± Tr{e<D+µN-H)/T e<H-µN)(r+I/T)'l/J(r1)e-<fi-,,N>cT+I/T)'l/J+ (r2)}. (11. 7) 

On comparing (11. 7) with the expression for Qi when T > 0 and observ
ing that 0 < T + l/T < 1/T when T < 0, we get 

@(T < 0) = ± @ ( T + ~) , (11.8) 

relating Qi at negative "times" with its values for T > 0. Of course, 

'l) (T < 0) = 'l) ( T + ~) . (11.8a) 

Another useful relation follows from the obvious fact that the 'Il
function of a phonon is real (the operators <p(r) are real!). Let us evaluate 
'Il* (T < 0) formally: 

'Il(T < 0) = 'Il*(T < 0) = -Tr{eDfT <p(r1)eHT<p(r2)e-1he-HfT}. 

On comparing the expression obtained with 'Il (T > 0), we arrive at the 
conclusion that the temperature-dependent phonon Green function is 
an even function of T: 

'l) (T) = 'l) (-T). (11.9) 

This statement holds for the Green function for any real field. 

2. Temperature-dependent free particle Green functions 

In perturbation theory as based on the diagram technique, an impor
tant role is played by the Green functions for free particles. If there are 
no interactions, the statistical averaging in (11.1) is performed inde
pendently over the state of each individual particle. The energy levels En 
of the system (and with these the thermodynamic potential .Q) can be 

(t) That such a permutation is possible follows at once from the definition of 
the trace of the matrix of a product of several operators: 

Tr (ABC ... DF) = _I A;kBkz C1m ... Dn,,F ,,; 
i,k •••• 

= ~ Bk1C 1m ... Dn'J)F,,,A;k =Tr (BC ... DFA). 
i,k, ••• 
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expressed as sums of the energies of the individual particles with given 
momenta p and spin o;: 

n = vn(O) 
~&o - ~.;-"°'. 

p,IX 

Because of Pauli's principle, the occupation numbers of the states can 
only take the values 0 and 1 in the case of Fermi statistics. 

Definition (11.1) is the most convenient one for evaluating the Green 
functions of free particles. We substitute in this the Fourier expansions 
of the Schr6dinger operators 'ljJ: 

111 (r ) = ]- ~ a i<p,·r,) 
Tc< 1 vv p; Pi"' ' 

,,,+(r )- - 1- ~a+ e-i{p,·r,) 
T{J 2 - vv ff: p,{J • 

We have: 

On observing further that the Hamiltonian H has the form 

in the momentum representation, we can easily prove the identities 

eT(H,-µN) a e-T(H.-µN) = a e-T(•.(p}-µ) 
P«x pa ' 

(11.10) 

simply by evaluating the only non-zero matrix element on the right and 
left-hand sides. Hence 

@(O)(T > 0) =_...!:._I ei(p,·r,)-i{p,·r,}-T(eo(p,}--µ) 

v p,p, 

X Tr {exp(Q0 + µN - H0)/T)ap,aat_fJ}· 

The product ap,a at,fJ has non-zero diagonal matrix elements only when 
P1 = p2 , tx = {J, so that 

m(O) (r - r T > 0) = - (J ...!:._ ~ ei(p·r,-r,)-T(E.(p}-µ) (a a+) 
~a{J 1 2• tx{J V p P"' P"' • 

The quantity (apa at"'> is expressible in terms of the equilibrium occu
pation numbers n(p), which depend on the temperature and the chemical 
potential. For particles obeying Fermi statistics, 

(ap,,at..> = 1 - n (p), (11.11) 

for bosons, 

n(p) = [exp{eC•0<P>--µlT}-1]-1. (11.12) 
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We now let the volume V of the system tend to infinity and change 
from a summation over the momenta to an integration in the usual 
way. We finally get: 

@~(r, T > 0) = - ~"'fJ ( 2~)3 J d 3pei<p·r)-r(•o(p)-µ)(1 =i= n(p)), (ll.13a) 

where the upper (lower) sign corresponds to fermions (bosons). We can 
most easily find @<0> for T < 0 by means of equation (11.8): 

@~(r, T < 0) = =i= @~) (r, T + ~) 
= ± ~ __! J d3pei(p·r)-T(e,(p)-µ)n(p) (ll.13b) 

txfJ (2n)3 • 

The Green function for free phonons is similarly evaluated. On sub
stituting in (11.2) the Fourier expansion of the operator qi ( r): 

ip(r) = h .:{.: YWot) (b,.ei(k·r) + bt e-i(k·r», 

where w0 (k) is the phonon energy, we find after the necessary calcu
lations: 

~(O) (r, T) = - 2 (:n)3 J dskWo(k){(N (k) + l)ei(k·r)+w.(k)frf 

+ N(k)i(k-r)-wo(k)fTf}, (11.14) 

N (k) = [ew•<">fT - 1r1. 

~(O) is an even function of T, in accordance with (11.9). 

§ 12. PERTURBATION THEORY 

1. The interaction representation 

If the particles in a system are not free, we can transform in the ex
pression for the temperature-dependent Green function to a special type 
of interaction representation, similar to the interaction representation 
of quantum field theory (Matsubara [30]). We introduce for this purpose 
the matrix !.Ei(T) (0< T< 1/T), the analogue of the S-matrix of field 
theory; it is defined by 

e--r<H-µN) = e-TCH.-µfe}!.Ei(T), 

eT(H-µN) = e:;-1 (T) eT(H.-µN}. 
(12.1) 

We also introduce the operators of the particle field in the interaction 
representation: 

'lj!(r, T) = eT(H.-µN)'IJ!(r)e-T(H,-µN)' 

lji(r, T) = er<H0-µN)"P+ (r)e-r(fI0-µN), 

(12.2) 
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which are the same as the Heisenberg operators mentioned in § 11 when 

H=H0 • 

The other operators in the interaction representation are defined in 
analogy with (12.2). In particular, 

fi (T) = e'rl.H.-µN> fl e-Tf.fJ.-µN>, 

Hint (T) = er<ii.-µYl {Jinle-r<ii.-µNl . 
~ ~ 

It follows from this definition that the operators H (T), Hint (T) are ob-

tained from H, Hint when the 'IJ!(r), 'IJ!+(r) are replaced in the latter by 
'IJ!(r, T), -ip(r, T) respe?tively: 

Notice also that H0 (T), N (T) are in fact independent of T (the Hamil

tonian of free particles commutes with the operator N): 

Ho(T) = er(H.-µN) floe-r<H.-µN) =Ho, 

N ( ·r") = er(H.-µN) f\r e----rCH0-µN) = N. 

The matrix G (T) satisfies a simple equation which only differs from 
the corresponding equation for the S-matrix (6.17) in that t is replaced 
by - fr. We shall derive the equation afresh, however, by differentiat
ing the first of equations (12.1) with respect to ·r: 

-(fl - µN)e-Tf.H-µN> = e-rcH..-µ.V) oel(-r) - (Ho - µN)e-Tf.H.~µN>"e; (T). 
h 

~ A 

On multiplying both siclm; of this by exp T ( H0 - µ N), we get 

oG (T) ~ 
~ = -Hint (T)@) (T). (12.3) 

The solution of (12.3), satisfying the condition G (0) = 1 (which is a 
consequence of the definition of 8), is 

G(T) =TT exp {- j Hint(T')dT'}. (12.4) 

The symbol TT in (12.4) denotes, as already remarked, that all the oper
ators must be arranged from left to right in order of decreasing T. We 
can easily prove (12.4) by direct differentiation, if we bear in mind the 
meaning of the operation TT. 

We shall consider, in addition to e; (T), the matrix G (Tv T2 ) (T1 > T2): 

el (T1, T2 ) = TT exp {- l flint(T')dT'}, 

G (T) = e; (T, 0). 

This matrix has a number of obvious properties: 

@) (T1, Ts) = (S (T1, T2) (S (T2, T3) 

Ei(T1, T2) = 8(T1)G-l(T2) 

(Tl> T2 >Ts), 

(T1>T2)· 
(12.5) 
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"\Ve now turn to the interaction representation in expression (11.1) 
for the Green function; we have, on expressing all the exponents con-

taining H in terms of H0 and 6: 

@(T > 0) = - eDfT Tr {exp[-(Ho-µN)/T] 6 ( ~) e-1(T1)e(H.-µN)Ti 'l/!(r1) 

X e-<il.-µN.,r.6 (T1) s-1 (T2)ecii.-µN}T,'IJ!+ (r 2)e-<ii.-µN>r•e ('Z'2)}' 

or, on taking (12.1) and (12.5) into account: 

@(t' > 0) = - eDfT Tr {exp[-(fi0 -µN)/T]6 ( ~, -r1) 

X'IJ!(rl' -r1)6(-r1, -r2)Vi(r2, -r2)6(-r2)}. {12.6a) 

We can write @ for 'Z' < 0 in a similar way: 

@(-r < 0) =±~IT Tr {exp[-(H0 -µN)/T]6 ( ~, -r2) 

X v;(r2, -r2)6(-r2, t'1)'1J!(r1, -r1)6(-r1)}. (12.6b) 

Expressions (12.6a) and (12.6b) can be combined into the single 
formula: 

& (-r) = - enfT Tr {exp [-(H0 -µN)/T] TT [ 'IJ!(r1, -r1)Vi(r2, -r2) 6 ( ~) ]} , 

(12.6 c) 

which follows immt'd.i.ately from the definition of the TT-ordering and 
{12.5). 

It now remains for us to transform ~IT. We first notice that, by 
definition, 

e-DfT =Tr {e-<H-µN)fT}, 

whence it follows immediately that 

e-DfT =Tr {exp [-{H0 - µN)/T]6 ( ~)}. 

The expression for al in the interaction representation may finally be 
written as 

@(r1, -r1; r2, t'2) 

Tr{exp[-(Ho -µN)/T] TT r 'IJ!(rl, t'1)~(r2. t'2)G ( 4-) l} 
-~ ---Tr{exp[-(Jf

0 
-µ11)/T]S (~ )} 
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or, if we bring in the symbol of ensemble averaging over the states of 
the system of non-interacting particles, 

m( . ) _ (TT(1p(rpT1)°Vi(r2,T2)Ei))0 
\O!} r1, Ti, r2, T2 - - (G)o - - ' (12. 7) 

(···)0 =Tr{exp[.Q0 +µN0 -H0)/T]}, G e;(~)· (12.8) 

By an exact repetition of the above manipulations, we can find express
ions for the phonon Green function and the many-particle Green func
tions in the interaction representation. The phonon Green function 
becomes 

'l)(l 2) = _ (TT(<p(l)<p(2)Ei))o 
' (Ei)o ' 

(12.9) 

whilst the two-particle Green function is 

@II(l 2 . g 4) = _ (TT(VJ(l)VJ(2)"Vi(3)Vi(4)Ei))o. 
' , ' (Ei)o 

(12.10) 

The formulae for Green functions depending on a large number of var
iables only differ from (12.7), (12.9), and (12.10) in the number of vi
operators under the T-product sign. 

We conclude by mentioning the relation between the thermodynamic 
potential .Q and the El matrix: 

.Q = .Q0 - T In (6)0 • 

Here .Q0 is the potential .Q when interactions are absent: 

.Q0 = - T In Tr{e:xp [-(H0 - µN)/T]}. 

2. Wick's theorem 

(12.11) 

We now return to our fundamental problem, the evaluation of the 
Green functions of systems of interacting particles. If the interactions 
between the particles can be assumed to be weak, the expressions for 
the temperature-dependent Green functions in the interaction represen
tation enable us to write the perturbation theory series in powers of 

Him in a particularly compact form. 

The interaction Hamiltonian appears in the Green function only via 
the El matrix. On expanding the exponent on the right-hand side of 

(12.4) in powers of Him(T), we get: 
l{T _ 1 1/T l{T _ _ 

Ei=l-J Him(T')dT'+-
2 

J J dT 1 dT11 TT(Hint(T
1

)Hi111 (T
11

))-··· 

0 0 0 

= (-l)n l{T l{T (12.12) 
= L -nl J ... J dT1 ... dTnTT(f:linJ.(T1) ... flim(Tn)). 

n~o · o o 
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On substituting this expansion in the numerator of (12. 7), we get the 
perturbation theory series for the Green function 

1 00 (-lr l{T l{T 

@,.p(r1,T1;r2,T2)=-(c-::.) L--,-J ···J dT(1)···dT(n) 
~ o n~o n. o o 

x<TA'IJ!,,(r1,T1)v;p(r2, T2).Bin1(T(1)) ... flint (T(n)))>o· (12.13) 

the first term of which is of course, the same as the free Green function 
@<0> = - (TT('IJ!(l) '1j!(2)))0 , evaluated in § 11. 

We shall not expand the El matrix in the expression (6)0 in the denomi
nator of (12.13), since it cancels with the same factor in the numerator. 
Moreover, (6)0 is a constant, independent of r, T, and cannot make any 
appearance in further calculations. 

In all practical problems Hini(T) is the product of a (usually quite 
small) number of operators 'lj!(r, T), -ip(r, T) (and possibly cp(r, T)), inte
grated over the spatial variables. The problem of evaluating the Green 
function from perturbatfon theory therefore reduces to evaluating the 
average of the T-product of a number of operators 'IJ!• taken at different 
points of space and "time": 

(TT('IJ!a(r, T) · · · 'lj!,,•(r', T') · · ·))0 • (12.14) 

We have already encountered a similar type of problem in the previous 
chapter, when evaluating the ordinary Green functions at absolute zero. 
It was shown there that the average of any number of operators reduces 
to the sum of the products of all possible paired averages, these latter 
being equal by definition to the free-particle Green functions (Wick's 
theorem). AR we shall see shortly. the situation is similar in our present 
case. 

What we do is replace the operators 'IJ! in (12.14) by their coordinate 
Fourier expansions (t) 

'lj!(r, T) = 
1
;.,, .Iap(T)ei<p·r)-T(e,(p)-µ>, 
v v p 

'lj!(r, T) = vl .I a: (T)e-i(p•r)+T(e,(p)-µ) • 
v p 

(12.15) 

The ap(T) and at (T) in (12.15) are ordinary annihilation and creation 
operators and are in fact independent of T. We retain the T, however, 
to denote the place that the operator must occupy in the T-ordering. 

After substituting expansions (12.15) in (12.14) and getting rid of the 

(t) We can most easily verify (12.15) by using the definition of the operators 
in the interaction representation and the identities (11.10). 
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The only non-zero terms in the sum over Pi• ... , p~, . .. are those con
taining an equal number of creation and annihilation operators referring 
to the same momentum. In particular, the non-zero terms include those 
that contain only one creation and one annihilation operator with the 
same momentum; thus the term 

1 ,---, 1 ~ ( + I + I ) 
- ~ - 7 • • · (T a (Ti)a (T.,) ···a (T1)a (-r.,) · · ·) v ,,;,...., v ~ T Pt p, - P1 Po -

p, p, 

(12.17 a) 

P17'P17'··· 

is non-zero, along with the other terms that differ from (12.17 a) by a 
permutation of the momenta Pi• p 2, ••• in the operators a+. 

"\Vhen there are several (e.g. two) crf'ation opf'rators with the s.i,me 
momentum, the corresponding non-zero terms in the sum arc of the form 

1 1 ~ 1 ,--, ( + I + I + I ) 

V · V .2., V __, ···(TT ap,(T1)ap.(T2)ap,(-r3) • • ·ap, (T1)ap, (T2)ap, (-r3) •• • ) 0 • 

~;7'Pd·~' (12.17 b) 
Expressions such as ( 12.17 a) have a dif;tinct.ive feature as compared 
with the rest, namely, the number of factors 1/ Vin (12.17 a) is the same 
as the number of summations, whereas the former number is always 
greater in the other tnms. Suppose now that we have already carried 
out the averaging (- · ·)o and that we let the volume V of the system 
tend to infinity, whil<it maintaining the demiity of the number of particles 
N/V constant. (The sums arc now replaced by integrals a<'eording to 
v-iE ... -+(2:n:)-3 f ... ) In the limit, as V-oo, the sum (12.17a), 
when expressed in terms of integrals over the momenta of the diffe
rent combinations of Fermi or Bose functions, remains finite. (We 
have already encountered an elementary example of this kind in § 11, 
where we found the free Green function @<0> = - (TT{1p(l) 1p(2)})0.) 

On the other hand, in Pxpressions such as (12.17b), apart from the 
integrals over the momenta, a certain number of extra factors 1/V 
remains, with the result that these expressions vanish as V-+ oo. 

Therefore, the only remaining termR in the sum in (12.lG) when V-+ oo 
are those of the form (12.l 7a), in which all the creation (and annihilation) 
operators have different momenta. This means that, when evaluating 
(TT {ap,(T1) ap,(T2) ••• a.~(-r~) ai!;(-r;) ... })0 we can in practice average 
each pair of operators ap. a:, independently. The mean value of the 
T-product of a large number of operators may now be cxprei>secl as the 
sum of all possible pairv.isl' averages. For instance, 

(TT{ap, (T1)ap, (-r2)ap; (-r~)at; (-r;)})0 -+ (Tr {ap, (-r1 )a~ (-r;)})0 (12.18a) 

x (TT{ap,(T2)a;; (T~)}>o=i= (TT{ap,(T1)at; (-r~)}>o (TT{ap,(T~Jap;(-r;)}>o 
(the minus (ph1R) sign for Fermi (Bose) statistics) (t). 

(t) It can be shown that this is the case also for averages of TT-products of 
several ap and a"}; with the same momenta (as in (12.17b)) excluding the operators 
a0 and a;i for a boson system bdow the condensation temperature (p. 108). The 
proof will not be given her<'. 
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In the coordinate representation form, these results mean that the 
average of the T-product of a number of 'Ip-operators splits into the 
sum of products of all possible pairw:isc averaged operators 'If'• ijJ. In 
particular, we have instead of (12.18a): 

(T.,{1p(r1 , T1)'1f'(r2, T2)'1f'(r;, T;)'IJ'(r;, T;)})0 

1 
- V2 , ~ exp i [ (p1 • r 1) + (p2 • r 2) - (p; · r;) - (p~ · r;)] 

P1.Pr.·P1·Pa 

xexp [-T1 {eo(P1)-µ)-T2{eo(P2)-µ)] exp [T; (eo(P;)-µ) +T;(eo(P;)-µ)] 

X (T.,{a·p, (T1) ap, (T2) ap; (T;)a.;; (T;)})0 

= Vl ~ exp [i(p1 • r1) - i (p; · r;) -T1 (e0 (p1 ) -µ) + T~(e0 (P~) -µ)] 
p .. p~ 

X (T.,{ap, (T1) a~ (T;)})0 Vl .'' exp [i (p2 • r2) - i (p; · r;) - T2 (e0 (P2) - µ) .,, p.,p. 

+ T; {e0 (p;) - µ)] ( T.,{a·p, (T2) at; (T;)})0 

=F Vl ~.exp [i (p1 • r1) - i (p; · r;) -T1 (e0 (p1 ) - µ) + T; (e0 (p;) - µ)] 
p,.p, 

X(T.,{ap,(T1)at;(T;)})0 VI ~.exp[i(p2 • r2) -i(p;. r;) -T2 (e0 (P2)-µ) 
p,,p. 

+ T;(e0 (p~)-µ)] (T.,{ap,(T2 )at; (T;J})0 

{ 
I I } f I I } = (T., 'IJ'(r1 , T1)'1f'(r2, T2) ) 0 (Tn'IJ'(r2 , T2)·1p(r1, T1) ) 0 

=F (T.,'IJ'{(r1 , r 1)'1J'(r;, T;)})0 (T.,{'IJ'(r2, T2)v•(r;, T;)}). (12.lBb) 

Similar relations also hold for a larger number of operators. 

Apart from the sign, the averages on the right-hand side of (12.lSb) 
are the same as the temperature-dependent Green functions of free 
particles. 'Vhrn evaluating the temperature-dependent Green functions 
we encounter, therefore, the same situation as was found in the absolute 
zero case. As there, an expansion (12.13) holds for the Grern function (M, 
which has the same form (apart from the factor in and the limits of 
integration over T) as the expansion (8.9) for the function G. As earlif'r, 
we can evaluate the averages (Tr(· .. ))0 appearing in (12.13) by using 
\Vick's theorem, according to which these averages can be cxprrssed in 
terms of the averages of pairs uf creation and annihilation operators. 

Notice that there is no concept of a normal product in the technique 
described. \Vick's theorem holds only for the aYeragcs, and not for thr. 
T-prodncts themsdvcs. 
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If we use Wick's theorem to write out any term of the series (12.13) 
and replace (TT(VJi Vi))0 by the free Green function 

{O) - { - } @,.p(r1 -T2, T1 -T2) - -(TT 'IJ'a(r1, T1)'1J'p(r2, T2) >o· 

we arrive at an expression which has precisely the same structure as the 
corresponding series for T = 0. This enables us to describe the different 
approximations of the perturbation theory series with the aid of the same 
Feynman diagrams as we used in the previous chapter. The only rules 
affected are those for associating specific expressions with the different 
parts of a diagram. In our present case each line of the diagram has to 
be associated with the temperature-dependent free particle Green func
tion @j{O) instead of with Q<O>, whilst the integration over time from - 00 

to oo at each vertex of the diagram is replaced by an integration over 
the imaginary "time" -r from 0 to 1/T. 

We have so far tacitly assumed that, when the volume of the system 
tends to infinity (with a given density), all the free particle Green func
tions and their integrals remain finite. It was on this basis, in particular, 
that we neglected terms of the form (12.17b) as V-+ oo, and were thus 
able to formulate Wick's theorem. The situation changes substantially 
in the case of a system of Bose particles at temperatures below the con
densation temperature Tc and in Fermi systems possessing superfluidity 
properties. 

In the case of a Bose gas at T < Tc, the creation and annihilation 
operators of particles in the zero momentum state are proportional to 
the root of the volume: 

a.0 ""' a.; ""' VN ""' VJi ' 
so that the terms of type (12.l 7b) remain finite as V -+oo and moreover do 
not satisfy Wick's theorem (see footnote on p.106). Asimilar situation arises 
for Fermi superfluids. In both cases it is a question of using special tech
niques, which will be described in separate chapters (Chapters V and VII). 

We now turn to the case when the ordinary diagram technique is 
suitable. Just as in the previous chapter, the diagrams for the Green 
functions have two external lines; one of them starts at the point r1, -r1, 

corresponding to the coordinates of the operator 'lf',.(r1, -r1), whilst the 
other ends at the point r2, -r2, corresponding to the coordinates of the 
operator ipp(r2 , -r2). As before, the diagrams for @ can be split into two 
classes - connected and unconnected. It can be verified, by means of 
exactly similar arguments, that taking into account the unconnected 
diagrams leads to cancelling the denominator in (12. 7). We have thus 
for the @-function: 

@ap(r1, T1; r2, T2) = - (TT{'1J',.(r1,T1)VJp(r2, T2)6}>c• (12.19) 

where (- · ·>c denotes taking into account all the connected diagrams. 
Since our discussion has made no use whatever of the fact that the 

number of external lines on the diagram is equal to two, it will still 
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hold for many-particle Green functions. We can omit the (6) in the 
denominator of the relevant formulae (of the type (12_10)) and consider 
only the contribution of the connected diagrams when evaluating the 
averages. 

As in the previous chapter, each diagram enters into the series for @ 
with a coefficient of the type Am, not essentially dependent on the order 
of the diagram. This fact is extremely important when summing infinite 
sequences of diagrams. 

§ 13. THE DIAGRAM TECHNIQUE IN COORDINATE 

SPACE. EXAMPLES 

The main result of the last section was to establish the fact that the 
ordinary Feynman diagram technique can be used for evaluating the 
temperature-dependent Green functions. The chief element in every 
diagram is the line representing the Green function for a free particle 
or a phonon. As in the previous chapter, we represent the Green func
tion for a free particle by a full-drawn line (Fig. 32); the arrow indicates 
its direction: the line "departs" from the point with coordinates rv -r1 
and spin lX1 (this point corresponds to the operator VJ in the definition 
of @-function) and "enters" at the point r2, -r2, lX2 (it corresponds to the 
operator VJ). The coordinates of the point of "departure" are written to 

(a) 

(c) 

Fig. 32 

(b) 

the left in the argument of the Green function, the coordinates of the 
"entry" point to the right. For instance, the line in Fig. 32a represents 
the Green function 

@~~~. (r I• T1; rz, Tz) - @~!a, (r 1 - r2, T1 - T2), 

and in Fig. 32 b the function . 

We shall represent the phonon Green function by a dotted line 
(Fig. 32c). We do not need to indicate the direction on the phonon line, 
since, as we saw in § 11, 1I)<0> is an even function of r1 - r2 and -r1 - -r2• 

The integration is over the coordinates of the points of intersection 
of the lines - the "vertices": over all space with respect to r and from 
0 to 1/T with respect to -r. Summation over the spin variables is also 
carried out at the vertices. 
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The actual form of the diagrams depend<> on the type of interaction 
between the particles. The diagrams are drawn by using Wick's theorem, 
in accordance with which the average of the T-products of several 
operators appearing in the perturbation theory series for the Green 
function (12.13) is represented by the sum of the products of paired 
averages. These latter are connected with the free particle Green func
tions by the following relations: 

(T,.{1p,.(rv -r1)v•p(r2, -r2)}) = - @~~(r1 - r2 , -r1 --r2), 

{
- } - (0) • <T .. 'IJ'p(r2, T2)'!f•,.(r1, T1) ) - ±@"'Ii (r1 - r2, T1 --r2) 

(13.1) 

(the plus (minus) sign for fermions (bosons)). 
The average of the product of two phonon operators can be expressed 

in terms of 1I)<0>: 

(T,.{qi(r,1 -r1)qi(r2, -r2)}) = -'Il<0>(r1 - r2 , -r1 --r2). (13.2) 

Let us take the different types of interaction. 

A. Two-palfticle interaction. Let binary forces described by the poten

tial U (r1 - r2 ) act between the particles. The Hamiltonian Hint is, in the 
interaction representation, 

It is convenient to introduce instead of the potential U (r1 - r2) a po
tential m (r1 - r2, T1 - -r2), dependent on the "time" T, through the 
formula 

(13.4) 

Using (13.4), we can write (12.4) for the 6 matrix in the symmetric 
form: 

6 = T .. exp {- ~ J J d3r1d3r2d-r1d-r2V'p(r2, -r2)'1J'"'(rv -r1) 

- l 
X m (r1 - r 2• T1 -T2)'1J'p(r2, T2)'1J'a(r1, T1) f · 

Let us find the first order approximation in U to the Green function. 
We have(t): 

(1) - 1 ff 4 4 - -@ap(X -y)- 2 d Z1d Z2(T,.{'IJ',.(X)'!j•p(Y) m(z1-z2)'1J'y,(z1)'1J'y,(z2) 

X 'lf'v. (z2) 'IJ'v,(z1)}). (13.5) 

{t) Throughout the rest of this section we shall use Latin italic type to denote 
the set of four variables x = {r, T). For instance, @ (x - y) = @ (x - y, T1 - T2), 

d4x = d3r dT. 
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It follows from Wick's theorem, that (· · ·) can be written as the sum 
of the following four terms: 

(TT{1p"'(x)'IJ'p(y)}) <{V'y
1
(z1)'1J'y.(z1)}) <{V'v.(z2)'1f'v,(zd}), (I) 

=f (T,.{'IJ'o;(x)v•p(Y)}) <{V'y,(z2)'1J'y,(z1)}) <{V'vJz1)V'v,(z2)}), (II) 

<TT{v•,.(x)'IJ'y.(z1)}> <TT{'IJ'y,(z1)'1J'p(Y)}) <{Viy,(z2)'1J'y,(z2)}), (III) 

=f (TT{'IJ'a(x)'lf'v
1
(z1)}) <{Viv.(z2)'1f'v.(z1)}) (TT{V'v,(z2)'1J'p(Y)}) (IV) 

together with the two terms that are obtained from (III) and (IV) by the 
substitutions Zi-+ z2, y1 -+ y2. The contribution of these latter to integral 
(13.5) is evidently the same as that of (I)-(IV), which simply leads to 
the disappearance of the 1 / 2 in front of the integral. 

On replacing (TT{···}) by the Green functions @<0> in accordance 
with (13.1), we find that the first order approximation is the sum of the 
following four expressions: 

-@<0>(x-y)jfd4z d4z @<0> (O)~(z -z )@<0> (0) ap 1 2 l'1Y1 1 2 y,y, ' (I) 

± @~W (x -y) J J d4z1 d
4z2 @~~~. (z1 - z2) @~~~.(z2 - z1) ~ (z1 - z2), (II) 

± J J d 4z1 d
4z2 @~~. (x - z1)@~~~(z1 -y) @~~~.(O) ~ (z1 - z2), (III) 

- J J d4z1 d4z2 @~~.(x - Z1)@~~~.(z1 - Z2)@~~(Z2 -y)~ (z1 - Z2). (IV) 

Notice that we always take @<0>(r1 - r2; 0) as T-+ - 0. 
We shall represent the function ~ (z1 - z2) by a wavy line on the 

diagrams. We can now associate the diagrams of Fig. 33 with expressions 
(I)-(IV). Diagrams I, II are of the unconnected type described in the 
previous section. We showed there that their contribution is to be neg
lected when evaluating the Green functions. 

A contribution to the first order 
rf ,.._-~T'\ approximation is thus only supplied by v- - - -v 

diagrams III, VI, together with the 
diagrams that differ from these in a .:c 

commutation of the coordinates of the _t_ .;; 
vertices Zi· z2. It will be recalled that 
such diagrams are termed topologically 
equivalent; all topologically equiva- .:c z,. Y 

Jff 

I 

lent diagrams give the same contri-
bution. 

Fig. 33 

It should be noted that the expressions corresponding to diagrams III 
and IV have opposite signs in the case of Fermi statistics. This is con
nected with the presence of the closed loop in diagram III. It can be 
shown for a diagram of any order that any closed fermion loop (not 
necessarily formed from a single line, as in the present case) enters into 
the relevant expression with the "minus" sign. 
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We now state the rules by which the correction of any order may be 
evaluated: 

(1) First of all, all the connected topologically non-equivalent dia
grams with 2n vertices and two end-points must be drawn; two full
drawn and one wavy line meet at each vertex. 

(2) Every full-drawn line of the diagram is associated with the par
ticle Green function @~W(x -y) (x, fX are the coordinates of the begin
ning, y, {J the coordinates of the end of the line). 

(3) Each wavy line is associated with the generalised potential 
m(x -y). 

(4) Integration is performed over the coordinates of each vertex z 
( d4z = d3z d-r) and summation over the spin variable fX. 

(5) The expression obtained is multiplied by (-l)n+F, where n is the 
order of the diagram, and F the number of closed fermion loops in it. 

(6) If Green functions of the same time arguments @<0>(0) appear in 
an expression, they are to be regarded as lim @<0>(r1 -r2, -T). 

T-+0 

ll 

!I 

Fig. 34 

Let us consider the second order correction. All the possible topolo
gically non-equivalent diagrams with four vertices are illustrated in 
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Fig. 34. Using rules (1)-(6), we can easily write down the expressions 
corresponding to these diagrams: 

J d4z1 d
4z2 d4z3 d4z4 @~;1 (x -z1)@~~~.(z1 -z2) @~~(z2 -y) 

?< ~ (z1 - z3) ~ (z2 - z4) @~~t.(O) @~~t. (0), (I) 

J d 4z d4z d 4z d 4z @<0J (x - z )@<0J (z - <>~)@<0J (z - z ) 1 2 3 4 o:y1 1 y1y, 1 ~:,: l'zl's 2 3 

X @~~t. (z3 - z4) @~~1 (z4 - y) ~ (z1 - z2) ~ (z3 - z4), (II) 

=f J d4z1 d
4z2 d4z3 d4z4 @~~1 (x -z1)@~~t.(z1 -z2)@~~t.(z2 -z3) 

X @~~1(z3 - y) @~~t. (0) ~ (z1 - z4) ~ (z2 - z3), (III) 

J d4z d4z d 4z d 4z @<0J (x - z )@<0J (z -y)@<0J (z - z ) 1 2 3 4 "'1'1 1 l'1f3 1 1'21'• 2 3 

x @~~t. (z3 - Z2) @~~t. (0) ~ (z1 - Z2) ~ (z3 - Z4), (IV) 

J d4z1 d
4z2 d

4z3 d
4z4 @~~1 (x - z1) @~~t, (z1 - z2) @~~t. (z2 - Z3) 

X @~~t. (z3 - z4) @~~b (z4 - y) ~ (z1 - z4) ~ (z2 - z3), (V) 

=f J d4z1 d
4z2d 4z3 d

4z4 @~~. (x - z1) @~~t. (z1 - z2) @~~t. (z2 - z3) 

X @~~(z3 -y)@~~UO) ~ (z1 -z3) ~(z2 -z4 ), (VI) 

::r::: J d 4z d4z d 4z d 4z @<0J (x - z )@<0J (z -y)@<0J (z - z ) I l 2 3 4 ay1 1 y,{3 1 y 2l'a 2 3 

x @~~t. (z3 - Z4) @~~~. (z4 - Z2) ~ (z1 - Z2) ~ (z3 - Z4), (VII) 

J d 4z d 4z d 4z d 4z @<0J (x - z )@<0J (z - z.,)@<0J (z - z ) I 2 3 4 ay1 1 y,y, I - y 2y 8 2 3 

x @~~t. (z3 - Z4)@~~b(z4 -y) ~ (z1 - Z3) ~ (z2 - Z4)' (VIII) 

=f J d4z1 d
4z2d4z3 d4z4 @~~(x -z1)@~~~.(z1 -z2)@~~1(z2 -y) 

x @~~t. (Zs - Z4) @~~t. (z4 - Z3) ~ (z1 - Z3) ~ (z2 - Z4)' (IX) 

=f J d4z1 d4z2 d4z3 d4z4 @~~1 (x -z1)@~~~.(z1 -z2) 

x @~~t. (z2 - Z3) @y,{3 (Z3 - y) @l'•l'• (0) ~ (z1 - Z2) ~ (z3 - Z4). (X) 

Perturbation theory for the case of two-particle interactions can be 
given another more symmetrical form, which proves particularly con
venient, when the forces acting between the particles depend on the 
spins as well as the distance. The Hamiltonian of such an interaction is 

~ 1 JI 3 3 - -flint(-c) = 2 d Tl d T2'1J!a(T1' T)'lf'/l(T2, -r) Ua(3;'5y(T1 - T2)'!/'y(r2, T)'IJ'15(T1' -r). 

We write the integral 

Q.F.T. 8 

l/T 
f Hint(-r)d-r, 
0 

(13.6) 
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appearing in the expression for 6, in a form symmetric with respect 
to all the variables: 

1 l/T l/T 

4 J ... J d-r1 ... d-r4 J .. . J dsr1 ... dar2 Voy, (rv T1) VJy,(r2, 7:2) 
0 0 

X Yt?~.;y,y.(r l' Tv r2, T2; T3, T3, r 4, T4) 'IJ'y, (r 4, T4)'1J'y. (rs, T3)' 

or, introducing a "four-dimensional" notation, 

(13. 7) 

In view of the fact that the operators VJy.(Z:i_), 'l/'y,(z2 ) (or 'IJ'y,(z3), 'IJ'y.(z4)) 

anti-commute or commute, depending on the statistics, we can regard 
c7<0> in the case of fermions as anti-symmetric with respect to the per
mutation Z:i_, y1 +?z2, y2 or z3, y3 +?z4 , y4 , and as symmetric in these 
variables in the case of Bose statistics. 

The function c7<0> thus defined is obtained from 

by anti-symmetrisation with respect to the variables Zi_ y1, z2 y 2 (and 
z3 y3 , z4 y 4) in the case of Fermi statistics, and symmetrisation with 
respect to these variables in the case of Bose statistics. 

Let us find the first order correction to the Green function. We have 

On applying Wick's theorem and using the symmetry properties of c7<0>, 
(13.8) is easily shown to be expressible as the sum of two terms: 

1 - 2 @~
0J(x -y) J d 4

z1 · · · d4z4 @~~~. (z3 - z1) 

X @~~~. (z4 - z2) Yt?~.;y,y, (z1, z2; z3, z4), 

- J d 4zl ... d4z4@~~.(X-Z1)Y~?~.;y.y,(Z1, Z2; Z3, Z4) 

X@~~~(Z4 -y)@~~~2 (Z3 -Z2)· 

(I) 

(II) 

We shall denote c7<0> by a square on the diagram. We can now asso
ciate expressions (I), (II) with the diagrams of Fig. 35. Diagram I is 
unconnected, and its contribution may be neglected. Hence, to the first 
order of perturbation theory, we have a single diagram, whose contri
bution is given by expression (II). 
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To the second order of perturbation theory, there are altogether three 
connected topologically distinct diagrams (Fig. 36). The expressions 
corresponding to the diagrams may readily be found: 

J dz1 • • • dz8 @~~. (x - z1) Yt?t,;v.v. (zl' z2 ; z3 , z4) @~~t. (z4 - z5) 

X Y~?;,;y,y, (z5, z6 ; z7 , zs) @~~1 (zs - y) @~~t. (z7 - z6) @~~t. (z3 - z2), (I) 

J dzi · · · dzs @~~.(x - z1) Yt?t,;v.v. (z1, z2 ; Zg, z4 ) @~~1 (z4 - y) 

(II) 

~ J dz1 • • • dz2 @~~1 (x - z1) Y~~t.;v.v. (z1, z2 ; z3, z4) @~~t. (z3 - z5) 

X @~~t. (z4 - z6) @~~t. (z7 - z2) Y~?t,;y,y, (z5, z6 ; z7 , zs) @~~1(zs - y). (III) 

0 . 
.Z' ff .z' z; ~ y 

I II 
Fig. 35 

The correction of any order to the Green functions is found in ac
cordance with the following rules: 

(1) We have to draw all the topologically non-equivalent diagrams, 
containing n squares (in our case the topologically equivalent diagrams 
include those that differ only in a 
commutation of the coordinates 
of the square vertices); 

(2) each line of the diagram 
is associated with the particle 
Green function; 

(3) each square is associated 
with a function ,Y-<0>; 

( 4) integration is performed 
over the coordinates of the square 
vertices; 

Q.Q 
I ff 

-Er-
_/ff 

Fig. 36 

(5) the resulting expression is multiplied by m/2n, where mis the number 
of different diagrams in the non-symmetrised technique corresponding to 
the diagram under consideration. The sign is also obtained from a com
parison with the non-symmetrised technique. 
8* 
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By using these rules, we can easily write doWI1 the expressions corre
sponding to the diagram of Fig. 37: 

1 J d4 d4 ru(O) ( ) cr(O) ( • ) ru(O) ( ) =f 4 Z1 . . . Z12 \!V "'l'1 X - Z1 cJ l'1l'z:Yal'• Z1, Z2' Z3, Z4 'Vy,y, Z3 - Z5 

x @~~~. (Z4 - Zo) :r~?t.;y,y, (z5, Zo; Z7, Zg) @~~~. (z7 - Z9) @~~t .. (zg - Z10) 

Fig. 37 

the potential 

cr(O) ( • ) rn(O) ( ) ru(O) ( ) X cJ Yol'10:l'11l'n Z9, Z10 • Zn, Z12 'Vy,.{J Z12 - y \!Vl'11l'1 Zu - Z2 · 

The rather unwieldy expressions that are 
obtained by this technique (their complexity 
is to some extent redeemed by their symmetry) 
become very much simpler when it comes to 
dealing with point interactions described by 

UafJ;yi!(r1 - r2) = At:'J"'i!t:'Jpyt:'J(r1 - r2). 

In this case :r<0> has the simple form: 

(r~~~z:Yal'• = A ( t:'Jy,y, (jl'•l'• - (jl'1l'• t:'Jy,y,) (j (z1 - Z2) (j (z1 - Z3) (j (z1 - Z4) 

= ALy,y,;y,y, (J (z1 - z2) (J (z1 - z3) (J (z1 - z4 ). 

Due to the presence of three t:'l-functions in :r<0>, of the four integrations 
over the vertices of squares in the expressions for the corrections, only 

)(b)e ... 
Fig. 38 

one remains. This enables us to replace 
the squares by points (vertices) on the 
diagrams. For instance, diagrams II 
of Fig. 35 and III of Fig. 36 are more 
convenientlydraWI1 asshoWil inFig.38; 

the corresponding corrections are transformed to 

-ALy,y,;y,y. J d4z@~~. (x - z) @~~~(z -y) @~~t. (0), (a) 

~
2 

Ly,y,;y,y.Ly,y.;wy,J d4z1 d4z2@~1 (x -z1) @~~t.(z1 -z2) 

x @~~~. (z1 - Z2) @~~t. (z2 - Z1) @~~(Z2 -y). (b) 

The general rules for calculation using this diagram technique will 
be obvious from the foregoing. 

B. Interaction of particles with phonons. The interaction of particles 
with phonons (for instance, the interaction of particles of a liquid with 
sound waves or the interaction of electrons in a metal with lattice vibra
tions) is described by the Hamiltonian 

Hint(-c) = g ifla(r, T)'IJ'o;(r, -r)qi(r, -r)d3r, 

where g is the coupling constant. 
It is easily shown that the only non-zero approximations to the Green 

function for a particle @ and for a phonon 'I) are those of even orders of 
perturbation theory. (The expressions for the odd order approximations 
contain an odd number of phonon operators qi.) By evaluating the ex-
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pressions for the approximations to the particle Green function @it can be 
shown that they are precisely the same as the expressions for the approx
imations to @ in the first statement of perturbation theory for two-particle 
interactions, provided 

wereplacethepotential ~ -----<) 0----
m(Zi - Z2) in the latter ~---~(:;-- (b) 

by g2 :ri<0> (Zi - z2). The Fig. 39 
approximations will na-
turally be described by precisely the same diagrams as in Figs. 33 and 34. 
However, to fix our ideas, we shall represent the phonon Green function 
:ri<0> by a dotted instead of a wavy line. 

The second order approximations to the phonon Green function are de
scribed by two connected diagrams (Fig. 39 a, b). The expression in the 
case of Fig. 39 a is found to be 

±g2 J d4z1 d
4z2:ri<0

> (x - z1 )@~~{z1 - z2)@~~(z2 - z1):ri<0
> (z2 -y), 

and in the case of Fig. 39 b: 

g2 J d4zl :ri<0> (x - Z1) @,.'"(O) J d4z2 :ri<0
> (z2 - y) ®pp{O). 

It can be shown as in § ~ that the expression corresponding to dia
gram 39 b vanishes. It is this fact that enables us to ignore, in general, 
the diagrams whose expressions contain the integral 
J :ri<0>(z) d4z. These latter include all the diagrams for :ri 
that split into two disconnected parts, each part being 
approached along a single external line, as also the 
diagrams for@ of the type of Fig. 40 (these always con-
tain a part with no external lines, joined to the rest by 
a single phonon line). 

Q 
Fig. 40 

If we consider the corrections to :ri of subsequent orders and take 
notice of what has been said regarding @, the following general rules 
can be stated for using the diagram technique to compute the correc
tions of order 2 n : 

(1) each full-drawn line of the diagram is associated with the free 
particle Green function @~~(x - y), and each dotted line with a func
tion :ri<0>(x - y); 

(2) integration is performed over the 
coordinates of all the vertices (over rand 
over T); 

------~------
Fig. 41 

(3) the expression obtained is multiplied by g2n(-l)n+F, where F. 
is the number of closed fermion loops in the diagram. 

For example, the fourth order correction to the phonon Green func
tion, described by Fig. 41, is 

=i= g
4 J d 4

z1 · · · d4z4 :ri<
0
> (x - z1 ) @~~~. (z1 - z2) @~~Uz3 - z1 ) 

X :ri<O> (z - z ) @<0> (z - z ) @<0> (z - z ) :ri<0> (z - y) _ 2 3 y,y. 2 4 y,y. 4 3 4 
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§ 14. THE DIAGRAM TECHNIQUE IN 
l\IOMENTIDI SP ACE 

1. Transformation to the momentum representation 

The diagram technique in coordinate space developed in the previous 
section proves to be far from convenient in practical calculations. The 
fact is that the success of the methods of field theory at absolute zero 
is due in the last instance to the highly automatic nature of the calcula
tions, this being a consequence of the expansion of all the quantities 
featured in the theory into Fourier integrals over all four eoordinates; 
this was in fact the method adopted at T = 0. In the Matsubara tech
nique described above, this automatic quality is absent, due to the fact 
that the variable T varies between the finite limits 0 and 1/T, and the 
consequent impossibility of passing to a Fourier representation (in T). 

In the coordinate form, @<0> and :ri<0> are discontinuous functions of 
T; every integration over T splits up into integrals over a large number 
of domains, and this number increases very rapidly with the order n 
of the approximation. As a result, an application of thr l\Iatsubara 
technique is rc•ndered extremely difficult. 

A substantial improvPment in technique rPsults if we expand the 
quantities dependent on Tinto Fourier series in this variablP (AbrikoRov, 
Gor'kov, Dzyaloshinslcii [31], Fradkin [32]). 

The temperature-dependent Green function @ (or :ri) is a function 
of T1 - T2, and, as such, is specified in the interval (-1/ T, 1/ T). We 
expand @ (T) into a Fourier series: 

I 

@(T) = T ~e-i"V@(wn), 
n 

(14.1) 

Our problem is to find a means of passing to the Fourier rc>presentation 
in the expressions of § 13 for the approximationA to the Green functions. 
At the same time, we want above all to avoid introducing any further 
complexities into the formulae (e.g. we want no extra factors to depend 
on the "frequencies" wn). 

It turns out that, in practice, we encounter the same sort of situation 
at finite temprratures as we had at T = 0. This refers to a general 
property of Green funetions, remarked upon in § 11. "\Ve showed, in 
fact, that @ (T) at T < 0 is connectrd by simple relations with @ (T) at 
T > 0 (cf. (11.8) and (11.8a)). It follows from these relations that, the 
Fourier components @ ( w,.) of the Grcrn function for a boson or a phonon 
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only differ from zero at "even" frequencies wn = 2nnT, whereas the 
Qj for a fermion only has components with wn = (2n + 1) n T. Indeed, 

1 l/T 1 l/T 1 0 
@(wn)=2 f eiaV@(T)dT =2 f eiwnr@(T)dT +') f eiwnr@(T}dT. 

-1/T 0 ~ -I/T 

We use (11.8) to replace the @(T < 0) in the second integral and then 
carry out the change of variable T

1 = T + l/T. lVe have: 

whence our assertion follows at once. Notice that we always have 

1/T 

@ (wn) = r eiwnr@(T) dT, 
6 

w _ J (2n + 1) n T for fermions, 
" - l 2nn T for bosons. 

(14.2) 

lVe carry out Fourier transformations in all the terms of the pertur
bation theory series, by substituting the Fourier expansion (14.1) in the 
relevant expressions. At the same time, we carry out Fourier trans
formation with reHpect to the position variables: 

@(r)= 1 Jei(p·r>@(p)dsp 
(2n)3 ' 

@(p) = J e--i(p·r>@(r)d3r. 
(14.3) 

The transformations in the position variables are pC'rformed here exactly 
as at T-= 0. 

Note that every point, over whose coordinatc>s integration is perfomcd 
is a point of convergence of an even number of fermion lines; as a result 
of this, in the integral over the time eoordinates of a vertex, 

I/T 

J dTexp(iT ~wn), 
0 

(14.4) 

the sum of the "frequC'nC'ies" E w
71 

in the power of the exponential is 
always "even": E <0

71 
= 2N 7t:T (N is an integer). In the case of even 

frequencies, intC'gral (14.4) is equal to 

lJ - I l, 
w,.-10, 

w,.=0, 
wn =I= 0. 

(14.5) 
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In essence, therefore, we have the same situation here as at T = 0. 
In the latter case, the integrals over the coordinates and the time t 
of the vertices were found to contain 15-functions of the frequencies and 
momenta, expressing the laws of conservation of energy and momentum 
in the virtual processes. ·when T =I= 0, the o-function of the frequencies 
is replaced by the Kronecker delta 15., , expressing the law of conserva
tion of the discrete "frequency" wn. " 

All this enables us to retain the ordinary Feynman diagrams, with 
which we were concerned at T = 0, for describing the perturbation 
theory series in momentum space. The only important difference (apart 
from differences in the coefficients) is the appearance, in the expressions 
for the matrix elements, of sums over discrete frequences w71 instead of 
integrals over frequencies w. 

Before turning to actual examples, we shall quote expressions for the 
Fourier components of the free Green functions. These functions were 
calculated in coordinate space in § 11. By (11.13a), the Green function 
for a free fermion becomes, at T > 0, after carrying out the coordinate 
Fourier transformation (14.3): 

@~J(p, T) = - 15'"/l (1- n(p)) exp [-T(s0 (p) -µ)], 

n(p) = [e(E.(p)-µ)/T + 1r1. 

On substituting this into (14.2), we get (w,, = (2n + 1) nT): 
1/T 

@~J(p, W71) = -15.,p(l -n(p)) J exp[iw71T-T{s0 (p)-µ}JdT 
0 

= - . 
15'"~ --(1 - n(p)) {exp [(2n + l)ni - (s0 (p) - µ)/T] -1}, 

iwn-Bo Pl+µ 

i.e. finally, 

Similar calculations give us, for bosons: 

(0) - 1 
@ (p, w71) - • (p)·-+ , W 71 = 2nnT. 

i w 71 -s0 µ 
(14. 7) 

and for phonons: 

w~ + wi)(k)' 
Wn = 2nnT. (14.8) 

The free Green functions for fermions and bosons therefore differ 
only in the "parity" of the frequency wn. The functions (14.6)-(14.8) 
are obtainable from the Green functions (7.7) and (7.16) at T = 0 by 
the substitution w ~ iwn. lVe shall see later that a similar connection 
(admittedly with certain restrictions) exists for the exact Green functions. 
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2. Examples 

lVe have shown that the temperature-dependent Green functions can 
be found from the Feynman diagram technique in momentum space. 
Each line of the diagram is associated with the zero-order Green func
tion @<0>(p, w,,) for a particle or :ri<0>(k, wn) for a phonon, and each 
vertex with b(L' p) Oi::w , expressing the laws of conservation of mo
mentum and discrete ,'!frequency" w,.. Along every interior line, we 
integrate over the momenta and sum over the "frequencies" wn-

The actual nature of the diagrams and of the associated expressions 
depends on the type of interaction. lVe start with two-particle inter
action. 

A. Two-particle interactions. Let us consider the approximation to the 
Green function given by diagram IV of Fig. 33. We obtained the expres
sion for it in § 13: 

- J J d4z1 d4z2@~j1 (X - Z1) @~~~• (zl - Z2) @~~~ (z2 - y) m (zl - Z2) · 

lVe carry out a Fourier transformation in it with respect to the coordi
nates and the "time" T: 

1 
t5@<1

> (p, wn) = 2 J d3 (x - y) 

1/T 
X J d (r., - Ty) b@<l) (x - y, 'l"x - Ty) e--i(p-x--y)+iw.,(T.,--Tu). 

-1/T 

We introduce the Fourier component of the potential m (Zi - Z2): 

m(r,T) = (2~)3w: J d3qei(q·r)--iw"Tm(q, Wn)· 

In view of the fact that 

T 2: e2ninTT = 0 (T)' 
n=-oo 

lVe have: 

b@~IJ(p, wn) = - 21 2: J dspl dsp2d3p3dsp4 l(2T)sl4 @~j, (P1• Wn1) 
W71hWn2 Jl 
W71,s,W714 

X @~~~2 (P2• Wn2) @~~(p3, Wns) m (q, Wn4) f d 3
(X - y)d3z1 d 3z2 f d(T., - Ty) 

XdT1dT2 exp[- i(p · x -y)] exp[iwn(T.,-Ty)] exp[i(p1 · X -z1) 

+ i(P2. Z1 - Z2) + i(Ps. Zs - y)] exp [-iwn1 (T., - 1"1) -iwn2(1"1 -1"2)] 
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We make the transformation x - y ~ x, Tz - Ty~ T in the integrals 
over space and time. Now, 

1 l/T 1/T 1/T 

2 J d3xd3z1 d
3z2 J dT J J dT1 dT2 exp [i (x · - p + p 1) 

-1/T 0 0 

X (J(pl - P2 - q) (J(P2 - Ps + q)(Jwn-Wn 1 (Jwni-wn2-wn,(Jn2w-wn8 +wn•' 

whence 

.i1ru(l)(p w) _ __ T_ Yfdsp ru(O) (p w) V\!Vcx{J • n - (2 )3 ,,_ l '21ay1 • n 
Jr Wni 

On substituting here expressions (14.6) and (14. 7) for the zero-order 
Green functions, we finally get 

Cl@(l) = - bcxfJ _'!-'_ ~ J d3p m (p - Pv wn - Wn1) (14 9) 
"fl [iwn-so(P)+µ]2 (2:n:)3 ~i 1 iwn1-so(P1)+µ. · 

Similar calculations give us, for the contribution of diagram III of Fig. 33: 

± ba{J m 0 0 9 1 T J ds eiWniT 
(iwn-ioCP)+µ)2 (' )(~s+ )(2:n;)3~ P1 iwn1-soCP1)+µ' 

(14.10) 

where T~ 0 and sis the particle spin, equal to 1/ 2 for fermions and zero for 
bosons. "\Ve have here introduced exp (i wn T) (T ~ + 0) under the sign 
of summation, in accordance with the proviso mentioned in § 13 that 
the @-function be defined in coordinate space for coincident time argu
ments as 

Expressions (14.g) and (14.10) can be associated with the Feynman 
diagrams of Fig. 42 a, b respectively. The external lines of these diagrams 
carry the external momentum p and frequency wn; the momenta and 
frequencies at each vertex satisfy the laws of conservation: the sum of 
the momenta "entering" the vertex is equal to the sum of those "leaving". 

Let us consider the diagram for @ (p, w,.) of any order k of perturba
tion theory. It will have 2k vertices, 2k + 1 full-drawn lines, and k wavy 
lines. "\Vhen carrying out the Fourier transformation we have 2k integra
tions over the space and "time" coordinates of the vertices and one 
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integration over the difference between the coordinates of the end-points, 
leading to 2k + 1 quantities of the type 0 (L' p) Oi:w"• expressing 2 k + 1 
laws of conservation. It may easily be seen that two laws of conservation 

Fig. 42 

express the fact that the external outer lines have momentum p and fre
quence wn. The remaining 2k -1 laws of conservation imply that, of 
the 3k -1 integrations over momenta and summations over frequencies 
of interior lines (both full-drawn and wavy), there actually remain only k 
integrations and summations. 

Let us now state the rules for writing down the expression corres
ponding to a given diagram for a Green function. 

(1) We first of all have to associate the lines of the diagram with 
momenta and frequencies; the outer lines must carry the external mo
mentum and frequency, whilst the momenta and frequencies of the 
inner lines must satisfy at each vertex the lav.'S of conservation L' p' = 0, 
L' w~ = 0. The frequencies of Bose lines are always even (wn = 2nnT), 
and of Fermi lines always odd (wn = (2n + l)nT). 

(2) Summations and integrations are carried out over all the inde
pendent momenta and frequencies of the diagram. 

(3) Each continuous interior line (momentum and frequency p', w~) 
is associated with 

1 
iw~ - s0 tP') + µ' 

and each wavy line (q, w~) with 

(4) Both outer lines (momentum and frequency p, wn) are associated 
with 

(5) The factor 
(iwn - so(P) + µ)2 • 

(-l)k (2~;3k(2s + l)F (=-fl)F 
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has to be put in front of the expression obtained, where Fis the number 
of closed loops formed by particle lines on the diagram. 

Using these rules, it is fairly easy to write down the correction corres
ponding to a diagram, no matter how complicated. For instance, the 
contribution of the diagram of Fig. 43 is 

± bap - - __!:___ (9 + 1) ~ f ds ds ds 
( . (p)+ )2(2 )9 ~s ....;.., Pi P2 Pa iw - Bo µ n w,.w.,w, 

1 1 >< ------ -- - - x - --- ---
i ( w - Wi) - Bo lP - P1) + µ i ( Ws - Wi) - Bo <Ps - P1l + µ 

1 1 1 x -- ---x- x - --
i Ws - Bo (Ps) + µ i w2 - Bo <P2) + µ i ( w1 + w2) - Bo <P1 + P2) + µ 

p-p,, rq,-rq,,. 
Fig. 43 

Wi = 2nnT; W2, W3 = (2n + l)nT. 

"\Ve nowturn to the second vari
ant of the diagram technique for 
the case of two-particle interac
tions. The following formal me
thod may conveniently be used 
for changing to Fourier trans
forms in the relevant expres
sions. "\Ve introduced above the 
quantity Y~?i.;,,.,,. (Zi, z2 ; z3, Z4). 

TheY<0> depends on four "times" 
Ti, where each Ti varies from 0 

to 1/T. "\Ve continue y<0> into the interval -1/T, 1/T using relations 
such as (11.8) for the @-functions: 

together with similar relationships for T 2 , T 3, T 4 . "\Ve define the Fourier 
transform as 

1 l/T - J d~ ... d~ ei(w,..-,+w,..-,-w,..-,-w,..-,) q-(0)(~ ~ . ~ T) 16 •1 •4 u •1• •2• •s• 4 • 
-1/T 

Obviously all four frequencies will be "odd" in the case of Fermi sta
tistics, and "even" in the case of Bose statistics. 

Notice further that, since y<0>(Zi, z2 ; z3, z4) is by definition a function 
of the differences of coordinates and "times" T only, the Fourier components 
of yco> with respect to the space and time variables will contain a b
function of a sum of momenta (; (p1 + p2 - p 3 - p4) and the Kronecker 
delta of a sum of frequencies bw,+w,-w,-w,• "\Ve therefore determine the 
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Fourier component of (JCOl at once as 

(2:n)3 
<T(O) • 

- T- t5 (P1 + P2 - Ps - p4)bw,+w.-w.-w.u (P1 W1, P20J2, PsW3,p4w4) 

1 l/T 

= - J dT1 · · · dT4 J d 3r 1 · · · d
3r4 exp-i [(p1 • r1) + (p2 • r2) - (p3 · r3) 

16 -1/T 

- {p4. r4)] exp i (W1T1 + W2T2 - W3T3 - W4T4) y<0>(zl' z2; Z3, Z4). (14.11) 

As an example, let us perform a Fourier transformation in the ex
pression for the first order correction corresponding to diagram II of 
Fig. 35. We find easily 

1 ___!' __ "J ds yco> 
-[iw-so(P)+µ]2(2n)s-;;' P1 ,,,,;,,p 

1 
x (p,w;p1,W1;P1,W1;p,w). - (p~)+ ' 

iroi-so 1 µ 

which corresponds to the diagram of Fig. 44. 

1 V. 
Fig. 44 

fi fL/, ,0, • ru,,, 
Fig. 45 

Similar calculations, applied to the correction gives by the diagram 
of Fig. 45, lead to the formula(t) 

1 1 ___ _!"!_ ~ J ds ds y<o> ( _ . 
2 [iw-so(P)+µJ2(2n)6~. P1 P2 ,,,,,;,,,,,,P.P1+P2 p,p1,P2) 

1 1 x-.-- ---x. -
iroi -so(pJ) + µ iw2-so(p2) +µ 

x 1 yco> ( . -
i(w

1
+w

2
-w)-Bo(Pi+P

2
-p)+µ ,,,,,.;,,,fl PI>P2•P1 +P2 p,p). 

The nth order diagram for the @-function contains n squares (ver
tices) and 2n + 1 lines; of these latter, 2n -1 interior lines are con
nected at each vertex by the conservation laws Ip'= 0, I w~ = 0. 
It may easily be verified that there are altogether n independent integra
tions and summations over the momenta and frequencies of the interior 

(t) Four-dimensional notation has been used here: p = (p, w,.). 
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lines. The following operations are required for calculating the contri
bution of a diagram: 

(1) each interior line is associated with 

1 

iw' -B0 (p') + µ' 
(2) each external line is associated with 

1 

iw - B0(p) + µ' 
(3) each vertex is associated with the function 

Y~W;,,il (P1• P2; Ps• P1 + P2 - Ps) ; 

( 4) integrations and summations are carried out over all the inde
pendent interior momenta and frequencies; 

(5) summations are carried out over the indices a;, {J, ..• of the o'.f<Ol, 
joined by the @<0>-lines; 

(6) the result is multiplied by ± T"m/2"(2n)3" (m and the sign are 
determined from a comparison with the non-symmetrised technique). 

For instance, the diagram of Fig. 46 corresponds to 

1 1 TS ~ J 3 3 3 

-4 [iw -Bo(P) + µ]2 (2n)9 w,-:;w, d P1d P2d Ps 

y~ . 1 
X ay1 ;,,2,,, (p, P1 + P2 - P, P1• P2) ; (p ) + 

•W1 -Bo I µ 
1 (0) • 

X . (p ) + Y ,,,,,,;,,.,,. (P1• P2, Ps• P1 + P2 - Ps) 
iw2-Bo 2 µ 

1 1 

X i Wa - B0 (Pa) + µ i ( W1 + w 2 - W3) - B0 (pl + P2 - Pa) + µ 

X Y~~L,,,ti (Ps· P1 + P2 - Ps; P1 + P2 - p, P) 
1 

x. ) . 
i (Wi + W2 - w - Bo (P1 + P2 - P) + µ 

In the case of a point interaction, y<0> is independent of the momenta 
and frequencies. 

B. Interactions with phonons. In this case the only non-zero diagrams 
are of even order. Any diagram of order 2n contains 3n + 1 interior 

(elect.ran and phonon) lines 
p,+4-p.w,,,+ru,,.?-% and 2n vertices, which cor

responds to 

Fig. 46 

3n-l-(2n-l) = n 

independent integrations. 
The following operations 
are performed when evalu
ating its contribution: 
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(1) each interior full-drawn line is associated with 
1 

iw' -e0 (p') + µ'' 
whilst both external full-drawn lines (in diagrams for the corrections to 
the particle @-functions) are associated with 

lJap . 

(iw - e0 (p) + µ)2 ' 

(2) each phonon (dotted) line is associated with 

w6(k) 

w2 + w6(k) 
(3) the result is multiplied by 

Tn 
g2n (2n)3n (-lt (2s + l)F (=f l)F' 

where g is the coupling constant and F the number of closed loops on 
the diagram of spin s particles. 

Suppose we write down, say, the expression for the second order cor
rection to the '1)-function for a phonon, corresponding to the diagram 
of Fig. 47: 

l w~(k) ] 2 
2 T 

± w2 + w6 (k) g (2s + 1) (2n)3 

x ,,fd3p' - __ 1 _ -- 1 
~ iw1 -E0(p')+µi(w'-w)-E0(p'-k)+µ· 

The rules given in this section are related in a very simple way to the 
corresponding rules for finding the corrections to Green functions at 
T = 0. As is easily verified, the ap- , 

P.ttJn 
proximation to the temperature- ~ 
dependent Green function@ can be ;,4,---~---;,~ 

obtained from the expression for the ..o-n; {LJ,;-(1),, 
correction to the Green function G Fig. 4 7 

at T = 0 by replacing all the fre-
quencies win the latter by iwn(wn = 2nnT for bosons, and (2 n+l)nT 
for fermions) and all the integrals over frequencies by the sums: 

fdw···-+2nTi2:···. 
wn 

Let us see in conclusion how we can pass to the limit to the case T = 0 
in the new technique. When T tends to zero, the chief role is played in 
the sums over frequencies by large n, so that we can replace these sums 
by integrals. Noting that Llw = Wn+i - wn = 2nT, we get 

1 
T 2: -+ - f dw. 

w,. 2n 
It must be emphasised that, at T = 0, @(w) is not at all the same as 
G(w). The connection between these quantities will be established later. 
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§ 15. THE PERTURBATION THEORY SERIES FOR THE 

THERJ\IODYNAl\UC POTENTIAL 

There are cases when it proves more convenient to find the thermo
dynamic potential Q directly, rather than indirectly, via an evaluation 
of the Green functions. 

The correction to the thermodynamic potential is given in terms of 
the average of the <5-matrix by (see (12.11)) 

{ 

l/T ~ l 
L1Q = - T In (<5), <5 =exp - J Hi111 ('r)d-rJ. (15.1) 

The logarithm can in fact be taken in the ordinary form in (15.1); or, 
more precisely, a diagram technique can be developed for dealing di
rectly with Q. 

It is obvious from the foregoing that the diagrams which describe the 
perturbation theory series for Q are made up of closed loops. Typical 
diagrams are shown for both variants of a two-particle interaction in 

Fig. 48 

Fig. 48a, b, and for interac
tion with phonons in Fig. 49 
(the diagram in Fig. 49, I, is in 
fact equal to zero). 

.Z' 

CD 
I y If 

Fig. 49 

The diagrams of a given order of the perturbation theory series will 
include both types - connected and unconnected. The latter consist of 
two or more closed loops, with no lines joining them. Connected diagrams 
are obtained if, when dPscribing a term of the series for (<5) in accor
dance with Wick's theorem, 

(-1)" l/T l/T ~ 
- 1- J · · · J d-rl · · · d-rn(TT{Hi111(T1) · · · Bin1(-rn)}), 

n. o o 
(15.2) 

we can start the pairing with an operator appearing iu Hrnt(-r1) then 
~ ~ 

retun1 to H;.,1(r1) without passing over any of the Hint· In any other 
case, the diagram must be unconnected. 

Suppose an n1 h order unconnected diagram consists of k closed loops, 
and, for a start, that every one of these loops contains a different number 
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of vertices. The corresponding expression will be 

(-_!tf dT(l) ... dT(l) (T {EI. (i1>) ••• EI. (T(l))}) n ! I m, T Ult 1 int m, c 

where 

129 

(15.3) 

and the symbol (· · )c denotes the averaging corresponding to a given 
connected diagram. We now sum all the topologically equivalent dia
grams containing k loops of the type selected. Obviously this can be 
done simply by multiplying (15.3) by the number of such diagrams Fk. 
This number is the same as the number of methods by which we can acco-

modate n operators Hint in k different "cells" (· · ·)c, containing respec
tively ?ni• m2, ••• , mk places, i.e. 

F - n! 
k- 'ini ! m2 ! ... mk ! 

We get as a result: 

l-1r f dr<1> ... dT<1>< T {fl. (r<1>) •.• fl. (T<1>)}) 
m l I m, r mtl intm1 c 

l" 

Notice that we did not really need the assumption that each averaging 
(- · ·)c corresponds to a connected diagram of a definite type; instead, 
we could have simply assumed that(·· ·)c is the sum of all the connected 
diagrams with a given number of vertices. It may be concluded from this 
that the sum of all the unconnected diagrams containing k closed loops 
with ?ni, m2, •.. , mk vertices respectively is of the form 

where 

(15.5) 

is nothing but the sum of all the connected diagrams of order m for (<5). 
Obviously, 

(15.6) 

If some of the numbers m1 , rn 2 , ••• arC' the same, so that the diagram 
splits up into p 1 + p 2 + · · · +Pk closed loops, containing respectively 
Q.F.T. 9 
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'lni· m2, ••• , mk ('lni =/=- • • • rnk) vertices, it can be shown that expression 
(15.5) must be replaced by(t) 

__!___ £P1 __!__ EP· ... __!__ £Pk 
P1 ! m, P2 ! m., Pk ! m.k 

(15. 7) 

or, what amounts to the same thing, by 

1 ~v1 1 ~v. 1 ~pi 1 8 
-, .!:1 -, .!::2 ••• -, .!:1 ' ( 5. ) 
P1· P2· Pl· 

where the Pi (p1 = 0, J, 2, ... ) indicate how many closed loops of order l 
are contained in all the unconnected diagrams. On summing (15.8) over 
all Pi (the summations over different Pi are obviously independent), we 
get 

(<5) = L ~Ef'~~·· · · = L ~Ef1 L ~E~· · · · 
p,,p,, ..• P1 . P2 . P1 P1 . p, P2 . 

s, s, {~ + ~ + } = e e · · · = exp .!:1 .!: 2 · · • . (15.9) 

Finally, on substituting (15.9) in (15.1), we get 

Ll.Q = - T(E1 + E2 + · · ·) = - T{(<5)c -1}. (15.10) 

A very important result has been obtained: to find the corrections to 
the thermodynamic potential, we only need to find the contribution of 
the connected diagrams for (<5). 

As already remarked, the diagrams for (<5) are in the form of closed 
loops, and these can be evaluated in accordance with essentially the same 
rules as for @-functions. The only difference lies in the factor in front 
of the diagram. 

We mentioned in § 12 that t,he factor 1/n ! in the perturbation theory 
series (12.13) for the @-functions cancels out if we take into account 
the contribution of all the topologically equivalent diagrams, the number 
of which is in fact equal to n ! The situation is different when we evaluate 
(<5)c· The number of equivalent diagrams that give the nth term of 
series (12.12) will be equal(t) to (n - 1) !, so that a factor l/n appears 

(t) This can be proved as follows. When some of the m1, ••• , m" are the same, 
the Fk mentioned above is the same as the number of ways in which p 1 m1 + p2 m 2 

+ · · · + pkmk = n operators Hint can be allocated to p1 + p2 + · · · + p1, cells 
<· · -)0, containing m1 , m2, ••• , m1, places where, respectively, p1, p 2, ••• , Pk of the 
cells are the same. In this case F1r is equal to 

n! 
F" = -------------

p1!(m1!)Pip2! (m2!)P• • • • p,,,!(m,,,!)Pk
0 

<tl All the equivalent diagrams follow by taking all possible permutations of 
the n - 1 operators Hint in (12.12). One of the Hint must be regarded as fixed. 
When evaluating @. the beginning and end of the external lines were fixed, i.e. 
the operators 'Pa (r1 , T 1), -.Pp (r2, T 2 ) in (12.13). 
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in front of each diagram (assuming that only topologically non-equi
valent diagrams are distinct). The presence of a factor dependent on 
the order n makes the perturbation theory series for Q very awkward, 
especially in cases when we cannot confine ourselves to a finite number 
of terms but have to sum infinite sequences of diagrams. 

We quote some examples of finding the corrections LIQ, and confine 
ourselves for brevity to interaction with phonons. Only the connected dia
gram of Fig. 49,II, is non-zero in the second order of perturbation theory. 
We find its contribution from Wick's theorem, putting Q2 = - T 3 2 
(we use a four-dimensional notation): 

!J2= ± ! Tg2 f d4xd4y@~W(x-y)@~°](y-x)~(O>(x-y). 

It turns out that Q2 is proportional to the volume V of the system, as 
may easily be verified by introducing the new variable x' = x - y in the 
integral. The situation is the same in any approximation; this is to be 
expected, since the potential Q is well known to have the form 

Q = - VP(µ, T), 

where P is the pressure expressed as a function of the chemical poten
tial and the temperature. In future, therefore, we shall always give the 
formulae for LIP(P = P0 (µ, T) +LIP, where P0 is the pressure in the 
system of free particles). 

We have for LIP2 : 

LIP2 = =j= ~ g2 J d4x@~~(x)@~~(-x)~<0>(x). (15.11) 

If we change to the momentum representation, we have 

1 T 2 

LIP2 = ± 2 g2 (2n)6 (2s + 1) w~. J d3pdsk 

1 1 
X -iwt--e-

0
(_p_). + µ i(w

1 
+ w

2
) -i::

0
(p + k) + µ 

wij(k) 

w~ + wij(k) • 

The corresponding diagram is shown in Fig. 50. 
Let us take any diagram of order 2n. It contains 3n lines and 2n ver

tices. However, one of the 2n conservation laws turns out to be an iden
tity, provided the remaining 2n - 1 laws are fulfilled. Thus there are 
altogether n + 1 independent integrations in a 2nth order diagram. 
The extra law of conservation leads to the appearance in the diagram 
for (<5) of an extra factor /IJ(p = 0), proportional to the volume V of 
the system(t). 

(t) By definition, 
1 v 

t5(p = 0) = {2 :n)" J d3
r = {2 :n)". 

9* 
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The rules by which the individual elements of the diagrams are asso
ciated with the Green functions (and the vertex parts, in the case of 

/J,Uj,; 

Fig. 50 
13. tu,,p 

Fig. 51 

other interactions) remain the same as for the diagrams for @.The factor 
in front of the diagram of order 2n for the correction L1 P is equal to 

Mn= c-~~+l g2n (c2:)srn FF l)F c2s + l)F, 

where F is the number of closed loops, formed by single @-lines of the 
particles. 

We quote in addition the expression for L1P for the case of binary 
interactions. When the interaction has the form (13. 7), the second order 
correction to the pressure, corresponding to the diagram of Fig. 51, is 

1 T3 J 3 3 3 1 1 ---- 5' dp dp dp --- ---- --
4 (2n)9 w;.;;:w. 1 2 3 iw1 -Eo(P1) + µ iw2 -Eo(P2) + µ 

1 1 x --- --
iw3 -e(p3) + µ i(w1 + W2 - W3) -E0(P1 + P2 - Ps) + µ 

X Y~W;y6 <Pi• P2; Pi + P2 - Ps• Ps) Y;°i;pa (P1 + P2 - Ps• Ps; P2• P1) · 

§ 16. DYSON EQUATION. MANY-PARTICLE GREEN 
FUNCTIONS 

1. Dyson equation 
As in the absolute zero case, statistical problems at T =F 0 virtually 

always involve finding several of the first terms of the perturbation 
theory series as corrections to the Green functions. ·within the framework 
of almost any physical problem which is correctly stated, the formal 
parameter of the expansion of the diagram technique, namely the inter-

action Hamiltonian Hint> is not small; as a result, several infinite sequen
ces of terms of the perturbation theory series will give contributions 
of the same order of magnitude. 

We saw in the previous chapter that a summation of infinite series 
is carried out by the diagram method in the field theory technique. 
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The sum can be presented in this method as a diagram whose elements -
lines and vertices - are in turn the sums of an infinite number of diagrams. 
The association of definite expressions with the elements of such a dia. 
gram is performed in accordance with the same rules as for perturbation 
theory diagrams. This fact enables us to form different equations for 
the Green functions. We have already encountered one such equation 
in Chap. II; this was the Dyson equation, which expresses the Green 
function in terms of the mass operator of the system. 

Two properties of the diagram technique are fundamental to the 
formation of such equations: the topological structure of the diagrams, 
and the rules by which a diagram is associated with a definite expression. 
The diagrams in the technique at absolute zero and in Matsubara's 
technique are in general the same, whilst the rules for association only 
differ in that the integrations over frequencies for the first case are 
replaced by summations over discrete imaginary "frequencies" iwn for 
the second; to be more precise, the expression for the correction to the 

Fig. 52 

temperature Green function @ corresponding to a given diagram can 
be obtained from the expression for the correction to the Green function 
G at T = 0, corresponding to the same diagram, provided we replace 
thew in the latter by iwn, and the integral by a sum in accordance with 
the formula 

_!-_ f dw · · · --+ i T .I · · · 2n n 
(see end of § 14). 

The above-mentioned fact enables us to carry over at once all the 
results of § 10 to the T =F 0 case simply by changing the notation. In 
particular, the Dyson equation is retained in l\fatsubara's technique. 
It becomes, for a system of particles with binary interactions: 

@ {p) - 131(0) ( ) T ~ J d3 <r(O) ( • ) 
<xP - \!!lap P --(9 )3__, P1u 'l'i'l'a;'l's'l'• p,p1,P1•P 

~jf, W1 

x @~~. (p)@,,.,,,(p1)@,,.,e(P) + 21 @~~. (p) (2T2)s .I f dsP1 dsP2 
jf, C.U1W2 

X :!~?~.;,,.,,, (p, P1 + P2 - P; P1• P2) @,,.,,. (p1) @,,,,,, (p2) 

X@,,,,,,(P1 + P2-P) Y,,,,,,;,,,,,,(P1,P2;P1 + Pz-p,p)@,,,p(P). (16.1) 
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Here, :Tis the exact vertex part, with the same meaning as in the T = 0 
method. It is equal to the sum of all the compact diagrams with four 
external lines, each line being an exact Green function @ (examples of 
such diagrams are shown in Fig. 52). 

The Dyson equation (lG.l) is represented graphically in the same way 
as the equation in Chap. II (Fig. 53). A heavy line denotes @, a light 
line @(O), and a shaded square the vertex part :7. 

-=--+__Q_+-~~ 
{/ (!IP/ ~rv; fl ~ 

Fig. 53 

If we introduce the inverse @;;p1 of the matrix ®"p' equation (16.1) 
can be written as 

@-;l(P) = [iw -e(p) + µ]bap + (2~)3 ~ J d 3
p 1 

T2 
x:T~~;,,,fl(p,p1;P1,P)@,,,,,,(P1) --

2
(
2 

)6 ~ f d
3
p 1d

3
p 2 

jf, C.U1W1 

(16.2) 

We can write in a similar way a system of equations for @ and '1) in the 
case of interactions with phonons (Fig. 54): 

@;,,1(p, wn) = (iwn -e(p) + µ]bo;fl 

gT ~fd3 '@ ( , I '1)( / 
1 c'T( '· ') +(2n)3;:t P ~apP,wn) p-p,wn-wn) p,p,wn,wn, 

'1)-
1 (k, wn)= -w;J2 (k) (w~ + w6(k)) =j= (~~3 ~ J d 3p'®ap(p',wn) 

X ®pa(P' - k, w: - wn) c'T(p', p' - k; w~, w: -wn)· (16.3) 

The function :Tin (16.3) is the total vertex part. It is described by the 
sum of all the compact diagrams with two external particle lines and one 
external phonon line (Fig. 55). 

As in the absolute zero case, the total vertex parts at T =/=- 0 are con
nected by definite relations with the many-particle temperature-depen
dent Green functions. In Matsubara's method these latter are given by 
(11.1)-(11.4), which have precisely the same form as the corresponding 
expressions at T = 0. If we also observe that the statement of Wick's 
theorem is the same in both cases, we soon arrive at the conclusion that 
the many-particle Green functions can be found by using many-tailed 
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diagrams and retaining (in the r, -c space) all the rules of association des
cribed in § 14. 

A formal method is useful for passing to the momentum representa
tion. 

Let us take, say, the two-particle Green function 

(16.4) 

(the ip are the "Heisenberg" operators (11.3)); it depends on four "times" 
-cv -c2 , -c3 , -c4 , each of which varies from 0 to 1/T. We continue (16.4) 
in the -c1 domain from -1/T to 0, on the assumption that @11(1, 2; 3, 4) 
with -c1 < 0 is connected with its values for -c1 > 0 by (11.8); similar conti
nuations are made as re-
gards -c2, -c3 , r 4• On now 
carrying out the Fourier 
transformation (14.2) 
with respect to each of the 
-c, we discover at once that 
the frequencies corres
ponding to each "Fermi" 
variable (Fermi operator 
in (16.4)) can only be odd: 
(2n + 1) n T, whilst the 
frequencies correspon
ding to a "Bose" variable 
are only even: 2nnT. 

Of course any many
particle Green function 
can be subjected to a simi
lar continuation procedure. 

~=---- + 

---- + ----0----
I 
I 
I 

Fig. 54 

A=A·A· 
I 
I 
I 
I A. 

I 
I 
I 

·A·A 
Fig. 55 

+ ••• 

As in § 14, it can easily be shown that we can perform a Fourier trans
formation with respect to -c in every term of the perturbation theory 
series. The resulting rules of association are the same as the rules of § 14 
for the single-particle Green· function. We can also retain the connection, 
mentioned at the start of this section, between the diagram techniques 
at T = 0 and T =F 0. The expression for the correction to @11( 1, 2; 3, 4) 
is obtained from the expression for QII(l, 2; 3, 4), corresponding to the 
same diagram, with the aid of the above-mentioned substitutions w--+ iwn, 
(2n)-1 J dw--+ iT 2;. The existence of this connection enables us to 

n 
repeat word for word everything said in § 10 about the diagrams for 
many-particle functions. The perturbation theory series for @11(1, 2; 3, 4) 
can be reduced to a sum of all the compact diagrams consisting of heavy 
lines only, corresponding to the exact Green function @(1, 2). These 
diagrams are the same as those for the total vertex part :T, whence it 
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follows that a relation must exist between @11(1, 2; 3, 4) and :T. This 
relation is easily shown to be(t) 

n . _ (2n)3 J(2n)3 

® ap;yli (Pi• P2, Ps• P 4) - -----r_r- l-----rr- [@ali (P1) ® p,, (P2) b w,w. b (P1 - P 4) 

=j= ®ay(P1) ®pli(p2) flw,w,b (P1 - Ps)J ± @aJ.(pi) ®pµ(Pd :TJ.µ;vr(pi, P2; Ps> p4) 

(16.5) 

In the case of interactions with phonons, the vertex partc'T(pi, p 2) is 
cmmected with the Fourier components of the Green function 

by the relation 

(2n)3 

®ap(Pi· P2; k) = -----;_r- @a,,(Pi) @,,p(P2)'1) (k) 

x:T(pv Pi+ k)b(Pi - P 2 + k)bw,-w.+w· (16.6) 

As might be expected, equations (16.5) and (16.6) only differ in their 
numerical coefficients from the corresponding equations (10.17) and 
(10.21). 

Let us emphasise that the method of graphical summation can only 
be applied to diagrams for @-functions. It cannot be used for the per
turbation theory series for the potential Q, discussed in § 15, on account 

+ 

+ 

Fig. 56 

of the factor 1/n appearing in front of the nth order diagram. Diagrams 
of this type, unlike those for @,will not break down into separate blocks, 
and the result of the summation of an infinite sequence of diagrams is 
not obtained simply by replacing light by heavy lines. In particular, the 
graphical process illustrated in Fig. 56 is quite impermissible. 

(t) The coefficients in (16.5), (16.6) are most easily verified by evaluating both 
sides of the equation to the first order of perturbation theory. 
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2. Connection between the Greenfundions and the thermodynamic 
potential Q 

137 

We shall conclude by deducing some relations between the thermo
dynamic potential Q and the temperature-dependent Green functions. 
We start with the case of binary interactions between particles. Instead 
of the potential c7<0>, we introduce the potential t.c7<0>, 0 <A< 1, and 
differentiate the expression for Q: 

Q =!20 -Tln (@)) 

or, from (16.4), 

[)Q - T J 4 4 t:T(O) • II • [)}. - 4 d X1 ••• d X4c.! a{l;y6(X1, X2, X3, X4) @6y;,,p(X4, X3, X1, xd. 

On performing a Fourier transformation and using (16.5), we get (@(p, A) 
is the Green function for A=/= 1): 

X @,,.,,, <P1, A) @,,.,,, (P2• A) @,,,,,, (P1 + P2- p, A.) 

xc7,,,,,,;,,,,,,(P2•P1;p,p1 +P2-p)@,,,,,,(p,t.)}. (16.7) 

Notice that the expression in curly brackets in (16. 7) is the same as 
the right-hand side of the Dyson equation (16.1) with the interaction 
potential A c7<0>, i.e. 

[)Q _ I_T__ f s coJ-1 { co> } 
OA - ± 2/.(2n)3 f d p@ap (p) @pa(p, A) - @pa (p) - (16.8) 

On integrating (16.8) over A and using the condition Q(I. = 0) = !20 , we 
get the required relation 

1 

Q = Q ± _!_ Jal. _T y-J s co>-1 { co> } o 2 V ;. (2n)3 -;- d p@"p (p) aip"(p, /.) - @p"' (p) . (16.9) 
0 

Similar relations exist in the case of interactions with phonons; they 
express Q in terms of an integral of the @-function of the system over 
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the charge g. Proceeding in a way similar to that used for deriving (16.9) 
we obtain: 

g 

n - n J dg T ~1d3 . ( ~.:-~.:o±V g(2 :n;)3~ p[iwn-s(p)+µ] @aa(P,wn) 
0 

_ @<o>(p )) = Q + V Jg dg ~ T ~Jd3k w~ + w5(kl 
aa ' Wn o g (2n)3 ;:;;' w5 (k) 

0 

X ('Il(k, wn)-'Il<0>(k, wn)). (16.10) 

Another useful formula follows from the familiar relation between 
the derivative of Q with respect to the mass m of the particles and the 

derivative with respect to m of the total Hamiltonian H of the system 
(see Landau and Lifshitz [l ]) : 

(
o!J) _;oil\ 
om T,V,µ - \om/. 

Since 

oil 1 f + 2 s om= 2m2 1P<x (r)17 'IJ'a(r)d r, 

we obtain at once, from the definition (11.l) of the @-function: 

o!J 1 J 172 , 3 Om=± 2m2 [v;;@,,,a(r, r; -O)]r=r'd r, 

or in Fourier components(t) 

o!J _ ~ ~Jds P~ru. iw,1r: 
~ - =f= (2 )3 ..-. p 2 \!!Jaa(p, wn)e ' um m n wn m 

T-+ + 0. (16.11) 

On using (16.9)-(16.11), together with (11.6), which becomes in Fourier 
components 

o!J - - N - VT ~ f ds ru ( ) iwnT 0) oµ - - =F ( 2n)3 ;;;;;' p \!!Jaa p, wn e (•-+ + ' (16.12) 

we can work out the derivatives of Q with respect to the different para
meters. These relations express the thermodynamic potential Q in terms 
of the Green functions. 

We conclude by deriving a further formula expressing the potential Q 
in terms of the exact Green function al. AB already remarked, the presence 
of the factor l/n in the perturbation theory diagrams for Q makes it 
impossible to apply the methods of diagrams summation to the series 
of § 15. In spite of this, there is an interesting possible approach, namely, 
to carry out a partial summation and to write Q as the sum of an infinite 
number of diagrams consisting only of heavy lines, representing the exact 
@-functions (Luttinger and Ward [37]). 

(t) We shall show in § 17 how the sum over the w,. is evaluated. 
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To simplify the treatment, we confine ourselves to the case of binary 
interactions between the particles and assume a non-ferromagnetic 
system (@ap = <Jap@). We select from the perturbation theory diagrams 
for the potential Q all the compact diagrams, i.e. those diagrams of 
which no interior part represents a correction to a @-function (cf. § 10, 
sec. 2), and replace all the light lines by heavy lines. For instance, of the 
three diagrams of Fig. 48 b we should only take the first and second. 
The sum of all the diagrams thus obtained (with the coefficient 1/n for 
each diagram!) will be denoted by Q'. 

By definition, Q' is a functional of the exact Green function @. By 
varying in turn each diagram for Q' with respect to <J@(p) it is easily 
seen that the resulting series represents (up to a factor) the series for 
the correction to the exact Green function @(p), if we replace in the 
latter the product of the Green functions @<0> (p) and @(p), corresponding 
respectively to the extreme left-hand and extreme right-hand lines, by 
<J@(p). To be more precise, 

d3p 
<JQ' = ± 2TV .ff (

2
nf ~ {p) <J@(p), (16.13) 

where .E(p) is the self-energy part of the exact Green function @(p). 
It is determined in precisely the same way as the self-energy part in the 
diagram technique at T = 0 (see § 10, sec. 1) and is connected with @ 
by the relationship 

(16.14) 

If E is understood as the sum of the corresponding diagrams consisting 
of heavy lines, (lfi.14) is precisely the Dyson equation (16.2). 

We now form the expression 

J
. d3p 

Q = !20 =F 2TV :~ (
2
n)3 {ln (1- w<0>(p) E(p)) + E(p)@(p)} + Q'. 

(16.15) 

We show that Q = Q. To do this, we observe that Q, considered as a 
functional of E (or what amounts to the same thing, of @),possesses the 
stationary property, namely <JQ/<JE = 0, if al satisfies the Dyson equation 
(16.14). For, on varying (16.15) and taking (16.13) into account, we at 
once obtain: 

()Q = =F 2TV ,7' J (:~3 {- @(0)-! - E <JE + @ <JE + E ()@} 

J cl3p 
± 2TV ,7' ( 2 ~)3 E ()@ 

= ± 2TV ~ 1(:~3 {@ - (ll<Ol-~ -=-.E} <JE, 

whence follows our ast;crtion. 
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As at the start of this section, we consider now, instead of the inter
action potential c.7<0>, the potential t.c.7<0l, and evaluate <5Q(l.)/ol.. Here, 
in view of the stationary property just proved of the functional n, we 
can disregard the dependence of @ and E on A. Hence 

iJQ (/.) 
ol. 

iJQ' (/.) 
ol. 

where @(/.) is not to be differentiated when evaluating (JQ (/.)/ ol.. 
On the other hand, it follows from the structure of the diagrams that 

the functional Q' (/.) is the same as Q' at A = 0, if we substitute VI@(/.) 
in the latter instead of @(A= 0). We obtain from this, on taking (16.13) 
into account: 

iJQ' (/.) _ ~ r d3p __ 1_ J_ 
at. - ± 2TV-;-. (2n)3 V~ E(/.) at. (Vt.@(/.)), 

and on putting o@/ol. = 0 here, we find that 

On comparing this expression with (16.8) (and taking the definition 
of E into account), we can conclude that 

iJQ(I.) 
ol. 

o!J(I.) 
~-

(16.16) 

On the other hand, by definition (16.15), Q(O) = !20, whence, on inte
grating (16.16) and substituting I.= 1, it may be seen that Q = Q. 

Formula (16.15) for Q in fact holds for arbitrary (not merely binary) 
particle interactions. It is only necessary to understand by Q' the func
tional possessing the property (16.13). The existence of such a functional 
may be proved by a word-for-word repetition of the arguments given 
in § 19, sec. 4, for the case T = 0 as applied to the case of the temperature
dependent technique. However, the actual construction of such a func
tional is rather laborious, and we shall not dwell on this. 

Let us mention another expression. It can be shown that (see, e.g. 
the paper by Luttinger and Ward [37] cited above) 

Q = :-r 2TV ~1_i
3

J>_ h1 @<0> iwn/j 
0 I ';'"' (2:n)3 ' <5--++0. 

Hence (16.15) can also be rewritten as 

Q = ± 2TV .!:f d3
p eiw.,/! {h1@ -E@} + Q'. 

n (2:n;)3 (16.17) 
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§ 17. TIME-DEPENDENT GREEN FUNCTIONS G AT FINITE 
TEMPERATURES. ANALYTIC PROPERTIES OF THE GREEN 

FUNCTIONS 

The time-dependent Green functions G considered in the previous 
chapter still have an importance at finite temperatures, along with the 
temperature-dependent Green functions @. Later examples will show 
that the functions G determine the transport properties of a system, and 
in particular, the electrical resistance and complex dielectric constant e 
a..'l a function of the field frequency; in addition, they describe non
elastic particle scattering processes in solids. 

The single-particle Green function G(r1 - r 2, t1 - t2) has to be defined 
at non-zero temperatures as 

G""p(r1 - r2 , t1 -t2 ; En, N) = - i(En, N I Tt{W""(r1, t1)w,t (r2 , t2)} I En, N), 

(17.1) 

where W• if+ are the Heisenberg operators of the system. The averaging 
in (17.1) is over the states of the system with energies En and number 
of particles N. Definition (17.1) includes as a particular case the defini
tion of G at T = 0, when the averaging is over the ground state. The 
Green function (17.1) depends on the total energy E of the system and 
the number of particles in it. In quantum statistics, it is more convenient 
to regard all the quantities as functions of the temperature and the 
chemical potential µ, this being equivalent to passing from a micro
canonical to a grand canonical ensemble (see [l]). On averaging (17.1) 
over the ensemble, we get 

GlXp(r1 - r2, ti - t2; T, µ) = ~ e<Q+µN-E.,J/T Gap(r1 - r2, tl - t2, En, N) 
N,n 

· cn+µN-ii>JT - -+ = - iTr{e T 1 ['ij'"'(r1, t1)'iJ'p (r2,t2)]}. (17.2) 

The many-particle Green functions are defined by similar formulae. The 
phonon Green function is 

D(l, 2) = - iTr {e<n-R)/T T1 [q;p)q;(2)J} 

and the two-particle Green function is 

(17 .3) 

Gil(l, 2; 3, 4) =Tr{e(Q+µN-H)/TTt[W(l)w(2)w+(3)w+(4)]}. (17.4) 

The Fourier components of the Green function G(w, p) satisfy an 
extremely general relationship (Landau [33)]. To derive this, we note 
that the time dependence of the matrix elements of the Heisenberg 
operators ip, ip+ is given by 

Wnm(r, t) = 'IJ'nm(r)exp(iwnmt), 

1P;tm(r, t) = w.-tm(r)exp(iwnmt), 

Wnm = En-Em-µ(Nn-Nm) 
(N., = Nm ± 1 throughout). 

(17 .5) 
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In turn, provided the system is homogeneous and infinite, the coor
dinate dependence of the matrix elements of the operators w(r) is(t) 

'iJ'nm(r) = Wnm(O)exp [-i(Pnm·r)], 

w,°tm(r) = w,°tm(O)exp [-i(Pnm·r)], (17.6) 

where Pn, Pm are the momenta of the system in the states n, m. The 
Wnm(O) and w;im(O) in (17.6) are not dependent on the coordinates. On 
substituting (17.5), (17.6) into (17.1), we get 

G,,p(r, t > 0) = -i ,.!: exp[(.Q+µNn-En)/T] 
n,m 

X exp [iwnmt-i (Pnm · r)] (w,.(Ol)nm(W;i (Ol)mn• 

Gap(r, t< 0) = ±i ,.!:exp[(.Q+µNm-Em)/T] 
n,rn 

X exp [ -iwmnt + i(Pnm · r)J(Wa(O))nm(W;i(O))mn• 

We change from the spatial representation of the Green function to its 
Fourier components: 

G(p, w) = J J G(r, t)e--i(p·r)+iwtd3rdt. 

Integration over space gives b-functions of p + Pnm· Integration over t 
is carried out in separate stages, from -=to 0 and from 0 to=· We 
have to use here the familiar formula 

J
co • i 

e'"xdx =:n:Ci(a) +-. 
0 ~ 

Integration over t from 0 to = gives (Nn =Nm -1): 

(2:n:)3 .1; exp [(.Q + µNn - En)/T] (W"'(O))nm (wt (O)}mn 
n,m 

X b(p + Pnm) l +l - i:nb(w + Wnm)]. 
w wnm 

The integral over the t < 0 region gives 

±(2:n:)3 .I exp[(.Q +µNm -Em)/T] (W"'(O))nm (wt (O)}mn 
n,m 

X b(p - Pmnl l l + i:nb(w - Wmn)], 
w-wmn 

whence 

G"'p(p, w) = - (2:n:)3 ~exp [(.Q + µNn - En)/T] (Wa(O))nm (w;i (O))mn 
n,tn 

X () (p - p ) {~-1 - [l ± e-wmnfT] + i:n; () ( W - W )[1 =f e-wmnfT] lf. 
mn Wmn - OJ mn 

{17. 7) 

(t) See the remark on p. 54. 
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The course of the future arguments is linked with the dependence 
of Q"'fJ on the spin variables. If the system is not ferromagnetic (and this 
is the only case we consider), it follows from symmetry considerations 
that Qtxfl must be proportional to the unit tensor <5ap: 

(17 .8) 
1 

Q(p, w) = 
28 

+ 
1 

Qc"x(p, w) 

(2n)
3 ~:exp [(.Q + µNn - En)/T] 2-.; ~ l f I (1Pa(O))nml

2
<5(P-Pmn) 

X {-
1 

- [l ± C-WmnfT] + i:n;(5(w -Wmn) [1 =F C-wmn/T]l (17.9) 
Wmn -w J 

(s is the spin of the particles). 
On comparing the two terms in the curly brackets in (17.9), it will 

be seen that a definite relationship exists between the real and imaginary 
parts Q', Q" of the Green function (Landau [33]). We have in fact, for 
Fermi statistics: 

, 1 00 x Q" (p, x) 
Q (p,w)=- f coth-T , 

n _
00 

2 x -w 
(17.10) 

where the principal value of the integral is taken; in the case of Bose 
statistics, 

Q ' 1 f00 

x Q" (p, x) (p, w) =- tanh - - - - . 
n _

00 
2T x -w 

(17.11) 

In addition, it follows from (17.9) that Q" is always negative for bosons. 
On the contrary, the imaginary part of the Q-function for a Fermi system 
changes sign at w = 0; it is positive for w < 0 and negative for w > 0. 

It follows from (17.10) and (17.11) that Q, as a function of the complex 
variable w, is not analytic. However, there are simple relationships be
tween Q and two functions, QR, 0'1, which are analytic in the upper and 
lower half-planes of w, respectively. The function QR is written in terms 
of the real and imaginary parts Q' and Q" of Q as 

QR(p, w) =G'(p, w) + i coth 
2
';iQ"(p, w) 

for fermions, and 

QR(p, w) = Q' (p, w) + i tanh 
2
°:.r Q" (p, w) 

for bosons. Similarly, 

QA(p, w) = G' (p, w) - i coth 2~0'' (p, w), 

QA (p, w) = Q' (p, w) - i tanh 
2 
c;, Q" (p, w). 

(17.12) 

(17 .13) 
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The functions GR, GA satisfy the dispersion relations: 

ReGR(w) =_!_ f=ImGR(x)dx, 
'JT, x-w 

(17 .14) 

whence their analyticity follows by a familiar theorem of the theory of 
functions of a complex variable. 

It is easily shown that QR is the same as the so-called retarded Green 
function: 

GR(l, 
2
) = {-iTr{e<n+µR-ft>JT (w(l)-VJ+ (2) ± -VJ+(2)-VJ(l))}, 

0, ti < t2, 
and QA the same as the advanced function: 

A {0, tl > t2, (17.16) 
G (l, 2) = iTr{e<n+µN-H>fT (VJ(l)VJ+(2) ± 1j)+(2)-VJ(l))}, tt < t2. 

Indeed, we have, on carrying out precisely the same procedure for 
(17.15) as we applied to G: 

GR(p, w) = - (2n)3 ~ e<Q+µNn-En)/T l'if-'nm(O) 12 (1 ± e-wmn/T) 
n,rn 

xb(p -Pmn) {inb(w - wmn) -
1
-}. (17.17) 

w-wmn 
The function (17.17) clearly satisfies the relations (17.14). 

We can write formula (17.17) for QR (and the analogous formula for 
GA) in a rather different form: 

00 

GR(p, w) = J-e(p, x)-;--dx, 
x-w -ib 

GA(p, w) = J __g_(p,+x) .-"dx; fl-++ 0, 
X-W iu 

-00 

where e is the real function 

(!(p, w) = - (2n)3 _J; e(Q+µNn-En)/T l'if-'nm(O) 12 
n,m 

(17 .18) 

X [1 ± e-wmn/T]b(p - Pmn)b(w - Wmn)· (17.19) 

Expressions of the t.ype (17.18) were first obtained by Lehmann [28] 
for the Green functions of quantum electrodynamics. They enable us, 
in particular, to draw conclusions about the behaviour of GR, QA for large 

w. We find, in fact, on noting that the integral f e dx is finite: 

R A 1 Joo a ~a ~ -- edx. 
w -oo 
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On the other hand, we can find the integral of e by using the definition 
(17.15) of QR. Indeed, we have, by the rules for the commutation of 
Reisen berg operator at ii = t2 : 

QR(r1, r 2 ; t1 = t2 + 0) = - ic'J(r1 - r 2), QR(p; t1 = t 2 + 0) = -i. 

We express QR(p; t1 = t2 + 0) in terms of QR(p, w): 

QR(p, ti= t2 + 0) = f T dwQR(p, w)e--iwa, lX--+ + 0, 
'JT, -co 

and substitute into this the expression (17.18) for QR: 

1 co co --iw~ 00 

- i = 2n _£ dxe(x,p) _£ dw x ~ w - ic'J = i _[ e(x, p)dx. 

Hence, 
J e(x, p)dx = -1. (17.20) 

We thus have, m the case of large w, 

R A 1 G t;::;:jG ~-, (17.21) 
w 

i.e. QR, QA behave like the corresponding functions for non-interacting 
particles. 

The retarded and advanced functions satisfy an infinite system of 
coupled equations (Bogolyubov and Tyablikov [34 ]). There is no dia
gram technique for evaluating them, however, as there is for the tem
perature-dependent Green functions @. It is therefore of interest to 
establish a connection between QR and @. This is <lone by finding an 
integral form for @, analogous to (17.18). 

We can use definition (11.1) to write (-r > 0): 

@(r, -r) = - ~ e(Q+µNn-En)/T ewnm-c--i(pnm·r) l'iJ'nm(O) 12 • (17 .22) 
n,m 

Changing to Fourier components in (17.22) in accordance with the for
mula 1/T 

@(p, wk)= J cl-r J d 3r exp [iwk-r - i(p • r)]@(r, -r), 
0 

where wk= (2k + l)nT for fermions and wk= 2kn T for bosons, we get 
} ± e-wmnfT 

@(p, wk)= -(2n)3 ~ e<n+µNn-En)/T l'IJ'mn(O)l2 CJ(P-Pmnl · • 
n,m w,mn - i (JJk 

(17.23) 
The function (17 .23) can be written as (t) 

@(p, wk) = { e (p,;1 
-co X -iwn 

(17.24) 

(t) It can be shown that, in the Bose case, with wn = 0, the integral (17 .24) has a 
singularity at x = 0. It follows from (17.19), however, that e......, x for small x in 
this case. 

Q.F.T. 10 
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with the same e as in (17.19), whence a relationship is obtained between 
@ for wn > 0 and QR(w): 

@(wn) = GR(iwn), Wn > 0. 

On the other hand, it follows from (17.24) that 

@(wn) = @*(-wnl· 

(17.25) 

(17.26) 

A knowledge of the function GR(w), analytic in the upper half-plane, 
thus enables us to form, with the aid of (17.25) and (17.26), the tempera
ture-dependent Green function @ for all "frequencies" w,,. 

Much more interest attaches, however, to the inverse problem of find
ing the function GR, given @. Suppose that @ is known for all frequencies 
wn and that we have managed to find a function F(w), analytic in the 
upper half-plane, with the properties: 

We could then fairly soon show, by using a familiar theorem from the 
theory of functions of a complex variable(t), that F(w) is the same as 
GR(w) everywhere on the upper half-plane. 

The problem of finding GR(w) thus amounts to the analytic continua
tion of @(w,,.) with a discrete set of points throughout the upper half. 
plane (Abrikosov, Gor'kov, Dzyaloshinskii [31], Fradkin [32]). Although 
no general solution is possible, the analytic continuation can be perfor
med in certain particular cases. 

A special case is T = 0. In that case all sums over w must be replaced 
by integrals, according to the rule 

1 00 

T ,I -'>- - f dw. 
w 2n-oo 

In contradistinction to the time-dependent technique for T = 0 which 
was given in the preceding chapter, all integrals are here taken along 
the imaginary axes in the complex planes of the true frequencies. The 
external frequencies are also imaginary. 

The analytical continuation onto the real axis can be performed as 
follows. Let us take an arbitrary diagram for one of the many-particle 
Green functions @<n> or the thermodynamic potential Q and let us split 
up the expression corresponding to that diagram into parts in which the 
integrals are taken in such a way that all arguments of @<0>-lines have 
a well-defined sign. 

(t) The theorem in question says that two analytic functions coincide if they 
take the same values over an infinite sequence of points having a limit-point in 
the domain of analyticity. The sequence in our case is formed by the integral points 
im.., the limit-point being the point at infinity. 
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We replace each @<0> occurring in the diagram by G<ji> if w > 0 or 
by G<J.> if w < 0. Let one of the frequencies w (external or integration 
variable) be such that when it is replaced by zero none of the frequency 
arguments of the functions changes sign. Using the notation G<ji> and 
G<J.> enables us in this case to make the transformation w -+ - iw, since 
none of the arguments of G~> and G<J.> passes through the real axis. If 
we assume that after this transformation we can find another frequency 
which possesses similar properties, and so on, we can by successive trans
formations of this kind transform all frequencies onto the real axis. It 
is then clear that the arguments of all G<J.l functions will be negative, 
while those of all G<ji> functions will be positive, and those functions can 
thus be replaced by a<0>. We arrive in this way at the time-dependent 
technique for T = 0. This argument is naturally also completely rele
vant for diagrams which consist of complete @-lines. 

We must also note that if the diagram considered refers to a tempera
ture-dependent Green function @<n>, the function obtained by the proce
dure which we just described will just be the time-dependent Green 
function a<n> and not some other function. One sees this most easily 
from the example of the single-particle function @(w). If we have w > 0, 
it changes to GR(w), while if w < 0, it changes to GA (w). Hence, @(w) 
changes into G(w). 

The problem thus reduces to the question whether we can find such a 
sequence of frequencies that they enable us to realise the successive 
transformations w -+ - iw. In practice it is sufficient for this to show 
that there is necessarily one such frequency, since after the transforma
tion of that frequency the problem reduces to a completely analogous 
one, but with a smaller number of variables (the diagram is obtained 
from the original one by deleting one of the @<0>-lines). 

Let us consider an arbitrary diagram where the frequency w occurs 
in the arguments of some of the @<0>-functions. Let us denote these 
arguments by w, w + w1, ... , w + w8 • Let w > 0, and let there be 
negative frequencies among the wi. We shall now assume that w + w0 

has the smallest absolute magnitude of the negative arguments of the 
@<0>-lines. It is clear that if all other negative frequencies have a larger 
absolute magnitude than w0, the substitution w -+ - iw would be possible. 
If this is not the case, we perform a change of variables: w' = w + w0 • 

The arguments then become of the form w' - w0 , w' + Wi - w0, ••• , 

w', ... , w' + w8 - w0 • Since w' < 0, those arguments which were posi
tive remain the same when w' = 0. Those which were negative remain 
negative since the corresponding wi - w0 > 0. In that case we can thus 
perform the transformation w' -+ - iw'. 

The discussion given here shows that the time-dependent technique 
for T = 0 which was given in Chapter II can also be obtained without 
10* 
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applying the very artificial method of the adiabatic switching on of the 
interaction. 

If we know the retarded functions QR (w), :t;R (w) or the electromagnetic 
field Green function D~ (w) (see§ 29), a number of transport characteris
tics of the system can be determined. For instance, having found the 
pole of GR(w) for an electron in a metal, the time of free flight of the 
electron can be determined as a function of its energy, whilst the pole 
of :tJR(w) for a phonon yields the acoustic absorption coefficient. The 
function :t;~tl ( w) determines the dielectric permeability e ( w) of the 
system, and from this the low frequency conductivity of the metal (from 
the relationship e(w)-+ 4nia/w as w-+ 0). The method of analytic 
continuation in the technique of temperature-dependent Green functions 
thus enables us to go beyond the framework of the purely statistical 
problem of evaluating the thermodynamic potential; in essence, concur
rently with the evaluation of Q, we can also find the transport coefficients. 

But a whole group of transport coefficients (such as viscosity, heat 
conductivity, etc.) is connected with the many-particle Green functions. 
In principle, relationships similar to (17.24) can also be obtained for the 
latter. However, in view of the fact that these functions depend on a large 
number of frequencies (for instance, on three for the two-particle func
tions), the general relationships prove unwieldy. Moreover, in the majo
rity of cases of practical importance Green functions are required in 
which several of the arguments coincide (we shall encounter examples of 
this in the chapter on superconductivity). In this case the analytic pro
perties are the same as those for the single-particle functions, and relation
ships connecting the temperature-dependent and time-dependent quan
tities may easily be established for them. 

Let us take, say, the scattering of slow neutrons in a liquid, which we 
shall assume for simplicity to consist of spin-zern bosons. It is well known 
that the interaction of a slow neutron with an atom of a liquid can be 
described by a point interaction (see e.g. [16]): 

m+m V(r - R) = 2n nac'l(r - R), 
mmn 

(17.27) 

where r, R are the radius vectors of the incident neutron and the atom 
in the liquid, mn and mare their respective masses, and a is the scattering 
amplitude. On summing (17.27) over all the atoms of the liquid, we obtain 
for the energy of interaction of the slow neutron with the liquid: 

m+m V (r) = 2:n n a L c'l (r - Rk). 
mmn k 

(17.28) 

In the second quantisation representation for the liquid particles, V (r) 

is m+m 
V(r) = 2:n---"a1J!+(r)1J!(r), 

mm,. 
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where VJ• VJ+ are the field operators for the particles of the liquid in the 
Schrodinger representation. 

The transition matrix element for neutron scattering with momentum 
transfer q is proportional to 

a J e-i(q·r> (i IVJ+ (r)VJ(r) lt)d3r 

(i is the initial, t the final state of the liquid). We thus have, for the differ
ential scattering section (LI is the energy transfer): 

da,....., a 2 J d 3r 1 d
3r2 e-i<q·r,-r,) (i IVJ+ (r1)VJ(r1) It> 

X <t l1P+ (r2)VJ(r2) I i)Cl (Ei - E1 +LI). 

We sum this expression over the final state t and then take the ensemble 
average over the initial state i: 

da ,_, a2 ~f J d3r1 d3r2e-i(q·r,-r,) e(!l+µNi-E;)/T (i IVJ+ (r1)VJ(r1) It> .. 
X <t l1P+ (r2)VJ(r2) Ii) Cl(E1 - Ei -LI). 

On substituting expression (17.6) for the operators VJ(r), we finally get 

da ,....,a2(2:n)3 v ~ e<D+µNi-E;)/T l<i l1P+ (O)VJ(O) lt>l2 Cl(pfi - q) Cl(wfi -LI)' 
i,f 

(17.29) 

where V is the volume of the system, wit= E1 -Ei, Pti = P1 - Pi. 
Apart from a numerical factor, (17.29) is easily shown to be the same 

as the imaginary part of the Fourier component of the function 

K(r1 - r2 , t1 - t2 ) 

= -iTr{e<n+µN-H)fTT1{;p+(r1 , t1).;p(r1, t1).;p+(r2, t2).;p(r2, t
2
)}}, 

and in fact: 

da ,_, - Va2 Im K(q, LI) 
1 + e-Ll/T (17.30) 

K is the two-particle Green function with pairwise coincident arguments, 
and its analytic properties are in no way different from those of the 
single-boson Green function Q. If, in analogy with QR and @, we intro
duce functions KR and Sf, we can repeat, for them everything that has 
been said about Q, QR and @, after replacing the operators VJ(l), VJ+(2) 
in all the formulae from (17.1) to (17.21) by VJ+(l)VJ(l) and VJ+(2)VJ(2) 
respectively. 

To find da, therefore, we only need to find the temperature-dependent 
Green function Sf and construct its analytic continuation in the upper 
half-plane KR. We can then find the cross-section from the relations 

da ,_, _ Va2 Im KR(q, LI) 
l -e-Ll/T (17.30') 
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Formula (17.30') is sometimes written in another way: 

da =A S(q, LI) 
1- exp (-Ll/T) 

where A is a constant, and S(q, LI) is the so-called structure function 

S(q, LI)= 2:n Im KR(q, LI). 

It may easily be verified that S(q, LI) is the Fourier component of the 
average of the commutator of the density operators: 

([q(O), e(x)]_) = (2:n)-4 f S(q, w) exp [i(q·z) -iwt] d3qdw. 

A useful formula has been published for S (Cohen and Feynman [72], 
Nozieres and Pines [73]), which holds both for bosons and for fermions: 

1 oo nq2n, 
-
2 

J wdw S(q,w) = -
2
- (17.31) 

:n: 0 m 

(n is the density of the number of particles in the system: n = <e(x)), 
m is the mass of a free atom). 

It may conveniently be derived by using the equation of continuity, 
which is satisfied by the density and the number density current opera
tors: 

oe (x) . • Tt + div J (x) = 0, (17.32) 

where e (x) =1J!+(x)1J! (x), and where the flux density operator, if the particle 
interactions in the liquid are independent of the particle velocities, has 
the form 

Equation (17.32) expresses the law of conservation of matter. On applying 
it to the commutator [e(l), e(2)]_ at ti= t2 : 

(} 
oti [<p(l), <p(2)Ji-:-=t. = - div [j(l), <p(2)]4=t,' 

and using the commutation rule (6.2) for operators with identical time 
arguments, we find that 

(} iii, 1 
oti [<p (l ), <p(2)]4=t. = m divl [e (1) l71 (J (rl - r2) -2 (J (r1 - r2) l71e (1)]. 

On taking the average of this operator equation and using the spatial 
uniformity of the system, by virtue of which J7 <e (1)) = Vn - 0, we 
obtain in Fourier components: 

1 +oo nq2n 
-
2 

J wS(q, w)dw =--. 
:n:--oo m 

But S(q, -w) = - S(q, w), whence (17.31) follows. 
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It also follows from (17.29) that 
+oo 

~ J ~q, w) d~ =Je-i<q·r> ( (0) (r)) dr = S(q)n, 
2:n 1-exp(-w/T) e e 

-<JO 

where S(q) is the correlation function which we introduced in § 1 (for 
q =f= 0). This last relationship may be conveniently transformed to 

1 00 w 

2 
:n/ S(q, w) coth 

2 
Tdw = S(q)n. 

We conclude by showing how the sums over wn such as (16.12) are 
evaluated. We note that, for large wn, 

(this follows at once from (17.24) and (17.20)), so that 

T 2: @(wn) exp(-iwn-r) 
"'n 

(17.33) 

(17.34) 

is divergent for T = 0. This implies in fact, as is clear from the definition 
of @ (-r), that the latter has a discontinuity at T = 0. 

We shall take T to be arbitrarily small, but finite. The series (17.34) 
is now convergent. Using (17.26), we rewrite it as 

2T L' cos wn-rRe@(wn) + 2T .J:' sin wn-rim@(wn) 
"'n;;.o "'n;;.o 

(the prime on the summation sign means that the wn = 0 term is taken 
with half its weight). Since, by (17.33), Re @ tends to zero more rapidly 
than 1/wn as wn-+ oo, we can simply put T = 0 in the first sum. To find 
the second sum, we note that the wn for which wn T ,....., 1 play the main 
role in the sum over wn, i.e. large wn as T -+ 0. In view of this, we can 
replace the sum over wn by the integral (TE-+ (l/2:n) f), whilst at 
the same time we must, of course, use the asymptotic value (17.33) for 
®(wn). We have: 

, . 1 J= sin TX 1 . 
lim 2 T 2: sm wn Tim@ (wn) = - - -- dx = -2 sign T. 
~-+O wn;;.o :n 

0 
X 

We thus get the following rule for evaluating the sum (17.34): 

lim T .J: @(wn) exp (-iwnT) = 2 T ~· Re@(wn) -
1
2 

sign T. (17.35) 
-r-+O ro.n w.,,~O 



CHAPTER IV 

FERMI LIQUID THEORY(t) 

§ 18. PROPERTIES OF THE VERTEX PART 
FOR SMALL MOMENTUM TRANSFER. ZERO SOUND(t) 

WE SHALL start the present chapter by indicating how the methods of 
quantum field theory can provide us with a basis for a general theory of 
Fermi liquids. To do this, we consider a system of fermions with arbi
trary short-range interaction forces at T = 0. We considered the proper
ties of the Green function for this case in § 7. In particular, we established 
there that an excitation of the "particle" type corresponds to a pole of 
the function GR in the lower half-plane close to the real positive semi
axis of the complex variable e (tt), whilst holes correspond to poles of 
GA in the upper half-plane close to the semi-axis e < 0. Since both these 
functions represent analytic continuations of the G-function from differ
ent real semi-axes of the variable e, we can assert that, in the neighbour
hood of the point e = 0, !PI = p0, G is of the form 

a 
G(p, e) = I I . .ll • I I ' e - v ( p - p 0 ) + i u sign ( p - p 0 ) 

(18.l) 

where a is the coefficient whose meaning was explained in § 7 (see (7.40)); 
(J-+ + O; v(IP I -p0 ) is e(p) - µ, expanded in the neighbourhood of 
IPI =Po (remember that p0 is given by the equation e (p0) = µ). The coeffi
cient v in the expansion is the velocity of the excitations on the Fermi 
boundary, equal to p0/m*, where m* is the effective mass of the exci
tations. 

We consider the properties of the vertex part I'. This function, along 
with G, plays an essential role in the theory of Fermi liquids. We shall 
consider the behaviour of the vertex part for p1 close to p 3 , and p 2 close 
to p 4• We introduce the notation 

(18.2) 

(t) It will be convenient to denote the frequency variable in the Green function 
by E in this chapter. 

m This section is largely based on the results of L. D. LANDAU [35]. 
(tt) This corresponds to E >µfor the Green functions with fixed N, as defined 

in § 7. 
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where the energy-momentum transfer k = (k, w) is a small 4-vector 
(i.e. I k I~ p0 , I wl ~ µ). The simplest diagrams for such a vertex part 
are illustrated in Fig. 57. The expressions for these diagrams contain 
integrals of two Green functions. ·whereas there is nothing distinctive 
about the case k = 0 for diagrams (a) and (b), in case (c) the poles of 
the two Green functions approach one another as k -+ 0. As we shall 
see below, this leads to the appearance of singularities in I'. It should be 
remarked that, although the diagrams of Fig. 57 formally refer to the 

8~K~~K 
~ ,q+!j-~ ~-I( IJ,-1( tJ' Pz 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 57 

xx-k 
IJ +If tJ' IJ. 

(c) 

case of pair forces, the diagram of type (c) in fact remains distinctive 
whatever the interaction forces. 

Let us denote by I'(l) the set of all possible diagrams for I', not con
taining "singular elements" (lines G(p)G(p + k)). It may readily be 
seen that the complete I' is obtained by summation of the "ladders" 
illustrated in Fig. 58, where the vertices are the functions I'(l) and all 
the lines are singular. We can express such a summation with the aid of 
the integral equation 

r"{3,y~(P1· P2· k) = r~~~y~(p1' P2) - i J r~~~'Y1J(P1· q)G(q) 

d4q 
XG(q + k)I''l'Jf3,E6 (q, p 2 , k) (

2
:n)4 • (18.3) 

In view of the fact that I'(l) has no singularities when k = 0 (short-range 
forces), we can put k = 0 in it. 

We now consider the integral in (18.3). It consists of a term arising 
from the domain remote from the point e = 0, IPI = p 0 , and an integral 
over the neighbourhood of this point, which determines the singularity 
of the entire expression. If k is small, we can take this neighbourhood to 

Fig. 58 

be extremely small, and only the circuit round the poles of the G-func
tions is important in the corresponding integral. Since the arguments 
of the two G are close together, we can assume that all the remaining 
quantities under the integral vary slowly with q. In this case there will 
be a contribution from the poles only when these lie on opposite sides 
of the real axis. For this, we must have I q I < p 0 , J q + k I > p 0 , or vice 
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versa. Recalling that k is small, it is easily seen that I q j 1:::::1 p0 and e R:J 0. 
Thus in the part of the integral over q which is connected with the cir
cuit round the poles, the product G(q)G(q + k) can be replaced by 
A Cl(e) CJ(! q I -p0). 

The coefficient A can be determined by integration of G(q)G(q + k) 
over e and I q I; it is equal to 

2:n:ia2 (k · v) --x----
v w -(k · v)' 

where v is a vector directed along q and equal to v in absolute value. 
The product G(q)G(q + k) can therefore be written as 

2nia2 (k · v) 
G(q)G(q+k)= -v-X w-(k·v)Cl(e)Cl(jqi-Po)+p(q), (18.4) 

where p(q) represents the regular part of G(q)G(q + k), which is only 
important in the integral over the remote domain (so that we put k = 0 
in it). 

The limit of (18.4) as k, w--+ 0 depends essentially on the relation 
between w and k. The same applies to I' in the limit as w--+ 0, k--+ 0. 

We first consider the limit of I', rw, as w ~ 0, I k lfw--+ 0. 
We obtain in this limit using (18.3) and (18.4): 

r~.y6(P1,P2) =I'~~~y6(P1.P2)-i J r~~~Y11(P1, q)p(q) r;.~6(q,p2) (::~4· 
(18.5) 

We can eliminate I'(l) from the two equations (18.3) and (18.5). To do 
this, we write the equations in the operator form (the product is under
stood to be an integral): 

I'ro = I'(l) - iI'(l)Q?I'ro, 

r = r(l) - ir<1>(i<P +p)I'. 
(18.6) 

Here, it!> denotes the first term in (18.4). We get from the first equation: 

rw = (1 + ir<1>p)-1 r(l). 

We take the term containing p over to the left-hand side in the second 
of equations (18.6) and operate on it with (1 + iI'(llq.i)-1; this gives us 

r = rro + rwtJ>r. 

We find on writing this explicitly: 
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We now take the other limit, namely ikl--+ 0, w/lkl--+ 0. Denoting 
this by I'k, we find that, by virtue of (18. 7), it is connected with I'"' as 
follows 

2 2 

I'!f3,y6(Pv P2) = I'~.y6(P1• P2) - v~~:)3 f I':0,,, 11 (P1• q) I'!f3.<6(q, P2)d.Q · 

(18.8) 

Let us investigate the poles of the function I'(Pt, p 2, k) for small k 
and w. In view of the fact that I'(pvp2 ; k)-;?>I'"'(p1,p2) in the neigh
bourhood of the pole, we can neglect the term rro on the right-hand side 
of (18. 7). It may be observed in addition that the variable p 2, as also the 
indices {3 and (J, play the role of parameters in the equation. We can there
fore write I' near the pole as the product of two functions x"',,(p1; k) 
x/i~(p2 ; k), the latter of which cancels on the two sides of (18. 7). We intro
duce the notation 

(n · k) 
'Jl"''l'(n) = w-v(n -:/i}x"',,(pl; k), 

where n is the unit vector in the direction of p1. We obtain for v"',, the 
equation: 

p2a2 
(w -v(n. k)) v,.,,(n) = (n. k) (2on)3J r:o.,,'1(n, l)v'1;(l)d.Q. (18.9) 

Equation (18.9) has the same form as the equation for zero sound and 
spin waves (see § 2, equation (2.24)). We shall show in the next section 
that this result is quite justified, since the poles of r determine the spec
trum of the Bose excitations of a Fermi liquid. 

The quantity a2 I'"' in (18.9) plays the role of the function f introduced 
in the theory of Fermi liquids (§ 2). This quantity, has in itself no direct 
physical meaning; but it is connected with a2I'k by means of (18.8), 
and we shall shortly prove that a2 rk can be interpreted, up to a constant 
factor, as the scattering amplitude of two quasi-particles with jp1 I = 
jp2 j =Po at zero angle. 

Let us consider the auxiliary problem of the scattering of two particles 
in vacuo. Let the wave function of this system at t = -oo be a;i.,,a;f:6 <P0, 
where <P0 is the vacuum wave function. At t = oo the system has gone 
over into the states S (oo)a:,,,a;t6<P0 • The scattering amplitude for a 
transition of the particles to states p1 o;, p 2 {3 is proportional to 

-i(ap,0<ap,{3S(oo)a;.,,at_6) 0 , (18.10) 

where(·· ·)0 denotes the vacuum average. The operator S(oo) is defined 
by (8.8), i.e. when expanded in powers of Hint• it represents the sum of 
the integrals of the T-products of the operators VJ· 

According to (8.10), each of these T-products can be written as a set 
of N-products. It is obvious that the only important terms in our matrix 
element are those which contain N-products of four VJ-Operators with all 
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possible 1:ontractions. Since the contractions arc simply numbers, they 
do not take part in the aw·raging. There are tv.o particles in the present 
case, so that 

On averaging the matrix element (18.10) over the vacuum, this .LY-pro
duct gives a factor 

exp{i(r1 · P1) + (r2 · P2) - (r3 · p3) - {r4 · P4) 

- i (Bo (P1) t1 + Bo (P2) t2 - Bo (p3) l3 - Bo (p 4) t4)} • 

In (18.10) this factor is integrated over the coordinates along with an 
expression that only contains the contractions. \Ye obtain as a result 
the set of all diagrams with four vertices, the energy and momentum of 
every end-point being connected by the relationship B = Bo (p). 

This quantity corresponds to the last term of the two-particle Green 
function (10.17) introduced earlier, without the final c<0>.functions. In 
our present problem of the scattering of two particles in a vacuum, these 
G<Ol.functions are the same as the complete G-functions. For, by (7.3), 

c<0>(r, t) = 0 for t < 0. 

At the same time, a diagram for a correction to G alway8 contains at 
least one pair of Jines in opposite directions (t) (i.e. one c<0> for t > 0 
and one c<0> fort< 0), as a reimlt of which any cmTPction to c<0> is equal 
to zero. 

For the Emme reason, of the diagrams for the vertex part only those 
remain in \\hfrh all the c<0> linrs are in the same direction (to the left 
or the right), i.e. only diagrams of the type of Fig. 57 a. 

It follows from all this that thf' scattering amplitude (18.10) is equal 
to (t) r:tl•v~(p1p2, p 3p 4) le,=•.<P;l> where I'' is the vertex part for our 
problem. 

Formula (9.17), expressing the connection between the two-particle 
Green funC'tion and the vertex part, takes th<' form here: 

G~~y~(P1Pz;p3p4) = c<o>(P1)d0l(P2) (2:n)4 [Cl(P1 -p3)Clcx,,(Jtl~ 

- b(P1 - P4) Dtl,,Clcxi1J + iGcol(P1) c<o>(p2) c<o>(p3) cco>(p4)I';t1,yi1(P1P2; p3p4) • 

(18.11) 

The momenta in this formula arc connected by the conservation laws. 
\Ve can regard en· as the Green function of two particles (whence its 

(t) Diagrams of the type Fig. 4a are exceptions, but, as alreoily re"mnrk«"rl in 
§ 8, G<01 (0) must be regarded aR lim G<O) (- t) in sucb <liagrams, and this limit 
is hen> equal to zero. 1 .... +o 

(t) A constant factor is omitted in all the formulae; comparison \\ith perturbation 
theory (sec Chap. I) shows that it is equal to 4:n:/m. 
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name derives). The first term in (18.11) corrcspondR to imlepmdent 
motion of th<> particles, and the sPcond to their Rcattering by each other. 

Let us return to Frrmi liquids, and compare formulae (10.17) and (18.11). 
By (18.1), in the domain of smalls an<l Jpj close to p0 , the GreC'n functions 
arc VC'ry similar in form to thP functions for frpe particles. In order to 
be able' to rC'gard au as the Grl'en function of two interacting quasi
particlcs, it has to he divided by a2• Thi' free partide term will have in 
this case preciRely th<• same normalisation as for real particles with 
energies s (p). 

The second term in (10.17) corresponds to the scattering of quasi
particlcs. On comparing it \vith the C'Xpression for real particles, we can 
conclude that 

(18.12) 

plays the role of the scattering amplitude for the' quasi-partieles. 
In particular, if ;p1I = IP2 1 = p0 , si = 0 for all i. The scattering 

amplitude for small momentum transfer is now equal to a2 I'(p1p2, k) 
with OJ = 0, whilst the SCattPring amplitude at zero angle is a2 I'k. 

Equation (18.8)' C'Onnecting a 2 Fk with the function I = a2 r 00
, can he 

solvPd if we ai<sume that the spin-dependent particle intnaction has a 
purely exchange origin. \Ye can "Tite a 2 Fk in this case as 

P~ 2r" - 2-a = A(nv n.,) + B(n 1, n.,) (C11 • o.,), 
n v ~ - -

(18.13) 

whilst (p~/n2v)f = E in aceordanee with (2.28). The equations for <P and 
Z (Hee (2.28)) Rt>parate: 

rf'.. Jn, I A I <lQ A (n 1, n~) = "'(n1, n 2 ) - "'(n1, n ) (n , n2 ) 
4

n , 

(18.14) 

In an isotropic liquid, all the quantities on thP ]'prmi surface depend only 
............. 

on cos (n1 n 2 ) = cos X· \Ve expand them in Legendre polynomials, say 
A(x) = .E A 1P 1 (cos x). then at once obtain the following rdationships 
between the rocffiC'ient:-; of the expansions: 

A - - <P1 -
1 -1+<Pif(2l+1)' 

Z1 
B, = 1+Zi{(2l+1). (18.15) 
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§ 19. EFFECTIVE MASS. CONNECTION BETWEEN FERMI 
MOMENTUM AND NUMBER OF PARTICLES (t). BOSE 

BRANCHES OF THE SPECTRUM. SPECIFIC HEAT 

1. Auxiliary relations 

We shall first of all obtain some useful relationships for the G-functions. 
Suppose that our system is in an infinitely small field {JU (t), uniform in 
space and varying weakly in time. The corresponding interaction Hamil
tonian has the form Hint= J 1J!;(r) bU(t)1J!"'(r)d3r. If we pass to the 
interaction representation in respect of Hint' expansion of the G-function 
in powers of {JU gives us, up to first order terms: 

{JG "'p(x, x') = - J d4ylJU (ty) {<T (iji"'(x)iji: (y)ijiy(y)ijit (x') )> 
- <T (iji,,Cx)ijit (x'))) <1P: (y)1j!y(y))} · 

Here ip are the Heisenberg operators of the interacting particles in the 
absence of the field {JU. On using (10.17), we get 

lJG"'p(x, x') = ll"'p j d4ylJU(ty)G(x -y)G(y - x') 

- i J d 4yd4x1 • • • d 4x4 lJU(ty)G(x - x 1)G(y - x2) 

X G(x3 ---x')G(x4 -y)I'ay;py(x1, x2 ; x3, x4 ). 

Fourier transforming we have: 

{JG"p = lJ"'pG(p)lJU(w)G(p + k1) -iG(p)G(p + k1) 

where lei= (0, w). 

d4q 
xI'txy,py(p, q; k 1)G(q)lJU(w)G(q + k1 ) (

2
n)4 ' 

In view of the fact that the field {JU does not affect the spins, lJG"'p 
must be proportional to bap· On taking one-half of the trace we get 

{JG= G(p)lJUG(p + k1) - iG(p)G(p + k1) 

1 d4q 
x 2° j I'«/l,aP(p,q; k1)G(q)lJU(w)G(q + k1) ( 2n)4 • 

On the other hand, if we add to the Hamiltonian the term 

{JU (t) J 11'-;t (r)'l/'"'(r) d 3r = {JU (t)N, 

in the limit {JU--? const the function G is simply multiplied by 
exp[-ilJU(t-t')], which corresponds to the addition of -lJU to e. 
Hence lJG/lJU--? - {JG/& in the limit as w--? 0. We therefore find that 

~~ = -{G2
(p)},,, [ 1- ~ f I';'p,ap(p, q) {G2

(q)},,, (:~4], 
(t) These results were obtained by L. D. LANDAU and L. P. PlTAEVSKII and were 

published in part in reference [36]. 
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where {G2 (p)}w = <p (see (18.4)) denotes the limit of G(p)G(p + k1 ) as 
w ~ 0. Let us consider this relationship close to the pole of G(p). In 
this case we can write G(p) in form (18.1). On dividing by -{G2 (P)}w, 
we get the first relation 

(19.1) 

The second relation is obtained as follows. Suppose the particles have 
infinitely small charge {Je and the system is located in a magnetic field 
which is weakly non-uniform in space and constant in time. The term 
-(be/e)A is added in this case to the momentum operator in the Hamil
tonian. If the charge be is extremely small, the variaton of the Hamil
tonian is given by the term (-be/me) J "Pt (r)[p ·A (r)]'1p,,(r)d3r, where 
p is the momentum operator. As before we now get for the variation of 
the Green function: 

be i 
{JG= -G(p)-(p · A)G(p + k.,) +-

2 
G(p)G(p + k2) 

me -
{Je dq4 

x j I'af3ap(p, q; k2)G(q)- (q · A)G(q + k2) (
2 

)4 ' 
· me n 

where k2 = (k, 0) (we assume k small here). On the other hand, it follows 
from gauge invariance that, in the limit as k ~ 0, all the momentum
dependent functions must transform to functions of p - beA/e. Hence 
lJG/(be A/e) = - oG/op as k ~ 0. 

Consequently, in the limit as {Je ~ 0, k ~ 0, we get our second relation 
for G(p) close to the pole: 

aG-1 = - ~ = - _p_ = - P + j__ f r!,i p(p, q) !l {G2(q)h d4q . (19.2) 
op a m*a m 2 ·" m (2n)4 

We get a third relation by considering the variation of the G-function 
when the system moves as a whole with a small, slowly varying velocity 
bu (t). 

The variation of the Hamiltonian of the system amounts to the addi
tion of the term 

-(bu· P) = - (bu· J "Pt (r)P'l/',,(r)d3r), 

where P is the operator of the tot.al momentum of the system. The varia
tion of the G-function is given by 

lJG = -G(p) (P ·bu (w)) G(p + k1) 

i d4q + 2G(p)G(p + k1 ) j I',,p,ap(p, q; k1) (q · bu(w)) G(q)G(q + k1) (
2
n)4 , 

where k1 = (0, w). On the other hand, when w = 0, this transformation 
implies the passage to a new coordinate system moving with constant 
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velocity bu. The energy of the system must in this case change by an 
amount -(bu· P). The frequency e is here replaced by e +(bu· p), 
and consequently the Green function varies by an amount (8G/8e) (p · bu). 

We therefore obtain close to the pole, as w ~ 0, bu~ 0, 
(}Q-1 p i w d4q 
P&=~=P-2 f I',,p,,,p(p,q)q{G2(q)}w(2n)4 • (19.3) 

Finally, we get our last relation by considering the variation of the 
G-function under the influence of a small field {JU (r), constant in time 
and slightly non-uniform in space. The variation of G is in this case 

{JG= G(p)lJU(k)G(p + k2) 

i d4q 
-

2
G(p)G(p + k2) j I' txf3,ap(p, q; k2)G(q)lJU(k)G(q + k2) (

2
:n)4 , 

where k2 = (k, 0). 
On the other hand, the equilibrium condition 

µ+{JU= const 

must be fulfilled in a constant external field. In the limit, as k ~ 0, 
the chemical potential changes by a small constant -lJU. 

We therefore get, as k ~ 0, {JU~ 0, 
(}Q-1 i k 2 d4q aµ -= 1 - 2 fr tx{J,ap(P, q) {G (q)h (

2
n)4 • (19.4) 

This formula holds for all momenta. 

2. Proof of the fundamental relations of the Fermi liquid theory 

The fundamental relation of the Fermi liquid theory can be derived 
using (19.1)-(19.4), together with (18.8), connecting rk with rw. It is 
worth noticing that the last formula is suitable for r for arbitrary mo
ment.a p 1, p 2, regardless of whether or not they lie close to the Fermi 
surface. 

We start by substituting (18.8) in (19.2); this gives us 

p p i f w q { 2 d4q - m*a + m = 2 I' txf3,,,p(p, q) m G (q)h (2:n)4 

1 p~a2 
w ( q q) -2 (2nliij I',,p,ap(P, q) - m*a + m d.Q. 

It follows from (18.4) that 
., , 2:nia2 

{G-(p)h= {G"-(p)}"'---b(e)b(jp[-Po)· 
v 

(19.5) 

We substitute this in the first integral of the previous equation and use 
(19.3). We obtain after some cancellations when IP! = p0 , e = 0, 

1 1 Po J 2rw ) n (19 6) m = m* + 2(2:n)3 a ap,ap(X cos xd~..-. . . 
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It is easily seen that this is the same as (2.12), where a2 r:fJ,txf3 = 
Traa' f(x. o, o'). 

Let us prove (2.1). ·we consider expression (18.1) for G close to the pole, 
i. e. when !Pl~ p0 , s ~ 0. The coefficients a, v and momentum p0 in 
this expression depend on the chemical potential µ. By differentiating G 
with respect to µ it may easily be seen that the terms originating from 
differentiation of a and v with respect to µ are small close to the pole 
("-"(iPI - p0 )/µ or sfµ) compared to the term produced by differentia
tion of p0 • We thus get 

Hence, 

v dpo - a (aa-1) 
dµ - oµ e=O 

IPl=Po 

We substitute (19.4) into this and write Fk in accordance with (18.8). 
This gives 

v dpo . i f rw ) {(12 } d4q 
--;-dµ = 1- 2 afJ,afJ(p, q (q) k (2n)4 

1 p5a
2 f rw ( v dpo ) d.Q -2 (2n)3 v tx{3,tx{J(p,q) adµ -l . 

On substituting {G2}k in this in accordance with (19.5) and using (19.1), 
we find after some cancellations that 

v a:; = ( 1 + 2 (:~)3v f a2 r;:p,tx{3(p, q) d.Q )-1. (19. 7) 

The total number of particles in the system is defined by (7.37). We 
differentiate this relation with respect to µ, and get(t) 

d(N/V) = - 2ij. oG(p) _d4p = 2ij. oG-
1
(p) {G2(p)} d

4
p_. 

dµ oµ (2n)4 oµ k (2n)4 

We substitute (19.4) in this and write Fk in terms of rw using (18.8). 
This gives us 

d(N/V) = 2i j {G2(p)} _d.ip 
dµ k (2n)4 

+ f {G2( } rw {G2 } d4q d4p 
p) k tx{3,tx{J(p, q) (q) k (2;)4 (2~)4 

ip5a2 2 "' ( v dpo ) d4p 
-(2;tj3--;;f {G (p)}kI'afJ,afJ(p,q) (;d.µ -1 (2n)4d.Q. 

(t) For brevity, the factor e«t (t-+ + 0) is omitted here under the integral. 

Q.F. T. 11 
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We substitute (19.5) in this and use (19.1), obtaining as a result: 
d(N/V) . d4p w 

dµ = 2i J {G2(p)}w (2:;)4 + J {G2(p)}wI'a{J,a{J(p, q) 

{G2 } d4q_ j4p 8napg _ 8npg(a-1) v dp0 
x (q) OJ (2n)4 (2n)4 + (2n)3 v (2n)3 v uµ 

[ 
p2a2 ]2 1 v dp 

-8n (2:)3v 2f r:p,a{J(p,q)dQ-;:(l;• 

By (19.1), the first two terms on the right-hand side of this relation 
are none other than 

• oG d4p J d3p -2ij---=-2i [G(e=oo)-G(e=-oo)] -
oe (2n)4 (2n)4 , 

and this last expression vanishes, since, by (7.11), G vanishes when 
e ~ ± oo. This is also obvious from the fact that the expression is equal 
to the variation of the number of particles in the system when we shift 
the zero of the energy scale. 

In the last of the remaining terms, we express f a2 rwdQ in accordance 
with (19. 7); this gives us 

d(N/V) 8npg dp0 -aµ-= (2n)3 cIµ· (19.8) 

Integrating over µ we finally get 
N 8n pg 
V = 3 (2n)3 " 

Formula (19. 7) enables us to verify expression (2.19) for the sound 
velocity. All we need to do is observe that, by virtue of (19.8), (19. 7) 
is the same as (2.18). 

3. Bose branches of spectrum 
We now consider the subject of acoustic excitations, and for this 

purpose carry out an analysis similiar to formulae (7.32)-(7.33). We 
consider the time variation of the state of a system which is described 
at the instant t = t' by the function 

P"0 (t') = ...!'1Ppa(t')1P:+ka(t')cPi(t'). (19.9) 
p,a 

Here jkj <(:p0 ; 'l/!pa are the operators of particles with momentum p in 
the interaction representation. On performing the operations in the 
same sequence as in (7.32)-(7.33), we get the probability amplitude 

(P"ci(t) P"(t)) = T~ ....!' (iiJp,{J(t)iiJ:.-k{J(t}'IJ'p,a(t')ij}i;,+ka(t')) 
I' - p,p,a{J 

f GII ( I + k I k ) d3pl d3p2 
= - a{J,a{J P1, t 'P2• t; P1 , t • P2 - 't (2n)3 (2n)3 

- J II . d4pl d4p2 -iw{t-t') dw 
- - Ga{J,a{J(P1• P2, P1 + k, P2 - k) (2n)4 (2n)4 e 2n' 

k=(k,w). 
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We substitute (10.17) for an into this formula, and obtain 

<P-ri(t) P"(t)) =I [2 I G(p)G(p + k) (:~4 
- i I G(p1)G(P1 + k)I' tx{3,tx{3(P1· P2; k) 

XG(p )G(p -k) d4p1 d4p2]e-iw(t-t'Jdw. (19.10) 
2 2 (2n)4 (2n)4 2n 

The expression in square brackets (which we shall denote symbolically 
by ia II) can be transformed with the aid of (18.4), (18. 7) and (19.1). 
The aim of these transformations is to eliminate the terms containing 
integrations far from s = 0, IP I = p 0 • The method of doing this follows 
the same pattern as earlier in this section. 

The vertex part I' is expressed with the aid of (18. 7) in terms of rw, 
whilst an integral such as f rw<p is replaced in accordance with (19.1). 

The net result is that the function II is given by 

ll-- - d.Q+ -- -2pij I (k. v) ( pij )2J. (k. Vi) 
- (2n)3 v w - (k · v) (2n)3 v w - (k · v1 ) 

2 (k. V2) 
xaI'"'fJ"'p(p1,p.,;k) k )d.Q1 d.Q2 • 

' - w-( · V2 

It may easily be verified directly that the function II can be written 
in the form (p~/v(2n)3) J IIltx"'d.Q' where II1"'Y satisfies the equation 

( (k )II ( k p~(k •V) 1 f 2rw 1 n k ')d.Q' w- ·V) 1<XYw, ,n)--(--3 --
2 

a Y'l~(n,n) 1'l~(w, ,n 
2n) v ' 

= (k · v)c5"'Y" (19.11) 

It follows from (19.10) that, as in § 7, the value of <Pri(t) P"(t)) as 
t ~ oo is determined by the poles of the function II of the complex 
variable win the lower half-plane. The equation for the poles is obtained 
from (19.11) by neglecting the right-hand side. On comparing the equa
tion obtained with (18.9), we find that the function II1 corresponds to 
v. Since our interest is in Tr a J ll1 d.Q rather than in Ill> the only solution 
of equation (18.9) that we consider is the one which is isotropic in the 
plane perpendicular to the vector k. By choosing other functions P-0 (t), 
we can similarly obtain equations for all the components (with respect 
to both angles and spins) of the ""'r 

It has thus been shown that there can exist in Fermi liquids excita
tions whose spectrum is determined by the poles of the Fourier trans
form of the function I', i.e. by equation (18.9). These excitations obey 
Bose statistics, since the corresponding operators are bilinear with respect 
to the Fermi operators (see (19.9)). 
11• 
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We showed in § 2 that the different branches of the zero sound spectrum 
represent excitations of this type. In other words, we have determined 
the physical meaning of the poles of the function I' in the domain of 
small energy and momentum transfer and have proved the identity of 
equations (18.9) and (2.24). 

It follows from (19.9) that the acoustic excitations can be regarded 
as bound pairs of quasi-particles and holes with neighbouring values of 
momentum. 

4. Another derivation of the connection between the Fermi momentum 
Po and the number of particles(t) 

We shall now describe another derivation of (2.1). 
We write formula (7.37) for the density as follows: 

- = 2i - nG(p)-G(p)-..::.(p) e - --- , N ·J r o 1 o ~ l i•t d4p 
V os os (2n)4 

(19.12) 

where t -7 + 0, and E is the total irreducible self-energy part (G = 
(s - ~ - E)-1 ). The integral of the second term in the square brackets 
may be shown to vanish. To do this, we first of all prove that E(p) can 
be regarded as the variational derivative with respect to G(p) of a func-
tional in G, i.e. d4 

lJX=jE(p)lJG(p)-
2

P
4

• (19.13) 
( n) 

Let us find the variational derivative lJE(p)/lJG (q); to do this we con
sider the diagrams composing E, and successively vary all the G-lines 
in each diagram. Let us take, for instance, the self-energy part in 
Fig. lOc. If we separate in turn each of the three G-lines in it and denote 
the corresponding frequency and momentum each time by Sq, q, it may 
easily be seen that the result will be equal to the product of this G-func
tion with the sum of two diagrams, which represent simply the second 
approximation to the function r<1> (p, q) introduced in § 18, i.e. that part 
of the function I'(p, q), which does not contain "singular elements" 
with two identical G-functions. On applying this procedure to all the 
diagrams forming E, we get 

. d4 
Y' - _'!__JI'_l) - q_ 

{J_ (p) - 2 txfi,txfi (p, q) {JG (q) ( 2n)4. 

Hence it follows that 

(19.14) 

This quantity is symmetrical with respect to the exchange p .;?q, which, 
as is well known, is a sufficient condition for the existence of the func
tional X. 

(t) The derivation in this section is mainly due to LUT'.rINGER and WARD [37]. 
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The functional X can be represented as a set of diagrams that include 
only complete G-lines. It is clear from (19.13) that these diagrams are 
obtained from the diagrams for .E (the skeleton diagrams with complete 
G-lines) if wc "close" each diagram by a complete G-line. In order for 
(19.13) to be obtained with the correct normalization, we have to intro
duce a numerical coefficient, dependent on the type of diagram (for in
stance, if there is only one type of interaction, the coefficient is equal to 
1/n, where n is the number of vertices). 

The diagrams composing X do not change if all the frequencies in the 
G-lines are shifted by a small amount &<0>, since the limits of integration 
over the frequency are (-oo, + oo), whilst the Cl-functions at the ver
tices contain the same number of e; with the "plus" sign as with the 
"minus" sign. We obtain from this: 

c'lX -f Y' oG(p) d4E _ 
c'lefOl - - (p) oe (2n)4 - 0. 

Let us return to (19.12). The integral of the second term in the square 
brackets can be written as 

. f G o .E ) ia d4p 
- 2i (p) oe (p e (2n)4 

= - 2i j G(p).E(p)l~00 (:~4 + 2i j .E(p) 
0~~p) (:~4 • 

The second term here is equal to zero. As regards the first term, by (7.21), 
G(p, e) ~ G<0>(p, e) ~ 1/e as e ~ oo, i.e . .E(p) cannot increase propor
tionally toe and G(p)E(p) ~ 0 as e ~ oo. We have thus proved that the 
integral of the second term in (19.12) vanishes. Hence 

N ·J o I G i•t d4p -= 2i - n (p)e --. v oe (2n)4 
(19.15) 

As already mentioned in § 7, although the G-function is not analytic, 
the function GR(e), equal to G(e) fore> 0 and G*(e) fore< 0, is analytic 
in the upper half-plane. It can also be shown that GR has no zeros in the 
upper half-plane Ct). Hence it follows that 

00 0 

N - . J ~l G ( i•t d4p . l' de l' _d3p ~In G(p) 
v - 2

i -00 oe n R p)e (2n)4 + 2 i -co 2n (2n)3 oe G*(p) 

0 • 
. • de l' d3p o G(p) 2i l' d

3
p G(p) lo 

= 
2

i _L 2n (2n)3 oe In G*(p) = 2n (2n)3 ln G*(p) -00 

(in the integral containing GR, the contour can be shifted into the region 
Im e = oo, after which the integral vanishes). 

(t) The proof is the same as for the absence of zeros of the complex dielectric 
constant e(w) in the upper half-plane of the variable w (see [47], § 62). 
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If we denote the phase of the G-function by <p, we have 

N 2 r d 3p 
V = --;: (2n)3 [<p(O) - <p(-oo)]. 

We consider the variation of the phase <p on passing from e = 0 to 
e = -oo. We know from§ 7 that Im G > 0 fore< 0, whilst Im G = 0 
at e = 0. AB e ~ - oo, Im G decreases more rapidly than Re G, and 
Re G ~ 1/e < 0. Since Im G has a definite sign, the point in the complex 
G plane, corresponding to Im G and Re G for a given e, only moves in 
the upper half-plane, i.e. the phase can only vary from 0 to n. Since 
ImG/ReG~-0 when e~-oo, we have <p(-oo) =n. The value 
of the phase ate= 0 is determined by the sign of Re G(O, p) G(O, p). 
If G(O, p) > 0, then <p(O) = 0. If G(O, p) < 0, then <p(O) = n. 

We therefore obtain from (19.15): 

N = 2 f ~~. (19.16) 
V (2n)3 

G(O,p)>O 

The region G(O, p) > 0 is bounded by a surface on which G either 
vanishes or becomes infinite. Vanishing of G(O, p) (l: ~ oo) would appear 
to correspond to superconductivity (see § 34). As regards G(O, p) be
coming infinite, this is the case in an ordinary Fermi liquid and occurs 
on the Fermi surface. 

In the neighbourhood of the Fermi surface (in the present case IP I = p0), 

G(O, p) =-a/~, where a> 0, i.e. the G(O, p) > 0 region corresponds 
to ~ < 0 (the interior of the Fermi sphere). On integrating in (19.16), 
we get (2.1). 

5. Specific heat 

We have so far considered Fermi liquids at T = 0. The properties of 
Fermi liquids at non-zero temperatures are also of interest. It seems 
reasonable to expect that, in the case of low temperatures, all the func
tions will be determined by the values of the fundamental characteris
tics of the Fermi liquid at T = 0. This will be demonstrated by working 
out the specific heat. The method to be employed for obtaining the tem
perature correction may prove valuable for other calculations. 

We shall start from expression (16.12) for the total number of particles 
in the system as a function of µ and T: 

N(µ, Tl= 2 T """' f d3p @(e p)ei"" 
V ~ (2n)3 ' • 

T-++O 

(19.17) 

A knowledge of this function enables us to determine the entropy from 
the thermodynamic relation 

(19.18) 
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Let us consider the @-function appearing in the expression for N. If 
we recall that this is the complete @-function, obtained as a result of 
adding all the diagrams containing sums over the frequencies, it becomes 
clear that @(e, p) depends on the temperature not only through the 
discrete variable e = :rcT(2n + 1). 'Ve shall therefore denote it here 
by @(T; e, p). As we know from Chap. III, @is connected with the self
energy part E by the relation 

@-1 (T; e, p) = @<0>-1 (e, p) -E(T; e, p). (19.19) 

Notice that @<0>(e,p) depends only on the temperature throughe. Now let 
T ~ 0, but at the same time e = const. Equation (19.19) now becomes 

@-1 (0; e,p) = @<0>-1 (e, p) -E(O; e, p). (19.20) 

We find from (19.19) and (19.20) that 

@-l(T; e,p) = @-1 (0; e,p) - [E(T; e,p) - E(O; e,p)]. (19.21) 

The quantity E(O; e,p) differs from E(T; e,p) in that all the sums over 
frequencies in it are replaced by integrals, in accordance with the for
mula 1 00 

TI~ - f de. 
e 2:rc -oo 

At low temperatures, the difference E(t) -E(O) can be found as follows. 
We consider two similar diagrams for E(T) and E(O), say E 1 (T) and 
E1 (0). 'Ve shall regard these diagrams as composed of complete @-lines. 
If we were to replace all the sums in E1 ( T) by integrals, this diagram 
would still differ from E1 (0) by virtue of the difference of one of its 
components @(T) from @(0). To a first approximation it is sufficient 
to take into account the difference of one of the @(T) from @(0), and 
to regard the rest as equal to @(0). Another contribution to the difference 
E1 (T) - E1 (0) is due to the presence of sums instead of integrals. If the 
corresponding frequency is small, this difference is of the order T. To a 
first approximation these frequency regions will be significant, in which 
one of the @-lines has a frequency of the order T, whilst all the rest have 
much higher frequencies. In view of this we can split off the @-line 
with low frequency, and in all the remaining places replace the sums 
by integrals and all the @(T) by @(0). 

We therefore need to vary the diagram for E1 over all the @-lines 
appearing in it. The working here is precisely the same as in the previous 
section. On applying this procedure to all the diagrams composing E, 
we obtain 
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On applying formula (19.21) and solving this equation for .E(T) -.E(O) 
(to do this, it is sufficient to write the equation for cY, analogous to 
(18.3)), we find that 

.E(T; e, p) -1:(0; e, p) 

1 [ ~ 1 J ] J d3
q . . . (19.22) ~2 T7;-2n ds1 (2n)3cY"fl,afl(O,e,p,e1,q)@(O,e1,q). 

This gives us, using (19.21), for the first approximation to @(T): 

@(T;e,p)=@(O;e,p)+ ~ @2 (0;e,p)[Tf- 2~Jds1] 

J d3q 
X (

2
n)3 cY afl,afl (0; e, p; e1, q) 61 (0; e1, q). 

We substitute this expression into (19.17) and subtract (1/V)N(µ, 0) 
from the result. We can obviously write, up to first order terms: 

~ [N(µ, T) - N(µ, O)] = 2 [ T f- 2~ f de] @(O; e, p) 

+ 2~J de (~~3 @2 (0; e,p) [ T f- 2~J ds1 ] 

J d3q 
X (

2
n)3cY a{l,afl(O; e, p; e1, q)@ (0; e1, q) 

=2[T f- 2~f delf (~~3 @(0;e,p) 

l 1 J dq J' d
3
q . . 2 • ] X 1+2 

2
n (

2
n)3 Y,.p,ap(O,e,p,e1,q)@ (O,e1,q). 

We have used in this last equation the symmetry property 

J a{l,o;fl(e, p; el, q) = cY <>fl,o;fl(e1, q; e, p). 

(19.23) 

This expression can be modified to some extent. By proceeding as in 
deriving (19.4), we can obtain a formula for the finite temperature case 
which is analogous to (19.4): 

o@-1 (T;e,p) 1 J d3 q . . 2 . 
oµ -=1+2T,f: (2n)3 Y,.p,,.p(T,e,p,el'q)@ (T,e1,q). 

We obtain in the limit as T--+ 0 when e = const: 

o _1 . _ 1 Jd.c.1J d
3
q . . 2 . oµ@ (O,e,p)-1+ 2 2

n (2n)3 cY"fl,afl(O,e,p,el'q)@ (O,epq). 

On substituting in (19.23), we get 

~ [N(µ, T) - N(µ, O)] = 2 r T f- 2~ f d.c. l f (~~3 @(0; e, p) 

X :µ @-
1
(0;e,p) = -2 r T f- 2~f de] f (~~a 0:ln@(O;e,p). 
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Differentiating this with respect to the temperature with µ = const, 
and comparing it with (19.18), we have 

S = - 2 ~ [T ""i'f j3

~ ln@(O· e p)]. (19.24) 
V oT "'E" (2n)3 ' ' 

The rest of the calculations proceeds as follows. We use the connection 
between the temperature-dependent function @ and the retarded and 
advanced Green functions, and write (19.24) for the entropy as the sum 
of two contour integrals: 

S =-2~{J d
3

p-[_}_ Jtanh~lnGR(e,p)de 
V oT (2n)3 4ni 2 T 

c, 

+ 4 ~i j tanh 2
8
Tln GA(e, p) de]} 

= 2 J (~~3 2 n~ T f J e (- o~;e(e)) In GR(e, p)de le, 
+ J c,(- 0

;;)1nGA(e,p)ds], 

where np is the Fermi function, and the contours 01, 0 2 are given in 
Fig. 59a. The function GR has no zeros in the upper half-plane, and GA 
none in the lower half-plane(t). Using this property, and also the ana
lyticity of GR, GA in the appropriate half-planes and the rapid decreases 
of 8np/oe as e--+ ± oo, we can arrange Cv C2 along the real axis (see 
Fig. 59 b); this gives us 

s J d3p 1 Joo ( onp(s)) 
V = 2 (2n)3 2ni T -oo e - ~ [lnGR(s, P) -lnGA(e, p)]ds. 

On applying the usual rule for finding integrals containing Fermi 
functions W, we find that 

.§__ = 2n2 T _1_ J d3
p [G-1 oGR -a-:l oGA] 

V 3 2ni (2n)3 R oe A oe •=O 

= 2n2 T ___!__ J d3
p_ 2 Im [G-1 oGR] . 

3 2n (2n)3 R Oe e=O 

The last equality is connected with the fact that GJl =GA on the real 
axis. It is easily seen that the integration over p is performed close to 
the Fermi surface. On substituting GR ~ a/(e - ~ + i b), we get 

S =pom* T 
v 3 . (19.25) 

The specific heat is obviously equal to the entropy. 

(t) 8ee the footnote on p. 165. 

Jco onp(s) :n;2 [02'] (t) /(s)--de = -f(0)--'112 - + .... 
-co Be 6 Bs2 •=O 
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Notice that our derivation of the temperature correction only made use 
of the neighbourhood of the point e = 0, ~ = 0, i.e. the real poles of GR(orG) 

at T = 0. This situation would seem 
to hold for any first order tempera
ture corrections. In other words, to 

====~=s====:c.:--r a first approximation the tempera
-: c.' ture corrections must always be 

'2 determined by the poles of the func
tion G (or I') at T = 0, i.e. they 

(bl 
Fig. 59 

are determined by the spectrum of 
the elementary excitations. 

6. Damping of quasi-particles in a Fermi liquid (t) 

The basic parameters characterising the energy spectrum of a Fermi 
liquid, i.e. the constants a and v, vary weakly as functions of the tempera
ture. It is clear from general considerations that the corrections must 
be proportional to (T/ep)2• It is not possible to say this about the damping. 
The example of a rarefied gas discussed in § 2 (the footnote on p. 17) showed 
that the damping must be proportional to e2 for e ~ T and proportional 
to T 2 for e ~ T. Iu view of this, it is of interest to consider the case of 
finite temperatures when evaluating the damping. 

The damping of the quasi-particles is due to various collision processes 
in which two or more quasi-particles can participate. Degeneration 
limits the domains of phase space accessible to the quasi-particles 
on scattering, and it can therefore be assumed that the most probable 
processes are those in which two quasi-particles participate. 

The quasi-particle damping is determined by the imaginary part of 
the retarded Green function GR(e,p) at small frequencies e and momenta 
p, close to the limiting Fermi momentum. In the previous section the 
fiI"St term of the temperature expansion of GR was evaluated. It was 
obtained by the replacement, in each diagram for the temperature
dependent self-energy part .E(e,p), of all the summations over the dis
crete frequencies ew except one, by integration. In other words, we 
extracted one line from each diagram for .E and assumed that this line 
correspond to a low frequency. The remaining frequencies were assumed 
large and the corresponding sums were replaced by integrals. 

However, the temperature correction to GR thus obtained turns out 
to be purely real. This means that we must evaluate the next term in 
the expansion in e and T. To do this, we have to suppose that there are 
two low frequencies instead of one in each diagram, and in view of this 
there must be two summations of discrete frequencies instead of one. 
This corresponds to splitting off three @-lines in the diagrams for the 

(t) This section is based on G. lVL ELIASHEERG's paper [74]. 
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temperature-dependent self-energy part. A diagram now has the form 
illustrated in Fig. 60. As earlier, there are several possible methods of 
carrying out this splitting off. 'Ve shall assume that the remaining fre-

Im .,2 =O 

Fig. 61 

quencies are high, so that we can put T = 0 and q = 82 = 83 = 0 in 
the vertex parts represented by shaded squares in Fig. 60. 'Ve thus 
obtain 

T2 
- (2 )6 2: f d 3Pid3P2I'1(P, P2; Pv P + P2 - Pi) 

JC Ei,Ea 

X I'2 (p + P2 - Pi· Pi; P2• P) @(P1)@(P2)@(p + P2 - Pi), (19.26) 

where I'i and I'2 correspond to a definite diagram and a definite method 
of splitting off the three lines (summation over the spins is also under
stood here). 

'Ve now pass from summation over the imagillary parts to integration 
over the real parts. We shall first do this for 82. In accordance with the 
analytic properties of @ and the G-functions, we can replace the sum 
over 82 by a contour integral: 

- 2(:n)7 i J d3Pi d3p 2I'i I'2 lei~• @(8i) J d82 tanh (82/2 T) 

x GR.A (82)GRA (82 + i8 - i8i) + 2: @(ei) r de2 tanh (82/2 T) 
E1<E 6' 

X GRA(82)GRA (82+i8-i8i) + @(8) J d82 tanh (82/2 T) GR.A (82)J. 
The contour C is illustrated in Fig. 61. The contour C' differs from C 
in that the line Im 82 = 8i - 8 lies below the line Im 82 = 0. The contour 
C" contains one horizontal piece. GR.A (8) denotes GR (8) if Im (e) > 0 
and GA (8) if Im (e) < 0. The integral over the large circle vanishes, so 
that there only remain the integrals over the horizontal lines. This gives 

T J oo 
--(

2 
)7 J d3p1d 3p 2I'iI'2 l ~ @(ei) J d82 tanh (82/2T) [Im GR(8) 

:n: ~· ~ 
00 

XGA(82 +i8-iq)+ImGR(82)GR(82 +i81-i8)]+ ~ @(8i) J de2 
E1<E -00 

X tanh (82/2T) [Im GR(82)GR(82 + i8-iq) + ImGR(82)GA (82 + iq -i8)] 

00 l 
+@(8) J d82 tanh (82/2T) Re GR(82) ImGR(82)J" (19.27) 
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We have made use here of the relationship G.A(e) = G~(s), so that 
GR(s) - GA (s) = 2i Im GR (e), and also of the periodicity tanh (x + i:n:n) 
= tanh x. 

'Ve now perform the same replacement of the sum by a contour inte
gral for er In this case we obtain (e > 0): 

i I 00 00 

----:- )BJ d3p1 d3p 2I'1I'2l f ds1 coth (ei/2 T) GR(ei+is) J de2 tanh(e2/2 T) 
~:n: ~ ~ 

X [Im GR(s2 ) Im GR(e2 + e1) - Im GR(s2 ) Im GR(s2 - s1)] 

00 00 

+ J dei tanh (e1/2 T) Im GR (s1) J ds2 tanh (s2/2T) 
-90 ~ 

X [Im GR(s2) GR(e2 + ie - s1) +Im GR(s2) GA (s2 + 8i - is)]}. (19.28) 

'Ve remark here that the circuit round the pole of coth (s1/2 T) at e1 = 0 
cancels with the last term in (19.27). 

In order to find the contribution to Im .ER(s1p) it is sufficient to 
replace ie by e + i (J and take the imaginary part. The result can be 
written in the form 

( 2~)8 J d3p1d3p 2I'1I'2 J de1de2 Im GR(sp p1) Im GR(e2 , p2 ) 

X Im GR(e2 + e -ei, p2 + p - P1) (tanh (s1/2 T) - coth [(Ci - s)/2 Tl) 

X (tanh (s2/2 T) - tanh [(e2 + e - e1)/2 TJ). (19.29) 

Since we are interested in small e, small 8i and e2 and momenta close 
to p 0 are important in the integrals. Now, Im GR (e, p) ~ -a:n:b [e - .;(p)]. 
This method thus actually enables us to take account of the binary 
quasi-particle interactions. On summing over all different ways of splitting 
off three lines, then over all the diagrams, we obtain an expression that 
differs from (19.29) by the factor 

1 
2I'(p1, P2; Pv P + P2 - P1) I'(p + P2- Pi, P1; P2• P) 

1 
= 2 II'(p, P2; P1, P + P2 - P1)i2 

1 
instead of I'1 I'2. The factor 

2 
owes its origin to the fact that two of the 

three lines split off are equivalent. As we shall see in a moment, expression 
(19.29) is of the order e2/p0 v or T 2/p0 v. 'Ve mention without offering a 
proof that the splitting off of more than three real lines in the diagrams 
for .E leads to higher order terms. 

On substituting a CJ-function for Im GR(e, p) and noting that the inte
gration over the momenta proceeds close to the Fermi surface. i.e. 
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dp -+ (p'5/v) ~dQ, we obtain from (HJ.29): 

n JdQ1dQ2 a2 P6 2 
a Im.ER(8) = - 32 cosh (8/2 T) (4n)2- n 2v I'(PvP2;P1, P + P2-P1)I 

X Jd_; d_; - O J8 + .;2 - .;I - .;3) (19.30) 
I 2 _; _; _; ' 

cosh 
2 
~ cush 2 ~ cosh 2 ~ 

where _;3 = .; (p + P2 - P1). 
The O-function appearing in the integral merely has the practical 

effect of imposing the condition on the momenta: IP + P2 - P1 I= Po· 
In view of this, (19.30) can be integrated over .;1 and .;2 . As a result we 
finally obtain: 

aim.ER(e) = - ~:A~: [ 1 + (n8TrJ • 
-JdQ1dQ2/a2p5 . 12 

A- (fn)2. :n;2v I'(p, P2· P1· p + P2- P1)1 o(in + n2 - nl I - 1), 

(19.31) 
where the n; are unit vectors in the directions of the P;· 

It is clear from this expression that (a2pUn2v) I'(p, p2 , PI> p + P2 - p1 ) 

plays the role of the quasi-particle mutual scattering amplitude. It 
depends only on the angles and can be evaluated at. T = 0. As already 
mentioned above, summation over the spins is understood m the ex
pression (19.31) for A. 

The function IR possesses the same analytic properties as GR, and 
hence the imaginary additional term to the time function has the form 

Im.E(8) = Im.ER(e) tanh (8/2T). (19.32) 

§ 20. SPECIAL PROPERTIES OF THE VERTEX PART IN THE 
CASE WHERE THE TOTAL MOMENTUM OF THE COLLIDING 

PARTICLES IS SMALL(t) 

The vertex part has another special property, apart from those occurr
ing for small energy and momentum transfers; this will be seen later 
to be of interest in the theory of superconductivity (Chap. VII). The 
case to be considered is the one where the sum p 1 + p 2 is small, whilst 
the energies 81 , 82 and the sum of the momenta p1 + p2 = s are small. 

'Ve consider the diagrams of Fig. 57. It may easily be seen that dia
gram 57 a is the singular one in the present case. In this diagram the 
poles of the two G-functions under the integral approach one another. 

We proceed with this vertex part as in § 18. 'Ve use the notation 

I'afJ,yt;(P1, p3, s) = I'afJ,yt;(p1, - P1 + s; p3, - P3 + s) · 
(t) This section is based on unpublished results of A. A. ADRIKOSOV, L. P. GoR'

Kov, L. D. LANDAU, and I. M. KHALATNIKOv. 
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Further, we denote by r<2> the sum of all the "non-singular" diagrams. 
We can puts = 0 in r<2>. To obtain the total I', we have to sum "ladder" 
diagrams such as Fig. 58. Before doing this, we differentiate I' with 
respect to the fourth component of s, which we denote by A. Each ladder 
diagram now yields a sum of terms, in each of which one of the "rungs" 
is differentiated. If we fix the differentiated rung, it is easily seen that 
all the diagrams split up into two independent ladders from the left and 
the right, the sum of the ladders to either side being the total vertex 
part. We therefore get the equation 

a 
oJ. I'ap,.,.1AP1• Ps; s) 

if a ~ 
= 2 I'ap,;;11 (p 1, q; s) G(q) oA G(-q + s) I';;l),.,.~(q, p 3 ; s) (2:1tf (20.1) 

The expression G(q) 8/8). G(-q + s) under the integral has close to 
e = 0, I q I = Po the form: 

a2 

[ e - v (I q I - Po) + i t5 sign (I q ! - Po)] 
1 

X [c,-A + v Clq-sj-p0)-it5sign (!q-sJ-p0)]2 " (
20

·
2

) 

It is clear from this that the integration with respect to d4q/(2n)4 --+ 

p 0 d/ q / dQde/(2n)4 is mainly over the neighbourhood of / q / = p0 , 

e = 0. If we assume that the r in the integral do not vary rapidly in 
this region, they can be regarded as constant when integrating with 
respect to d/ q I and ds, and only expression (20.2) has to be integrated. 
'Ve obtain as a result: 

a 
oA I'ap,.,.~(p1•Ps; s) 

a2p5 . . .A 
= 2(2n)svf I'afJ,t;r;(P1q,s)I';;1),.,.~(qps, s) ).2 - (v. s2+it5) dQ. (20.3) 

'Ve now find the gradient of I' with respect to s. It must not be for
gotten, when differentiating the second of the G-functions, that (v · s), 
as well as appearing directly in the denominator, determines the sign 
of the imaginary part. In view of this, close to e = 0, / q I = p 0 , the 
expression G(q) 8G(-q + s)/8s has the form 

[s -v(/q/ -p0 ) + ib sign (/q/ -p0)] 

1 
x 

[ e - A + v (I q I - Po) - ( v . s) - i t5 sign (I q I - Po - ( v ~~)) r 
+ 2nia2 b(e-A) b((v·s)-v(/q/-p()))v 
-- A-(V· s) + ib sign (v ~~ · 
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The integral of this expression with respect to de di q I leads to the 
following relation for I': 
a 
os I'ap,,,6(P1• p3; s) 

a2 p5 . . v (v · s) 
= -2(2n)3~f I'afJ.~'1(P1• q, s)I';;'fj,y{J(q,p3, s) ).2 -(v. s)2 + ibdQ. (20.4) 

Combining equations (20.3) and (20.4), we get 

A~ I'afJ,y6(pl' Pa; s) + (s · :sI'afJ,y6(P1,p3; s)) 
a2p2 

= 
2

(
2
n)3vf I'afJ,;;'1(P1• q; s) I';;'f},,,6 (q,p3 ; s)d.Q. (20.5) 

H magnetic interactions are not considered, the forces between the 
particles depend only on the mutual orientation of the spins. If we take 
into account the fact that the total spin is unchanged when the particles 
interact, (20.5) splits into two independent equations. One of them cor
responds to the interaction of two particles with opposite spins (i.e. for 
instance, rx = 1/2, fl = - 1/2), and the other to the interaction of par
ticles with parallel spins. These equations look completely identical. 
The difference lies in the initial conditions (i.e. in r<2>). In view of this, 
we shall simply write r in future, understanding by this either one of 
the two different components. 

'Ve shall make the assumption, to be justified later, that I'(p1, p 3 ; s) 
~'-,. /"-.._ 

does not depend on the angles (pl' s), (p3 , s). It can then be expanded 
in Legendre polynomials, dependent on cos e, where e is the angle be
tween p1 and p 3 : 

I'(p1, p 3 ; s) = .L I'zPz(cos e). (20.6) 
l 

Notice that I'«M'1(p1, p 3 ; s) is antisymmetric in the spins when 
these are antiparallel and symmetric when they are parallel. Interchang
ing the momenta of the initial particles corresponds to replacing cos e 
by - cos e. In view of the fact that I'afJ.e'1(p1, p 2; p 3, p 4) must be anti
symmetric with respect to the interchange p1rx;;?p2 {J, the expansion 
(20.6) contains only odd harmonics in the case of parallel spins, and only 
even ones in the antiparallel case. We get separate equations for the 
individual I'z from (20.5) of the form 

). oI'z + (s. 0I'1) = 4na
2
pi) ____!J___ 

(}). os (2n)3 v 21 + 1 (20. 7) 

(the factor 2 results from summing over the spins in (20.5)). 
The solution of (20. 7) is 

I'z()., Isl)=_ (2n)3 v(~l d 1) ·- __ 1 _ , 

2na Po In A ls I+ fz (,;,) 
(20.8) 

where f 1 is an arbitrary function. 
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Equations (20.3) and (20.4) enable us to obtain limiting expressions 
for f 1 (x) as x--+ 0 and x--+ oo. Let us consider equation (20.3) in the 
limit as Is I-+ 0. On expanding r in spherical harmonics, we get 

The solution of this equation is 

I' (Jc O) = _ (2n)3 v(2Z + 1) __ 1_ 
l' 4 22 ,, 

na Po ln !:__ 
cl 

1 

(20.9) 

(20.10) 

where Ci is constant. Hence, as x--+ oo, f1(x)--+ In [x/(ci}2 ]. We similarly 
obtain from (20.4), as A-+ 0: 

I' (O, Jsj) = _ (2n)3 v(~Z + 1) __ 1 __ 
l 4na2p5 ln~ 

c~ 

(20.11) 

Hence / 1(x)--+ln [v2/x(c~)2] as x--+ 0. 
The constants ci and c~ have the dimensions of energies and may be 

complex. If, fur example, the constant ci has the order of the Fermi ener
gy, it follows from (20.10) that, as A-+ 0, I'1 (A, 0) vanishes as 1/ln (ci/Jc). 
But a singular case is possible, when c~ is small: I'1 (A, 0) now has a pole 
for some (in general, complex) value of A. The meaning of this fact, 
which is closely connected with the phenomenon of superconductivity, 
will be explained in Chap. VII. 

* * * 

So far we have considered an isotropic Fermi liquid. Only one iso
tropic Fermi liquid is known at the present time, namely liquid He3 • The 
class of anisotropic Fermi liquids, namely electrons in metals, is much 
wider. However, apart from anisotropy, an electron liquid in metals has 
specific features such as the long-range Coulomb forces, interactions with 
lattice vibrations, and so on. Some of these features will be discussed 
in the next two sections, taking as examples the isotropic model of 
electrons interacting with phonons and a degenerate plasma. 

A general consideration of an electron Fermi liquid in a metal un
doubtedly represents one of those subjects that should be capable of 
being treated by the methods of quantum field theory. In particular, 
it should be possible to make a deeper study of the phenomenon of super
conductivity, which has so far only been treated by using an elementary 
model (see Chap. VII). 
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§ 21. ELECTRON-PHONON INTERACTIONS(t) 

Electron-phonon interactions in a metal will be considered in this 
section by using an isotropic model. ·we shall assume that the temperature 
of the metal is in the range 

(21.1) 

where Tc is the superconductivity transition temperature, and wn is the 
Debye frequency of the phonons. The first of these inequalities is con
nected with the fact that, in the model in question, superconductivity 
occurs at fairly low temperatures (see Chap. VII). 

Naturally our model differs substantially from a normal metal. This 
is because a real metal is anisotropic, and in addition, Coulomb inter
actions occur between the electrons. "\Ve shall mention at the end of this 
section the qualitative changes that result from the Coulomb interaction 
of the electrons. 

1. The vertex part 

Dyson's equations were obtained for electrons and phonons in the 
temperature technique in § 16. "\Ve shall start by considering the vertex 
part :T that appears in these equations. "\Ve shall show that:T differs 
from its zero value, equal to g, by small quantities of the order Vm/JYI, 
where m is the mass of an electron, and M the mass of the nucleus. 
Let us evaluate the first approximation correction to :T, illustrated in 
Fig. 55. "\Ve shall assume here that the electron momenta are of the order 
p0 , and the phonon momentum and energy restricted by the conditions 
lk I ;S kv, w ;S w (k)/lk I= 2p0 ,.-..., Wn (since kv"""'Po)· It is precisely these 
values of the energies and momenta that will be of most importance 
below. 

In accordance with § 14, the first order diagram is equal to 

/T(l) (p + q, P; q) = - Y3 T f '1:/D> (P-P1) @<D> (P1 + q) @<D> (P1)· d 3P1/(2;n;)3
, 

q = (k, w) m, (21. 2) 

where, in accordance with § 14, <l)(O) and @<0> are given by 

c; = :n:T(2n + 1), 

'l)(O) (q) = __ W~ (k)_ . 
w2 +w~(k) 

(21.3) 

(21.4) 

(t) This section is based on papers by A. B. MIGDAL [38] and G. M. ELIASH

BERO [75]. 
(t} In this section we shall denote the 4-momentum of the phonons in the tem

perature technique by the letter q = (k, w). We denote I k J by k. 

Q.F.T. 12 
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We shall assume that the phonon spectrum is bounded, i.e. k < kv < p 0 • 

For large momenta '.!)<0> vanishes. This restriction implies physically the 
absence of vibrations with wavell'ngth less than the in!Pratomir spacings. 

The function Si)<0> appearing in (21.2) can be rl'placcd by a constant 

'.!)<0> ""=' -1 for IP- Pi I""' Po and ie-s1 I~ Wn· In the region le -s1 I~ '''D' 
'1)<0> decreases according to the law (s-s1)-2 • This enables us to cstimate 
the integral for //<1>: 

d3p 
S<O ~ -g3T ~ J (\JCO)(P1 + q) (l)<O>(P1) - ~. (21.5) 

l•-•1l<wnlP-P1l<kn (2n) 

The summation over s1 yields a factor wv/2n,....., up0 ,....., µ V m/_,_lf, where 
u is the velocity of sound. Thus, r(l) is of the ordPr (sec § 9): 

2 
c7(l) 3 Po jl in 1; j 1n ,....,q_ n.r'""(J n.r 

V lo'L .lY.1 

(1;,....., 1), provided the integration over p 1 docs not introduce factor:,; of 
thc order l/wn. 

Thc only case which is dubious in this scrn;e is that of small transfers 
k ~ Po and w ~ wn. In this case the poles of the two N-functions in 
the integral for c7<1> approach one another. It may easily be verified that 
the integration ovcr the momenta ''ill be carricd out ovcr a region 
close to IP1 J = p0 , am! the 1mmmatio11 over energies for whieh s1 ~ µ. 
In this ease CIJ<0> can br rcplaPrd hy 

Q)(U)_ - ] --

- is - v(~p: - p0 )' 
(il.li) 

whPre v = p 0/rn. Tlw situation recalls that t·onsiclrrl'Cl in § 18: yet there 
is an essential diffrrcnt·e. As in § 18, the product of thr two w<0>-functions 
has a sharp maximum do:,;e to Jp1 J = J>o for small s1. 'l'he sum and the 
integral of thf' two (IJ-functions, taken between infinite limits, arc formally 
divcrgent and, by virtuP of this, depend essentially on the order of the 
integration. In § 18 we first performed thl' integration over the fre
quencies, and then over ; = v(Jp I - p 0 ). This was connected with the 
fact that the integral ovcr e is actually taken between infinite' limits, 
whilst the integration over; is essentially restricted by the limits J ~ J ~ µ. 
In the present case the presence of the 'Il-function in the integral makes 
it convergent, in accordance with (21.5). Hence the order in which the 
summation ovr>r the frequencies and the integration over ; are earried 
out is of no eonscquencc. and we shall in fact first intcgrate over ~1 • 

then sum overs1 . As a result WP obtain (the condition T ~ wn is t·ssential): 

-p~ /' iw 
(zn)3v. (V"':k}-iwd.Q. 

This quantity is always small, except when w ;2:, vk, and as we shall 
see, this particular case is of no interc>st for what follows. 
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The almvP estimate is unaffected if we take into account higher order 
diagrams. Hrnce 

(21. 7) 

2. The phonon Green function. 
Let us now find the phonon GrC'en functiou. The Dyson equation is 

givC'll Ly (Hi.3). \\'e consider the iiTPduciblc sclf-rnergy part appearing 
in thiH Pquation: 

cl3p 
'IT(q) = 2g2T ~f Ol(p) ill(p-q) ->- 3 • (21.8) 

s ('on) 

\re carry OUt an analytic continuation of J{ in thP regiou of real frf'
quC'llCiC'S. To do this, we proeee<l as when evaluating Im En at the and 
of § 19. LPt the phonon frequency w = 2nn T be positive_ \Ve can now 
\nite the sum ovC'r e in (21.8) as the contour integral 

g2 e . cl3p 
c7(q) = 

2
ni J ds tanh 2 T J GnA (s, p) GRA (s - iw, p -k) (2n)3 ' 

\~here the contour of integration C is the same as in }'ig. 61. The function 
GRA (e) appC'aring in the int.cgral must LC' understood as GR (e) if Im e > 0 
and as GA (e) if Im e < 0. Since the integral over the outer circumference 
vanishes, we arc left only with the integral'! over thP lines Im e = 0 
and Im e = w. In the latter integral we carry ou1 thC' change of variables 
e - iw--+ e, whilst making use of the fact that tanh [(s/2 T) +inn] 
= tanh [s/2T]. In addition. we ohsrrve that GR(e) = G~(e). We obtain 
thC'U: 

g2 co F 
c'7 = (

2 3 J dsfcl3ptanh 9 T[ImGR(p,s)GA(p-k,s-iw) 
n n) -oo ~ 

+Im GR (P - k, e) GR (p, e + iw)]. (21.9) 

\VP can now quitP easily perform the analytic continuation to real w. 
A retarded funet.ion llR is then obtained. On separating real and imagi
nary parts in this function, we find that 

2g2 e 
H.e !IR= 72~)4 J d 4p tanh 

2 
T [Im Gn(P, e) Re GR(P - k, e - w) 

+Im Gn(p - k, e) RC' GR(p, e + w)] (21.10) 

Im ll R = ( 2 g: J d4p (t.anh 
8
T - tanh 

8 
_Tw) Im GR (p, e) 

2:;z:) 2 2 

X Im Gn(P - k, e - w). 

It will be shown below that the function GR has the form 

1 

12* 

(21.11) 
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where E depends only on e. When e < wn, E(e) ~ - be, where b is a 
constant of the order of unity, whilst when e > wn, E(e) R::i const ,...._, wn. 
"\Ve first take the case of long-wave phonons k ~ p0 • In this case we can 
write approximately !;(p - k) R::i .;(P) - (v · k) and inasmuch as the 
region ~ ,..._, vk is important in the integral, we can assume that ~(p) 
= e0 (p) -µ R::i v(Jp I - p 0 ). We shall make no use of this approximation 
for phonons with k ,...._, p0 , which we shall discuss below. 

After substituting for G in (21.10), these equations can be integrated 
over !;. The integral for Re II R is formally divergent, so that we take 
account of the fact that the integration over !; is carried out between 
finite limits, which we denote by -L1 , L 2 . These limits are of the order 
µ,...._,p0 v, i.e. are substantially greater than E. In view of this we have 

Re II = - _PL f dQ f de tanh _!__ { e (L2 - e) e (e + L1) 
R (2n)3 v _ 00 2T -w+(v-k)-E(e-w)+E(e) 

6(L2 - (v · k)- e) 6(e + L1 + (v · k))} 
+ w-(v·k)-E(e+w)+E(e) ' 

-{l, x > 0, 
where 6(x) -

0 0 ,x< . 
Since E(e) ;S wn, the principal regions in the integral over e are the 

neighbourhoods e R::i - L 1 , L 2 , and E(e ± w) ~ E(e) in these regions. On 
taking account of this, and assuming w ,..._, uk ~ vk, we obtain 

Rell = _ _?g2p~ fdQ J!:'__~~ _g2mpo. 
R (2n)3 v (v · k) -w n 2 

(21.12) 

Integral (21.10) for Im IIR is convergent. In view of this, the limits 
of integration over !; can be assumed infinite. We therefore obtain 

ng2p2 00 
( e e - w) ImIIR = _( __ 3 ll_ J dQ J de tanh-T- tanh - T-

2n) v _
00 

2 2 

X (J [(v • k) + w + E(e) -E(e - w)]. 

In the case w ~ T, the region e,...._, Tis important in the integral, whilst 
in the case w > T, the region e,.._, w is important. In the present case 
w ,..._, uk ~ wn (k ~ p0 ,...._,kn), so that we always have e ~ wn. In view of 
this, E(e) = - be in the argument of the Cl-function, where bis a constant 
(see below); consequently this argument is equal to CJ[(v • k)- w(l + b)]. 
The integration over e yields 2w. We thus have 

I II _Y2po~ ~ m R - 2n vk · (21.13) 

Notice that both Re IIR and Im IIR are the same as in the first approxi
mation of perturbation theory, i.e. when @<0 > is substituted for @ in 
(21.8). In the case of Re IIR, this circumstance is explained by the fact 
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that the region of integration corresponds to high frequencies, where the 
self-energy is independent of frequency, whilst in the case of Im II R it 
is due to the linearity of E(s) for e ~ wn. 

We now take the case k ,....._, kv ,....._, p0 • We now always have vk ~ wn. 
Since E ;S wn, the G-function in (21.10) can be replaced by the free 
functions a<0>. In view of the fact that w ,...._, Wn ~ T, we can substitute 
sign e for tanh s/2 T. \Ve can put w = 0 in the integral for Re IIR. Here, 
however, it is not. possible to make the substitution !; = p 2/2m -pU2m 
--* v(Jp J - p 0 ). We find as a result: 

2g2n 
Re II R = ---)4 d 3p [Re a<0

> (P - k, !;(p)) sign /;(p) 
(2n 

+Re a<0>( p, t;(p - k)) sign t;(p - k)] 

(:!~3 ( ~) d3p 1::(--k )~(--k) = - g::;o h (2~J 
€ p+ 2 >O c; p + 2 - c; p - 2 . 
~(p--~) <O (21.14) 

where 

h(x) = (1 + 1 - x2 ln I 11 +~ :) . 
2x -x I 

We now consider ImIIR. If we only retain the w originating from 
tanh [(e - w)/2 T], we obtain 

g2 w g2 mp w 
Im IIR = (2 n)2 J d3pb(t;(p) -.;(p -k)) = 2~ v k 6(2p0 - k). 

(21.15) 

These expressions include as particular cases (21.12) and (21.13), valid 
for k ~ p 0 , and they can therefore be regarded as universal. On using the 
analytic continuation of the Dyson temperature equation, we fmd that 

DR(k, w) = D0~ -IIR 

= -i- -{w2 - w~(k) [1 - Ch ( !!_)- C inmw 6(2p0 - k)]}, 
%(k) 2po Pok 

(21.16) 

where the constant C = g2p0m/2n2 ,...._, 1 is introduced instead of g2. 
The pole of the function DR determines the true energy of the phonons 

and their damping: 

w(k) = mo(k) ~Ch (l! ) , 
2po 

(21.17) 

Y1(k) =; w~;:i~ 6(2p0 - k). (21.18) 

According to (21.17), when k ~ p 0 , w(k) = mo(k) Vl - 2C. 
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Close to k = 2p0 the derivative dw(k)/dk has a logarithmic singularity: 

dw(k) = w(2p0) _?;_ 1n~_()__. 
dk 4 Po 1 - ?; J 2 Po - k J 

(21.19) 

The damping vanishes discontinuously at this point. It is worth remarking 
that this behaviour of w (k) and y1 is the result of the approximation 
made when deriving the formulae for IIR· If, for example, we do not 
neglect W in the Q(O)_functions appearing in (21.10), these singularities 
fall out. In particular, 

y1 ,...._, arctan [wm/p0 (k - 2p0)] 

i.e. it vanishes gradually, and not with a jump (t). Obviously, the correc
tions to the formulae obtained become important in the region J k - 2p0 J 

,....._, w/v ,...._, wn/v ~ Po· 
An accurate evaluation of the behaviour of w(k) and y1 in this region 

requires not only that we take into account w in (21.10), but also that 
we cannot replace G by Cf0>. Notice also that the difference between :T 
and g becomes significant here. In view of all this, the working becomes 
extremely complicated. Since the region of which we are speaking is 
very small, the results that can be obtained along these lines do not 
justify the effort. 

It is clear from (21.18) and (21.17) that, in the case when ?; is not too 
close to 1/2, the damping y1 (k) is relatively weak. In fact, 

y1 (k) = n?; w~(k) m ,..,_, !!_1; !!_ _1_,...._, i/ m 1 _ 2?;)-I. 
w(k) 2p0 kw(k) 2 v 1-21; M( 

(21.20) 

The phonon Green function DR (k, w) can be written in the following 
form: 

D k _ w~ (k) (-- ~-- _ _ 1 ) 
( 'w) - 2w(k) w -w(k) + i y1 (k) w + w(k) + i y1 (k) · (21.2l) 

It is clear from this that the function DR (k, w) differs from D<jt> (k, w) 
by a change in eigenfreqency and a constant factor. 

3. The electron Green function 

We now turn to the electron Green function. The Dyson equation 
(16.3) for @ contains the self-energy E, which satisfies the equation 

g2T 
2: (p, e) = -(

2
n)3 !; J d 3P1 @ (e1, P1) 'll (e - e1, P - P1). (21.22) 

As in the previous section, we carry out an analytic continuation into 
the region of real frequencies. To do this, we write (21.22) as a contour 

(t) The maximum attained by dw/dk is of the order v. 
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integral: 

The contour of integration is the same as in Fig. 61 (e > 0). GRA and 
DRA have the same meaning as before. The second term is due to the 
fact that the contour integral does not include a term corresponding 
to s1 = c; in (21.22). Remember that the frequencies in the 'll-function 
are even (2nn T). 

The integral over the outer circumference vanishes as before and we 
are only left with the integrals over the horizontal lines c;1 = 0 and 
ct= is. On observing that GA = G~ and tanh [(e + in T (2n + 1))/2 T] 
= coth (s/2 T), we can transform expression (21.23) in the same way as 
above for(/[. The circuit round the point s1 =is here yields a term which 
cancels the second term in (21.23). After this, it is easy to carry out a 
continuation into the upper half-plane of the variable c;. We obtain thus: 

g2 00 

X DR(e -c;l> P - P1)-~}4 J d3p1 J dc;1 coth (s1/2 T) 
( n -= 

X GR(e -s1 , p1) ImDR(s1, p - p1). (21.24) 

In accordance with formulae (17.14), (17.18): 

(21.25) 

and the same holds for DR. We substitute (21.25) in (21.24) and obtain 
after carrying out a change of variables : 

E (p, e) = _ __!L_ Jd3p J= dw J= dc; Im GR(e1>P) Im DR(~, P-P1) 
R (2n)4n 1 -= -= 1 w + e1 - e - i (J 

X ( tanh ;~ + coth 
2
wT). (21.26) 

\VP find first of all the integral over p1. We introduce for this purpose 
the new variables ~1 = (Pi/2m) - (P~/2m}, k =IP - P1 I: 

= 1 m kn E<IPl+k> 
J IP1 12 d3p 1 J dx = -

1 
I J kdk J d~. (21.27) 

o -1 p o E<IPl-k> 
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\Ve shall seek GR in thr form (21.11). The imaginary part of this expres
sion has the form: 

_ Im LR(e1) __ 
9 9 ImGR(P1>81)-[ I= R '""' )]2 [I r ( )]2" (~l.-8) s1 -c;1 - c ..<..R(81 + m "-'R 81 

If we regard the external momentum as close to p0 , the region of variation 
of !;1 depmds on k, by (21.27). In the cas<' when the region k ,..._, kv is 
important in the intrgral, we can assume in practice that !;1 variPs be
tween the limits - oo, oo. 'Ve shall also cncouutcr later the l'ase when 
momenta k ~ p 0 are important in the integral; here, however, the scale of 
all the encrgi<'s appearing in the integral will he of the order w(k) ~ Wn· 
In Loth cases Im LR (e) ~ s, so that 

Im GR(p1, 81) ~ ;n;(J [e1 - Re LR(s1) -!;1] sign Im LR (s1) 

= -nb (s1 - Re LR(e1) - /;1) · 

On substituting this in (21.4), we obtain 

g2 vi kD •" co Im DR(w, k) 
LR(p, s) = -(2 )3 -, -

1 
J kdk J ds1 J <lw + . i 

n P 0 •' _ 00 w s1 -s-iu 

X [tauh (s1/2 T) + coth (w/2 T)], (21.29) 

where s" -Re LR(s") =!;(IP;+ k), s' -RP LR (s') =!;(IP 1-k). We shall 
see below that the main role is played by the region s1 :S wn. In order 
for these small values to fall within the region of variat.ion of s1 , it is 
nl'cessary fork to be less than 2p0 • The actual upper limit of the integral 
over k is therefore min (kn, 2p0 ). 

Let us consid<'r Re LR, on the assumption, which will be justified later, 
that the region k,...._, kv,..._, p 0 is important in the integral over k. In this 
case the integration over s1 can h<' performPd between infinite limits. 'Ve 

transform from J d.w to J dw: 
0 

g2 m k, oo co 

Re LR= 9 3 - J k elk J de1 J dw X 
( ... n) Po o -co o 

tan - cot - - - - tan ---cot [
Im DR(w, k)( h s1 + h w ) Im DR(<v, k)( h e1 h w )] 
w + s1 - e 2 T 2 T - w+ s1 - e 2 T 2 T 

g2 m k, 
00 

co Im DR (w, k) (e + e1 e - e1) =- - - - J kdk J ds f dw -tanh -- + tanh---
(2n)3 p00 -co 

1
0 w + 81 2T 2T · 

(k1 =min(2p0,kv). The antisymmetry of ImDR(w)=-ImDR(-w) 
has been used here. In view of the connection between Im DR and Re DR 
(see (21.25)) and the antisymmetry of Im DR, the formula for Re LR 
can be rcwritt<'n in the form (21.30) 

g2 m k, co ( s + w 8 - <v) 
ReLn= 

1
. 2 -J krJk f dwReDR(w,k) tanh-

2
T-+tanh-

2
T . 

hn Poo -co 
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On substituting {21.21), we obtain 

g2 m k, 
00 

wij(k) ( e+w e-w) 
Re.ER= - ,- 2 - J kdk f dw - 2 -k- tanh - .,-T -+ tanh -

2 
T- . 

l6n Poo -co w - wo( ) "' 

It follows at oncC' from this that the region k ,...._, k1 is important, which 
supports our above assumption. AB regards w, in the easC' e ~ T, the 
region w ,...._, e or w ,....._, wn are important: whC'reas if e ~ T, the region 
w ,....._, 1' ~ wn is important. In all these eases '\"le can write 

g2 m k, e w2(k) 
Re.ER= -

2
- f krJk f Jm-2-~ 2 

k. (21.31) 
Sn Po o ___,. u> - w ( ) 

On integrating over w, we obtain 

Re ER= -g
2 

m j' kdk mij(k) ln j8 + w(k) 
8n2 p00 f'J(k) e-<v(k) 

(21.32) 

In this integral the regionk,...._,k1 is important, i.e. <o(k),...._,wv.Ife~ wn, 
then 

r y2 m k, w~(k) 
Re~R>::::!---J kdk e=-be, 

4n2 Po o w2 (k) 
(21.32') 

where b 1s a positive constant of ordr>r l. \Vhen e ~ wn, 

y2 m k, 1 w2 
Re .ER~ -- 2 - J kdkw~(k)-,....._, - __J!.--+ 0. 

4n p00 e e 

Let us now consider the imaginary part of .ER. It is obviously obtained 
from a circuit round the pule in thC' drnuminator of (21.29): 

X ( tanh 28~ + eoth \ T
81

) • (21.33) 

If we substitute here for Im DR, whiC'h, Ly (21.21), is equal to 

2 wij (k) wy1 (k) 
Im DR(w, k) = - [wl - w2(k)]2-+ 4 w2yi{k)' (21.34) 

there are in essence two possible cases. In the case when w varies in 
an interval which is large compared with y 1 (k), WC' have 

Im DR(w, k) >::::! -nw~(k)CJ (w2 - w 2 (k)) sign w. (21.35) 

On the other hand, if the interval of variation of w is much less than 
y1 (k), we can neglect w in the denominator of (21.33) by comparison 
with the rC'maining terms, and we now have 

(21.36) 
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We substitute (21.35) in (21.33), after carrying out the change of 
variables e1 - E = w. In view of the factor in front of tanh and coth, 
the important values here are w ,...._, max (t:, T). On the other hand, the 
CJ-function requires J w J ,...._, w (k) ,..._, uk. Consequently the important 
values are k ,...._, e/u, i.e. v k ~ e. This means that the limits of the integral 
can be taken as infinite in the present case. We therefore obtain 

I r ( _ rfm Jk1 kdkw5(k)[ hw(k)+e 
m""Rp,e)-16npoo w(k) tan 2T 

- tanh E - w (k) - 2 coth w (k) J 
2T 2T . (21.37) 

In the case when max (e, T) ~ wn, we obtain 

Im ER(e) = - 4 (l _:~~
3

PBk2 fi (;), (21.38) 

where u = dw(k)/dk is theJvelocity of sound, 
00 l Z 1 Z + X 1 Z -XJ fi(x) = / z2 dz coth 2 - 2 tanh -

2
--2 tanh-

2
- • (21.39) 

We find from this, when E ~ T ~ wD: 

Im ER(e) = - 7nC(3) _C _ _'!'3 -
s 1- 2c p5u2 

(here C(3) is the Riemann zeta function). 
When T ~ e ~ wD we have 

r - nClel3 
Im""R(e) - -l2(1-2C)p5u2 • 

In the case when e ~ wD (T ~ wD by hypothesis), we obtain 

Im ER(e) = const ,...._, wD. 

(21.40) 

(21.41) 

(21.42) 

The important values in this derivation have been w ,...._,max (e, T). 
Therefore, according to the above, the replacement of (21.34) by (21.35) 

is only valid for max (e, T) ~ maxy1 (k) ,....._, wn Vm/M. In the opposite 
limiting case we have to use formula (21.36). Here, the important values 
in the integral are k ,....._, k1 , Ro that 

r g2 m k, w5(k)y1 (k) "° l w 
Im"" (e) = - - - - J k dk - ~ · -· J wdw coth 

R 2n2Poo w4(k) o 2 T 

1 W + E 1 W -EJ - 2 tanh 271 - 2 tanh21' . (21.43) 

The integral over the frequencies can be found. We obtain as a result, 
when max (e, T) ~ wn Vm/M: 

d 
Im ER(e) = - - (n2 T 2 + e2}. (21.44) 

PoV 
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where 

d =fl P6 jk, k dk w5(k) Y1 (11=const"""1. 
4:n:2 o w4(k) 

Formulae (21.38) and (21.44) correspond to different damping mecha
nisms. The first determines the damping due to radiation and absorption 
of phonons by electrons. However, when the energy of the quasi-particles 

is very close to the Fermi surface: s ~ wn/V m/ M, the electron inter
actions due to exchange with phonons become important, and damping 
(21.44) becomes operative. 

It follows from what was said earlier (see § HJ) that this is precisely 
the form that the damping due to the interactions of the Fermi particles 
must have. 

The energy of the electron excitations can be determined from the 
real part of the pole of the function GR. We have by (21.11): 

In the case s ~ wD, we obtain with the aid of (21.32): 

·v 
s = i + -b <IP I - Po)· (21.45) 

The velocity of the quasi-particles thus decreases on the Fermi surface 
(b > 0). In addition, the G-function acquires the form (18.1) close to its 
pole, where a = (1 + b)-1 < 1. It follows from (21.41) that the quasi
particle damping is equal to their energy when isl,....., Wn· However, it 
may easily be seen that (see 21.42) on further increase of the excitation 
energy the damping ceases to increase and again becomes less than the 
quasi-particle energy. There are consequently two regions in which the 
concept of quasi-particles has a meaning: isl~ Wn and isl~ Wn· In 
both regions the electron energy has the form ·v <Ip I - p 0 ), but the velo
cities ·v are different. 

"Ve now observe qualitatively what the result would be if we took 
into account the direct Coulomb interactions of the electrons. As a result 
of the screening of the Coulomb forces at distances of the order of the 
lattice period (i.e. of the order 1/p0), these can still be regarded as short
range in the present case. If we take account of these forces we obtain 
a different velocity at the Fermi surface and a different coefficient a in 
the G-function close to the pole. 

A qualitative difference arises in the magnitude of the damping. The 
Coulomb interaction yields a damping expressed by (19.30). In the 
region (s, T)~ wn ~Jj it will be added to damping (21.44), which has 
the same structure and the same order of magnitude, whereas, in the 
region (s, T) ~ wn V m/ M the phonon damping becomes predominant. 
As already remarked above, whens ~ wv the damping becomes constant, 
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of the order wn· Coulomb damping is also present in this region and starts 
to become predominant when 

\e I> 0J;;vo wn,......, Wn VM/;n > Wn· 

It follows from this that, whilst the excitation spectrum in the region 
le I ~ wn is determined by the Coulomb interaction of the electrons, 
the phonon damping continues for some time to dominate over the elec
tron damping. 

4. A correction to the linear term in the electronic specific heat 

"Ve can draw an interesting conclusion from the results of the preceding 
sections, concerning the electronic specific heat. It appears at first sight 
that the correction to the linear term (19.25) (linear in the temperature) 
must be of the relative order (T/µ) 2• In fact, the electron-phonon inter
action leads to the appearance of a substantially greater correction of 
the order b. 

Let us consider the general formula (21.32) for Re E. When e ~ wn, 
we obtain to a first approximation expression (21.32'). It may easily be 
seen that an expansion of the logarithm in the integrand of (21.32) up 
to terms of order E3 leads to the appearance of a logarithmically divergent 
integral over k. If we confine ourselves to a term of the order of the log
arithmic one, we have (t) 

_ 1 1:, 1 3 WD 
{J Re ER- -61- 21:, p5u2e lnfel. 

We took this correction into account when obtaining the entropy(§ 19.5). 
We find that 

On substituting Im GR= -nl>(e-e -ER(e)) and taking the integral 
with the Fermi function, we obtain 

S _ 7n2 1:, m 
3 

wn 
l>V-1801-21:.p5u2 T lnT. 

On differentiating with respect to T, we have 

0 7n2 1:, m wn 
l>-;;= 60 1-2t:,p~u2 T31nT. (21.46) 

(t) Notice that (j Re ER and the damping (21.41) are the real and imaginary 
parts of the same analytic function 

1 C E!> wi, 
bER= 12 1-2C piu21n (-e+ib)2 • 
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The correction to the linear term in the specific heat thus proves to be 
of the order [C/(1 - 2C)] (T2/wb) ln (wn/T). 

It is interesting to compare this correction with the cubic term coming 
from the lattice vibrations. The order of magnitude of the specific heat 
of the lattice is T 3/u3• It follows from this that the correction obtained 
amounts to [C/(1-2C)](u/v)ln(wn/T) of the specific heat of the lattice, 
i.e. as a rule it must be regarded as small. Since, however, we are talking 
about one order of magnitude at most, this does not exclude the possibility 
that, in individual metals, the term may make a substantial contribution 
to the specific heat (t). 

§ 22. SOME PROPERTIES OF A DEGENERATE PLASM.A 

1. Statement of the problem 

'Ve shall consider a plasma, i.e. a mixture of electron and ion gases, 
as an example of a system with Coulomb interactions. The interaction 
Hamiltonian is 

H e2 J + ( + ') 1 ' ) d3 d3 , 
int = 2 'lfJa r) 'ljJp (r Jr_ r' J 'ijJp(r )'lfJa(r r r 

-Ze2 f'lfJ ;!" (r)w+ (r') -
1 

1 
,

1

w(r')%(r)d3rd3r' 
r-r 

Z2e2 1 + -
2
- J w+ (r)w+ (r') Tr_ rl<]) (r')<l> (r) d3rd3r', (22.1) 

where 'lfJa(r) is the operator of the electron field, and <])of the ionic field. 
'Ve shall assume the electron gas to be degenerate, and the ion gas to 
be a Boltzmann gas. This requires that the temperature satisfy the ine
qualities 

- - >T>- -1 (N)21s 1 (N)2/3 
mV 1l!V 

(22.2) 

'Ye can arbitrarily regard the ions as a Fermi gas for our calculations, 
since the Boltzmann limit is the same for both statistics. 

Suppose, further, that the effect of the Coulomb interaction is small. 
This requires that 

e2 
-_ -<:{ 1, 
Er 

(t) The presence of this term can easily be discovered if the metal passes to the 
superconducting state (see Chap. VII). This transition does not affect the lattice 
specific heat, but it leads to an exponential drop in the electronic specific heat as 
T -+ 0. If we compare the cubic term in the specific heat at a temperature above 
the superconducting transition temperature Tc and at T-+ 0, it can be observed 
that the electronic term (21.46) is added to the cubic term above Tc. 
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where Eis a mean energy, and r the mean distance between the particles. 
For the ions, E ("'..,; T, whilst for the electrons, E,......, p~/2m. Our condition 
is therefore equivalent to the following requirements: 

T { N)l/3 2 e2>\v >em. (22.3) 

It may easily be seen that conditions (22.3) do not contradict the assump
tion of the degeneracy of the electron gas. 

When conditions (22.3) are satisfied, the Coulomb interaction will 
almost always have little effect on the properties of the plasma. An 
exception is provided by the case when collisions of the particles with 
small momentum transfer are important. Due to the fact that the Fou
rier component of the Coulomb potential has the form (t) 

4:n:e2 

u (k) = k2-, (22.4) 

the role of collisions with small transfer becomes extremely important. 
"Ve must first of all look at an apparent difficulty connected with 

Coulomb interactions. The diagrams of G-functions of § 8 include dia
grams such as Fig. 5 b, containing U (0). Similar diagrams are also ob
tained for the temperature-dependent @-functions. According to (22.4), 
such diagrams diverge. Let us change from a given chemical potential 
to a given number of particles and replace the Coulomb potential by the 
potential U (r) = e2 (e-ix'/r). "Ve shall regard rx as small, and in the end 
put it equal to zero. In order to avoid the difficulties that arise in speci
fying the number of particles, we shall carry out our discussion in r, •
space. 

Let us take, for instance, the electron line ®e· "Ve sum all the irre
ducible self-energy parts of the type illustrated in Figs. 4 a and 8 e, f, 
which are joined to the fundamental @-line by a single wavy line. It is 
easily seen that all these diagrams together yield 

.E' (r - r',-,; - -,;') = 2e2 J d 3r [@e (0, -0) - Z@i (0, -0)] 

exp(-rxjr-r1 1)_.. ')-"( ') X - ----- -u(r-r u -,;--,; Jr -r1 j 
Ne-ZNi4:n:e2 

, • 2 5) = -V- -~2-/'J(r - r )/'J(-r --r) - 0 ( 2. 

by virtue of the condition for electric neutrality: Ne= ZNi. 
The analogous corrections for the ®;-lines similarly vanish. This means 

that all the diagrams containing the integral of the Coulomb potential 
over the volume (the zero Fourier component) should simply be put 
equal to zero. 

(t) We do not use 4-vectors in this section, so that ordinary type will der.ote 
the absolute values of the three-dimensional vectors. 
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After this, the following formal method can be used for returning to 
the representation with a givenµ. "Ve write all the @<o>_functions in the 
diagrams in the form 

@~> = @~>exp[-µ (•1 - r 2)]. (22.6) 

It can easily be proved that the resultant @-function will be represented 
simply by the diagrams with @~0>, multiplied by the same factor 
exp [-µ(-,;1 - r 2)]. On dividing by this factor, we transform to @w 

It is clear from this that the scheme for operating with the Coulomb 
potential amounts simply to throwing away all the diagrams containing 
U (0). However, it must be borne in mind here that the results thus ob
tained will only be correct when the chemical potential is chosen in such 
a way that N.(µ., µ;) = ZNi(µ., µ;), or what amounts to the same 
thing, 

(22. 7) 

2. Vertex part for small momentum transfer 

Let us first of all consider the vertex part with small momentum trans
fer. In view of the fact that the ions are extremely important here, we 
apply the temperature method. The first order correction to expression 
(22.4) is illustrated by two diagrams such as Fig. 62 a. In the first of 
these diagrams we have an electron loop and in the second an ion loop. 

~~······rv-( 
. ~I (W 

Fig. 62 

Although this correction contains the extra factor e2, a factor (1/k2)2 

also appears in it. It can therefore become important at small transfer, 
and we have to sum a chain of diagrams as illustrated in Fig. 62b, with 
any number of electron and ion loops (t). As a result, it turns out that 
all the vertices - electron-electron, ion-ion and ion-electron -are multi
plied by the same factor, i.e. by 

er 4:ne2Z1Z2 
cJ 12(k, Wm) =-l- 4 2 - ----~] 

k2 1- : 2e [JZ.(k, Wm) + Z2 Jl;(k, wm)] 

4:ne2Z1Z 2 • 
(22.8) 

here, wm = 2:n Tm, where mis an integer, JZ. corresponds to an elec
tron loop, and Jli to an ion loop. 

(t) Such a summation for a system with Coulomb interactions was first carried 
out by GELL-MANN and BRUECKNER [39]. 
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As already mentioned, the ions can arbitrarily be regarded as a Fermi 
gas. The evaluation of :Jl6 and :Jli is therefore identical in the first stage: 

:Jl = 2 TL r d3p 1 
" ., (2:n)3 [isn -BolP) + µ] [isn + iwm -Bo(P + k) + µ] 

= 2 T r d3p 1 r 1 --
., (2:n)3 iw,,, -s0 (p + k) + s0 (p)~ lisn -so(P) + µ 

- i(s .. + wm) -~o(P + k) + --,J 
r d3p 1 

= -
2
T., (2;)3 iwm -s0 (p + k) + s0 (p) 

~[ 2(Bo(P)-µ) 2(s0 (P+k)-µ) J 
X n"'fo :n2T2(2n+ 1)2 + (sa(P)-µ) 2 -;r, T2(2n + 1)2 + (s0 (P + k)-µ)2 

= - r d3p ____!__ ---[tanh co_(P)-µ,_ _tanh Bo(P+~-µ] 
., (2:n)3 iwm-s0 (p+k)+c0 (p) 2T 2T 

=-2 r d3p __ nlp+k)-n(p) ' 
., (2:n)3 iwm - s0 (p + k) + Bu(P) 

(22.9) 

where n(p) ={exp [s0 (p) - µ]/T + 1}-1 for the electrons, and 2n(p) = 
exp[µ - s0 (p)]/T for the ions. Use has been made here of the formula 

~ 1 :n :nx 
.:::,_ 

2
--

2 
= -tanh-. 

n>O (2n + 1) + x 4x 2 
(22.10) 

"Ve shall assume that JkJ ~Po- The average momentum of an ion is 
of the order VMT, and by (22.2), is much greater than p 0 • In view of 
this, we can expand (22.9) in powers of k and write it in the simplified 
form 

(22.11) 

The vertex part in question depends only on k and wm. It can there
fore be associated with a '!I-function, transmitting the electromagnetic 
interaction between the particles. Indeed, let us consider, for instance, 
the following quantity: 

where(· ··)indicates here an ordinary statistical average. It may easily 
be verified that the Fouriertransform of this quantity with respect to 
the variables -r1 - -r2 and r1 - r2 has all the properties of the Bose tern-
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perature-dependent Green function. On the other hand, this Fourier 
transform is obviously equal to 

The same applies to the other vertices with small transfer. 
The method of changing from the temperature-dependent to the time

dependent functions becomes clear from this. "Ve know that, in the 
case of the Green function, all that is required for this is to find the func
tion which is analytic in the upper half-plane of the variable w and is 
the same as the temperature-dependent Green function at the points 
iwm = i. 2n Tm. The retarded function DR is determined in this way. 
The present Green function is equal to DR when w > 0 and to D1l when 
w< 0. 

This procedure can easily be carried out for the functions 3le and 
:Jli. ("Ve denote the functions thus obtained by Ile, II;.) It follows from 
integral (22.11) that this requires the change of variable iwm-+ w + 
i (J sign w. Since only the factors :J[n are dependent on wm in the diagrams 
forming the function '!!(k, wm), we can obtain the function D(k, w) by 
the same method. The same is obviously true for the functions I'(k, w) (t). 
The time-dependent vertex parts I'(k, w) are therefore expressible by 
the same formulae (22.8), (22.10), except for the obvious substitution 
iwm-+ w + i(J sign w. The appearance of a term additional to k2 in 
the denominator of I' is precisely the Debye screening of the Coulomb 
interaction. It makes the interaction retarded in the general case (i.e. 
r depends on w). 

Let us now consider the behaviour of I', depending on the relation 
between w and k. When w <{'.:" ·vik, (22.11) gives 

:Jle =Ile= - ~ ~::. J'li = Jli = - ~ ~::- (22.12) 

We have (l/V) (8N/oµ),......, N/V µ in order of magnitude. For electrons 
µe,......, p~/m, and for ions µi,......, T ln T. Hence Ili >Ile. 

We obtain from (22.8) and (22.11): 

(22.13) 

where xi= V4nZ2 e2 Ni/VT is the reciprocal of the Debye radius of 
the ions. 

The next region is ve k ~ I w I ~ vik" In this region 

k2 N 
II• = - w2 M V ' 

II _ _!_ o~~ _Pom 
e - v oµ - n 2 • 

(22.14) 

(t) A procedure that is correct for individual term~ of a series may not be correct 
for its sum. However, it can be shown to lead to the correct result in the present case. 

Q.F.T. 13 
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On substituting in (22.13), we have 

I' = 4:ne2z1Z_2_0J_2~~ 
12 (k2 + x~) OJ2 - k20J~1' 

(22.15) 

where "• = V 4p0 me2/:n is the inverse Debye radius of the electrons, and 
OJp1 is equal to 

_ l/4:nNi_vez 
OJP1 - MV . 

The function I'12 has a pole when 

0Jp1k 
OJ(k)=v . 

k2 + x: 

(22.16) 

(22.17) 

When k ~ "• the function OJ (k) is linear. This 
sound". The velocity of the sound is 

is the so-called "ionic 

OJ (k) - 0Jp1 - l j------Z-
-k_ ----;;;- Po V 3Mm · (22.18) 

When k ~ "•' OJ approaches a constant value OJ R::! OJpi· The pole of I'12 

remains real as far as k,......, OJpif-v, so that OJ (k) attains the value OJp1 in 
the case when OJpI ~ v.x •. This condition is observed by virtue of the 
first of inequalities (22.2). 

The damping of these vibrations is determined by the imaginary parts 
of IIi and II •. On substituting in (22.11) (with iOJm ~OJ+ i/5 sign OJ) 
the equilibrium distributions for the electrons and ions, we obtain 

JOJJ N-1fin-M 
ImIIi =-k- v' v T exp (-MOJ2/2k2 T), 

I II = JOJJ m2 
m e k 2:n. 

(22.19) 

The index of the exponential in Im II; is of the order pUm T or less, 
whilst the ratio of the factors in front of the exponentials in Im II. 
and Im II. is of the order (p0/m T)3

'
2 V M /m. In view of this, any of these 

quantities may prove to be the main one. On determining the imaginary 
part of the pole of I'w we obtain the damping of the vibrations: 

OJ4 
[ J / :n (M)3/2 

m2e2] 
r=k3 V8 T exp(-MOJ2/2k2T)+ OJ~i, 

where OJ is determined by (22.19). 
When kv. ~ OJ ~ OJpl• we obtain by (22.15): 

I', _ 4:ne2Z1Z 2 
12 - k2 + "~ . 

(22.20) 

(22.21) 
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In the case OJ ,......, k-v. the electron loop predominates over the ionic. 
By (22.11), the total value of II. is equal to 

II = p~ ll-~ln I OJ+ k·v· \+in IOJ I O(kv. - IOJ D]· (22.22) 
e :n2v. 2 k·v. w - kve 2k-v. 

We obtain from this, in the region OJ ~ k-v,,: 

pg k2 l 3 v:k
2

] 
II.=-:n2m30J2 l+5 OJ2 • 

On substituting this in (22.8), we have 

4:ne2Z1Z2 
I'12(k, OJ)= k2 ll -~:ne2~ (i + ~ v{k2)]. 

mOJ2 V 5 OJ2 

This expression has a pole at the point 

2 2 + 3 2k2 OJ = OJp2 5·v. ' 
where 

(22.23) 

(22.24) 

(22.25) 

The pole corresponds to the so-called plasma vibrations of the electrons. 
The dispersion of the vibrations is expressed by a small additional term. 
The damping of the oscillations may be obtained as in the previous case, 
if we take into account the exponentially small contribution of the circuit 
round the pole in the transformed integral (22.11). It proves to be pro
portional to exp [-mOJi,2/2k2T]. This expression proves to be incorrect 
at very low temperatures, since the damping contains larger terms that 
come from the subsequent approximations in e2• 

It follows from (22.23) that, in the limit as k/OJ-+ 0, OJ-+ 0, r-+ - 00. 

It is therefore clear from this example that I'"' contains an infinite con
stant in the case of Coulomb interaction. 

3. The electron spectrum 

"Ve shall now find the electron Green function(t). The first order term 
added to the self-energy part is illustrated in Fig. 63. The analytic ex
pression for this term is of the form : 

L;. - 4 2 T Yf d3p ie,t @(O)( ) 1 
I - - :ne "7," (2:n)3 et-->+O . e 8, Pi (P - P1)2. (22.26) 

(t) This section is based on ref. [77], and also on a calculation for T =/= 0 made 
by A. KOCHKIN. 

13* 
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On taking the sum over 81 in accordance with rules (17.33) and (22.10), 
we obtain 

- 2 r d3pl 1 
L'1 - - 4:ne ., (2:n)3 np(P1l (p - P1)2' 

where np is the Fermi function. 
Fig. 63 

"Ve add and subtract the same expression, but with np (T = 0), and 
use the fact that the difference np (p, T) - np (p, 0) tends to zero rapidly 
on moving away from the Fermi boundary. This enables us to replace 
~1 = (pi/2m) - (p5{2m) in the relevant integral by v(p1 - p 0). We thus 
obtain, after integration over the angles (t): 

k - -~ {Pop d ln IP1 + P\ _~ roo d~l ln ~I+ L 
1

- :np., 1 Pi IP1 -p I :nv., e<,/T + 1 l~1 -~I· 
0 0 

On carrying out the first integration, we obtain after minor transforma
tions: 

E = e
2

m l~ (ln (_7) j- Pof _ 1)- Tf (i)]- e
2

p0 , (22.27) 1 :np 2mT T :n 

where e = (p2/2m) - <PU2mJ, 

1 00 l 1 1 l /(x)= 2 /dzlnz tanh 2 (z+x)-tanh 2 (z-x). 

In view of the fact that this expression does not depend on 8, it repre
sents the correction to the energy of the quasi-particles. Since the Fermi 
limiting momentum is not affected by interactions and at the same time 
is connected with the chemical potential by the relationship 8 (p0 ) = µ, 
the expression for E1 at p = p 0 must be regarded as the variation of the 
chemical potential 

Llµ = -e2p0/:n. (22.28) 

The remaining part L'1 - LIµ is for IP - p 0 I ~ p 0 equal to 

L'1 -LIµ= (e2/:nv) {~ [ln (2vp0/T) - 1)- T/(~/T)}. (22.29) 

We obtain from this: 

L'1 -LIµ = (e2/:nv) g ln (2p0 v/e) for g > T, 

L'1 - LIµ = (e2/:nv) g [ln ( 4yvp0/:n T) - 1] for ~ ~ T, 
(22.30) 

where y = e0 = 1·78 (C is Euler's constant). 
It follows from (22.30) that expression (22.27) is not entirely correct 

for the case of small g and T; the correction to the velocity of the quasi
particles oL'1/op close to the Fermi boundary as T --l> 0, g --l> 0 tends to 
infinity proportionally to ln (vp0/T) or ln (vp0/~). This result is connected 
with the fact that, as p --J> p 0 , small transfers of momentum at the 
vertex become important in integral (22.2G). It is necessary here to take 

(t) In this section we use v to denote the electron velocity on the Fermi boundary 
Po/m. 
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account of all the loops threaded on the basic dotted loop, in other words 
to replace 4:n:e2/(p - P1)2 by the expression for r .. (P1 - p, E1 - e), corre
sponding to (22.8). 

Instead of evaluating the whole of E, it will be more convenient for 
us to evaluate the difference between E and £ 1 , which latter has already 
been found. We denote this difference by £ 2• It is represented by ex
pression (22.26), in which 4:n:e2/(P - p1 ) 2 is replaced by r •. - 4:n:e2/(p - p1 )2 . 

It may be mentioned that, no substantial corrections are introduced if 
we take into account higher order approximations to the ®-function 
appearing in this integral, since in the corrected ®-function p 0 corresponds 
as before to the Fermi boundary. 

It was pointed out above that r .• possesses, as a function of frequency, 
all the properties of the boson Green function. The same applies to the 
difference between r .. and its zero-order approximation. Hence it follows 
that the problem has a great similarity to the evaluation of the self
energy of an electron interacting with phonons, which was discussed in 
the previous section. However, in the present case small momenta k are 
important. Let us denote I'ee (w, k) - 4:n:e2/k2 by D (w, k). Formula (21.29) 
of the previous section is now entirely applicable to our present case 
(with g2 replaced by 1). On recalling that L'(e) ~ e, and the fact that the 
important values are k ~ p 0 , we obtain: 

1 = = Hvk-• Im DR (r;, k) 
IR =-(2 )3 J d'ij J kdk J dw + "{J 

:n; V -= 0 !;-vk-• r; W - i 

( 
w+e r;) 

X tanh 'iT + coth 2 T . (22.31) 

Since we are interested in the spectrum, which is expressed to a first 
approximation by the formulae=~. we can assume that the integration 
over w is between the limits -v k and v k. 

The real part of L'2R is equal to the principal value of integral (22.31). 
On carrying out a number of transformations, and taking account of 
the antisymmetry of Im DR (r;, k) and the connection between Im DR (r;,k) 
and Re DR (r;, k), we obtain 

Re L'2R = -,~ J dw { kdk Re DR(w, k) (tanh e
2
+Tw + tanh e - ~). 

(2:n:) Vo w/v 2 T 

Similarly, a circuit round the pole in (22.31) yields 

Im L'2R = (
2 

:n:)3 r dw r kdk Im DR (w, k) 
:n; V 0 w/v 

X ( 2 coth 
2
; - tanh w

2 
~ e - tanh w

2 
Te) . 

(22.32) 

(22.33) 

The brackets containing coth and tanh show that, as earlier, only the 
greater of the two variables e and T is important (except for the case 
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when the pole of DR is important (sec below)). The value of DR is deter
mined by the region in which w lies: in w ~ kvi, vik ~ w ~ vek or 
v.k ,...._, w. It may easily be seen that there are correspondingly three 
regions of values of max (s, T): (a) les:.; than Wpl• (b) between wP1 and wP2 , 

(c) greater than wP2• In accordance with inequalities (22.2) and (22.3), 
T ~ wp1 • In view of this it is sufficient for us to consider only regions 
(b) and (e). 

Let us take the case wP1 ~ max (e, T) ~ wP2 • We split the integral 
over k for Re I 2R into the regions w/v. ;S k ;S w/vi, and w/vi < k < oo. 
On substituting 

(22.34) 

we find that the contribution from the region w/v; ;S k < oo is of the 
order (e2/v) wp1 tauh (s/2 T), i.e. it is small compared with I 1• On the 
contrary, the region w/v. ;S k ;S w/vi yields an important contribution. 
If we noticP that the significant values are w ,...._, max (e, T) ~ Wpv we 
can assume Ili ~ Ile, 4ne2 II. = x;. It follows from this that 

e
2 J00 

}':" x
2 
dk ( 8 + w 8 - W) 

Re L'2n = -"2nv clw k (k2• + x;) tanh 2T + tanh 2 T 
0 w/v 

e2 Joo 1• x ( 8 + W 8 - W) 
=-"2nv dwln~ tanh 2 T +tanh-2 T 

0 

e2

[ vx (e)l =-nv du T•-Tt T . (22.35) 

ThP regions of k can be split in the same way when finding Im I 2R. 

In the region w/ve ;S k ;S w/v; the function DR has a pole corresponding 
to the ionic sound. A circuit round the pole givPs the following contri
bution to Im I 2R (w, k): 

e2wp1 
00 ~wfv; k2 dk ( k ) 

- 4v J dw J (kt+ x;)3/2 (J w - wp1 Vk2 + x; 
O w/v (22.36) 

X 2coth- -tanh - -tanh-- ~ - - ln-( 
w co + e w - e) e2 T xi 

2T 2T 2 T v "• 

(this result holds to logarithmic accuracy). 
In addition to this, the imaginary extra trrms in Ili and IT. may prove 

to be important. Substitution yield-> 

e2 J00 J kdk4ne2 Im (II,+ VII,) 
2nv dw [k2 + 4 j( e2 {lI. + z2fl;)J2 

O w/v 

( 
w w+s W-8) X 2 cot h 

2 
T - tanh 2 7

,- - tanh 
2 

T . 
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In view of the exponential nature of Imll;, the region kf:::., w/v; is important 
in the corresponding integral. An estimate shows that the contribution of 
this integral to Im L'2R is of the order e2 T/v, i.e. to logarithmic accuracy 
it is small compared to (22.36). 

The second imaginary correction to Im lle yields an integral over the 
rc•gion w ,...._,max (e, T), k ,_. xe. The lower limit of the integral over k 
can therefore he put equal to zero: 

e2 Joo [ W <V + E W - E l Joo dk X 2 

4 v2 wdw 2coth fT- tanh2T- tanh2TJ (k2 + x;)2 
0 0 

ne2 

= -
1

(;- 2 [e2 + (n T)2]. (22.37) 
JV Xe 

The second term of this expression is small compared with (22.36), but 
the tPrm containing e2 may in fact be greater than the ionic damping. 
\Ve now tum to the region w112 ~ max (e, T). On considering the intPgral 
(22.35) for Re L'2R, it may easily be seen that it yields an insignificant 
contribution of the order (e2/v) w112 tanh (e/2 T). Hence the real part of 
IR is essentially equal to L'Rl. As regards the imaginary part, the ionic 
acoustic pole of DR yields in this case the same contribution (22.36). The 
same applies to the term from Im ll;, which is again insignificant. 

The electronic, damping, which comes from Im ll
0

, yields an integral 
in which the most important values are k,......, Xe, w ,...._, vxe ,...._, w112• If 
T ~ w112 , it is of the order e2 T/v, i.e. it can be neglected. 'Vhercas if 
T ~ w112 • we can take T = 0 in the integral. In view of the fact that 
w,......, vk here, the entire Pxpression (22.22) has to be substituted for Ile. 
The simplest thing here is to use the fact that the temperatmc brackets 
are the same in (22.32) and (22.33) for T = 0, and arP equal to 2. On 
combining these two formulae, we obtain 

On substituting in this (22.34) and (22.22), we arrive at the expression 

(22.38) 

where {31 and {32 are constants, equal to the real and imaginary parts of 
the intPgral 

1 1 [ ( 1 )]1/2 "2 /du 1-u artanh u - 2 in (22.39) 

(the value of the square root with the positive imaginary part is taken 
here). The imaginary part of (22.38) is the required part of the damping. 
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WP can find from the equation e - ~ - I + Llµ = U the energy ~pcc
trum aml thl· damping of the electronic rxcitations in the various regions: 

(a) 

(22.4U) 

(b) wP2 ~max (~, T), 

e(p) = ~(p) l 1 + e2 m(ln (~+Pol~ -1)1- e2m T 1(~(p))' 
. np ':!.mT np T 

e2 X· 
y (p) = - T ln __!. + e2 

"• fJ .... 
v "• ' 

In particular, 

e(p) = ~(p) 1 +- ln--0
- -1 l e2 ( 4yp v )] 

nv nT 

for p~/2m ~ T ~max [~(p), w1d, (22.41) 

l e
2

m p +Po] 
e(p) = ~(P) 1 + tn 

1
- I 

JCP P-Po 

4. Thermodynamic functions 

Let us end by considering the thermodynamic functions for a degenerate 
plasma(t). We have, in accordance with (10.22): 

l Je• 2 J 3 4 b(r - r') - - - -
Ll.Q = .Q -.Q0 = -

2 
d(e) d rd x' I , I [('lf',.(X)lftl (x')lJ!tl(x')lJ!,.(x)) 

o r - r 

- 2Z (VJ"(x) <P(x') iP(x')VJa (x))+ Z 2 (<i>(x) tP (x') iP(x') <1> (x))]. (22.42) 

The expression in the brackets < · · ·) can be expressed in terms of the 
functions CM and (T; for example: 

(VJa{X)VJ/l(x')Vip(x')Vi"(x)) = -2 G)~O)(X - x') G)~O)(x' - X) + ( ~ r 
- J d4x1 d4x2d4x3 d4x4 ())~0>(x -x1)(l)~0>(x' -x2) 

x (l)~0>(x3-X) ru~0>(x4 - x') y~/l"'/l(X1Xz, X3X4). 

The term (N ./ V)2 can be thrown away, since it cancels in (22.42) with 
analogous terms from the electron-ion and ionic interactions as a conse
quence of the electrical neutrality of the plasma. 'Vhen writing down 
the averages of the four field operators that come from the electron-ion 

(t) A. A. VED1':NOV [40] has found the thermo<lynamic functions for a degen
erate ple.sme.. 
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and ion-ion interactions, it is not necessary to write the term with two 
rn-functions as well. The fact is that this term has an exchange origin. 
Exchange of ions with electrons is impossible, while exchange between 
ions can produce a very small cffrct, since thf' ions form a Boltzmann gas. 

The resulting expression therefore consists of two terms. One of them 
comes from the product of the two electron @-functions (it correspond'! 
to exchange of electrons with electrons), whilst the other is the sum of 
terms with different G. 

WP start by considering the first term. It is equal in the momentum 
representation to 

The factors exp ienr take into account thP order of the operators VJ in 
the Hamiltonian (18.1). The summations over n1 anrl n2 are independent. 
On recalling the definition of the Fourier component of the function ili, 
we get 

T 2 ;- exp(ien~) - = ili~o>(-r, p) = n(p). 
n ie,, -Eo(P) + µ T->+O 

T~+O 

Hence we find that 

(22.43) 

This term is small for a Boltzmann gas, since occupation numbers 11 ~ 1 
appear in it. This justifies our neglecting the ion exchange. 

\Ve "now consi1ler the remaining terms. 'Ve obtain in the momentum 
representation: 

e' 
_1.Q2 = - 4n J d e2) T3 ,_,, j"c~k~3P1 il3p2 _!_ 

V 2 ( - (2n)9 k2 
0 l!1E1W 

x {4 CW(pl, E1) O.ie{pl + k, E1 + w) rne(P2, E2) rue(P:i + k, E2 + w)c'T ee(k, wm) 

-8Zali(P1· E1) mi(P1 + k. E1 + w) (\)e(P2, c:,i) m'(P2 + k, c2 + w)c'Te;(k, wm) 

+ 4Z2 (11i(p1,e1) mi(p1 + k, c 1 + w) mi(p2,c2) (l\i(p2 +k, c 2 + w),'Tii(k, mm)}. 

Since thP vertex parts c'T are themselves of order e2, this expression is 
formally of fourth onler in e2. 'Vhat is important here, however, is that 
small k and w matter in the integral over k and the sum over w. Com· 
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paring with (22.9), we can write 
e• 

LJ.Q2 J J d3k 1 i = - 2n d(e2
) T ~ (

2
n)3 k2 {3l!(w, k) c7 ee(w, k) 

0 

+ 2Z 3li(w, k) 3le(w, k) Yei(w, k) + Z2 3lf(w, k) Yii(w, k)} 

= - 8:n;2 j' e2d (e2) T ~ J d3k I_ 3li + 2Z2 3l; 3le + Z4 3lf 
o "';';;' k2 k2 - 4ne2 (J[e + Z23l;) 

=_I_ /e2d(e2)T 2.'f dk]_ (3le+Z23l;)
2 

• (22.44) 
n o w k2 k2 

- 4ne2 (3l e + Z2 3l;) 

The important values of k2 here are of order 4ne2 (3le+Z2 3l;)· We 
want to find the relationship between the values vek, v;k and w = 2m nT. 
It is easily seen that the integral over kin (22.44) increases as 4ne2 (3l. + 
Z 2 3li) increases. Let us consider (22.11) for 3l. If we assume vk <:: T, 
the maximum . value of 3l (w, k) is obtained when w = 0. The most 
important ion loop in this case is that for which 3l; ,...._,Ni/TV, so that 
4ne2 (3le + Z2 3l;) ,....._, (e2/V) (N;Z2/T). Hence it follows that (v1k)2 ,..._, 

(T/M) (Ni/V) (e2/T) ,...._, e2 N;/V M <:: T 2• Our assumption is therefore 
justified. We need only take the term with w = 0 in (22.44) and put 
3le + Z2 3l; !"'::! - (Z2/V) (8N;/8µ). After this, integration over k2 gives 

L1.Q2 = - 2 Vn (Z )3 T ( oN;_)3/2 = - 2 Vn (Z )s (NJV)s/2 (22.45) 
V 3 e Voµ 3 e T 112 • 

Given our assumptions (22.2), (22.3), this term is small compared with 
(22.43). But this is the only term of order e3, since the correction to the 
term Ll.Q1 must be of order e4. 

If the condition of strong degeneracy is not imposed on the electron 
gas, L1.Q2 may become of order LJ.Q1. Now, however, we must also take 
into account the electron loop. We thus get 

Ll.Q = _ 4ne2f d3
P1 d

3
P2 '!!__(P1)'!1'._(P~) _ 2 Vn es T (Z2 oN; +I_ oNe)

312
• 

v (2n)6 (p1 - p2 )2 3 v oµ v oµ 
This formula is suitable when the following conditions are fulfilled: 

{ 
2(N)l/3 1 (N)21s} T~max e V , M V . (22.46) 



CHAPTER V 

SYSTEM OF INTERACTING BOSONS 

§ 23. APPLICATION OF FIELD THEORY METHODS TO A SYSTEM 

OF BOSONS AT ABSOLUTE ZERO 

CONSIDERABLE difficulties are involved in extending the methods of 
quantum field theory to the case of a system of bosons at temperatures 
below the "Bose-condensation" temperature. Nevertheless a suitable 
formalism has been developed (Belyaev [41]), and the present chapter 
will be devoted to it. As usual, we start from a consideration of the 
absolute zero case. 

Throughout the foregoing treatment our development of the diagram 
technique has been based on the fact that the average of the product 
of several non-interacting vi-operators can be reduced to the product 
of \Vick's averages of pairs of averages lplp+. This was a consequence of 
theorem, according to which the average of the time-ordered product of 
any number of field operators splits up into the sum of the products 
of normal products of pairs. The ground state for a system of fermions -
the "vacuum" (we are at present only considering the case at absolute 
zero) - is such that, by varying the definition of the creation and anni
hilation operators, we can arrange for the average of the normal products 
to be equal to zero. The situation is quite different for a system of bosons. 
Because of the statistics in a Bose gas, any number of particles may be 
concentrated in the zero momentum state at absolute zero. In an ideal 
gas, at T = 0, the number of particles in the lowest level is simply equal 
to the total number of particles in the system. The state of Bose-conden
sation is therefore characterized by the fact that the density of the num
ber of particles at the lowest level, with zero momentum, tends to a finite 
limit when the total number of particles N and the volume of the system 
tend to infinity. Hence the averages of the normal product of operators 
aif and a0 , of the form (ajjra8, are not only non-zero, but can be made 
arbitrarily large. 

Let us suppose for a start that the system is at absolute zero. As we 
have just said, in an ideal Bose gas all the particles are at the zero mo
mentum level. We separate out, from the operators 'l/'(x) and'//'-+ (x) in the 

203 
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interaction representation, operators which correspond to the creation 
and annihilation of particles in the state with p = 0: 

'l/J (x) = ~o+ 1p' (x); (23.1) 

(we shall use the notation ~o = a0 /VV, ~ri = atf{V). 
The total number of particles N = V ~t ~o becomes arbitrarily large as 

V ~ oo. Hence, if we neglect the right-hand side in the commutation 
relation 

+ + 1 
~o~o -~o ~o = V 

the operators ~o and ~ot- can be regarded as c-numbers to a first approxi
mation, as was done in Chap. II. It will be seen, however, that this is 
only meaningful when the interaction is sufficiently weak. 

We shall write the total Hamiltonian of the system as 

where 
1 

H 0 = - J J7'1p+ (x)J7'1p(x)d3r, 
2m 

and Hint is an interaction Hamiltonian, the form of which will be left 
unspecified for the present. All the familiar relations of field theory, 
connecting the operators in the Heisenberg representation with those 
in the interaction representation by means of the S-matrix, remain valid, 
as does the actual definition of the S-matrix: 

(23.2) 

The single-particle Green function G(x, x') is given in terms of the opera
tors in the Heisenberg representation by 

G(x - x') = - i(T (Vi(x)V!+(x'))) 

and in the interaction representation by 

G(x _ x') = _ i(T("P(x)1p+(x')S)) 
(S) 

(23.3) 

(23.3') 

(taking the average in the formulae with respect to the ground state of N 
interacting particles in (23.3), and with respect to the ground state of 
N non-interacting particles in (23.3')). It pmves more convenient to 
consider, instead of (23.3), the following two parts of the Green function 
G(x -x'): 

G' (x x') "(T(-, ( ) -,+ ( '))) -i(T("P' (x), 1p'+ (x')S)) 
- = -i 'If' x ''If' x = , 

(S) 
(23.4) 

and 
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G' (x - x') is the Green function for particles "above the condensate", 
G0 (t - t') is the Green function for particles in the condensate. Obviously, 
G0 (t - t') does not depend on the difference of the positional coordinates 
and can therefore be defined as the zero momentum Fourier component 
of the complete Green function 

G0 (t - t') = J G(r - r', t - t')d3r'. 

The density of the number of particles in the condensate is 

n 0 = iG0 (t - t'), 

t' = t + 0. 

As regards the density of the total number of particles, it is always equal 
to 

n = n' + n0 = i [G' (0, t - t') + G0 (t - t')], t' = t + 0. (23.6) 

Notice again that, in accord with § 4, the number of particles in the 
condensate is different from the total number of particles when inter
actions are present. 

Let us now turn our attention directly to the development of a diagram 
technique of perturbation theory for interacting particles. In accord 
with the special role played by the condensate particles, we shall assume 
that the substitution (23.1) has been carried out in the Hamiltonian 
Hint and that Hint has been reduced to the form in which the operators 
~o and ~(j. VJ' and VJ'+ figme separately. We shall similarly assume that 
Hint has this form in the definition of the S-matrix (23.2). Our subsequent 
treatment is applicable for a Hamiltonian Hint(x) which is the product 
of any number of operators VJ and VJ+ with any law of interaction between 
the particles. 

After the division indicated, between the operation of time ordering 
T and the averaging over the ground state of non-interacting particles, 
each can be represented as a sequence of two operations, acting separately 
on the particles in the condensate and on the particles "above the conden
sate" ("uncondensed" particles) 

T = T 0
• T', (-. ·) = «·. -)')o, (23. 7) 

where T 0 and < · · · )0 are applied to the operators ~o and ~ri. The expansion 
of the S-matrix in powers of the interaction contains a set of different 
products of operators ~0, ~ri, VJ' and 1p'+ in each term. As regards the in
dependent operators 1p' and 1p'+, \Vick's general theorem can be applied 
in regard to them, since the means of the normal products of the un
condensed particles vanish. The time-ordered pair averages of VJ' 1p'+, 
which we denote by a<0> (x - x'), differ from zero and are equal to 

a<0>(x - x') = - i(T' (1p' (x)VJ'+(x')))' _ - i(T {VJ' (x)VJ'+ (x'))). (23.8) 
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The corresponding Fourier components are 

Q(O} (x - x') = (2n )-4 f Q(O) (p) eip(x-z')d4p, 

Q(O)(p) = 1 
p2 

w--+ib 
2m 

(23.9) 

If, therefore, we consider the operators ~o and ~t as (numerical) para
meters, they will play the role of an external field in the different ver
tices of the diagrams. 

Let us consider the question of finding the Green function for any 
number of uncondensed particles. The Green function is 

G (x · · · x · x1' • · • x') n I n' n 

(-ir < T( VJ' (Xi)· · ·VJ' (xn); VJ'+ (x{) · · · 1p'+ (x~) S)> 
= (S) . (23.10) 

We split up the operations T and<···) into operations T', T 0 and <· · -)', 
( • • ) 0 in accordance with (23. 7), and first investigate the perturbation 
theory series for 

Gn(x1 · · · xn; x~ · · · x:) = (-it(T {VJ(x1) · · · 1p' (xn); VJ'+ (x~) ···VJ'+ (x:)S))'. 

(23.11) 

Since the operations T' and<···)' do not touch the operators ~0 and ~t. 
the latter are parameters with respect to these operations and have no 
effect on the time-ordering and averaging of the different products of 
operators of nncondensed particles. The corresponding matrix ele
ment can therefore be written in accordance with the usual rules of 
constructing Feynman diagrams and contains products of time-ordered 
averages (23.8) and powers of the operators ~o and ~d. The number of 
the latter in a given order of the expansion of the S-matrix in powers of 
Hint depends on the form of the interaction Hamiltonian Hint and on 
the choice of the terms in Hint after the substitution (23.1). For example, 
the interaction (see § 25) 

Hint= ~ J VJ+(x)VJ+(x') U(r - r')VJ(x') VJ(x)d3rd3r' (23.12) 

splits up, after the substitution 

VJ-+ ~o + VJ'; 'If'+ -+~ii + 111'+ 

into eight terms, starting with a term of the fourth order in ~o and ~ci: 
1/2(~ii)2 (~0)2 J U(r)d3r, and ending with 

1 2 f VJ'+ (x)VJ'+ (x') U(r - r')VJ' (x') 111(x)d3rd3r'. 

As an example, Fig. 64 shows one of the second order diagrams for 
the function G (x - x'). The continuous line in the diagram corresponds 
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to the function a<0> (x-x') (23.9), whilst the wavy line between the two 
points is the interaction pot"ential U (r - r'); the free jagged lines re
present here the operators ~o and ~ii, the line to the vertex being ~t, and 
from the vertex ~o- The matrix element of this diagram is 

G(x1 -x2) = i J a<0>(x1 -x3)G<0>(x3 -x5) ~0 (t5) U(r3 - r4) 

x~t (t4)G<0>(x4 -x6) U(r6 - r 1JG<0>(x6 -x2)d4x3 · · · d
4x6. (23.13) 

In the general case (23.10), the mth order matrix element in 
Gn(x1, •• • , xn; x~, •. . , x~) contains the product of an arbitrary number 
of operators ~o and ~t. We shall only remark that the powers of ~o and 
~tare necessarily the same. This is connected with the fact that the 
interaction Hint preserves the total number of particles. Hence, if the 
numbers of operators ~0, ~t are not the 
same, the numbers of operators 1P and w'+ 
in the average(· ··)'are not the same, and 
the latter is consequently zero. 

Let Mn (Xi · · · Xn ; x~ · · · x~) be the connect- I ll 2 

ed diagram in (23.11), having 2 m verti
ces corresponding tom operators ~o and ~t-
As usual, we understand by a connected Fig. 64 
diagram one which does not break down 
into several parts with no joining lines. Let us consider, along with Mn, 
all the diagrams that differ from it by the presence of "vacuum" loops, 
i.e. different disconnected diagrams. It is well known from field theory 
that the total set of such diagrams amounts to the multiplication of each 
matrix element by the mean value of the S-matrix. In our case, Mn is 
multiplied by (S)'. It is sufficient, therefore, when forming the pertur
bation theory series for the functions (23.11), to take only connected 
diagrams into account, and to multiply the corresponding matrix element 
by (S)'. 

We now pass from evaluating Gn(x1 · · • xn; x~ · · · x~) to finding 

, , (T0G(Xi_···x;xi···x'))0 

Gn(X1 . .. xn; X1 ••• xn) = n (8-; n 

It becomes important at this stage to know the character of the ope
rators ~0, ~t. This has so far been ignored, since the operations T' and 
(· · ·)' do not touch ~o and ~t, which commute with w' and w'+. Every 
matrix element Mn in Gn, like (23.13), contains under the integral a 
definite number of operators ~o and ~t, multiplied by averages such as 
(23.8). Suppose that Mn contains 

~o(t1) · · · ~o(tm)~ii (t~) · · · ~ii (t~). 
In order finally to obtain G(Xi_ · · · xn; x~ · · · x~), we have to find an 

average (· · -)0 of the form 

(T0 (fo(t) ... ~o(tm), U (t~) · · ·U (t:r,) (S)'))0 

(S) 
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Since in turn the operations T 0 and (- · ·)0 do not touch the uncon
densed particks, thP required averages are seen to be m-particle Green 
functions for condensate particles: 

G (t ... t . t' ... t') = (T(~o(t1) ... ;o(tm);;t (t~) ... ;;t (t;,.)S)) (23.14) 
om l m• l m (8) 

Consequently, to find the Orel'n functions for the uncondensed particles 
via the perturbation tlwory series, we have to know the exact m-particle 
Green function for condensate particles. 

Thest> functions can lw fountl dirPctly from formulae such as (23.14), 
in terms of the value of the density n of the number of particles in the 
condensate without interaction. Thi8 approach involves difficult.ies, 
howl'Ver: the \Vick thcorl'm expansion into normal products of the 
product of operators ; 0 , ;(j has no meaning, because the M'erage over the 
ground state of such normal products of the type N (a(j, ... , a0 , ••• ) 

is not nwrcly non-vanishing. but is in fact extremely large. At the samP 
time, it is not possible to negkct the rion-commutativPness of the opera
tors ~o and ;(j in (28.14). For we can write (S)' as(t) 

(S)' = e", (23.15) 

where <1 is the sum of all the singly-connected "vacuum" loops (i.e. those 
that do not break down into imkpendent parts) and a functional of ; 0, 

;(j. This sum is proportional to the volume (the density of the number 
of condensate particles n0 = ~{j~0 is a finite quantity). Arbitrary powPrs 
of V arc obtained in tlw formal Pxpansion of (S)' into a Sl'ril'8 in powl'rs 
of <1 in (23.15), so that, although the right-hand side in the commutation 
relations 

+ + 1 ;o;o -;o ;o =v 
is of order l/V, we still cannot 1wglect it, bl'cause its smallness can be 
compensated by a suitable power of V in c>xpan8ion (23.15). 

Hence it is morl' satisfactory to look for another approach. It may be 
observed that expressions (23.14) can be written directly in terms of 
the HeisPnbcrg operator:,;: 

G0m(t1 · • • tm; t~ · · · t~) = < '1'(~0 (t 1 ) · · • ~0(t,,.)~i{"(t~) · · · ~rict;,.))), (23.16) 

where the mean of thl' prrnluct is taken ovpr the ground 8tate of the inter
acting particles. We first consider the mean V (lf({"~0), which is the exact 
number of particles with zl'ro momentum. In an ideal gas, this number 

(t) In field theory, the poi;sibility of writing (S) in the form (23.Hi) is proved 
on the assumption that $0 , ~;i are external parameterR with no operator properties. 
\Ve shall see, hov.e\·er, that the '8'>' in (23.14) stand~ after the time-ordt•1·ing sign 
with respect to operators $0 , ~;:;. The Bose operators under the sign of the 1'-prn
duct c.in bC' interchanged, in accordance \\ ith the aC'tual meaning of this operation. 

- - - .. .:,.., nf fiP!d theory is fulfillrcl here. 
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is bimply equal, at T = 0, to thl' total numbl'r of particles N - all the 
particles are at the level with p = 0. Intnaction between the particles 
(a rPpulsion at suffil'il'ntly small 1li8tances - an attraction everywhere 
would make the sy8tem unstable) leads to a decreaiw in the numhcr of 
particles with momentum p = 0. This docs not mean, however (we 
emphasized this in Chap. I), that the condensate vanislws, i.e. the mean 
number of particles with zero momentum remains arbitrarily large for 
an arbitrarily large total number of particles in the system (the dl'nsity ·11 0 
of the number of particks in the condPnsate remains finite for any inter
action of the particles, if V--+ oo). This fact is fairly obvious physically, 
though we cannot logically exelnde the possibility that n0 vanishes for 
a certain interaction. \Ve i:;hall not dwdl here on a proof of our assertion, 
all the more, because the only substance Ol'eurring in nature of this 
kind is helium. The rl'adn will find the proof in Belyacv's article [41]. 

ThP change in the total number nf particles in the condensate as a 
result of inti•ractions is in fact the reason why we could not simply re
gard the independent operators ~0, ~(j as c-numbers. 

Thl' pcrturbatiou theory series obtained for the uncon<lensed Green 
functions contains the averagcs of the exact Hcisl'n berg operators ~0 and ~(j. 
If thl' condensate does not disappear, the operators ~0, ~(j are in turn, to 
a first approximation, simply c-numbers, as regards their dfcct on the 
ground state of the interacting partieles. \Ve can use this fact to sim
plify the expressions for the Green functions for the condensate• particks. 

It must not he forgotten, of course, that the operator ~o annihilates 
one particle, whilst ~(j crl'ates one. Strictly speaking, thrn, importance 
will only attach throughout what follows to the matrix elrments ~0 , ~(j 
for a transitions from the ground st.ate of the system with N particles 
(N--+ oo) to th<' ground state of the system with N ± 1 particles: from 
the physical point of view, if we take a particle from an infinite number 
of tlwm in the Bose condensate, or if WP add a particle, we do not in 
practice change the ground state of the system, except for increasing its 
energy by the amount of the chl'mical potl'ntial µ. \Vhen speaking of the 
operators ~o and ~(j as c-numbcrs, we shall always bear this last point 
ii1 mind. 

Let us discuss this in more detail, using as an example the single
particlc Green funl'tion 

\Ve write this last expression as a sum of products of matrix elements 
with respect to intermediate states: 

<<1>1- l~o(t)Et (t') I <l>.v) = (<J>~ IEo(t) I <l> ..v, i> \ <1>!- +i l~o(t') I <l>,\) 

+ ..:!: <<J>!, l~o(t)j <l>~v~ i> ('1>~+1 iU(t')i<l>..v), 
s 

Q.F.T. H 
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where <J>N and <J>N+I are the ground states of systems of N and N + 1 
interacting particles, and <1>~+ 1 are states other than ground states of 
the system of N + 1 particles. The sum occurring in this expression is 
small, since, for example, .;(j <J>N ~ <t>N+I• whllst <J>N+I and <1>~+ 1 are 
orthogonal. As regards the matrix elements for passing from a ground 
state to a ground state, their dependence on time can be found from 
the usual formula of quantum mechanics: 

.o *- * ~-- iae<<P N 1.;o(t)I <PN+i> = <<PN j[H, .;o(t)]j <J>N+i> 

or 
~o(t) = .;o(O)e-it(Eu+i-Eu). 

Using the definition of the chemical potentialµ= 8E/8N, and replacing 
.;0 (0) by n~l2, we find that 

(23.17) 

In other words, the function G0(t - t') has split up into a product of two 

independent factors; ~0 (t) corresponds to the factorVn0 e-iµt, and ~(i(t') 
to Vn0 eiµt'. Obviously, the same situation holds for any Green function 
for a condensate particle: when replacing the operators ~o (t), ~(j(t) by 
c-numbers, a factor of the type indicated has to be associated with each 
operator. The diagram method for finding the Green functions for uncon
densed particles thus reduces to the usual diagram teclmique, in which 
the operators ~o and ~ii play the role of an external field: 

- 1r- -iµt 
.;0 (t) = V n0 e , ~(i(t) = V n 0 eiµt. (23.18) 

As usual, only the connected diagrams have to be taken into account 
when writing down the perturbation theory series. As we have shown, 
taking the unconnected diagrams into account amounts to replacing 
the density of the number of particles in the condensate of an ideal gas 
by the exact value of the density of the number of particles in the con
densate of a gas with interacting particles, whilst it also leads to the 
appearance of frequency factors in (23.18). For the rest, all the diagrams 
are the same as though, after substituting in the interaction Hamiltonian 
Hint the operators in the form (23.1), we W~"e to regard the operators 
.;0 and .;(j in the interaction representation as external parameters and, 
when evaluating expressions (23.10), carry out the averaging (- · ·)' 
and the time-ordering T' only with respect to the uncondensed particles 
(in the connected diagrams). In order to obtain the final expressions, we 
have to perform substitutions for .;0 and .;(j in accordance with (23.18). 
Let us remark once more that the density of the number of condensate 
particles n0 in a gas of interacting particles differs from its value for an 
ideal gas. 
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Evaluation of the Green function for uncondensed particles by 
means of the Feynman diagram method developed above leads to ex
pressions for the diagrams that feature two parameters, the number n0 
and the value of the chemical potential µ. Instead of directly evaluating 
the dependence of the chemical potential on the density of the total 
number of particles in the system using perturbation theory, we can 
apply general relations. First of all, the density n0 of the total number of 
particles in the system is connected with µ by the obvious relationship 

n = n0 + iG'(x - x'), r = r'; t' = t + 0. (23.19) 

The second relation follows from the condition that the ground state 
energy be a minimum with respect to no- Evaluation of the ground state 
energy E = (H) using the approach described above leads to an expres
sion for E as a function of the parameters n0 and µ. On varying E with 
respect to n0 , with the total number of particles constant (n constant), 
we find the second condition as 

( oE) _ O 
Ono n- · 

(23.20) 

In principle the two conditions (23.19) and (23.20) solve the problem. 
It proves more convenient for practical calculations to use (24.17) in
stead of (23.20). 

We shall end this section with a brief discussion of the choice of thermo
dynamic variables. To date, we have used the total number of particles 
in the system as the independent variable. This was connected with the 
fact that, when applying perturbation theory, we started out from the 
characteristic of an ideal Bose gas, in which there is no Bose condensation 
when the chemical potential is finite: as we know, the chemical potential 
of an ideal Bose gas is identically zero throughout the temperature in
terval from zero to the condensation temperature To- The chemical 
potential µ is not zero for a system of interacting particles and is there
fore just as much a thermodynamic variable as the total number of par
ticles. As usual, the value ofµ can be found from the condition that the 
average number of particles in the system be equal to a given real num
ber of particles. In essence, it is precisely this condition that is expressed 
by (23.19). Changing to the chemical potential µ as the independent 
variable enables us formally to avoid auxiliary time dependences in 
formulae (23.18), arising in the matrix elements from the vertices with 
~0(t) and ~(j(t). 

For, as we have seen more than once, a change from the variable N 
to the variable µ is achieved by replacing the complete Hamiltonian of 
the system H by H - µN. Since the operators 1fJ and w+ commute with 
the total number of particles N in accordance with 

N1jJ - wN = -1jJ; N1jJ+ -1jJ+N = w+, 
14* 
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the change of Hamiltonian amounts to an extra time dependence of 
the operators 'ljJ and w+: 

'ljJ-+ eiµlw; w+-+ e-iµt'ljJ+ (23.21) 

The Green function is changed at the same time, e.g. we have for the 
complete single-particle Green function, 

G(x - x
1
)-+ eiµ(t-t')G(x - x'). (23.22) 

In the Fourier components this transformation implies a change of all 
the frequencies w in the old expressions to w + µ. Hence, the Green 
functions for condensate particles are also independent of time in the 
new thermodynamic variables after the transformation (23.21). In view 
of this, the time factors (23.18) can be omitted at the corresponding 
vertices of the diagrams. The reader can obtain this result by redefining 
the Green function in accordance with (23.22) and investigating directly 
the perturbation theory series in connection with tranformations (23.21) 
and (23.22). It will be assumed everywhere in future that µ has been 
chosen as the independent thermodynamic variable. 

§ 24. GREEN FUNCTIONS 

1. Structure of the equations 

Let us dwell in rather more detail on the structure of the perturbation 
theory series for a single-particle Green function for uncondensed 
particles. A diagram of any order can be split up into several irreducible 
parts, joined by a single line, corresponding to the function a<0>(x - x'). 
Any diagram for a Green function is therefore a chain of self-energy dia
grams, connected by zero order Green functions. Fig. 65 shows a few 

:Fig. 65 

examples, where the 
circles denote schema
tically irreducible self
energy parts of any 
required structure. The 
presence of the conden -
sate amounts to the 
appearance among the 
self-energy diagrams of 
new diagrams which 

have never been featured in the problems considered in earlier chapters. 
These diagrams result from the interaction of uncondensed particles 
with condensate particles and contain the operators ~o and ~ft at several 
vertices; in accordance with the results of the previous section, these 
latter make their appearance in the role of an external field: ~0 , ~ii-+ ~'n;;. 
It may easily be observed from Fig. 65 that the total number of lines 
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entering any irreducible self-energy diagram is always the same as the 
total number of lines leaving it (the total number includes all the jagged 
lines, corresponding to the operators of creation and annihilation of 
particles of condensate). Since all the self-energy parts are connected 
by straight lines, i.e. contain two uncondensed particles either entering 
or leaving, the fact just mentioned enables us to classify all the irredu
cible self-energy diagrams as follows: 

A. Diagrams with one straight line entering and one leaving, corres
ponding to uncondensed particles. The numbers of jagged lines that 
enter and leave these diagrams (the powers of the operators ~o and ~(j) 
must be the same. We shall denote the sum of all the matrix elements of 
these diagrams in the coordinate representation by L'n (x - x') and 
illustrate it by a shaded circle, as in Fig. 66a. 

B. Diagrams from which two uncondensed lines leave. In these dia
grams there are two more jagged lines entering than there are leaving. 
We shall denote the corresponding sum of matrix elements by .E02 (x - x') 
and represent it by a shaded circle with two entrant jagged lines, as in 
Fig. 66b. 

C. Diagrams in which there are two entrant uncondensed particle 
lines. In these diagrams, on the contrary, the number of jagged lines 
leaving is two greater than the number entering. We shall denote the 
sum of these matrix elements by .E20 (x -x'); in Fig. 66c, the sum of 
such self-energy diagrams is represented by a circle with two jagged 
lines leaving it. All three types of 
irreducible self-energy parts can 
be combined in any order into dia- -0-
grams for the Green functions 
G' (x - x'). The only obvious re
striction is that the number of 
times that the matrix elements .E02 

enter into a diagram be equal to 

(a) (bl 

Fig. 66 

(cl 

the corresponding number of matrix elements of type .E20• Fig. 67 illus
trates some examples of diagrams for the Green functions for uncon
densed particles. 

\Ve can now write an analogue of Dyson's equation for the Green 
function for an uncondensed particle. \Ve shall first derive it diagramma
tically. \Ve separate out the first irreducible self-energy part from the 
diagram, reading from left to right. As distinct from the cases considered 
in previous chapters, the irreducible part can be of two types: .En or 
.E20• The vertical dotted lines in Fig. 67 illustrate schematically the divi
sion of the diagram into two parts. To the right of the <lotted line in 
Fig. 67 a we have a chain of lines and self-energy parts, the sum of which 
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is again a complete Green function G' (x - x'). On the other hand, the 
right-hand sidl's of the dotted lines in Figs. 67 b, c. d, following the self
energy part .E20 , represl'nt, when summed over all the diagrams, a iww 

function, which we shall denote by G(x - x'). From the diagrammatic 

I 
I 
I 

~ I 
I 
I {a) 
I 

(d) 

Fig. 67 

point of view, it is distinguishf'd by the fact that there are two departing 
uncondensed lines in the diagrams representing it. Por the sake of 
convenience, we now introduce into the diagram arrows for each line 
corresponding to the two points x and x', indimting whether the line is 
enteriug or leaving at each of these points. The Green function for a 

Gr:r-.r'J 

fo) .:c' Or.r-.T} 

:I: (b) 

Fig. 68 Fig. 69 

non-interacting particle G<0>(x - x') is by definition the average of the 
T-product of operators VJ' (x)VJ'+(x') in the intera<'tion representation. 
We shall put an arrow along the line at the point x in the direction from 
x (the operatm VJ' (x)), and at the point x' an arrow in thP direction to 
x' (the operator VJ'+(x')). The Green function G' (x - x') is obviously a 
heavy line with two arrows such as in the zero order Green function 
(Green function without interaction, Fig. G8a). As regards the function 

G(x - x'), it is clear from Figs. fi7 b, c, d that it will be a heavy line on 
the diagram with two ends leaving it (Fig. fi8b). Tlw Pquations connecting 

the Green functions G' (x - x') and G (x - :r') are illustrated in Fig. G9. 
The structure of these equations is clear without further explanations; 
we shall remark here once again that the fund.ion (J(x - x') appl'ars in 
the theory as a result of the interaction of uncondensed particles 
with condensate particles and thcrdore has no analogue for non-inter
acting particles. As rPgards the self-mwrgy parts Sw L'20 and .E02, aH 
usual, the last cannot be written in the dosl'd form in terms of thP func-
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tions G and G. The Feynman diagram method yields expansions for 
them into series, each term of which can be associated with a definite 
diagram. Several lower order diagrams for ..!'11 and L'20 are illustrated 
in Fig. 70 for the interaction Hamiltonian (23.12). 

:Fig. 70 

We write down the equations of Fig. t)9(t): 

G'(x -x') = a<0>(x - x') + J J a<0>(x -y) [E11(y -z)G'(z - x') 

+ E 20(y - z)G(z - x')]d4zd4y, (24.1) 

G(x - x') = J J a<0>(y - x)[Eu(z - y)G(z - x') 

+ L'02 (y - z)G'(z - x')]d4zrl4y. 

Fourier transforming these equations, we get 

G'(p) = gco>(p) + a<0>(p)E11 (p)G'(p) + a<0>(p)E20 (p)G(p), 

G(p) = a<0>(-p)Eu(-p)G(p) + a<0>(-p)Eo2(P)G'(p). 
(24.2) 

Using expression (23.9) for the Green function G<0>(p) for non-interacting 
particles, we can write (24.2) in the more convenient form 

(w - s0 (p) + µ - En(P))G' (p) - E 20 (p)G(p) = l, 

(-w - s0 (p) + µ - E11 (-p))G(p) -E02 (p)G'(p) = 0 

(here 13o(p) = p 2/2m). On introducing t.hl' notation 

S(p) = ;!l(p) + Eu(-p)' A(p) = E!!_(p) -E11 (-p) 
2 2 

(24.3) 

and expressing G' (p) and G(p) in terms of Ew~02 , E20 via equations (24.3) 

we get for G' (p) and G(p): 

G' (p) = - Q) _ + ~o (p) + S (JJ) + _!1 (p) __- µ - - -
(w - .A (p))2 - (so(P) + S (p) - p)2 + E20 (p) Eo2 (p) ' (24.4) 

(24.5) 

(t) The choice of coefficif'nts in the equations impliC's a suitable definition of the 
self-energy ll<trts E,k (sec § 25). 
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These formulae generalise the usual expression for the single-particle 
function in terms of its self-energy part. 

2. Analytic properties of the Green functions 

The function G(p) has appeared up till now as the result of summation 
of definite diagrams. We shall next give a definition of it in terms of 
the operators 1P'+. To do this, we consider 

- i(P (~0~0V!'+(x)1ji'+(x'))) 
and verify that its expansion into a perturbation theory series is the same 

as the expansion of G(x - x'). We shall assume, as we did at the end of 
the previous section, that all the operators are defined with factors 
ei!d or e--iµt as in (23.21), and change to the interaction representation 

- i (P(.;0 .;01P'+(x)1P'+(x'))S) 

(S) 

We split the operations P and (- · ·) into P =pop• and «· · ·)')0• 

On regarding .;0 and .;t as external parameters, i.e. carrying out the avera
ging over the uncondensed particles, we find that the diagrams for 

this quantity are the same as the diagrams for the function G(x - x'), 
whereas the matrix elements differ by the presence of two extra opera
tors .;0 • It has been shown, that averaging over the condensate particles 
amounts to replacing the operators .;0 and .;tin the interaction represen
tation by the Heisenberg operators ~o and ~ii. and in turn replacing 
these latter by numbers: ~0 -+ Vn~ and ~ti-+ Vn0 • Two equivalent defini

tions can therefore be used for G (x - x'): 

(24.6) 

or 
G(x - x') = -i<N + 2 J P(w'+(x)w'+(x')) IN), (24. 7) 

where G (x - x') in the latter formula is expressed in terms of the matrix 
element of P(1P'+(x)1P'+(x')) between the ground states of the systems 
with N + 2 and N particles. 

Let us investigate the properties of the Green functions G' (x - x') 

and G (x - x'). On using the definition (23.4) of G' (x - x'), we can re
present it, precisely as we did in Chap. II, as the sum of matrix elements 
over the intermediate states when t > t' and t < t': 

when t > t', 

G' (x - x') = - i 2: (N Jiji' (x) J m) (m J1Ji'+(x') JN), 
m 

when t < t', 

G'(x-x') = -i ~(N J1jj'+(x')J n) (n J1jj'(x)I N). 
n 
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On separating the positional and time dependences in the matrix elements 
in the usual way, we get 

f

- i -?i l"PNml 2 exp{i(Pm· r-r')-iwmx(t-t') + iµ(t-t')}, 

t > t', 

G'(x-x') = 1 - if l"PNnl 2 exp{iPn(r - r') - iwnN(t' -t) - iµ(t-t')}, 

t < t'; (24.8) 

here, Pm and p., are the momenta of the system in the intermediate 
states, wmN =Em -ENO• wnN = E,, -ENO• where E,,, Em are the ener
gies of the system in states n and m, ENO is the ground state energy of 
the system with N particles. By the properties of the operators ip' and 
ip'+, the system has N + 1 particles in state m, and N - 1 particles in 
state n. The appearance of the factors e±iµt in (24.8) is connected with 
this. On using the definitionµ~ EN+r,o-EN0 , we can write (24.8) in 
the form 

I
r- i !i l"PNml 2 exp{i(pm · r- r')-i(Em -EN+I.O)(t -t')} 

(t > t'), 
G' x -x' = 

( ) -i 2: l"PNnl2 exp{-iPn(r-r') + i(En-EN-i,o) (t-t')} 

(t < t'). (24.9) 

The energy differences Em - EN+i,o and En - E N-l,O are the spectra, 
or excitation energies, of systems with N + 1 and N - 1 particles. 
Given a large number of particles, the spectra of these systems are the 
same up to terms of order 1/N. Fourier transforming (24.9) both with 
respect to the coordinate differences and to the time, we get in the mo
mentum representation for the Green function: 

G'(p)=(2n)3lL tJ(P-Pm)l'!J'Nml
2

• 

m w-(Em-EN+r,o) + itJ 

-.L tJ(p + p.,) l'!J!Nnl2 · l · (24.10} 
,,, w +(En -EN-1,0) -itJ 

The poles of the function G' (p) correspond to the values w = ± (Em - E 0), 

i.e. they determine, as usual, apart from the sign, the spectrum of the 
system; their position relative to the real w axis is clear from (24.10). 

We now carry out a similar expansion with respect to the intermediate 

states for the function G(x - x'), making use of its representation in the 
form (24. 7): - 1- i : <N + 2 iv/+ (x) Im) (m iv/+ (x') IN) (t > t'), 

G(x-x')= _ 
- i ~ (N + 2 j'!p'+ (x') Im) (m lif'+(x) IN) (t < t') 

m 
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or 

r
- i ~, 'lfJ"t +2.m VJ:;,N exp [i (Pm· r - r') - i (Em - EN +2,0 + µ)t 

, + i(Em - E,.0 - µ)t'] (t > t'), 
G(x - x) = 1 . ~, + + . . , . , 

- i-;; 'lfJN+ 2.m 'ljJ,,.,yex~[i(pm · r -r)-i(E,,. - ~N+ 2,0 + µ)t 

+ i(E,,. - E.vo -µ)t] (t < t ). (24.11) 

The states tlistinguished by the iudex m corrrnponcl to states of the system 
with N + 1 particles. On introducing EN+i.o, the ground state of the 
system with N + 1 particles, into (24.11) and again using the definition 
of the chemical potential, we can transform (24.11) to the form 

I
-i ~ 'lfJt+ 2,m'lfl,;.xexp[i(p,,. · r-r')-i(Em-EN+i,o) (t-t')] 

"' 
~ (t>t'). 
G(x-x') = 

· v + + · ['( ' '(E E ) (' )] - i - 'lflN+2,,,.'lflmNexp i Pm. r-r )-i m- N+1,o t -t 
"' l (t<t'). 

The Fourier component of G(x - x') is equal to 
~ 3 + + 
G(p) = (2n) ~'IJ'.r-;+2,m'lflm,N 

m 

X l-- tJ(p-p,,J --- i'J(p +Pm) I (24.12) 
w-(Em-·J!Jfl+l,o)+-i1) w+(Em-EN+i,o)-i<'J · 

Comparing exprcs8ions (24.10) and (24.12), we can conclude that the poles 

of the Green functions G'(x - x') aud G(x - x') are the same. In parti

cular, on returning lo t.he reprt>:,;cutation of G'(p) and G(p) in terms of 
the irreducible self-cuergy parts (24.4) and (24.5), we see that the spec
trum of thf' system w = E(p) i::; given Ly the f'quation 

(E(p) -A (p))2 - {E0 (P) + .S(p) - µ) 2 + L'20 (p) Lo2(P) = 0 

(p - {E(p), p}). 

Along with thf' functions G(x - x') of (24.G) and (24.7), it is useful to 
introduce the function 

G(x - x') = _ _!__ (T(v/ (x).,P' (:i·')~it~t)> =(XI T(1f' (x).,P' (x')) IN+ 2). 
no 

(24.13) 

On expanding this last expression ovf'r the intermediate statf's, along the 

same lines as above for G(x - x'), we f'an find expressions analogous 

to (24.12) for the l<'ourif'r compmwnts of G(p): 

G(p) = (2n)3 ~'ljJ,v,,.'1/1,,..x 1-~ 
m 

x r - tJ_(P - Pm) - - tJ(p + P,J_ --] (24.14) 
. <11 -(E 111 - Bs, 1,0) + ·i tJ w + (E,,, -Es .-1.0) -i /J · 
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The function G(p) therefore has poles (and contours round the poles), 

which are the same as the poles of G(p) and G'(p). As regards the coeffi
cients, i.e. the residues at the poles, they are real in the case of G'(p), 
whereas they are the complex conjugate of each other at the identical 

poles of G(p), G(p). 

The function G(x - x') is represented pictorially by a line, with two 

arrows directed towards each other. The equations connef'ting G(x - x') 
with the ordinary Green function are represented schematically in Fig. 71. 
These equations contain the 
Green function G'(x' -x), repre
sented with an opposite direction 
of thf' arrows. The equations of 
Fig. 71 may be written as fol
lows in Fourier components of 
all the functious: Fig. 71 

G(p) = a<0>(p)Eu(P) G(p) + d 0'(p)E2o(p)G'(-p), 

G'(-p) = a<0>(-p) + 0 0 (-p) [Eu(-p)G'(-p) + E 02 (p)G(p)]. 

\Ve find on solving these equations for G(p): 

- L'zo(P) 
G(p) = (w---A (p))2 --(E

0
-(p) + S(p)-µ) 2 + L

20
(p)Eo;(p) 

(24.15) 

~ v 

Expressions (24.5) and (24.15) fur G(p) and G(p) differ from onf' auother 
in rcplaeing the E20(p) i11 the numerator by E02(p). 

3. Behaviour of the Green functions for small mcmumta 

We shall coucludf' the present sf'ction hy making some general remarks 
concerning the results uLtai1wd. Beeause of spatial uniformity, all the 
functions clepeml ou the absolute value of the Vf'f'tnr p. It is clf'ar from - -
(24.12) aud (24.H), that G(p) and G(p) arc even fuuctions of the fre-
quency w. It is easily seen from this that E20(p) = E02(p). For, inasmuch 
as the intf'ractio11 Hamiltonian preserves the total number of particlf's, 
it is symmetric with respect tu the opnators 1p and 'lfJ+. Hf'nf'e Wf' can 
associate with any diagram for E20 precisely the ~ame diagram for 1:'02, 

obtained by replacing all the lines that arc <'I1tl'ri11g in E20 Ly lines that 
are leaving, and vice versa; and correspondingly, the direction of the c:ir
cuit round all the interior lines is rPversccl. But the c~ircuit direction 
round all the interior lines can be Plrnngl:'d hy changiug p to - p in the 
matrix element for a given diagram .E20(p). Rincf' ~:!O is an even function, 
by (24.15), we have 

L'2o(P) = E02 (p) aud G(p) = G(p). 

\Ve consider the equation fur thf' poles of the GrPen functions: 

(w - A (p))2 
- (E0 (p) + S(p) - µ) 2 + ~'g2 (p) = 0. (24.Hi) 
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It is clear from physical considerations that this equation must have a 
solution, no matter how small w and p. In fact, the possible solutions 
for the excitatio{l energy spectrum with small p must include the acoustic 
spectrum w = c IPI· i.e. the spectrum corresponding to long wavelength 
density oscillations. We therefore put w and p equal to zero in (24.16). 
As a result, we get conditions connecting the chemical potential µ with 
L'u(O), .E20(0) and L'02(0): 

(µ -L'u(0))2 = .Eg2(0). 

It will be clear from the results of the next section, that of the two roots 
of this equation we have to choose 

µ = L'u(O) -1:'02 (0). (24.17} 

In order to find the form of the Green functions in the neighbourhood 
of small wand p, we carry out expansions in the denominators of (24.4), 
(24.5) and (24.15), confining ourselves everywhere to second order terms 
in w and p. We find then using (24.17): 

, L'u (0) - µ .E20 (0) 
G (p) = Btw2 -c2fp l2) = B(w2-c2IP12)' 

- - 1:'20 (0) 
G(p) = G(p) = - B(w2-c2IP12)' 

(24.18) 

where 

B = (1- ~Lu (U))2 - a2.En (0) .E. (0) + ~ ~ 1:'2 (0) 
ow ow2 20 2 ow2 °2 

' 

2 _ f 1 OLu (0) o.E20 } 

Be - 2.E2o(O)l2m +a-fil2 -aTPF · 
Obviously, c is the velocity of sound. As must be the case, it vanishes if 
.E20 (0) is zero, since the velocity of sound is zero for an ideal Bose gas. 

On comparing the results (24.18) with the general expansions of the 
Green functions (24.10), (24.12) and (24.14), we find that the ratio 
L'20(0)/B is real and positive. Thus the form of all the Green functions 

G'(p), G(p), G(p) is the same for· small w and p (w ,...._, c p): 

const 
G(p) = 2 2 2 • w -c p 

(24.19) 

§ 25. DILUTE NON-IDEAL BOSE GAS 

1. Diagram technique 

We shall now illustrate the methods described by considering in more 
detail the particular case when the interactions between the particles 
are binary forces (Belyaev [42]). The interaction Hamiltonian is 

1 
H<nt = 2 J J 'IJ!+(r)'!J'+(r') U(r - r')1p(r')'!p(r)d3rd3r'. (25.1) 
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We separate out in Hint in the explicit form the operators of the conden
sate particles ~o and ~(j in accordance with (23.1). As a result, we get eight 
distinct terms in a sum that can be used to represent Hint: 

Ha=~ J J 'ljl1 +(r)'IJ''+(r')U(r - r')'IJ''(r')'IJ''(r)d3rd3r', 

1 V + 2 2f dsR Hb =2 (~o) ~o U(R) , 

He= ~ J J [U'IJ!'+(r') + 'ljl1 +(r)~cf]'IJ''(r)'IJ!'(r')U(r -r')d3rd3r', 

Hd = ~ J J "P'+(r)'IJ!'+(r')['ljl'(r')~0 + ~o'IJ''(r)]U(r - r')d3rd3r, 

He=~ J J [U'IJ''+(r')~o'IJ''(r) + ~ri"P'+(r)~o'IJ''(r')]U(r - r')d3rd3r', 

H1 = ~ J J [U'IJ''+(r)~o'IJ''(r) + ~ri"P'+(r')~o'IJ''(r')]U(r - r')d3rd3r', 

Hu= ~ J J ~ri~ri'IJ!'(r)'IJ''(r')U(r - r')d3rd3r', 

1 
Hh = 2 J J ~o~o'IJ''+ (r)'!J!'+ (r') U(r-r')d3rd3r'. (25.2) 

The elementary processes corresponding to each of these terms are 
shown in Fig. 72. Any matrix element can be formed by the usual 
method, Wick's theorem being applied to the operators of the uncon
densed particles. In accordance with the results of the previous sections, 

~~~~ 
(o) {b) (c) (d) 

~D~~ 
(e) (f) (g) (h) 

Fig. 72 

it is only necessary to take the connected diagrams for the process, the 
operators ~0 , ~(j being everywhere regarded as external parameters, which 
have to be replaced in accordance with ~0 , ~(j ~ Vn0 (if the frequencies 
of all the particles concerned in the process are measured from the value 
of the chemical potential). We shall confine ourselves to formulating 
the correspondence rules in the momentum representation between 
the matrix elements and the diagrams for the single-particle Green func
tions. Let us take any diagram of the mth order of perturbation theory 
for one of the Green functions, say G'(x - x'), containing s condensate 
lines entering ands leaving (as we have remarked several times, the total 
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numbers of the lines entering and leaving any diagram must be the same). 
The diagram in question is contained in the expression 

The number of possible permutations of the m Hamiltonians Hint(ti), 
that do not destroy the order of pairings determined by the given dia
gram, is equal tom! The number of operators 'ljJ' (equal to the number of 
operators "P'+) is obviously equal to 2m - s + 1. 

In accordance with the definition of the Green function a<0>, a factor 

-i appears with each pairing ;;JV/+. We shall associate a<0> with each 
straight line and introduce a wavy line corresponding to the potential 

V(x - x') = U(r - r')c'l(t - t'). 

The total num~er of ternary vertices (i.e. vertices from which a wavy 
line departs) is, by (25.1) and Fig. 72, twice the order of perturbation 
theory. It may easily be shown that, if we introduce Fourier components 
of all the quantities: 

G' (x - x') = 
1 

JG' (p)eip(x-x')d4p 
(2n)4 ' 

J f . ( , V (x - x') = (
2

n)
4 

U (q)e'q x-x >d4q, etc., 

the matrix element of any diagram of the mth order of perturbation 
theory for a Green function can be formed according to the following 
rules: 

(1) every straight line proceeding from left to right corresponds in 
G'(p) to the function a<0>(p) = [w -Eo(P) + µ + ic'l]-1 (a line in the 
opposite direction corresponds to a<0> (-p)); 

(2) each wavy line with momentum q corresponds to a Fourier com
ponent of the interaction potential U ( q); 

(3) an entering or departing condensate line corresponds to the factor 
Vn;;; 

(4) at every ternary vertex the momentum q of the wavy line is equal 
to the difference between the momenta of the particle lines. Integrations 
are performed over the momenta not determined by the laws of conser
vation; each integration implies a corresponding fact.or (2n)-4 ; 

(5) the entire matrix element must be multiplied by As.m(-i)"-m, 
where As,m depends on what sort of terms of (25.2) figure in the diagram. 

These rules remain unchanged for the Green functi011s G and G, provided 
we understand by s the power of the factors n0 figuring in the given dia
gram of order m. If, for instance, the number of entering condensate 
lines in one of the diagrams for {J is equal to l, the number of departing 
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lines is l + 2 because of the definition (24. 7) of G. The number of pair
ings of the operators 'lfJ' and 'lfJ'+ (the number of functions a<0>) is obviously 
equal to 

2m-l. 

Since the factor -i appears in each Green function, in accordance with 
its definition, the factor by which the matrix element must be multi
plied is equal to 

(-i)l+l-m. 

However, l + 1 is just the power s of the factors no arising from the 
condensate lines. 

2. Connedion between the Chemical potential and the self-energy parts 
of the single-particle Green functions 

We now turn to the proof of (24.17) for the chemical potentialµ. Let 
us consider the operator .;0 (t) in the Heisenberg representation (we assume 
that the term -µN is included in the complete Hamiltonian). AB regards 
its dependence on time, .;0 (t) satisfies the usual operator equation of 
quantum mechanics: · 

iofo(t) - - -
-

0
-t- = [.;o(t), H] = -µ.;o(t) - [Hint• .;o(t)]. 

We find with the aid of this equation, for the Green function G0 (t - t') 
for condensate particles: 

However, it follows from the results of the previous sections, that 
G0 (t - t') does not depend on time and is simply equal to ?Lo· Hence it 
follows that 

(25.3) 

Let us evaluate the average on the right-hand side of this equation. Chang
ing to the interaction representation 

(T ([Hint• l
0
(t)]lri (t'))) = (T([H;nt• ~~~].;;j (t')S)), 

we can briefly reproduce the arguments of § 23. We first carry out the 
averaging and time-ordering over the uncondensed particles in the 
operations T and (- · -). In accordance with the general method, we only 
need to take here the connected diagrams into account, whilst regarding 
the operators .;0 and .;c:- as external parameters. In the present instance 
the connected diagrams are different vacuum loops; we denote the result 
of the averaging, which only affects the operators of the uncondensed 
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particles in Him> by l:lf~n. The function Hf~n depends un ~0, ~ii as 
parameters. To obtain the final result, we have to replace all the opera
tors ~0 , ~ii appearing in l:lf~n by the exact Heisenberg operators ~o and 
U. after which we get for (25.3): 

= _ (T0 ([H~~F, ~0]~0 (S)J)~ = _ (T([H~on l ll+)) (25.4) 
µno (8) int ' o o • 

The commutator [l:l~~F, ~0 ] contains the commutations of ~o with 
different products of operators ~0 , ~ii in the vacuum averages .l:l~~n. 
·when evaluating H~~~' the usual averaging in accordance with Wick's 
method of the uncondensed particle operators has been carried out. 
Since this averaging consists in pairwise averaging of the operators 'If' 
aud 'If'+, the numbers of operat.ors ~0, ~ii are also equal. 

Let us considPr, for exampk, the vacuum loop of the mth order of 
perturbation theory, containing s operators ~o and s operators ~ii- The 
rei,:ult of the commutation of ~o with one of the operators ~ii is [U, ~0 ] = 

-1/V; although ~o can commute with alls operators ~ii- Hence, if the 
correction to the ground state energy corresponding to the given mth 
ord<'r vacuum loop with n~ is dmoted by (Hint)~~~ (this latter is obtained 
from H~::.in by replacing the operators ~0 , ~ri by vn;;), it may easily be 
seen that (25.4) is 

or 

-~8 H con 
µno - ......, V ( im>m.s 

s,·m 

(25.5) 

(The vacuum average (Hint> is a function of the parametersµ and n0 • 

Hence the partial derivative with respect to n0 at constant µ is seen on 
the right-hand side of (25.5).) The idea of the rest of the proof (Hugen
holtz and Pines [ 43]) is based on the fact that the operators ~0, ~ii appear 
symmetrically with the operators 'If' and 'If'+ in the interaction Hamil
tonian. Each vacuum loop (H;nt> with a number of condensate lines on 
the diagram can therefore Le formally associated with diagrams for the 
irreducible self-energy parts .En (0), .E20 (0), the necessary number of in
coming and outgoing condensate lines (operators ~ii and ~0) being replaced 
in the loop by entering aud departing straight lines (operators 'If'+ and 
'If'). Fig. 73 shows some simple examples of lower order diagrams(t). 
Since the entering and departing condem~ate particle lines carry the 4-
momentum p = 0, the correspondence in question will also hold for the 
matrix elements .Eu(p), .E20 (p) = .E02 (p) when p = 0. 

(t) Some of these diagrams are zero (see below), but this is of no importance 
for illustrating our arguments. 
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The matrix element of an arbitrary irreducible diagram (Him)':.~ 

is formed in accordance with the same correspondence rules as were for
mulated above for the Green functions; it is easily seen, that the only 
difference lies in the numerical factor, by which the entire integral has 
to be multiplied, which is 
equal to 

(-i)"-m-2, 

where mis the order of per
turbation theory, and s is 
the power of n 0 in the dia
gram. The corresponding 
factor in the matrix ele
ment for the self-energy 
parts has the form 

(-i)"-m. 

The power of n0 is reduc
ed by one when differen
tiating the vacuum loop 
with respect to Uo· Let us 
consider all the possible 
dia.grams for Lu (0) of the 
mth order of perturbation 
theory, containing s - 1 
factors n0 (and the same 
number of entering and 
departing condensate par
ticle lines). All these dia

S=Z 

Fig. 73 

grams can be got from the vacuum loop (Hf~n)m-l,8 by replacing one of 
the s operators ~C:- by an entrant, and a ~o by a departing straight line, 
i.e. these diagrams can be obtained by s2 methods: 

82 
con 

(L'u(O))m,8-1 = Uo V<.Hint>m-l,8" 

As regards the diagrams for L'20 (0), these latter are obtained from 
(llf::.in)m-l,8 by replacing two entrant condensate lines by two entrant 
straight lines. There are altogether s (s - l) such diagrams, as follows 
from the number of methods by which this replacement can be made. 
Therefore, 

s2-s con 
{L'2o(O))m,s-1 = n-V (Hint>m-l,8" 

0 

On comparing the difference .En (0) - .E20 (0) with expression 
obtain at once: 

µ = L'u(O) -L'20 (0). 

Q.F.T. 15 

(25.5), we 

(25.G) 
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As already remarked in the previous section, the validity of this relation 
extends beyond the case of binary forces between the particles. 

Equation (25.6), in conjunction with (23.19), connecting the chemical 
potential with the density of the total number of particles in the system, 
gives us a set of two conditions from which the values of the parameters 
µand n0 can be determined. We shall not dwell here on the proof of the 
equivalence of conditions (23.20) and (25.6); we shall only remark that, 
for perturbation theory calculations (i.e. for the case of a gas of weakly 
interacting particles), condition (25.6) is more convenient, since it ex
pressesµ directly in terms of the familiar functions of an ideal Bose gas. 

3. Low density approximation 

Let us apply the method developed above to a gas of interacting bosons 
with the Hamiltonian (25.1). We have already considered this example 
in Chap. I, where it was assumed that the interaction forces between 
the particles were small. Thus expression (4.11) for the excitation spec-

:r"' II 

i;'2' 
20 

Fig. 75 

Fig. 74 

.~ . 

. ~. 

Fig. 76 

trum contained the Fourier components of the potential, proportional, 
in the Born approximation, to the scattering amplitude of the particles 
with one another. We shall soon show that this result is in fact valid in 
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the more general case when the gas density, but not the interaction, is 
assumed small, i.e. when the dimensions of the particles are small com
pared with the average distance apart of the particles in the gas (if the 
particle dimensions are characterized by the amplitude lo of the S
scattering with one another, the condition is l0 n 1

'
3<1). Let us consider 

the diagrams of the first order of perturbation theory for Eu(p), E 20 (p) 
(Fig. 74). Of the three Eu diagrams, the first is due to the averaging of 
the term Ha of (25.2) of the interaction Hamiltonian (25.1). This diagram 
is zero, since the interior line in it is the average -i('1p'+(r')1P'(r)) = 0 
(remember that the -wavy line corresponds to the interaction potential 
V (x - x') = U ( r - r') {J (t - t'), whilst the order of the operators 1P'+ 
and 1P' in Ha is given by (25.1)). The remaining terms yield: 

nl) ( · 
L-ii (p) = n 0 U(O) + U(p)), 

where the U (p) are the Fourier components of the interaction potential. 
By (25.6), 

The only diagrams of the second order of perturbation theory that are 
non-zero are shown in Fig. 75. For instance, the diagrams E~i>(p) of 
Fig. 76 are zero, since each of them contains products of Green functions 
of the form G<0>(r - r', t1 -t2)G<0>(r" - r'", t2 -t1 ) (in the coordinate 
representation). Incidentally, we know that G<0>(r1 - r 2, t1 - t2) = 0 for 

tl < t2. 
To estimate the diagrams of Fig. 75, we assume for simplicity that the 

Fourier component of the interaction potential has the form: 

r U0 for 

U(p) = j 
0 for 

1 
IPI~-, a 

1 
IPI~--. a 

where a,...._, lo is of the order of magnitude of the particle radius. The 
estimate of any diagram may involve the following parameters of the 
problem: U0 and a, characterising the interaction, the mass m, and the 
density n0 of the number of condensate particles. Two dimensionless 
quantities can be formed from these parameters: 

The quantity C is the perturbation theory parameter (expansion into 
a Born series), whilst {J is the "gas" parameter. Formally, the perturba
tion theory series is an expansion in powers of C < 1; however, we shall 
below only assume {J < 1. 
15• 
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For greater simplicity, let us consider the diagram for E~7/(p) in Fig. 75. 
For this, 

E~°cJ(p) ,..._,no J a<0>(q)G<0>(-q)U(q) U(p - q)d3qdw 

or, on substituting values (23.9) for the Green functions G<0> and inte
grating over w, we get 

(2) "J cl3q E"0 (p),....,n0 U0 . 
- µ -eotq) 

Of importance in the last integral are the larger values of J q I,.._, l/a, 
for which µ/e~ ,..._, mn0 U0 a2 = C{P <: 1, so that 

.E<2> m no Uij n1>,. 
20 ~ a ~ 20~· 

A similar estimate for the Eii> diagrams shows that Efi> ,..._, EWt. 
Let us now consider the third order diagram for Ei~> in Fig. 77a. We 

obtain for this: 

4_i> ,..._, n~ f G<0>(-q) [QC0>(q)]2 [U (q)]2 U (p + q)d3qdw 

,..._, n2 u3 J -cl3q 
0 0 [µ _ Eo(q)]2 • 

As distinct from the previous case, our integral here is convergent at 
the upper limit, and the chief role is played in it by the region J q I,.._, 
Vmft ,.._, Vn0 U0 m, so that 

"us 3/" 
.E,(3a) 

110 ~ii:___: .r<l) ,.sJ:?.{3 (25. 7) 
20 ,..._, µ l/2 .__, 20 .,, • 

At the same time, the third order diagram of Fig. 7 7 b has the value 

E~~) ,..._, EWC2
• (25.8) 

It is clear from (25.7) and (25.8) that .E~ia>,.._,(JC-1'2 E~3iJ». This result is 
a consequence of the fact that E~~> contains two integrals of the product 
of two a<0>, each formally divergent at the upper limit, whereas three 

G<0> functions arP integrated in E~~a); the 
integral is convergmt without cutting it off 
and is determined by the values of the inte
grand in the region of momenta J q I,.._, Vrnµ. 
This distinction is shown on the diagrams 
by tlw number of continuous lines in a 

Fig. 77 closed loop (formed by straight and wavy 
lines). 

Hence every loop in Eik with more than two ><traight li1ws contributes 
the small parameter (3, whereas tlw loops with two lines do not contain {3. 
Only diagrams of the second type IH'ed be c01rnidered for lower approxi
mations. This means formally that. of all the diagrams for En and 1:'20 , 

we need only select those in which there an' two condensate lines, 
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entering or leaving, i.e. the diagrams of the first degree in n0 • For it is 
clear from dimensional considerations that all the diagrams that con
tain a higher pown of 110 will include an extra order of smallness in {J. 
All the necessarydiagrams are of the ladder 
type (Fig. 78). Let us denote Ly r<0>(Pi_, p 2 : 

Pa• p 4) the set of diagrams of Fig. 79 in the 
momentum representation. The first approx
imation in {J differs, therefore, from the 
first approximation of perturbation theory 
in replacing the Fourier components of the 
potential U (q) (the first "rung" of the ladder) 
by r<o>(Pi_,p2 ;p1 -q,p2 +q). Naturally, in 
all the more complicated diagrams, summa
tion of the "ladder" loops contained in them 
also leads to the appearance of r<O) (for our 
purposes, however, discussion of these dia
grams is superfluous, since, as already men
tioned, they yield terms of higher order in {J). 
The potential U ( q) is therefore eliminated 
from the problem; the role of effective po
tential is played by r<o>. 

The integral cqua ti on for F<fJJ (p1, p 2 ; Pa• p 4) 

follows at once from the structure of the 
diagrams of Fig. 79: 

Fig. 78 

~ A 4 4)=t: H+ +···+ 
jJ, !; 

,0, ~ 

r<o>(p1, P2; Pa• P.i) = U(Pa - P1) + (
2
:)4 f U(P1 - k)Gco>(k) 

+··· 

X Q(O> (P1 + P2 - k) r<o> (k, P1 + P2 - k; Pa• p4) d4k · 

(25.9) 

4. Effective interaction potential 

Let us now stop to examine (25.9). \Ve introduce the total and relative 
momenta: 

Pi+ P2 =Pa+ p4 = P; P1 -P2 = 2k; Pa -p4 = 2k' · 

Equation (25.9) for r<0>(p1, p 2 ; p 3, p 4) = r<o>(k, k'; P) now transforms to 

rco>(k, k'; P) = Tl (k - k') (25.10) 

+ (~~)4 J U(k - p)a<0> ( ~ + p) a<0> ( ~ - p) r<0> (p, k'; P)d4p. 

The interaction potential V (x - x') docs not contain retardation effects: 
V(x- x') = U(r - r') b(t -t'). We have thus for the Fourier compo
nents: V(q) = U(q), i.e. it does not depend on the fourth component 
of the 4-vector q. As a result, r<0>(Pi, p 2 ; Pa, p 4) only depends on 
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one combination of the fourth components w1 + w2 = w3 + w 4 = Q, 
where P = {P,.Q}. Thus r<0>(k, k'; P) does not depend on the fourth 
components of the first two arguments, and this enables us to perform 
the integration over dw in the integral of equation (25.10): 

J dw(jO) (~ + p) Q(O) (~ _ p) = _ 2:n:i __ _ 
2 9 p ~ 

"' .Q--+2µ--+ib 
4m m 

After substituting in (25.10), the equation for r<0>(k, k'; P) becomes 

r<0>(k k'· P) = U(k- k') + -1-fd3p U(k - p)I'<o>(p, k'; P) (25.11) 
' ' (2:n:)3 u2 p2 . • 

---+ib 
m m 

where 
u2 P 
-=D--+2µ. 
m 4m 

This equation cannot be solved in a general form for any arbitrary type 
of interaction; however, its solution can be expressed in terms of the 
scattering amplitude of two particles with one another in vacuo. 

Let us remind the reader of the statement of the problem of the scat
tering of particles in a potential U ( r). The Schrodinger equation of a par
ticle in a field U ( r) can be written as 

(V2 + k 2)1f!k(r) = 2mU(r)1P,.(r), 

where k2/2m is the eigenvalue of the particle energy and 1f!,.(r) is its 
wave function. This equation may be conveniently written in terms of 
the solution of the Poisson equation: 

m J eilkllr-r'I 
1f!,.(r) = -~ \r _ r' \ U(r')1f!,.(r')d3r' + 1f!o,.(r), (25.12) 

where 1Po1< is the wave function of a free particle with the same energy. 
The scattering amplitude is determined from the condition that, at large 
distances from the scattering centre, the wave function is the sum of a 
plane wave (free particle) and an outgoing wave (t): 

. I ilkllrl 
1f!,.(r) = e•(k·r) - /(fJ) Tr!• 

where () is the scattering angle relative to the direction of the vector k. 
On comparing the behaviour of (25.12) at large \ r \ with this definition, 
we get 

(t) Our definiticn of the scattering amplitude differs in sign from the generally 
accepted one (see e.g. [16]). 
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where the vector k' is directed along r. On changing to the momentum 
representation for the wave function: 

'lf!k(r) = (2:n:)-3 J 1Pk(p)ei(p·r)d3p, 
we get 

(25.13) 

(the particle is incident along the direction of k). By the scattering am
plitude, we usually understand (25.13) with I k I = I k' I; we shall make 
use of a generalised scattering amplitude f (k, k'), defined in accordance 
with (25.13) with any vectors k, k'. Equation (25.12) becomes in the 
momentum representation: 

3 4:rr/ (k, p) 
'lfk(p) = (2:rr) b(k - P) + k2 - p2 + ib. (25.14) 

After substituting (25.14) in (25.13), we get 

~f(k k') = U(k' - k) +-1- __ L m dsp. 

/ 

U(k' - p) r2
:rr f(k, p)] 

m ' (2:rr)3 k2 p2 . --- -+ ib 
' 2m 2m (25.15) 

\Ve now return to equation (25.11). \Ve know that the scattering by 
one another of particles interacting with the potential energy U (r - r') 
reduces to the scattering of one particle with a reduced mass m* = 

'lni m2/(m1 + m2) in the potential U (r). On carrying out the substitution 
m--+ m* = l/2m everywhere in (25.15), the latter can be written as 

U(k - k') = [ ~ f(k', k)] 

1 I U(k - P> [-~ f(k', p)] d
3
p - (4:n; ) 

- (2 )3 k' 2 2 = L - t , (25.16) 
n P ·jl m ---+iu 

m m 

where L denotes the operator on the right-hand side of (25.16). By sub
tracting the same expression from both sides of (25.11), we can reduce 
this to the following: 

r<O)(k k'· P) - _l_ J U(k -p) r<O>(p, k'; P) asp 
' ' (2:rr)3 k'2 p2 . 

---+ib 
m m 

= U(k - k') + ( 2 ~)3 f U(k - p) 
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The left-hand side here is L(I'<0>). On acting on it by the operator £-1, 
we finally get the equation for r<0>: 

(O) • , • _ 4:n: , 1 J r 4:n: ] r (k, k • P) - -;n f(k, k) + <2:n:)3 L -;n f(p. k) (25.17) 

{ 
1 i lr<o>( k'· P)d3 x 2 2 -- - k'2 - 2 - p, • P-

u p ".\l p ·~ ---+io ---+10 l m m m m 

It is clC'ar from this that, to a first approximation, r<0>(k, k'; P) is equal 
to ( 4:n:/m) f(k', k). The integral on the right-hand side of (25.17) is con
vergent, even if we assume f and r<0> constant, so that it is of ordPr 
,.._, (I k l/m) /2• It will be clear from what follows that the important region 

of momenta I k I is I k: ,..._, y,;,-µ ,..._, irn.;-1, i.e. ~ k If<:_ 1, and it is sufficient 
to confine ourselves to the first term for r<0>(k, k'; P). Notice, furthermore, 
that we can now neglect the dependence on k, k' in the expression for 
f (k, k'). At small energies this dependence is an expansion in powers 
of the ratio of the particle dimensions a to the wavelength A,..._, 1/I k j. 
Since a is of the order of the scattering amplitude /, and I k If<:_ 1, we 
can finally write 

rlO) , • ,.._, 4:n; _ 4:n; 
1 · (k, k , P) - f(O, 0) = -/0 • 

m m 
(25.18) 

5. Green functions of a Bose gas in the low density approximation. 
S11ectrum 

\Ve have on the basis of the above: 

4:n: 
µ =-/0 n0 • (25.HJ) 

m 

Substitution of these expressions in (24.4) and (24.5) gives 

p2 4mio/ o (I)+ +-
G(p) = _ 2m _!!/,_ 

(02 - E,2 (p) + i (J 

whrre 

( 1 /(p
2 4;r,nofo ) 2 l():n;:!n.6/ii v-P4

- -4nnofn 2 
E P> = - + - -- - -= - + p 

2m m ni2 4m2 m2 (25.20) 

is the spectrum of the system for small momenta. The diffcrcncP hctwren 
(25.20) and expression (4.11) of Chap. I for the spectrum lies in replacing 
the Born amplitude by the exact S-scattcring amplitude. It follows fr0m 
(25.20) that the quasi-particles "ith jp I<' Vr10 f0 have the acoustic 
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dispersion e (p) ~ IP J lf:f:nn0 / 0 /m2, whilst for IP J ~ Vn0 f0 they hecome 
"almost free" particles e(p) ~E0 (p) + (4nn0 / 0/m) (this form of the 
spC'etrum corr<'sponds to a particle moving in a continuous medium that 
has an index of refraction). The transition in th<' formula for the disper
sion from tlw phonon region to th<' "free partielc" region occurs when 

IP I ,..._, Vn0 f 0 < 1//0 , so that both rPgions can be validly considered in 
the constant amplitude appro:-..imation. 

Notiee in conclusion that the modC'l investigated can nevC'r be a:s:so
ciated ·\\ith the properti<'s of real helium. Apart from thr fact that thP low 
density approximation does not cotTcspond to liquid He II, it has to 
be emphasized that the form (25.20) of the spectrum for small p is ac-
tually unstable. For, whm p -=F 0, &/8 IP J - the excitation velocity -
is greater than the velocity of sound ~r-1; n0/0/1-::i2, i.e. the excitation can 
creak phonons (scr the next section). This kads to the appearancc of 
damping in the spcctrnm with an excitation life inversely proportional 
to Jp J5 at small p. ThP spectrum of helium at small p docs not possess 
surh an instability. 

§ 26. PROPERTIES OF THE SIN"GLE-PARTICLE EXCITATION" 
8PEC'TRU;.\[ CLOSE TO ITS END-POINT 

1. Statement of the problem 

The spectrum of the single-partil"lc exeitations in a rPal Bose liquid, 
i.e. in helium, can evirlently not hP calculated theoretically. The dcpen
deucr of the energy on th<' momentum (the phonon part of the spectrum) 
i8 only lincar for very small momenta; it ceases to be linear at larger 
momenta and its form becomes depcndcnt on the actual properties of 
the interaction hetw<'en the particles of liquid. 

The charactcristics of the excitation spectrum in a Bose as compared 
with a Fermi liquid is that uurlampcd Bose excitations can exist. This 
means from the mathemat-ir-al point of view that the solutions of equa
tion (24.Hi) arC' rea At finite temperatures, the damping of the excita
tions is due to the possihility of their rollirling with one another. There 
arc no actual excitations at absolute zero. Hence the only possible me
chanism leading to a finite life of the excihttion is its breakdown into 
exeitations of lower energy, provided such a procrss is admissible hy 
virtue of the laws of conservation of momentum and energy. In a Fcrmi 
liquid, breakdown accompanied by tlw formation of particlcs and holes 
is always possible; this Ieacls to a finite life of the quasi-particles, inversely 
proportional to (IP I - p 0 )2 • Givcn sufficiently small momenta, the exci
tations iu a Bose liqnid can l>C' undamped. It is only when the momentum 
increases that the excitation energy finally reaches a threshold value, 
above which the excitations arc unstable from the point of view of 
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breakdown into two or more excitations with lower energies. \Ve shall 
call this threshold the end-point of the spectrum. It is a singular point 
of the spectral curve. We shall try below to explain the nature of this 
singularity; as will be clear from what follows, the entire investigation 
can be carried out in a general way, without any assumptions whatever 
regarding the weakness of the interaction (Pitaevskii [44]). Our only 
restriction (which still leaves plenty of physical generality, one would 
think) will be to assume that the end-point of the spectrum corresponds 
to the threshold of a breakdown into two (and not more than two) exci
tations. 

The energy and momentum conservation laws must be satisfied during 
the decay of the excitation into two. This fact can be expressed by the 
equation 

E(p) = B(q) + B(P- q). (26.1) 

Here, p and B(p) are the momentum and energy of the decaying excita
tion, q and e(q) the momentum and energy of one of the resultant exci
tations, and p - q, B(P - q) the momentum and energy of the other. 
If, given p, (26.1) has no solutions for q, this implies that decay is im
possible. The decay threshold (we denote the excitation momentum at 
the threshold point by Pc, and the energy by Be = B (Pc)) is characterised 
by the fact that (26.1) has no solutions for q when B < Be and has solu
tions when B =Be· It is necessary, for this, that the right-hand side of 
(26.1), regarded as a function of the vector q, have a minimum for cer
tain values of q when IP I =Pc· When IP I= Pc, the right-hand side of 
(26.1) depends on two variables; on the absolute value of q, and on cos e, 
where (J is the angle between the vectors p and q. The expression in 
question can have a minimum for both zero and finite e. 

Let the right-hand side of (26.1) have a minimum at some momentum 
q. \Ve write an expansion up to second order terms in the increment 
Liq: 

OB(q) 
B(q +Liq)+ e(p - q -Liq)~ e(q) + B(P - q) +----,,-Llqi 

vqi 

The linear terms must fall out at the minimum. There are obviously two 
possibilities: 

(1) 8e(q)/8q = 8e(p - q)/8p ¥=- 0. This case corresponds to decay into 
two excitations moving in the direction of the vector p with the same 
velocity v = oB/8q. Two cases are possible here. Firstly, one of the exci
tations can have a momentum arbitrarily close to zero. This corresponds 
to the case when the excitation velocity is equal, at the point Pc• to the 
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sound velocity c and the excitation can create a phonon (case a). Se
condly, both the excitations can have a finite momentum (case b). 

(2) 8e(q)/8q = O; 8e(p - q)/8p = 0. It is necessary for this that 
each of the excitations be created with momentum equal to p0 , at which 
the excitation energy E (p) is a minimum_ For liquid helium, such a point 
on the spectrum corresponds to p0 = 2X10-19 g cm/sec. The spectrum 
E (p) has a so-called roton form in the neighbourhood of this point: 

(26.2) 

If Ee = 2LI, the excitation decays into two rotons with momenta q and 
ql, where I q 1, I ql I =Po and E(q), E(ql) =LI. The angle e at which the 
two rotons depart is determined by the condition that the sum of their 
momenta be equal to Pc (case c). The three cases described cover all the 
types of threshold of decay into two excitations. 

2. System of equations 

For our investigation of the form of the spectrum close to the threshold 
point, we make use of the methods of quantum field theory described 
above, i.e. we seek the form of the Green function close to the end-point 
of the spectrum, since the spectrum is itself determined by the poles of 
the Green function. It is obvious physically that the singularities of 
the Green function are connected with those diagrams in which one 
line forks into two, which represents pictorially the decay of an exci
tation into two. Let us consider 
say the diagrams of Fig. 80. The 
different Green functions G', G 
and G figure in these diagrams. 
Each of the loops is a self-energy 
part, characterised by the fact 
that it consists of two ternary 

Fig. 80 

vertices (counting only the number of uncondensed ends), joined by 
two continuous lines. The corresponding integral for such a loop is 

( 26.3) 

where G may denote any of the three Green functions G', G and G, whilst 
I'v I'2 are the vertices on the right and left-hand sides of the diagrams. 
Suppose that the values of wand p for the outer ends lie close to the pole 
w = e(p) (we have shown above that the poles of all three Green func
tions are the same). The singnlarity of the integral (26.3), if it exists, 
is connected with the domain of integration over w' and q, in which the 
functions G(q) and G(p - q) are close to their pole. In accordance with 
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(24.10), (24.12) and (24.14), the two functions have the following forms 
close to their pole: 

G( ) = A1 A 2 
) q w' -qq) + i(J or w' + e(q) -ib' 

(26.4) 
B1 B2 

G(p-q)=w-w'-e(p-q)+iC> or w-w'+t:(p-q)-i(J' 

depending on whether the function is being considered near the positive 
or the negative pole. On substituting these expressions into (26.3), it 
will be seen that our interest is in the terms such as A1 B1. The integration 
over w' in these terms can be performed between the limits - = to 
+ =• after which the remaining integral over q has the form, in a cer
tain domain of values of q: 

J I'1I'2ABdaq 
t:(q) + e(p -q)-w. (26.5) 

The singularities of the last integral are determined by the possible 
vanishing of the denominator of the integrand at certain values of q. 
By our previous analysis, the denominator is always greater than zero 
when w < E(p 0 ); when w = e(p0 ) the integrand becomes infinite, i.e. 
w = t:(p0 ) is a singular point (in the mathematical sense of the word) 
of (26.5). The nature of the singularity is therefore determined purely 
by the analytic properties of the Green functions and does not depend 
on which of the diagrams of Fig. 80 we have actually chosen for the self
energy part. This last fact enables our future discussion to be considerably 
simplified. For, as we have just shown, to determine the nature of the 
singularity, we only need the expressions for the Green functions close 
to the pole. All three functions have the same form close to the pole. Pro
vided, therefore, we are not interested in the actual size of the regular 
terms and in various unimportant coefficients, and inasmuch as the dia
grams for all three functions have the same structure, we need not make 
any distinction between G', G and G close to the poles. \Ve form, for in
sta"uce, equation (24.2) and introduce a new function G1 (p) = G' (p) + G(p). 
We get the following equation for G1 (p): 

G1(P) = Q<Ol(p) + G'0>(p) [En(P) + E2o(p)]G1(p). 

\Ve split the set of all self-energy parts E = ~ + .E20 into diagrams 
that have no singularities at the point w = t: 0 (.E0), and diagrams E 1 

tlft;J that have singularities, which 
iF"fpJ + c'"fpJ 0 C(/JJ take the pictorial form shown 

O(JJ-t;J in Fig. 80. \Ve introduce a 
Fig. 81 function G<0>(p) as follows: 

tl(p) 

(}CO)( ) _ 1 _ 
p - QCO)-l(p) -Eo(P). 
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The remaining equation can now be written as Dyson's equation, illus
trated schematically in Fig. 81. Since the nature of the singularity is 
determined by the form of all the Green functions at the pole, where they 
only differ from each other as regards their coefficients, we can replace 
all the interior lines G', G or G by GI. To the left of the loop there is a 
"bare" vertex r<0>, which, from the point of view of the general method, 
is the result of the interaction of three uncondensed particles with 
condensate particles (as for instance in the diagrams of Fig. 80); to the 
right we have the ternary vertex I', which is obtained from I'(O) as a result 
of the interaction of the lines leaving it. 

The diagrams expressing I'(p, p - q, q) in terms of r<0>(p, p - q, q) 
are illustrated in Fig. 82a. We use a square here to denote the complete 
irreducible vertex part for the scattering of two uncondensed particles 
by one another I'(pI, p 2, p 3, p 4). Summation of these diagrams is carried 
out by the simple equation illustrated in Fig. 82b. This is the set of all 

{a)-f = fro/ A+~+··· 

(b)--< = -< + -4():( 
Fig. 82 

the four-particle diagrams that cannot be split up between the ends 
PI• p 2 and p 3, p 4 into two parts, joined only by one or two lines. On now 
omitting the index of GI everywhere, we can write the equations in the 
analytic form: 

G-I(p) - a<o>-1(P) = (2~)4J r<o>(p, P -q, q)G(q) 

XG(p - q) I'(p, p - q, q)d4q, (26.6) 

(0) i J I'(p, p - q, q) = r (p, p - q, q) + (2:n)4 I'(p, p - k, le) 

XG(lc)G(p - lc)I'(lc, p - k; p -q, q)d4/c. (26.7) 

The properties of equations (26.6) and (26. 7) are entirely different close 
to the three types of threshold described at the start of this section, so 
that we have to consider the three cases separately. 

3. Properties of the spectrum close to the phonon creation threshold 

We consider the properties of the excitation spectrum close to the point 
where the excitation velocity becomes equal to the velocity of sound. 
As from this point, the excitation can create a phonon. The laws of con
servation (26.1) becomes in this case 

c(p) = c(p - q) + w(q), (26.1') 
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where w(q) is the phonon frequency, q is its wave vector. At small q, 
the frequency w ( q) has the form 

w(q) = clql -£X:lql3 • (26.8) 

We shall assume that £X: > 0, i.e. the phonon spectrum is stable, although 
the third order terms in w(q) will not be required below. The function 
c, (p) has a singularity at Ip I =Pc· We shall assume (this will be supported 
by the final result) that the singularity makes itself felt in terms of a 
higher order of smallness than the second in powers of Lip= IP I -Pc• 
i.e. that close to Pc• 

(26.9) 

(By hypothesis, the excitation velocity v = &/8 Ip I is equal to the sound 
velocity at IP I =Pc·) 

At IP I =Pc and cos (j = 1 ((j is the angle between q and p), the right
hand side of (26.1') becomes, taking (26.8) and (26.9) into account: 

cc + {3 I q 12 • (26.10) 

The point IP I =Pc is actually the threshold only on condition that ex
pression (26.10) has a minimum at q = 0 for which it is necessary that 
the condition 

be fulfilled. 
Since, at IP I = p 0 , the excitation can create in our present case a 

phonon with q arbitrarily close to zero, the important region as regards 
finding the singularity in integral (26.6) will be that of small values of 
the argument of one of the Green functions, say G(q). The Green function 
is given by (24.19) for small w and q: 

a 
G(q) = w2 - w2 (q) + ib (26.11) 

and is proportional to the phonon propagation function. (It is impossible 
to use form (26.4) for the function G(q), since both poles are almost the 
same at small q.) 

Close to IP I =Pc and c, =Be, the Green function has a singularity. 
We assume, however, that, in accordance with (26.9), G-1 (p) has the 
following form close to zero (i.e. close to the pole of G(p)): 

Q-l(p) = A-1 [Llc, -cLlp -{3(Llp)2 + ib] 

(Llp = IPI -pc• Llc, =OJ -c,c)· 

(26.12) 

We also have to determine the higher order terms in Q-1 (p) that contain 
the singularity. 

We consider the properties of the vertex part I'(p, p - q, q). At small 
q, this vertex represents a process in which a particle with momentum 
p emits a long-wave excitation or phonon. Such a vertex must necessarily 
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be proportional to the magnitude of the momentum I q I of the emitted 
phonon, since, from the macroscopic point of view, the process is the 
scattering of the excitation by density oscillations (sound). In the limit 
of infinite wavelengths of the acoustic oscillations, this interaction must 
vanish, since the excitation is not scattered in a homogeneous medium. 
We shall therefore use the expression 

T(p, P - q, q) = g I q I (26.13) 

for I'(p, p - q, q) in the region of small I q I· 
We now consider the integral on the right-hand side of (26.6). Because 

of the definition of I' and I'0 (Fig. 82), this integral is in every order of I' 
a chain consisting of loops joined by four-particle vertex functions (Fig. 83). 
Each of these loops yields a contribu
tion to the singularity of the Green 
function, the contribution of each loop 
being only countable once because of 
our assumption that the non-regular 
terms are small. 

I 
I 

-OCX!):cJ-
Fig. 83 

1 
I 

If we take a given loop, the set of diagrams to the left and right of it 
can be summed independently, and, by the definition of the exact three
vertex function I'(p, p - q, q), form at both vertices of the loop a three
particle function I'(p, p - q, q). The small non-regular additive correction 
to the inverse Green function G-1 (p) can therefore be found from a con
sideration of the non-regular part of the expression 

f I'2 (p, p - q, q)G(q)G(p - q)d4q. 

We consider the regions of small q in the expression and substitute 
in it the values (26.11)-(26.13) for I'(p, p - q, q), G(q) and G(p - q). 
We get 

A J jqi4 djqjd.Qdw' 
arf (w'2 _ c2q2 + ib) [w' - w + c, (p - q) - ib] · 

The integration over w' can be performed from - oo to + oo and amounts 
to taking the residues at the point w' = c jq j. On omitting from now 
on the coefficients of no interest to us, we can write our expression, after 
integrating over ru', as 

J I q 1s di q I d cos e _ 
c I q I+ s(p - q) - w • 

Although the integral itself is convergent at the upper limit, its singu
larity is determined by the behaviour of the integrand in the region of 
small I q I· We use (26.10) to expand the denominator. Small angles 
e <:{:'. 1 are important for finding the singularity, so that we can put 
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cos (j = 1 to the required accuracy in the quadratic te1·ms. 'Ve have as a 
result: 

J I q J
3 <t I q ; d cos e 

x + c 1 q TT1-= eos e)--=- 2,e11p 1qT+,e1q12 

""JI q 12 In (x - 2,8 I q I L1p + ,8 J q J2 ) dJ q J. 

We have put here x = cL1p -Lit:+ ,8(L1p)2. Factorising the expression 
nuder thP logarithm a111l integrating, we get 

a1 (i)31n k1 + a2 (k;)\11 k2 , (26.14) 

where 

k1,2 = ,8L1p ± Jf (,8 Llp) 2 
- ,Bx • 

It is clear from (2li.14) that G-1 (p) has in fact a singularity in terms 
of a higher order than those which were us<'<l in deriving the last expres
sion. This fact justifiC'd all thC' assumptions that have been made regarding 
thP smallness of the non-regular tl'rms. 

'Ve determine the latter tC'rms in the immediate neighbourhood of 
the pole of G(p), i.e. for x satHifying 

Ix I ~ ,B(L1p)2. 

In this case we can neglect the tl'rm containing k2• \Ve now gl't from 
(2G.14): 

(L1p)3 ln (-L1p). 

By (26.12) and (2G.15), G(p) has the form 

A 
G(p) =OJ -8, -c/lp -,8(L1p)2 -a(L1p)3 ln (-L1p) 

(26.15) 

in the neighbourhood of its pole. This function determines the C'nergy of 
an elementary excitation close to the threHhold. Damping is absent below 
the threshold : 

c(P) =Be+ c(Jp I - Pc)+ ,B(Jp: - Pc)2 + a(Jp I - Pc)3 ln(jpJ - Pc)· 

Above the threshold IP I >Pc the excitation energy has a negative ima
ginary part, equal to -a:n:(L1p)3: 

c(p) = Bc + c(IP I -Pc)+ ,B(IP I -pf 

+ a(IP; - Pc)
3 ln I Pc - IP II - a:n:i (jp I - Pc)3 

• 

Hence it follows, in particular. that we must have a > 0. TlwrP arP 
thus no m1damped excitations for IP I >Pc= the life of an excitation is 
inversely proportional to (IP I - Pc)3• The smallness of the damping close 
to the threshold is connected with the fact that the interaction with long
wave phouons is always \\eak, due to the presence of the factor I q I 
in r. 
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4. Properties of the spectrum close to the threshold of break-up into 

two excitations with parallel non-vanishing momenta 

When integrating over q in (2G.G), it follows from physical considera
tions that the important values of q and the frequency w' are those for 
which excitations are created close to the thrPshold. But these values of 
the momentum and cucrgy are not singular for the GrcC'n functions of 
the created excitations. The only singular feature of such a point is that 
in its neighbourhood, the given excitation could "stick" to another -
a process which is impossible at absolute zero because of the absence 
of actual excitations. The Green functions under the integral sign m 
(2G.6) therefore have the simple form (2G.4) close to the pole: 

.1 
G(q) = -( ) +-;-.i:, w -c, q iu 

where c,(q) is real and has no singularities in the vicinity of those values 
of the vector q which WC' consider. This fact greatly simplifies an investi
gation of the subject. 

Let us consider one of the loops in the set of chains corresponding, 
in accordance with Fig. 83 or equation (26. 7), to the right-hand side of 
equation (26.6). The functions I'(p1p 2 ; p 3p 4) or r<0>(p, p - q, q) appearing 
at the vertices of the loop obviously have no singularities. We shall in 
future always omit them from our calculations, as they lead only to 
inessential coefficients or to regular additive corrections to the Green func
tions. Let us confine ourselves in our loop to the domain of integration 
over q, close to the values of the momentum q0 and energy c,0 at which 
excitations are created. On substituting expressions (26.4) for the Green 
functions and integrating over w', we find that the part of the integral 
in the loop, which contains the singularity, can Le written in the form 

f 
d3q 

c,(q) + c,(p - q) - OJ. 

Since s(q) + c,(p - q) must have a minimum at IP I= Pc• for Jp J close 
to Pc it will have the form 

c,(q) + c,(p - q) ~ Bc + vcL1P + ex(q - %)2 +f3(q - ~o - Pc)2' 
Pc 

where Ve is the velocity of each of the excitations forming at the thres
hold point, q0 is the momentum of one of the excitations (remember 
that excitations leaving after the decay have their momentum directed 
along the vector Pc)· The coefficients ex and f3 in this expansion are deter
mined by the form of the functions c, (p - q) and c,( q): 

VcPc 
ex= ' 2%(Pc - qo) 

{3 _ _!_ {( o2c_) + ( o2c_) _ VcPc _ } 
- 2 f1q2 q=q• oq2 q=Pc-<Jo qo(Pc - qo) • 

Q. F. T. 16 
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On introducing the new variable u = q - %• (u ·Pc) = u Pc cos "P• we 
get: 

J u 2 dud cos 1P ---------- _,...._,VvL1p-L1s 
v.L1p -L1s + orn2 + f3u2 cos21P c • 

Summation of all the loops does not alter the nature of the singularity, 
since, as distinct from the phonon case, the complete three-particle func
tion I'(p, p - q, q) must neither vanish nor become infinite at the values 
I q I,._, q0 of interest to us. The non-regular part of the inverse Green 
function therefore has the form, close to Pc and 8 0 : 

a JI v0 L1p - L1s • 

By hypothesis, IP I =Pc and 8 = 8 0 is a point of the spectrum, so that 
G-1 (p) must vanish for L1p = 0 and L1s = 0, i.e. the regular part of 
G-1 (p) must be of the form lliL1P + b1L1s for small L1s and L1p. Finally, 

a-1 (p) = A-1 [aL1p + L1s + b JfvcL1P -L1s). 

The excitation energy is determined by the equation 

G-1 (p) = 0. (26.16) 

The formal solution of this equation yields two roots: 

L1s1,2 = -aL1p - b; ± -Vab2 L1p + b: + b2 v0 L1p, 

where we have to choose the L1s1 with the "plus" sign in front of the radi
cal, in order for L1s ~ 0 as L1p ~ 0. On expanding the expression under 
the radical close to the threshold at small L1p, we get 

I (a+ Vc)2 2 
8 ~ Be + Ve (jp - Pc) - -b (L1p) • 

On substituting this expression in (26.16), we see that the necessary 
condition for (26.16) to have a solution for small negative L1p (before 
the threshold) is 

(},~Ve> O. 

Given IP I > p 0 , if aL1p + L1s and b VV:L1p - Lie are both positive, the 
equation has no roots at all, either real or complex. In this case, there
fore, the curve of the energy spectrum cannot be continued beyond the 
threshold point and terminates at it with a slope equal to v0 • 

5. Brealc-up into two excitations at an angle to each other 

In this case also, the important domain for the integrations includes 
the I q J at which excitations are created close to the threshold point. 
The Green functions have their usual form (26.4) in this domain, for the 
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same reasons as in the previous section. We cannot now assert, however, 
that the vertex I' is terminated at c, =Be· 

For a start, let us consider, as above, one of the loops in Fig. 83. By 
definition the functions at the vertices of the loop do not contain harm
ful integrations. It is therefore natural to assume with regard to them 
that they remain finite at the threshold point. We consider, as usual, 
integration over the domain of w' and q close to the values at which 
excitations are created near the threshold. The singularities of the loop 
amount to singularities of the integral 

J 
d3q 

c,(q) + c,(p - q) - w' 

in which we can use for c,(q) and c,(p - q) the expansion (2G.2) of c,{q) 
close to the roton part of the spectrum (remember that case b corres
ponds to decay into two rotons with momenta equal in magnitude to 
Po and directed at some finite angle 00 to each other, cos 00/2 = Pc/2p0). 

After substituting (26.2), the above expression transforms to 

d3q r 2LI - w + il<Ll- oc + (I q - p I -Po)
2

• 

· 2m* 2m* 

(26.17) 

We change to cylindrical polars q;, q~, <pin accordance with the formula 
(the z axis is along the vector p): 

( . (jo + ') qz = Po sm 2 qe cos <p, 

q11 =(Po sin (j; + q:) sin <p. (26.18) 

On substituting (26.18) in (26.17) and neglecting higher powers of q; and 
q~, we get 

J 2LI -w + ~* (sin2 (j; q~2 + cos2 (j; q;2
). 

It is convenient to introduce polar coordinates r, 1P into this last ex
pression: 

1 ' . (jo 
~ qe sm 2" = r cos 'lfJ, 

1 ' (jo . 

V
- qz COS-= TSin'ljJ. 
m* 2 

We find as a result that 

J rdr 
2Ll -w + r2......., ln(2Ll - w). 

Each loop thus reduces to a large term ln(2Ll - w), dependent only on 
the frequency of the outer end w. Let us take a given loop; the set of 
all the loops to the left and right of it represents, in accordance with 
16* 
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Fig. 80a and equation (26. 7), an exact three-particle vertex I'. The 
principal term in the right-hand side of (26.6) at small 2Ll - w is there-

fore of the form I'2(p, p _ %, qo) ln (2Ll _ w), (26.19) 

where % is the critical value of the vector q - the momentum of a roton 
formed on decay at the threshold point. 

We can determine I'(p, p - q, q) in the neighbourhood q ,...._, % by 
solving equation (26. 7). It is simpler, however, to sum directly the prin
cipal terms of the series to which this equation corresponds, using the 
above-mentioned fact that the principal term in each loop depends only 
on the frequency w of the outer end and is the same for each loop. For
mally, the series in question is a geometric progression, the sum of which 
is 

I'(p,p -%. %) ,...., (2Ll - ) • 
1 + Q ln 2Ll w 

p 

Substituting this expression for I'(p, p - %• q0 ) in (26.19), we see that, 
by (26.6), the main non-regular term in G-1 (p) close to the threshold is 

a 

We have finally, on recalling that G-1 (Pc) = 0 by hypothesis: 

G-'CPl ~ A-' [IP I - p, - In (2_;~)l (26.20) 

The equation G-1 (p) = 0 

yields in this case the following expression for the curve of the energy 
spectrum when IPI <Pc= 

c(p) = 2Ll -£X:e-a/(Pc-IPI> 

(the exponential smallness of s(p) - 2Ll has enabled us to neglect powers 
of Lls in expansion (26.20) of the regular part of G-I(p)). In this case also, 
therefore, the curve s{p) ends at the point IP I= p 0 , where it has a hori
zontal tangent of infinite order. 

Notice that, in all the cases considered, the Green function has a 
branch-point at w =Be, IP I =Pc· 

We must again emphasise the fact that the foregoing analysis is not 
based on the actual form of the particle interactions with one another, 
nor on the weakness of this interaction. We have made use only of general 
fundamental relations between the exact functions determined by the 
diagram technique(t). 

(t) Recent experimental data [45, 46] would seem to indicate that decay into 
two rotons actually occurs in He4. 
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§ 27. APPLICATION OF FIELD THEORY METHODS TO A SYSTEM 
OF INTERACTING BOSONS AT FINITE TEMPERATURES 

We shall conclude this chapter by considering the possibility of gene
ralising the above approach to the case of a system of bosons, interacting 
at a finite temperature. It seems natural to try to construct the generali
sation on the basis of the general method. With this aim, we shall return 
straight away to the thermodynamic description of the system, in which 
the role of independent variable is played by the chemical potential µ 
instead of by the total number of particles Nin the system. We have 
already indicated above that, in an ideal Bose gas, at temperatures 
below the point of Bose condensation, such a description is impossible, 
because the chemical potential of the gas, determined from the condition 
that the mean number of particles in the system be constant, proves 
to be identically zero in this temperature region. 

As we know, in an ideal gas the distribution of the Bose particles over 
the states with momentum p has the form 

1 
n = . 

P exp{[e0 (p) - µ]/T} - 1 

This distribution only has a meaning for negative µ. Given sufficiently 
high temperatures, µ < 0; the point where the chemical potential va
nishes in fact determines the temperature of the Bose condensation. 
At lower temperatures we have to putµ identically zero. The condition 
that the mean number of particles in the system be constant is fulfilled 
by virtue of the particles "condensing" into the lowest level. As we have 
mentioned more than once, the number of the latter is comparable with 
the total number of particles in the system, i.e. is proportional to the 
volume of the system. 

The thermodynamic method formally features the Green function for 
the non-interacting particles, the Fourier component of which is equal to 

@(O)(p) = . 1 
iw -e0 (p) + µ 

The temperature at which Bose condensation of the system occurs is 
characterized by the fact that a pole first appears for 

1 

µ -eo(P) 

when the momentum p = 0. If we were to try to continue this quantity 
into the region µ > 0, we should have to deal with a function which 
changes sign and becomes infinite at entirely arbitrary values of p. 
At the same time, if µ < 0, the system of non-interacting particles finds 
itself above the temperature of Bose condensation, as is clear from our 
above discussions. 
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These difficulties are actually imaginary. This is because, for a gas of 
interacting Bose particles, there is no region below the temperature of 
Bose condensation in which perturbation theory is applicable. For in
stance, we saw in§ 25 that, in the region of small momenta, the individual 
terms of the perturbation theory lead to divergent expressions. To obtain 
a physical result, we had to carry out a summation of the entire series 
of principal terms of perturbation theory. In all similar cases, the general 
equations and relations between the different quantities of the theory 
have a wider meaning and are applicable beyond the limits within which 
perturbation theory is applicable. The exact quantities, such as the Green 
functions when the interactions are taken into account, have sensible 
properties even at temperatures below the point of Bose condensation. 

As regards the chemical potential, it is determined from the condition 
that the mean number of particles in the system be equal to a given num
ber. In the presence of interactions between the particles, µ is never 
identically zero and can therefore be chosen as the independent variable 
right from the start, the value of this variable being determined for a 
given system from the condition mentioned that the number of particles 
in the system be constant. It is not possible to establish from general 
considerations what sign the chemical potential will have for interacting 
Bose particles below the point of condensation (t). 

We have already seen in § 23 that the exact number of condensate 
particles appears in the perturbation theory formula at T = 0; the num
ber of particles of condensate in an ideal gas, from which the derivation 
starts, never actually appears in the theory. The same situation exists, 
as we shall shortly see, at finite temperatures. This fact is extremely 
important. In particular, it enables us to make precise what is actu
ally meant by the temperature of the Bose condensation of a system 
of interacting particles. It is quite clear that this temperature, which 
might be called the A-transition temperature, does not necessarily 
coincide with the Bose condensation temperature of an ideal gas. A phy
sical definition of the A-transition temperature is provided by the condi
tion that the density of the number of particles in the condensate va
nishes. We cannot predict from general considerations to which side 
the transition temperature will shift with interaction. There is thus the 
possibility in principle both of a situation such that the physical conden-

(t) In the model considered in § 25, /! is positive by (25.19) (f > O; a choice of 
f < 0 would correspond to attraction between particles, and such a system would 
be unstable in this approximation). For real helium, fl < 0 at temperatures below 
the A-point, since otherwise there would be no temperature at which helium could 
be in equilibrium with its vapour. As we know, the chemical potential of both 
phases must be equal at equilibrium. Helium vapour is a dilute Boltzmann gas, 
the chemical potential of which is negative. 
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sate exists at a temperature above the condensation temperature of an 
ideal gas, and conversely, a situation when the appearance of inter
action at lower temperatures leads to the disappearance of the conden
sate that would exist in the ideal Bose gas. 

It is pertinent to emphasize here that, in essence, the treatment of 
§ 23 in the statement of the diagram technique at T = 0 nowhere makes 
use of the fact that the number of particles with zero momentum is 
equal to infinity in an ideal gas. The special feature of the perturbation 
theory treated there consists in the fact that, since the particles with 
zero momentum play a special role, we tried to carry out the deriva
tion in such a way that the operators {;0, {;it were taken into account 
exactly. In other words, we did not make the usual statistical assump
tions in this case, that the contribution of these particles is relatively 
small. As regards the remaining particles, they could be treated in the 
usual way. 

The approach indicated is also possible at finite temperatures. In our 
construction of perturbation theory, we shall start out from the repre
sentations of the Green functions in the form 

(T('IJl;, 'Ip;, ... , 1Pi• ... , El)) 

(El) 

The averaging sign (- · -) denotes in this representation the operation of 
taking the trace of the averaged expression over the states of the Hamil
tonian of the non-interacting particles H0 - µN: 

Tr [e<µN-H.)/T •• ·] <·. ·) = Tr e<µN-H,)/T-. (27.1) 

Since the total number of particles is not preserved in the variables µ, 
the thermodynamic averaging in (27.1) occurs independently for all the 
particles, including those with zero momentum. Hence, precisely as in 
§ 23, the operations T and (- · -) can each be written in the form of two 
successive operations: T = T 0T' and (- . -) = «· · -)')0, relating to 
particles with zero momentum and to other particles, respectively. The 
meaning of this subdivision is the same: the particles in the states with 
zero momentum play a special role, so that we consider them exactly. 
The possibility of subdividing the operations T and (· ··)into two has 
played an essential role in our arguments at absolute zero. 

On repeating almost word for word the arguments that led to (23.14), 
we find that, in the Matsubara method also, an evaluation of any Green 
function for uncondensed particles requires a knowledge of all the 
"exact" n-particle Green functions for particles in zero momentum 
states. As in (23.14), the Green functions for condensate particles are 
determined by the relations 

® ( .... ' ... ')_(T(~0 (r1)···{;0 (rn);{;~(r~)···f;t(r~)El)) 
On T1 Tn, T1 Tn - (EJ) ' 
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where the T are the time parameters of the method for T =I=- 0. The last 
expression can be written in a form analogous to (23.16), i.e. in terms 
of the "Heisenberg" operators: 

@0n(T1 • · · Tn; T~ • · · T:) (27.2) 

Tr {exp [(µN -H)/T] T(~0 (T1 ) • • • [ 0(Tn); fo(T~) · · • fti(T~))} 
- -- Tr {exp(µN - H)/T} 

where the "Reisen berg" operators lo (T) and lei (T) satisfy the equations 

0 - -
OT ~o(T) = [H -µN, ~o(T)], 

0 - -
01 

~t (T) = [H - µN, ~(T)] 

and are connected with the usual Schrooinger operators by the relations 

~o (T) = e<H-µN)T ~oe-<H-µN)T' ~t (T) = e<H-µN)T ~t e-<H-µN)T. 

The Green functions @ are therefore ensemble averages of the time
ordered product of the operators ~0' et. 

It may be recalled in this connection that, in quantum statistics, the 
averaging of quantities can be carried out in two equivalent ways: on 
the one hand, the averaging can be regarded as a quantum mechanical 
averaging over the actual state in which the system finds itself. This state 
is characterised by the values of the energy and the number of particles. 
On the other hand, the averaging can be performed with the aid of a 
grand ensemble, for which the system is regarded as open; this enables 
it, at a given temperature, to find itself with a definite probability in 
different quantum mechanical states with different values of energy and 
number of particles. The equivalence of the two methods has its basis 
in the fact that a grand ensemble has an extraordinarily narrow maxi
mum about the mean values of the energy and number of particles, so 
that, for instance, the relative energy fluctuation V(E - E)2/E ,...._, lJVJ:f 
and tends to zero when the dimensions of the system tend to infinity. 
Given quantum mechanical averaging, the state energy and number of 
particles in a closed system are obviously the same as the corresponding 
averages in a grand ensemble. From the thermodynamic point of view, 
the difference between the two averaging methods amounts to the fact 
that, in the first case, the value of the averaged quantity is expressed 
in terms of the energy as the thermodynamic variable, whereas in the 
case of an ensemble average the same value will be expressed as a func
tion of temperature. The introduction of the chemical potential has the 
same meaning in statistics. Noting what has been said, we shall regard 
(27.2) as the average over the quantum mechanical state of the system: 

, , (- - -+·-+')I @on(T1 · · · Tn; T1 · · · Tn) =(<!>*IT ~o(T1) · · · ~o (Tn); ~o (T1) · · · ~o (Tn) <I>). 
(27.3) 
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Hence, in accordance with (27.2), the perturbation theory series for 
any Green function for uncondensed particles contains the exact 
Green functions for particles in states with zero momentum, which, 
on being written in the form (27.3), depend only on the properties of the 
operators eo and et with respect to the state <I> for the interacting par
ticles. If, therefore, a condensate exists in this state, the operators eo, et 
can be regarded as numbers, and, in accordance with this, all the Green 
functions of form (27.2) must be replaced by the products of factors 

Vno(T): 
(27.4) 

This last can be verified in precisely the same way as when deriving the 
analogous formula for absolute zero in § 23. 

In (27.4) n0 (T) is the density of the number of particles at a given 
temperature. The condition n0 (TJ.) = 0 determines the transition tem
perature TJ.. As already mentioned, this temperature can be either higher 
or lower than the "Bose condensation" temperature T 0 of an ideal gas. 
In the latter case the perturbation theory expansion for T 0 > T > TJ. 
has just the usual form, in spite of the fact that, in the interaction repre
sentation, the condensate exists and the operators eo, et are extremely 
large. Let us emphasise once more that this fact is connected with the 
appearance of the exact Green functions for condensate particles in the 
perturbation theory expansion. 



CHAPTER VI 

ELECTROlUAGNETIC RADIATION IN AN 
ABSORBING 1UEDIU1'1 

§ 28. RADIATION GREEN FUNCTIONS IN AN ABSORBING 
MEDIUM 

THE electromagnetic field plays a fundamental role in the range of 
phenomena with which statistical phY8ics is concerned. Iu essence, all 
the forces acting betwecn the particles of condens<.>d media - solids and 
liquidH - are of an electromagnetic type. The distinctive feature of these 
forces is their short-range nature; they fall off at distances of interatomic 
order and determine the adhesion between the particles. 

We shall not touch on short-range forces in this chapter: we confine 
oursdves to the range of problems connectC'd with electromagnetic radia
tion whose wavelength exceeds the interatomic spacings. The problems 
cover both phenome1ia relating to the passage of electromagnetic waves 
through a su hstancc and to the various effects conneet<•d with long
rangC' electromagnetic forces (so-called van der \Vaals forces). 

Thc interaetion of long-wavP electromagnetic radiation with a Hub
stance is well known to he describable in a purely macroscopic way hy 
the introduction of a complex diclcctriC' constant e(w) = e'(w) + ie"(w) 
(sec [47]), dependent 011 the frcquency w of the radiation (t). We shall 
find in this sect.ion expressions for the Green functions of the electro
magnetic radiation in an absorbing mc1lium in terms of the dielectric 
constant of thC' latter. 

An electromagnetic fi<.>ld is usually described in quantum mechanics by 
the Schrodingcr operators of a vcctor potential A (r) and a :,;calar potmtial 
qi(r). ·we shall use a "four-dimensional" notation (4) A,.= (A, qi); 

(t) \Ye sh,tll assumc> that the nm~netic prrmeability /t(w) is equal to unity. 
since it. only differs from unity in narrow frequency bands that, as a rule, will be 
of no interest to us. 

(t) The Greek indices in this chapter numhrr the components of the four-dimen
sional vector potential. Its spatial componc>nts will oec>asionally bP denoted by 
Latin indices i, k, ... 8umnmtion is assumed o'er nil twit•c> repeate<l indices, whether 
Latin or Greek. 

250 
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lX = 1, 2, 3, 0, for these opera.tors. Together with the opera.tors in the 
Schrodinger representation, we shall usP the H<'isenberg opera.tors A"(r, t), 
defined a.s usual by 

A,.(r, t) = eitil A"(r)e-itft (28.1) 

The opera.tors Ao:(r, t) are mnnected with the opera.tors of the electric 
and magnetic field-strrngths E(r, t), H(r, t) by the usual relatiomi (we 
have put here c = 1): 

0 
E(r, t) = - f!t A (r, t) - grad qi(r, t), 

H(r, t) =curl A (r, t). (28.2) 

The vector potential of the electromagnetic field (a.s a.lso the opera.tors 
representing it in the second quantisation representation) is not uniquely 
defined. An a.rbitra.riness a.lwa.ys remains, connected with the so-ca.lied 
gauge invariance of the theory, amounting to the fact tha.t A (r, t) ca.n 
be su bjectcd to the tra.nsforma.tion: 

A (r, t) ~A (r, t) + gra.d x(r, t), 

0 
qi(r, t) ~qi(r, t)-atx(r, t), 

where X is an a.rhitra.ry opera.tor. It is easily verified tha.t E, H, which 
ha.ve a. direct physical meaning, a.re unchauged under this so-called 
gauge tra.nsforma.tion. 

The large wavelength of the electromagnetic field is indicated by the 
fa.ct tha.t a closed system of equations - the l\'faxwell equations - exists 
for the nwa.n (t) values of the electric and ma.gnot.ic fields (E), \.H): 

0 (~ curl(H(r, t)) = f!t e(E(r, t))), 

0 
curl(E(r, t)) = - ot (H(r, t)). (28.3) 

The dielectric constant i occurring in (28.3) depends only on the properties 
of the medium a.nd, in the ca.sf' of absorbing media., is a.n opera.tor acting 
on functions of the time in a.ccorda.ncc with thP rule 

t 

e(E(r, t)) = (E(r, t)) + f f(r, t - t') (E(r, t'))dt'. (28.4) 

In Fourier eompo1wnti;, the action of the opera.tor i amounts simply to 
multiplying (E(r, w)) by the dielectric constant t:(lO) of the medium: 

e(r, lO) = 1 + J ei'°1f(r, t)dt, 
0 

(f) "\Ve understand the averaging to mean the statiHtical Memging 

(E(r, t)) =Tr {exp [(F-H)/T] E(r, t)}. 

(28.5) 
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whilst the system (28.3) transforms into 

curl(H(r, w)) = - iwe(r. w) (E(r, w)), 

curl(E(r, w)) = iw(H(r, w)). (28.6) 

It can be sho"n (see Landau and Lifshitz [47)) that the e(w) defined by 
means of (28.5) is an analytic function in the upper half-plane of the 
complex variable w, with no zeros in this half-plane. 

The properties of the electromagnetic radiation at finite temperatures 
are determined by the temperature-dependent Green functions (t) 
~"',s(r1,T1; r2,T2): 

1
-Tr{e<F-Hl/T /ic-r:,--r:.l A"'(ri)e-ii(-r:,--r:.> Aµ(r

2
)} 

forT1 > T2, 
~"'p(rv r..,; Ti -T2) = _ ~ _ (28.7) 

- - Tr { e<F-H)/T e-H(-r:,--r:.> A p ( r 
2

) eH(-r:,--r:,) A"' ( r i)} 

l for TI< 'l'2. 

To express ~ "'P in terms of the dielectric constant e ( w), we use the 
connexion established in Chap. III between the temperature-dependent 
Green function and the retarded function, defined in our case as 

D~,s(ri, r 2 ; ti - t2 ) 

(-i Tr{ e<F-HJ/T [A"'(r1, ti)Aµ(r2 , t2) - Aµ(r2 , t2)A"'(ri, t1)]} 

= l for t1 > t2 , (28.8) 
0 for ti< t2. 

Since we are concerned with a later application of the results obtained 
to non-uniform bodies, we shall no longer make the assumption here that 
~ and DR are functions of the differences of the positional coordinates. 
Similarly, we assume that the dielectric constant varies at different 
points of the body: e = e(r, w). 

If we repeat all the arguments of § 17, except for omitting the Fourier 
transformation in the spatial coordinates, we easily arrive at the follow
ing Lehmann-type representations for ~ and DR: 

where 

ea,s(r1, r2; w) 

Joo ea,s(r1, r2; x) 
~"',s(ri, r 2 ; wn) = . dx, 

_
00 

x - iwn 
(28.9) 

(28.10) 

= -(2:n) 3 ~exp [(F-En)JTJ(A"'(r1))nm (A,s(r2))mn (1-e-'°mn/T)) (J(w-wmn>· 
n,m 

(f) Instead of the thermodynamic potential Q, the free energy Fis introduced 
into (28.7) (cf. (11.1), (11.2)). This replacement can be made because the chemical 
potential of an electromagnetic field is identically zero. 
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It follows from (28.10) that DR is analytic in w in the upper half-plane. 
Comparison of (28.10), (28.9) shows that, for wn > 0, 

~o:fl(r1 , r2 ; wn) = D~p(r1 , r2 ; iwn). (28.11) 

To find ~ for wn < 0, we observe that ~ (T) is an even function of T (see 
§ 11), because the electromagnetic field operators are real (A;!"= A"'). 
Its Fourier component ~ ( wn) is therefore even in Wn, whence follows the 
relation, valid for all wn (t): 

(28.12) 

We now turn to finding the retarded function. An important point 
here is the gauge of the vector potential. The tensor D~ has altogether 
ten independent components (like every symmetric tensor of the second 
rank). There remains a substantial degree of arbitrariness in our arrange
ment, however, COIUlected with the gauge invariance. In fact, a physical 
meaning attaches, not to the D::!'p themselves, which are formed from 
the components of the vector potential, but only to the six quantities, 
formed from the operators Ei(r, t) in accordance with the same rules 
as those by which D::!' is formed from Aa(r, t) (formula (28.8)). Hence 
only six physical conditions are imposed on the ten functions D~, i.e. 
there are four arbitrary functions in our arrangement. We can use this 
arbitrariness in order to make the components D~ and Dl/i vanish. This 
choice evidently corresponds to a zero scalar potential. The operators 
E, H are connected with A in this case by the formulae 

E = _ oA 1 ot , H =cur A. (28.2') 

In order to express D!fc in terms of e(w), we proceed as follows. Ima
gine that our system, consisting of a body and equilibrium electro
magnetic radiation, is situated in an external field, produced by imposed 
currents pmp (r, t). The Maxwell equations for the average fields become 
in this case 

curl(H(r. w)) = 4nfmp(r, w) -iwe(r, w) (E(r, w)), 

curl (E(r, w)) = iw(H(r, w)). 
(28.6') 

In the case of the gauge (28.2'), the average potential (AimP(r, t)) will 
satisfy the equation 

[e (r, w) w2 <Sil - curl;m cudml] (A 1(r, w)) = - 4njf'P (r, w). (28.13) 

The solution of equation (28.13) is 

(A~mp(r, w)) = - J 1Ji1(r, r'; w)jF'P(r', w)d3r', (28.14) 

(f) Remember that, like every boson Green function, SD(w.,) only has non-zero 
components for "even" frequencies w., = 21.nT. 
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where Dis the so-called Green function of equation (28.13). It is a 8olu
tion of the equation 

[e (r, w) w2 
<Sil - curlim curlmzl D1k (r, r'; w) = 4nc5ikc5 (r - r'). (28.15) 

In view of the analyticity of e(w) in the upper half-plane, Dis also ana
lytic in the upper half-plane. 

On the other hand, (Aimp) can be evaluated, in the presence of imposed 
currents, directly from the definition (28.1). The Hamiltonian of the 

system h,as the form ii + iiimp in this case, where ii is the Hamiltonian 
of the body and radiation, whilst 

/}imp= - J lmp(r, t) A (r) d3r. 

On denoting the operators in the presence of an imposed field by the 
index "imp", we have (retaining the indexless notation for the operators 
without an imposed field) 

AimP(r, t) = eit(ii+flimp> A (r)e-it<fi+ilimP>. 

Next, as m Chap. II, we write exp {-it(ii + fiim~)} in the form 

e-it(H+ftimP) = e-itii Simp(t). 

If the imposed currents satisfy the condition jimP(t - - oo) - 0, Simp(t) 
has the form (cf. Chap. II) 

Simp(t) = T 1 exp {-i _[/}imp (t')dt'}. 

The mean value of the vector potential operator in the presence of im
posed currents now becomes 

(AimP(r, t)) = (S;;;p(t)A (r, t)Simp(t)). 

On expanding simp into a series in fjimP and retaining terms of the first 
order in jimp, we get 

t 

(A~mp(r, t)) = -i J dt' J d 3r' j;:r'P(r', t') 

X ({Ak(r', t')Ai(r, t) -Ai(r, t)Ak(r', t')}). (28.16) 

This function can be expressed in terms of the retarded electromagnetic 
field function Dl/; which we have introduced. We have, from the definition 
(28.8): 

Fourier transforming in this relation, we finally get 

<Aimp( ))- Jd3'DR( '·)·imp(' ) i r, w - - r ik r, r , w Jk r , w . (28.17) 
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Comparison of (28.14), (28.17) shows that, by virtue of the arbitrariness 
of jimP, D!/; is the same as the Green function 15;Jc of equation (28.13) 
introduced above. We thus arrive at the conclusion that Di~ also satis
fies equation (28.15) (Dzyaloshinskii and Pitaevskii [48]). The analyti
city of D!/; is, of course, fully in accord with the analytic properties of 
e (w ). 

The equation for 'l)ik(wn) is obtained from (28.13) by replacing w in 
the latter by i j wn j : 

[e (r, i j wn j) w! c5i1 + curl;m curlmi]'l)1k (r, r'; wn) = - 4nc5 (r - r') c5ik. (28.18) 

The dielectric constant, with an imaginary frequency, that appears 
here is simply connected with the imaginary part e"(w) of e(w) at real 
frequencies (see e.g. [ 4 7], § 58): 

= 
. 2 J we" (w) e(ijwnj)=l+- 2 - ,,dw. 

n w + w;. 
0 

Since always e" > 0, it is clear from (28.19) that e (i I wn j) 
positive, monotonically decreasing function. 

(28.19) 

is a real, 

By solving (28.14) or (28.18), we can thus express the Green functions 
of the electromagnetic field in terms of the imaginary part of the dielectric 
constant. This is usually a very difficult problem in the case of non
uniform media. We consider in later sections the particular case of layer
type media, for which a complete solution of the problem can be given. 

Let us return to the case of a uniform medium, in which e is independent 
of the coordinates. Since DR and 'l) now depend only on the difference 
r - r', we have, on Fourier transforming in (28.15): 

[(oi2e(w) -k2)'5il + kik1]D~(k, w) = 4nc5ik· (28.20) 

This equation determines DR in the gauge where the scalar potential 
is zero. In order to find DR for any gauge, we use (28.20) to find the func
tion Dfl = w2 D!fc, where D!fc is the retarded function for the gauge 
<p = 0. The function thus defined is already gauge invariant, since it 
differs by the constant term from the retarded function formed from 
the components of the electric field strength operators. The function Dfic 
satisfies the equation 

[(w2e(w) - k2)<5i1 + kik1]D~(k, w) = 4nw2 <5ik (28.21) 

and is connected with the function D~ in an arbitrary gauge by the 
obvious relation (cf. (28.2)) 

(28.22) 

(here and in what follows, D~, D[J, D!/; denote the time, displacement 
and positional components of D1;µ in any given gauge). By symmetry 
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considerations, the VPctor D{J must be directed along k - the only vector 
appearing in (28.21) and (28.22): 

(28.23) 

for the same reason, 

(28.24) 

Ou substituting (28.22)-(28.24) in (28.21), we get two equations for 
Df}o, a, b, and d: 

a(e(w)w2 -k2
) = 4:n, 

a+ e(w) (w2 b + D:O- 2wd) = 0. 
(28.25) 

We thus sec that, in the uniform case, D::i'p is defined up to only two 
arbitrary functions, instead of four as in the case of a non-uniform me
dium. 

Let us now obtain the formulae for some particular cases. We put 
d = b = 0. Then 

D R - 4:n~ik_ DR - - 4:n DR 0 
"k - 2 2, 00 - ( , iO = . (28.26a) • t: ( w) w - k t:( w) t: ( w) w2 - k2) 

The case <p = 0 corresponds to 

D~ = -
4

:n __ ((Jik- k;kk ) , D:0 =Di~= 0. (28.26b) 
• · e(w) w2 -k2 t:(w) w2 

Finally, we have in the case of the so-callc<l transverse (or radiation) 
gauge (div A = 0): 

D~ = __ ~:n __ -((J.k _ ~i~k), 
• e(w) w 2 -k2 • k2 

D~0 = ~ Dfli = 0. (28.26c) 
e(w) k2' 

The formulae for the temperature-dependent Green function 'l) follow 
from (28.26) by the substitution 1·J ~ i I w,. I: 
'l). = - 4:n(Jik 

ik t:(ilwnllw~+k2' 

4:n 
'l)oo = t: (ii Wn I> (e (i I Wn ll wi + k2)' 'l)io = 0, 

(28.27a) 

(28.27b) 

(28.27c) 
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The ordinary time-dependent Green function of the electromagnetic 
field, defined as 

D"'p(r1 - r 2 , t1 - t2) = - i Tr {exp[(F - H)/T] T1[A"'(rp t1), Ap(r2, t2)]}, 

(28.28) 

can prove useful in a number of problems. AB we saw in § 17, its Fourier 
components are connected with DR(k, w) by the relations 

Re D(k, w) =Re DR(k, w), 

W R 
Im D(k, w) = coth -T Im D (k, w). 

2 

\Ve shall not derive the resulting unwieldy formulae for D. 

(28.29) 

The function D is of special interest at absolute zero, where it can be 
evaluated by using the ordinary method of quantum field theory. On 
passing to the limit T = 0 in (28.29), WP get: 

Re D(k, w) =Re DR(k, w), 
(28.30) 

ImD(k,w) =signwimDR(k,w). 

Using the fac-t that the real part of e (w) is an even function of w, and 
that the imaginary part an odd function (see e.g. [ 4 7]), we can easily 
show that wc get D at T = 0 from DR by replacing w everywhere in 
(28.2G) by lwl. In particular, we obtain for the gauge (28.2Ga): 

D -~c5~-
ik- e(lwi)oi2-k2' 

4:;i; 
D - - - - - - - D01 = 0. 

oo- e(JwlJ(e(lwi)w2-k2)' 

(28.31) 

Formulae (28.31) are a generalis11tion of the ordinary formulae for the 
photon Green function in quantum electrodynamics (see e.g. [25]). 
They were obtained by another method by Ryazanov [ 49] for the par
ticular case of a transparent medium (e"(w) = 0). 

§ 29. CALCULATION OF THE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT 

A different approach can be used for finding the temperature-depen
dent Green function of the clectromagnet~c field 'l) in absorbing media, 
namely the application of the diagram technique developed in Chap. III. 
Since we are only interested in the electromagnetic field with long wave
lengths, substantially greater than the interatomic spacings, we \\Tite 
the interaction Hamiltonian of the particles and field as a sum of two 
terms: 

the energy of the non-interacting particles and free photons being re

ferred to as the zero-order Hamiltonian H0 • \Ve include in H~}J that part 
Q. }'. T. 17 
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of the interaction which leads to the short-range forces mentioned at 

the beginning of the previous section, whilst H~;;} is the Hamiltonian of 
the interaction of the long-wave electromagnetic field and the particles. 

In the case of the gauge with zero scalar potential, 

H~~ = - J (A (r). j (r)) d3r, (29.1) 

where j(r) is the operator of the particle current density. The large 
value of the wavelength in (29.1) means that the Fourier expansion of 
A (r) only contains momenta k which do not exceed some limiting mo
mentum k0 , much less than the reciprocal of the interatomic spacing 1/a. 
In view of this, all the integrals arising in the diagram technique over 
k need to be cut off for ko ~ 1/a. 

At non-relativistic particle velocities (a condition which is fulfilled 
in all macroscopic systems), the current density operator has the form 
(see e.g. [16]) 

j(r) = ~ {- i 2~~ ('P;; (r)J71J!a(1')-J71jJ;; (1')%(1'))- 2~a A(r)1J!a(l')'Pa(r)}. 

The summation is over the different types of particle. 
We shall distinguish the diagrams for corrections to the long-wavelength 

radiation the Green function according to the number of long-wavelength 
photon lines. The parts of the diagrams not rontaining such lines will 

____ .. ___ _ 
----~---~----

l 2 

be denoted for brevity 
bysha<ledpolygons. Ob
viously, we can under
stand by such polygons 

-----~----~----~----·the sum of all possihll' 
.f parts possessing the pro-

,,,.---, 
I \ 

----{!-----
( \ 
I I 5 , ___ , 

.... ----, 
{ I 

----~----D~----
8 

-----o----~----u------
{ ,, __________________ , 1 
\ I 

............ 7 _,,,,..,,.~ 

----------------
Fig. 84 

perty in quest.ion, the 
perturbation theory se
ries in the charge e being 
thus reduced to a series 
in the number of long
wavelength photon li
nes. The different types 
of diagram of this series 
arc illustrated in Fig. 84. 
Thefunctionscorrespon
cling to the polygons arc 
wholly determined by 
thf' properties oft he con -
densed body, which has 
been formed as a result 
of the aetionof the short-
range forces. 
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It is fairly obvious, at once, from physical considerations, that dia
grams 4-7 of :Fig. 84 yield a negligibly small contribution. since they 
correRpm1d to diffrrent non-linear processes ~mch as the scattering of 
light by light. \\ e can also prove this assPrtion as follows. As already 
remarked, all the integrals over the momenta of long-wave photon lines 
have to be cut off at some k0 <: 1/a. It follows from dimensional consi
derations that a small factor of order k0 a corresponds to every photon 
line, over the momentum of which an integration is performed. The 
only diagrams in which no integrations over momenta of long-wavelength 
phonon lines make an appearance are diagrams such as 1, 2 or 3 of Fig. 84. 

\Ve carried out the summation of a sequence of diagrams of this kind 
in § 10 when deriving Dyson's equation. \Ve can therefore write down 
the equation for 'l)ik at once (t); 

'l),dr1, 1"2; wn) = 'l)~~>(r1 - 1"2; wn) (29.2) 

+ J d31"3d3r4'l)~?>(r1 - 1"3; wn) 3l1m(r3, 1"4; wn)'l)mk(1"4, 1"2; w,.) · 

The function J'l, representing the contribution of the shaded loop in 
Fig. 82, is called the polarisation operator. It is clear from the foregoing 
arguments, that it is completely determined by the properties of the 
medium. 

Let us express the polarisation operator Jl in terms of the dielectric 
constant of the system. \Ve observe that the long-wavelength radiation 
Green function 'l)ik (in the gauge where <p = 0) satisfies equation (28.18). 
On acting on equation (29.2) from the left by the operator 

w~CJik + curlu curl1k 

and remarking that 'l)<0> satisfies equation (28.18) with e = 1, we get 
easily: 

f 3 J'[ '· , . _dr1,ilwni)-l 2 • 
d r il(r1, r, wn)'l)zk(r • '"2• w,.) - - 4:n: - - wn'l)ik(r1, '"2• w,.) • 

whence the required formula follows : 

cc > 1 f . I I . "~ _., Ji ik(r1, r2 ; w 11 = "4:n: e(r1, i w,.) -1Jw~v;ku(r1 - r 2). (29.3) 

The fact that the polarisation operator has turned out to be proportional 
to CJ (r1 - r2 ) is connected with our neglect in the macroscopic theory 
of the effects of gpatial correlations. The latter only bccoml' important 
in the frequency range where the so-called anomalous skin-effect occurs. 
The properties of Jr in this frequency range wlll be discussed in Chap. VII. 

(t) Hince we have in mind the case of non-uniform media. we have written 
equation (29.2) in the eoordinat.e rPpresentntion, retaining only the Fourier trans
form in T. 

17* 
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For the rest of the present chapter we shall be concerned with the much 
greater frequencies at which the anomalous skin-effect is absent. 

If we take the case of a uniform body, (/[is a function of r1 - r2 only, 
and e is independent of r. On carrying out the Fourier transformation 
in r1 - r 2 in (29.4), we arrive at a simple equation connecting the pola
risation operator of the system, (/[ (k, wn), with its dielectric constant: 

(29.4) 

Formula (29.4) enables us to find the dielectric constant of a medium 
at T #- 0 using the methods of quantum field theory. For, if we can find 
the polarisation operator of the system, we automatically find the value 
of e ( w) at a discrete set of points of the imaginary axis: wn = 2 nn Ti. 
On recalling that e(w) is an analytic function with no singularities in 
the upper half-plane of w, and repeating word for word as applied toe all 
the arguments of § 17 relating to @ and GR, we arrive at the conclusion 
that e(w) can be found simply by the analytic continuation of 

4n 
-
3 

\> (/[ii ( wn) 
w;. 

from a discrete set of points on the positive imaginary semi-axis to the 
whole of the upper half-plane. Although this problem has no solution 
in a general form, the analytic continuation in question can be performed 
in a number of particular cases. 

The problem of finding e(w) is greatly simplified at absolute zero. In 
this case, the polarisation operator can be found by using the time
dependent method of field theory described in Chap. II. On repeating 
all the calculations carried out in this section for the case of the time
dependent diagram technique, and noting what was said in§ 28 regarding 
the functions Dik(k, w), we get the formula (for the gauge in which 
<p = 0): 

(29.5) 

On further recalling that e'(w) = e'(-w), and e"(w) = -e"(-w), we 
can express e in terms of II: 

e' (w) = 1 + ::2 Re Jlii(w), 

e" (w) = 3:l w I Im lldw). 

(29.6) 

The evaluation of e(w) at T = 0 therefore reduces to finding the pola
risation operator of the system. 
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§ 30. VANDERWAALSFORCESIN ANON-UNIFORMDIELECTRIC 
The long-wavelength electromagnetic field is a source of specific 

long-range forces, which may be called van der \Vaals forces, since their 
nature is similar to that of the attraction between molecules at large 
distances. Although the contribution of these forces to the free energy 
of the system is extremely small by comparison with the contribution 
of the short-range adhesive forces, they lead to a qualitatively new effect -
non-additiveness of the free energy. It is this non-additiveness, connected 
with the long-range nature of the van der \Vaals forces, that enables 
their contribution to be distinguished in the thermodynamic functions. 

This non-additiveness is easily understood if we return to the connexion 
between the van der Waals forces and the long-wavelength electromag
netic field. Indeed, every change in the density, and with this, in the 
electrical properties of the medium, in a certain region leads, by virtue 
of Maxwell's equations, to a change in the field outside this region as 
well. Hence, that part of the free energy which is connected with the 
long-wavelength radiation is not determined by the properties of the 
substance at a given point only, i.e. it is non-additive. 

This leads to the fact that the chemical potential of a thin layer of 
liquid on the surface of a solid depends on the thickness of the layer. 
On the other hand, the van der Waals forces are a soprce of interaction 
forces between solids, i.e. the free energy depends on the distances be
tween them. It is obvious that an important role in these phenomena is 
played by the electromagnetic field with wavelengths of the order of 
the thickness of the layer or the distance between the solids, which 
enables us to express the quantities of interest in terms of the dielectric 
constants e(w) of the bodies. 

To find the correction to the ground state energy due to the long
wavelength electromagnetic field, we use the diagram method developed 
in§ 15 for the thermodynamic pot.en- ~ 

tial Q (it is the same as the ground ~ ,''~, 
I \ 

state energy F in the case of pho- , z , / ' 
I I + I I 

tons). Ou repeating the relevant argu- \ / ~ J 
ments of the previous section, we , ____ ,,,. \.,~_,/ 
can show that only the sequence of ~ ~ 
diagrams of Fig. 85 will contribute to /' ',, 
F. One might have thought that ac- / \ 

cording to what was said in§ 15 about + ~'----~ - _t)i·_.'' + 
the coefficients in front of the dia- - _ 
grams for F, we can no longer under-
stand, by the shaded blocks in Fig. 85, 
the sum of all possible parts of dia

Fig. 85 

+ 

grams not containing long-wavelength photon lines. It is easy to show 
that this is not the case. It turns out that the coefficient in front of the 
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diagrams is equal to 1/m, where m is the number of photon lines (t). 
This circumstance enables us to carry out a summation of the shaded 
blocks and to associate the shaded loops in Fig. 85 with the polarisation 
operator :Jl calculated in § 29. 

The sequence of diagrams of Fig. 85 corresponds to the following series 
for the ground state energy F: 

T 
00 

{ F = Fo --2 n=~oo J :Jlid'"1• r2; wn)'l)~~>(r2 - 1"1; wn) d
3
r 1d

3
1"2 

1 + 2 J :Jlik(1"1, 1"2; wn)'l)~~>(r2 - r3; wn) :ll1p(r3, 1"4; wn)'l)~~>(r4 -r1) 

• · · :llqr(1"2m-I• '"2m; wn)'l)~~>(r2m - 1"1)d
3
r1 · · · d

3
r2m + · · ·}, (30.1) 

where F 0 is the ground state energy of the medium (F0 includes all the 
corrections due to the short-range forces). 

Series (30.1) is not summed directly. Instead of the ground state 
energy we determine the extra pressure (more precisely, the extra stress 
tensor), arising as a result of the interaction of the substance with the 
long-wavelength electromagnetic field. For this, we imagine that the body 
is subjected to a small deformation with the displacement vector u ( r). 
The change in the ground state energy (JF is now equal to - J (/ · u)d V, 
where f is the force acting per unit volume of the body during deformation. 
The corresponding change in F 0 is 

where p0 (e, T) is the pressure when no account is taken of the correc
tions at the given density e and temperature. 

Given this displacement, only the polarisation operator will change 
in series (30.1), since it alone depends on the properties of the medium. 
In fact (see (29.3)), " 

(J:JlidT1, 1"2; wn) = 4~ W~CJid1"1 - 1"2)bdr1, i lwnD· 

(t) ·we saw in § 15 that the number of topologically equivalent diagrams of the 
nth order is equal to (n - 1) !, which led to the appearance of the factor 1/n 

A A (1) A (2) 
(l/n = (n-1) !/n !). In our case, when Hint= H, .. , +Hint (see § 29), the coefficient 
produced by the expansion of the exponent is equal to 1/Z!(2m)!, where mis the 

number of photon lines, and l the number of vertices connected with iI!;,. A cal
culation analogous to that carried out in § 15 shows that the number of topologi
cally equivalent diagrams is equal to l ! (2 m - 1) !, whence the a8sertion of the text 
follows. 
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The coefficients 1/m cancel on variation of (30.1) and we get 

T oo 

{JF = 6F0 - S:n: n~oo w~ J d3
r6e(r, i lwnD {~i?>(r - r; wn) 

+ J ~~~>(r- 1'1; wn) :Jlk1(1'1• 1'2; wn) ~~~) (1'2 - r; wn) d3
1'1 d

31'2 
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+ J~~>(r-1'1; wn) 5Ck1(1'1, 1'2; wn) ~1~>(r2-1'3; wn) ,/lpq(1'3, 1'4; ro,.) 

X ~~>(r4 - r; wn)d3r 1 • • • d3r4 + · · ·}. 
The series in the curly brackets is none other than the series for the 

long-wavelength photon Green function~. corresponding to the sequence 
of diagrams 1, 2, 3 of Fig. 82. Hence 

{JF = 6F0 - ~ nloo w~ J ~i;(r, r; wn) fJe(r, i I wn !)d3r. 

Recalling that ~ is an even function of Wn, we finally get 

{JF = {JF0 _.!!._ ~' w! J ~ii(r, r; wn)fJe(r, iwn)d3r. 
4:n: n=O 

(30.2) 

The prime on the summation sign indicates that the term with n = 0 
is taken with half its weight. Remember that wn = 2n:n:T. 

The variation & is connected with the displacement u by the formula (t) 

fJe = - u grade - (!:;div u. 

On substituting this in (30.2) and integrating by parts, we get the follow
ing expression for f: 
f = - grad Po - ~ i' w!~ii (r, 1'; wn) grade (r, iwn) 

4:n: n=O 

T 00 

I 2 [ . oe(r, iwn)j + -
4 
~ wn grad ~ii(r, 1', wn) (! 

0 
. (30.3) 

:n: n=O (! 

This formula enables us to find the correction to the chemical potential 
of the body. \Ve notice first that, in mechanical equilibrium, f = 0. On 
equating (30.3) to zero and noting that the relations 

oe 
grad e(e, T) = oe grad(!, 

(t) The variation of E at a given point consists of two parts. The first part is 
connected with the change in E due to the fact that different parts of the material 
are at a given point when displacements occurs: 

<'l1 E = E(r-u)-E(r) = -u grad E, 

and the second with the change in the density on deformation: 

OE OE 
Cl e =-<'le= --edivu. 2 oe oe 
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hold at constant temperature, where µ 0 is the undisturbed chemical po
tential per unit mass, we obtain after a simple transformation 

1 { ( m) T "' 2
C'r\ ( • ) oe}- O - (! grac µo (!,-'- - 4:n:-;;- wn~ii t', 1', wn O(! - • (30.4) 

We know that the condition for mechanical equilibrium of any non
uniform body is that the chemical potential be constant in the body. 
Hence it is immediately clear from (30.4) that 

_ T ,,, 2 . :oe 
µ ((!, T) - µo((!, T) - -

4 
- wn'l)ii(t', f'' wn) -;;;--- • 

:n: n U(! 
(30.5) 

\Ve now evaluate the stress tensor. We fin;t need to reduce the expres
sion (30.3) for thf' force f to the form 

(30.6) 

AB a preliminary, we introduce, in addition to the Green function 
'l);k(r, r'; w.n), two further functions: 

~fi,(r, r'; w,.) = -w!~ik(r, r'; w,.), 

'l):i,(r, r'; wn) = curlil curl~m '1::1m(r, r'; wn). 
(30. 7) 

\Ve rewrite the expression for the force as follows: 

I _ op0 + T ~, o [ ( . ) C'r\E ( • ) ·- --,,- 4- a e 1',iwn .vkk r,r,wn 
uxi :n: n=O xi (30.8) 

( oe( r' i wn> C'r\E ( . • ) l T ~, ( . 0 C'r\E ( . -er)-~ Jl.Jkk r,r,iwn --
4 

_ e r,iwn)-;;;--.vkk r,r,wn)· 
UI! :n: n=O uXt 

It now only remains for us to transform the last term in (30.8). We "\\Tite 
it (omitting the Aummation and the factor T/4:n:) as 

e(r') "'
0 

'l)fdr, r') + e(r) "'
0

, <.tfk(r, r'), (30.9) 
UX; UXi 

where we put r = r' after the differentiations. 
On further carrying out ohvious transformations, we obtain for (30.9): 

2 "'
0 

e (r)'.ti{i, (r, r) - ~ e(r)'l)~ (r, r') - 'Cle, e (r')'.tiri,(r, r') 
vxk (!Xk UXk 

+ e(r') (o~i 'l)fk(t', r') - o~k 'l)fic(r, r')) 

+ e(r) (';)
0

, '.tirk(t', r') - ~o, '.ti~ (r, r')). (30.10) 
UXk CXk 
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vVe can obtain from equation (28.18) for the Green function 'l) the 
identities 

,_,
0 

e(r)'1)f;(r.r')=-4n,._,
0 

c'l(r-r'), 
uxk uxi 

~ e(r')'l)fi.,(r, r') = 4:n: ~ c'l (r - r'), 
oxk r'xi 

0 ~H I 0 C\R ') 4 0 -" ( ') - .vik(r, r) = - <;t ,-!.)ik(r, r = - :n:-;:;:--- u r - r , 
OXk UXk uXi 

' ( 0 ~E I 0 ~E ( ')) e(r) oxk )l.)ik(r, r) - cxi )l.)kk r, r 

0 n I 0 H I oc'l(r-r') 
= - <;t 'l)ki(r, r) + <l' '!lkk(r, r) + S:n: ,._,,- - , 

CXk UXi uxi 

( 
0 ~E ( ') 0 ~E ')) e (r) <;t .vki r, r - -;;-; .vkk(r, r 

uxk oxk 

_ 0 ~l{ , 0 ][ 1 Cc'l(r-r') 
- - ;- ~ik(r, r) + ~ 'l)kk(r, r) - Sn ,._,,- . 

<~ u~ u~ 

On substitutiug these in (30.10) and putting r + r', we get 

oE o B On on 
e(r) ~'l)kk(r, r) = 2~e(r)'l)idr, r) + 2~'l)ik(r, r)-~'l)ktCr,r). 

cX; c xk uxk uxi 

On substituting this expression in turn in (30.8), we find finally that 
the force f can be written in the form (30.6) with the stress tensor given 
by 

T ~. { 1 ~ . oe(r, iwn)] a,k=-c'likPo(e,T)--
2 
~ -9?Jik e(r,iw)n-e 

0 
-

:n:n~o ~ e 
1 

X 'l)ff (r, r; wn) -
2 

c'lik;vi{ (r, r; wn) 

+ e(r, iwn)'!l[(r, r: w,.) + 'l):~(r. r; wn)·} (30.11) 

Fonnula (30.11) has no direct physical meaning, since the <l)E(r, r') 
and <l)H (r, r') appearing in it become infinite at r = r'. This is connected 
with the fact that the short wavelength electromagnetic oscillations 
yield an infinite contribution in aik• unless a suitable cut-off is introduced. 
However, the short-wa,·eleugth oscillations have no relation with the 
effects due to the non-uniformities of the body, since their contribution 
is the ~mme in a uniform body as in 11on-u11iform bodies having the same 
value of e at the point considered. 

ThP long-wavelength contribution uf interest. which docs not depend 
in fact on the nature of the cut-off, is obtained from (:10.11) by mPans 
of a suitablf' suhtral'tion. In fart, Wf' have to undf'rstaml hy the Green 
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function '!lff,(r, r) (and similarly by 'llfic(r, r)) in this formula the limit 
of the difference: 

lim['!J{i(r, r') - SD:i,(r, r')], 
r~r' 

where 5DE is the Green function for a uniform unbounded medium, the 
dielectric constant of which is the same as that of a non-uniform body 
at the point at which the stress tensor is calculated. To avoid unnecessary 
unwieldiness, we shall in future write (30.11) in the earlier form, on the 
assumption that the subtraction in question has already been made. 

The same remark applies to (30.5) for the chemical potential, which 
can be written, in view of (30.7), as 

- T ~· oe(r, iwn) E . 
µ((!, T) - µ 0 ((!, T) +-

4 
,..,., 

0 
'llv;(r, r, wn)· (30.12) 

:n: n=O (! 

Notice that we also include in the category of non-uniform media 
systems consisting of several bodies, each of which is uniform. In this 
case, when solving (28.18), the components of '!Jik must satisfy certain 
conditions on the boundaries between the bodies. The independent 
variables in (28.18) are the coordinates r, whilst the coordinates r' play 
the role of parameters. \Ve are therefore talking about the boundary 
conditions relative to the variables r. These conditions amount to the 
continuity of the tangential components of the electric and magnetic 
fields. Since a point r corresponds to one of the indices (i) of the tensor 
'!Jik• the tangential components of tensors '!J!fc, '!Jfk in this index must be 
continuous. 

Formulae (30.11) and (30.12), which were obtained by Dzyaloshinkii 
and Pitaevskii [ 48], solve in principle the problem of finding the van der 
Waals part of the thermodynamic functions of a body. This problem 
amounts to the solution of equations (28.18) for the Green function '!Jik· 

§ 31. MOLECULAR INTERACTION FORCES BETWEEN 
SOLIDS 

1. Interaction forces between solids 

Let us apply the general theory developed above to the calculation of 
the van der \Vaals forces acting between solids, the surfaces of which are 
a very small distance apart. The gap separating the bodies may be filled 
with a liquid. We shall use the indices 1, 2 below to distinguish functions 
relating to the two bodies, and the index 3 for functions relating to the 
medium filling the gap. 

Although we shall assume that the gap is plane-parallel, it must be 
borne in mind that in reality a correct statement of the problem of the 
interaction force between two bodies requires that we regard at least 
one of them as possessing finite dimensions and being surrounded on all 
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sides by the medium 3, and that we find the total forces acting on it; in 
view of the very rapid decrease in the molecular forces with distance, this 
resultant force can in fact be entirely referred to the forces acting through 
the narrow gap separating the bodies. 

The total force acting on body 2 can be calculated as the total flux of 
momentum flowing into the body from the surrounding medium 3, which 
is equal to the integral of the flux density over an arbitrary surface en
closing the body. It has to be borne in mind here that medium 3 is in 
thermodynamic equilibrium, one of the conditions for which is that 
its chemical potential be constant:µ= const, whereµ is given by (30.12). 

Since the corrections to the density of the medium, connected with the 
long-wavelength fluctuations of the field, are small, the density e can 
be regarded as constant in medium 3; the change in the chemical potential 
µ0 ((2, T) is here the same (by virture of (30.4)) as the change in p0((!, T)/e. 
The condition µ = const can therefore be rewritten as 

(31.1) 

By virtue of this condition, part of the complete stress tensor (30.11) 
turns out to be a uniform pressure which is constant over the liquid and 
gives no contribution to the total force acting on the body; to determine 
the force, we in fact only need to write the stress tensor in medium 3 as 

a~k = - ~ nJ: {es (i wn) l stifi, (r, r; wn) - ! bik ';ti~ (r, r; wn)] 

+ stif"i(r, r; wn) - ! bik<;tiff (r, r; Wn+ (31.2) 

We choose the x-axis to be perpendicular to the plane of the gap, the 
width of which we denote by l (so that the surfaces of bodies 1, 2 are the 
x = 0, x = l planes). The force F per unit area of surface 2 is now equal 
to 

F(l) = a:,,(l) = ~nJ: {e3 (iwn) [';tl:y(l, l; wn) + sti!(l, l; wn) 

- sti:,, (l, l; wn)] + sti:y(l, l; wn) + sti!!(l, l; Wn) - sti!,(l, l; w,.)}; (31.3) 

a positive force corresponds to an attraction between the bodies, and a 
negative one to a repulsion. 

Since the problem is uniform in they, z directions, the Green function 
';tiik(r, r'; wn) depends only on the differences y -y', z - z'. "\Ve carry 
out a Fourier transformation in these variables: 
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and take the y axis along the vector q. Equations (28.18) for the Green 
function become 

( w
2 

- c~;2) '!lzz (x, x') = - 4:n b (x - x'), 

( 
2 d2 ) er-, ' • d <T\ I 4 ~ ( ') ewn - dx2 ,ll.)yy(x, x) + iq dx ,ll.)xy(x, x) = - nu x - x , 

w 2'Ilxy(x, x') + iq dl 'llyy(x, x') = 0, 
lX 

where w = Vew~ + q"", whilst x' plays the role of a parameter (the 
components 'l)n, 'l)yz of the Green function vanish, since the equations 
for them prove to hP homogeneous). 

Solving this system amounts to solving altogether two equations: 

(w2 -(~2 ) 'l)zz(x, x') = - 4nb(x -x'), 

( 
2 d2 ) <T\ ' 4:n w2 ~ ' 

w - Jx2 ,ll.)YY (x, x ) = -
8 
~ii u(x - x ) , 

(31.4) 

after which 'l)<ey and 'llxx are obtained as 

iq d iq d 4:n ' 
'!l<ey = - w2 dx 'llyy• 'Ilxx = ---:;; -d 'Ilxy - 2 b(x - X). (31.5) w- x w 

The bounda1·y conditions, corresponding to the continuity of the tan
gential components of the electric and magnl'tic field strengths, amount 
to the requirement of continuity of 'l):k> 'Il:I,, 'll:1c, '!l:f,, or what amounts 
to the same' thing, to continuity of 'l)11k, 'l)zk• curl11z 'l) 1k. cur]z1 '!l 1k. On using 
the first of equationR (31.5), we find that 

er-, dl)zz '1J .!_ c l'Ii,,11 
~zz• ~l~ • YY' w2 dx (31.6) 

must be continnouH on tlw di\iding boundary. 
Since we are only intl'rcRted in the Green function in the gap region, 

we Pan confine oursc•lvcs at once to thl' case 0 < x' < l. In domain 3 
(0 < x < l) the functions 'J:l,,11 , '!lzz are given by equations (31.4) with 
e = e3 , w = w3 = Vt:3w~ + q2 . In domains 1 (x < 0) a1ul 2 (x > l) they 
satisfy the same equations with vanishing right-hand sick:-; (since we 
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alway,, have x =I= x' here), and with e1, w1 and e2, ii·2 respectively imitead 
of e, w. 

The subtraction mentioned at the end of § 30 amounts to suLtracting 
from all the 'II functions in the gap region their values for e1 = e2 = e3, 

w1 = w2 = w3• A particular consequence of this is that we can at once 
omit the term containing the b-functions in the second of relations 
(31.5), so that '1lxv• 'Il.,., are givm in the gap region by 

iq cl iq d 
'Ilxy = - w~ dx 'Ilvv• 'Ilxx = - w~ dx 'Ilxy · (31. 7) 

Before proceeding to the solution uf the equations, one remark should 
be made. The general solution of equations (31.4) has the form /1 (x - x') + 
f 2 (x + x'). On using equations (31.4), (31. 7) and the definition of 'IIE, <;t-II. 
we can show that the parts of the Green functions that depcnd on x + x' 
provide no contribution to expression (31.3) for the force. We shall not 
dwell here on this, since the result is obvious a priori from physical con
sidPrations: if we were to put x = x' in a solution of the form f 2 (x + x'), 
we should get the flux of momentum in the gap, which would depend 
on the coordinates, in contra<liction to its law of conservation. In future, 
therefore, we shall as a rule only give the expressions for the parts of 
the Green functions 'Ii+ which depend only on x - x'. 

Let us evaluate 'Ilzz· It satisfies the equat.ions 

(w~-<~2 )1)z2 =-4nc5(x-x') for O<x<l, 

( wi - (~~2) 1!zz = 0 for ( 
., d2) x< O; w2- d.r2 '1lzz= 0 for x > l. 

We obtain from this: 

'Ilzz = A ew,x for x < 0, 'Ilzz = B c-w,x for x > l, 

. 2n I ~ 'Il =Ce"""'+ C e-w,x --e-w,x-x, for 0 < x < l. 
zz I 2 Ws 

Having <lctermincd the constants A, B, C1, C2 from the Loundary con
ditions for the continuity of 'Ilzz and d 'Ilzz/dx, we gct for 'II~: 

where 

~ + 4n ' 2n -v· ix---x'I f l '£ = ~ eosh u· (x - x ) - - e • or 0 < x < , 
zz W3LJ 3 W3 

l = 1 _ e2"·,1 (w1 -t_u·3) (w2 + 1l'3] 

(w1 - w3) (w2 - 11·3) 
(31 8) 

On subtracting thc valuc of 'Il~ for w1 = 11·2 = w 3 (LI becomes infinite 
here), we finally g<'t 

<T\ f- 4n 1 ') 
:.i.:•zz =~COS l w3(X-X • 

ll'3LJ 
(3U:l) 
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Similarly, the solution of the equation for '1:!yy gives us (after subtrac
tion): 

and, on using 

-:_ / = 

l 

Fig. 86 

+ 4:nw3 , 
'l:!yy = -;;---=- cosh w 3(x - x ) , 

wnt:3LI 

,1= 1 _ e2w01 (e1W3 + e3W1) (e2W3 + e3W2) 
(e1 W3 - e3 W1) (e2 W3 - e3 w2) 

(31. 7), we get 
+ 4niq . , 

'l:!xv = - -
2
--_ smh w 3(x - x ) , 

Wne3LI 
~ 4:nq2 , 

'IJ;., = - -.--- - cosh w 3(x - x ). 
w;;t:3 w3LI 

(31.10) 

(31.11) 

(31.12) 

If we now work out 'IJ[i(x, x'; q, w
11

) and '»Jfi(x, x'; q, w,.) 
and substitute them in (31.3), we get 

F(l) = _ _'!___ i' j qdqw3 (~+ ~). 2nn=Oo LI LI 

On changing to a new integration variable, q = ~ w
71 

Vp2 - 1, and 
returning to the usual system of units, we arrive at the final expression 
(Dzyaloshinskii, Lifshitz, Pitaevskii [50]) for the force F, per unit area of 
each of two bodies, separated by a gap of width Z,filled with liquid (Fig. 86): 

(31.13) 

where 

and el' t:2, e3 are functions of the imaginary frequency i w
11 

(e = t:(i w
11

)). 

This formula was first obtained by Lifshitz [51] for the case t:3 = 1, 
i.e. for bodies separated by a vacuum gap, by means of a method that 
made no use of quantum field theory. 

The general formula (31.13) is extremely complicated. However, it 
can be considerably simplified because of the fact that the effect of 
temperature on the interaction force between the bodies is usually quite 
insignificant ( t). 

The fact is that, owing to the presence of the exponential functions 
in the integrands in (31.13), the main role in the sum is played by those 

(t) When speaking of temperature effects, we are not thinking of the result of 
the direct dependence of the dielectric constant on temperature. 
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terms for which wn ,..._, c/l, or n ,..._, ch/lT. Thus, in the case lT/ch < 1, 
large values of n will be important, and we can change in ( 4.13) the 
summation to an integration over dn = (h/2nT)dw. The temperature 
does not now appear explicitly in the formula, and we get the following 
result (e = e(iw)): 

F(l) =-n- j dw J dpp2wae;12{l(81 + p) (s2 + p) 
2n2 c3 0 1 (81 - p) (82 - P) 

Xexp (2pw l Vc;)-1]-1 + l-(~1_ j-_E~e~ (82 + Pe2/e3) 
c (81 - pq/e3) (82 - pt:2/t:3) 

(
2pw -) i-1} xexp -c-lVea -1 . (31.14) 

Formula (31.14) is still complicated. It admits of considerable further 
simplicifation in two important limiting cases. 

We shall dwell first on the limiting case of "small" distances, by which 
we understand distances which are small compared with the wave
lengths Ao that are characteristic for the absorption spectra of certain 
bodies. The temperatures which may be under discussion here for con
densed solids are always small compared to the hw that play a role here 
(for instance, in the visual part of the spectrum), so that the inequality 
Tl/he< 1 is most certainly satisfied. 

Owing to the presence of the exponential fact.or 

exp (2pwl Vc;/c) 
in the denominators of the integrand, the main role in the integration 
over p is played by the values of p such that pwl/c ,..._, 1. In this case, 
p ~ 1, so that we can put 81 ~ 82 ~ p when finding the principal terms. 
The first term in the curly brackets in (31.14) vanishes in this approxi
mation. We get from the second term, after using as integration variable 

x = 2lp w V~tc= 

F = ~3 J J x2dx dw l(C-i + e3) (e2 + e3) ex -11-1 (31.15) 
16n lJ. o o (e1 - e3) (e2 - e3) 

(the lower limit of the integration over xis replaced by zero in this approxi
mation). The force in this case proves to be inversely proportional to 
the cube of the distance, which is what we might in fact expect from the 
usual laws of van der Waals forces between two atoms. The functions 
t:(iw) - 1 are monotonically decreasing as w increases, and tend to zero. 
Consequently, as from some value w,......, w0 , the values of w cease to pro
vide a significant contribution to the integral; the condition that l is 
small implies that we must have l < c/w0 • 

Let us turn to the opposite limiting case of "large" distances l ~Ao· 
Here, however, we shall assume that the distances are not so great that 
the condition lT/hc < 1 is destroyed. We introduce a new variable of 
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integration x = 2plw/c into the general formula (31.14); whilst we take 
p instead of w (as before) as the second variable: 

F = - 1i, J dx J dp x3 e3/2 {[~1_ t PL(s2 + p) exl/-;: - 1]-1 
32:n:2l4 0 l p2 3 (81 - p) (82 - p) 

(. xc) 
e = e i 2pl . 

Owing to the presence of exp(x Vi;), in the denominators in the integral 
over x, the important region is the one where x ~ 1/Vi; < 1, and since 
p > 1, the argument of the functions e is close to zero at large l throughout 
the important range of values of the variables. "\Ve can accordingly re
place el' e2, e3 simply by their values at w = 0, i.e. by the electrostatic 
dielectric constants. On substituting after this x--+ x/Vt:30, we get the 
final result : 

(31.16) 

where ew e20, e30 are the electrostatic values of the dielectric constant. 
Let us now dwell on the high temperature case. When lT/hc ~ 1, 

we only need retain the first term in the sum (31.13). However, we cannot 
put n = 0 directly in it, because of the resulting indeterminacy (the 
factor w! vanishes, but the integral over p is divergent). We can get 
round this difficulty by first replacing p by the new variable of integra
tion x = 2pwnl Vt:30/c (as a result of which the factor w! goes out). On 
then putting wn = 0, we get 

F = ___:! -J x2 r(e10 + e30) (e20 + e30) e"' - 1]-1 dx. 
16:nl3 o (e10 - e30) (e20- e30) 

(31.17) 

Thus, at sufficiently large distances the decrease of the interaction force 
slows down and once more proceeds in accordance with an z-3 law with 
a coefficient dependent on the temperature and the electrostatic dielec
tric constant. 

2. Interaction forces between atoms in solutions 

We shall now show how we can pass from the macroscopic formula ( 31.14) 
to the interaction of individual atoms in a vacuum. To do this, we shall 
make a formal assumption that both bodies are sufficiently "rarefied". 
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This means, from the point of view of macroscopic electrodynamics, 
that their dielectric constants are close to unity, i.e. the differences 
61 - 1 and 6 2 - 1 are small. 

We start with the case of "small" distances. Formula (31.15) with 
6 3 = 1 gives us to the requisite accuracy: 

Ii 00 00 

F = ~ J J x2e-"'(61 - 1) (62 - l)dxdw 
u4:n i- 0 0 

= 
32

: 2 1,3 / [61(iw)-1] [62(iw) - l]dw. (31.18) 

On expressing 6(iw) in terms of 6"(w) on the real axis in accordance 
with (28.19), we get 

J [6i(iw)-1][62 (iw) -l]dw 
0 

_ _!Joo Joo 6~(w1)6;(w2)d d 
- W1 W2, 

n w1 +w2 0 0 

whence we find for the force F: 

F = ___!!:_____ Joo Joo E~ ( W1) e; ( W2) d d 
16:n;3l3 W1 + W2 W1 W2. 

0 0 

(31.19) 

This force corresponds to an inter-atomic interaction with an energy(t) 

U(R) = - 31;, Joo Joo E~(w1)e;(w2) d d 
81rfR6N1N2 W1 + W2 W1 W2, 

0 0 

(31.20) 

where R is the inter-atomic distance, N1, N 2 are the numbers of atoms per 
unit volume in the first and second bodies respectively. The imaginary 
part of the dielectric constant is connected with the spectral density of 
the "oscillator strengths" f(w), familiar from spectroscopy by the rela-
tionship 2:n2e2 

W6
11 (w) = -'-Nj(w) 

m 

(t) If the potential energy of the interaction of molecules 1 and 2 is U =-a/R6, 

the total energy of the binary interactions of all the molecules in two half-spaces 
separated by a gap l is 

The force F, on the other hand, is 
dU anN1 N 2 

F=-dz= 6za 

This gives us the correspondence of (31.19) and (31.20). 

Q.F.T. 18 
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(see e.g. [ 4 7], § 62). On substituting it in (31.20), we get 

U(R) = -~e~ J= J= /1(Wi.)/2(w2) d d 
2 2R6 + W1 W2· m 0 0 W1 W2 

(31.21) 

This expression is exactly the same as the familiar formula of London 
[52], obtained by means of ordinary perturbation theory, applied to 
the dipole interaction of two atoms. Suppose, for example, that we are 
discussing the interaction of two hydrogen atoms. On using the familiar 
expression 

for the oscillator strength for a transition between states E0 and En 
(x0n is the corresponding matrix element of the coordinate of an electron 
in the atom) and passing in (31.19) from integration over the frequency 
to a summation over the energy levels of the atom, we get the London 
formula for hydrogen atoms: 

U(R) = - 6e: L lx0n j2Jxum12 • 
R n,m En-Eo+Em-Eo 

At "great" distances the formula for the attraction between two "rare
fied" bodies has the form 

fie J= 3 -x J= 1 - 2p2 + 2p4 

F = 
32

n2l4 (em - 1) (e20 - 1) x e dx 
8 6 dp 

0 1 p 

fie 23 
= 1f 540:n2 (em - 1) (e20 - 1). (31.22) 

This force corresponds to the interaction of two atoms with an energy 

(31.23) 

where 1X]_, a 2 are the static polarisabilities of the two atoms (e0 = 1-4:nNa). 
Formula (31.23) is the same as the result obtained by quantum mechani
cal methods by Casimir and Polder [53] for the attraction between two 
atoms at a fairly large distance, when the retardation effects become 
important. 

We now consider the interaction of two atoms located in a liquid 
(Pitaevskii [54]). Suppose we have weak solutions of atoms of different 
kinds with concentrations (the number of particles per cm3) N1 , N 2 

respectively in the same solvent. Suppose further that the gap is filled 
with pure solvent. The dielectric constants ev e2 of solutions in which the 
concentrations of the dissolved atoms are small only differ slightly .from 
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the dielectric constant of the pure solvent, which we denote by t:3 = t:. 

Up to the first order in the concentrations, 

If we retain only terms of the same order in (31.15) for the force at 
"small" distances, we get (in the same way as when deriving (31.18)): 

This force corresponds to an interaction energy between the dissolved 
atoms equal to 

U(R)=- 3/i J=(ot:1 (iw)) (ot:2 (iw)) ~- (31.24) 
16n3R6 oN1 N,=O oN2 N,=O e2 (iw) 

0 

We similarly find for the energy at "great" distances: 

U(R) = __ ~~~- (&10) (&20) 
64n3eg'2 R7 oNI N,=O 0N2 N,=O. 

(31.25) 

We see that, when the molecules of the dissolved substance interact 
strongly with the solvent, the forces of interaction between them are no 
longer determined by their polarisabilities. 

3. Thin films on a solid surface 

The general theory of van der Waals forces described above can also 
be used for finding the thermodynamic functions of a thin liquid film 
on the surface of a solid; the thickness l of the film, is of course assumed 
large compared with the inter-atomic distances. 

We obtained formula (30.12) for the chemical potential of the liquid 
per unit mass in terms of the Green functions of the long-wavelength 
electromagnetic field existing in it. This formula is inconvenient for two 
reasons, however: firstly, it contains 8e/8e, which has never been investi
gated experimentally throughout the whole frequency interval; secondly, 
it yields the chemical potentialµ as a function of the den
sity e, whereas we generally want to know µ as a func
tion of the pressure p. 

\\Te consider a layer 3, on the surface of a solid 1 and 

~---

in equilibrium with ib-1 vapour 2 (Fig. 87). We shall regard 1 --::I: __ - z 
the vapour as a vacuum as far as its electromagnetic pro-
perties are concerned, i.e. we shall put its dielectric con-
stant equal to unity everywhere: t:2 = 1. Fig. 87 

18• 
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By the condition for mechanical equilibrium, the normal component 
<lxx of the stress tensor must be continuous on the surface of the layer. 
This gives us the equation 

P = Po(e, T) - axx• 
where p is the vapour pressure, Po (e, T) is the liquid pressure for the given 
density and temperature, and axx denotes the set of all terms except 
the first in expression (30.11) for the stress tensor in the layer. Solving 
this equation for e gives us the density as a function of the pressure (t) 

e = eo(P + axv T). 

On substituting this expression in (30.12) for the chemical potential, we get 

_ T ~, Ot:(iwn) E 
µ = µo(P + <lxv T) +-

4 
~ 

0 
'~\i(r, r; wn), 

n n=O (! 

where µ0 (p, T) is the chemical potential of the liquid. On expanding µ0 

in powers of the small quantity (jxx and taking into account the thermo
dynamic equation (8µ/8p)x = 1/e. the last equation reduces to 

1 _ T ~, Ot:(iwn) E 
µ(p, T) =µ0 (p, T) +-axx+-

4 
~ 

0 
'Ili;(r, r; wn)· 

(! n n=O (! 

Finally, on substituting in this the expression for iixx from (30.11), we 
find that the term with 8e/8e falls out and there remains 

1 , 
µ(p, T) = µ 0 (p, T) +-axx. 

e 
Here a:x is the component of the "contracted" stress tensor (31.2). This 
quantity is constant along the thickness of the layer (because the flux 
of momentum is constant), and it in fact determines the force F(l), in 
accordance with (31.3). 

We introduce the notation C for the "van der Waals part" of the che
mical potential of the film, per unit volume of the liquid, 

c µ = µ0 + - . (31.26) 
e 

By what has been said above, 
C = a:x = F(l). (31.27) 

As l tends to oo, i.e. when the liquid stretches to infinity, C tends to zero. 
Thus there is no need for new calculations to find the quantity C 

which is of interest to us. It is determined by the formulae for F (l) ob
tained above (general formula (31.13) and the subsequent limiting for
mulae), in which we only have to put e2 = 1. 

The reader specially interested in the problems outlined in §§ 3, 4, 
can turn to the more detailed articles by Lifshitz [51] and by Dzyalo
shinskii, Lifshitz and Pitaevskii [50]. 

(t) a.,., is also a function of (!, but since it represents a small correction to the pres
sure, we can put e = e0 (p,T). 



CHAPTER VII 

THEORY OF SUPERCONDrCTIVITY 

§ 32. GENERAL INTRODUCTION. CHOICE OF MODEL 

1. Superconductivity 

The problem of superconductivity is one of the most important and 
difficult presented to quantum statistics. It is well known that many 
metals undergo a phase change to a new "superconducting" state at 
sufficiently low temperatures. In this state the metal has thermodyna
mic and electromagnetic properties that are quite different from those 
in the normal state. Perhaps the most striking way in which the transi
tion manifests itself experimentally is that the metal, on cooling to a 
critical temperature, suddenly ceases to present a resistance to electric 
current. In other words, there is no dissipation of energy when a current 
flows in a superconductor. 

Experimental investigations have shown that the properties of a super
conductor in a magnetic field are very different from the relatively 
simple properties of the normal metal. The magnetic field does not 
penetrate into the body of the superconductor (the Meissner-Ochsenfeld 
effect). The effective depth, measured from the surface of a superconduc
tor located in a constant magnetic field, at which the field is still different 
from zero (the so-called penetration depth) is extremely small, of the 
order of 10-5 to 10-6 cm. The thermodynamic transition from the normal 
to the superconducting state is a phase transition of the second kind and 
is characterized by a discontinuity in the specific heat at the transition 
temperature. 

A substantial advance in the understanding of this phenomenon has 
been achieved in recent years. It has been found that the development 
of a theory of superconductivity requires a wide use of the methods of 
quantum field theory. These methods will be treated in subsequent 
sections; in the present section, we shall dwell mainly on the physical 
side of the subject. 

It has been clear for a long time that superconductivity is somewhat 
akin to superfluidity. This is evident, first of all, from the fact that the 
maintainance of an electric current in a superconductor does not require 
an external potential difference, i.e. does not require work from external 
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sources. The current carriers in a metal are electrons; we are therefore 
concerned with none other than supcrfluidity of the electron liquid. 

In Chap. I, in reference to the supcrfluidity of helium, we dwelt in 
detail on the properties of the energy 8pectrum of the excitations required 
for producing superfluidity. It must be remarked right away, however, 
that, at small momenta, the spectrum for a superconductor cannot be 
of the same type as that which we have to associate with liquid helium. 
For helium has a phonon acoustic branch as the initial part of its spec
trum. As is well known, the propagation of sound is connected with 
long-wavelength density oscillations. But, for an electron liquid in a 
metal, a change in density involves a fairly substantial amount of 
energy, since it is hindcrP<l by the Coulomb forces acting between the 
electrons and the lattice, and between the electrons themselves. A change 
in thP density of the electron liquid destroys the condition of electric 
neutrality, so that the correspondiug spectrum of the long-wavelength 
oscillations starts at some finite frequency, just as in the case of a plasma. 
This frequency is in fact extremely high in a mPtal (""' 1 e V = 104 °K). 
Our remarks naturally do rwt apply to the short-wavelength excitations, 
with a wave vector of the order of the reciprocal of an inter-atomic dis
tance. We know that it is precisely these electron excitations that play 
the main role in a normal mC'tal. In accordance with the results of Chap. I, 
a sufficient condition for the existence of superfluidity is that such exci
tations be separated by a gap from the ground state, i.e. that the spec-

E(/7/ 

.tJ ---~ 

/6 
Fig.88 

trum has the shape illustrated in Fig. 88. It 
may be remarked that, apart from the argu
ments adduced above, the presence of a spec
trum of this type in superconductors has been 
indicated by experimental data on the electro-

;; nic specific heat at low temperatures; these 
data lead to a temperature dependence of the 
specific heat of the form e-Ll/T. 

We shall not dwell here on a treatment of various phenomenological 
theories; though they oftC'n give an adequate description of experimen
tal data. they cannot provide an explanation of the microscopic mechan
ism involved. 

The isotopic effect discovered in 19iJO [55] provided a key to an under
standing of the relative roles of the different interactions in a metal 
when it becomes superconducting. The critical temperature Tc (the 
temperature at which the transition from the normal to the supercon
ducting state occurs) was found to hC' a function of the mass of an iso
tope, of the form Tc""' (.lll)-112• Frohlich [56] proposed irnlcpendently 
that the main interaction eorrespondiug to superconductivity must be of 
electrm1s with phonons. This interaction involves a strong dependence on 
the mass of the ions. 
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2. ~Model. Interaction Hamiltonian 
The interaction Hamiltonian has already been discussed in Chap. II, 

and we know that its form is 
(32.1) 

Let us find the matrix C'lement of the scattering of two electrons by 
one another, in the process of which the electrons exchange one phonon. 
This process is illustrated schematically in Fig. 89. The dotted line re
presents the exchange of a phonon, which corresponds in the matrix 
element to the phonon D-function, 

2n( . )- 2 u
2
(P3-P1l

2 
fl e3 - e1, Ps - Pi - fl -( - -)2 - - 2 (p--p-)2 • 

e3-e1 -u s- i 

where e3 - ev p3 - p1 arc rC'spectively the changes in the energy and 
momC'ntum of one of the electrons on collision. Close to the Fermi sur
face the momentum change on collision is in general of thC' order p 0 
(i.e. n IP3 - p1 I is of the ordC'r of the De bye fre
quency mn, Hince p 0 ~ a-1), so that the change 
in the energy of the electrons may br fairly 
small. In this region, i.e. when le3 -e1 I<: wn, 
the effective interaction, which is determined 
by the foregoing expression, simply reduces to 
the com;tant -g2, i.e. there is an attraction. 

----fl 
~----:---

' I 
I 

fi~/3 
Fig. 89 

L. Cooper [57] discovered in 1957 that the effective attraction between 
electrons close to the Fermi surface, refmlting from an arbitrarily weak 
electron-phonon interaction, necessarily leads to the formation of bound 
electron pairs. Since binding involves an increase in energy, a readjust
ment of the ground state of the system must result when interaction 
takes place. Exritation of such a system requires the expC'nditure of a 
finite energy, equal to the binding energy of the pair, whieh will in fact 
play the role of a gap in the excitation spectrum. It proved possible, 
on the basis of this idea, to construct a complete theory of supercon
ductivity, explaining the vast mass of facts accumulated in several 
decades of intensive study of the phenomenon. 

The basis chosen for our statement of the theory is not the same as 
in the original statements (Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer [58], Bogol
yu bov [59] (t)), since it seems to us that the methods of quantum field 
theory offer substantial advantages. Apart from its simplicity and har
mony, the approach described below enables a numbC'r of important 
new results to be obtainC'd. 

Bdore proceeding further, let us remark that the elcrtron-phonon 
interaction is not the only one for electrons in a metal. Repul.,ive Coulomb 
forces also operate between the electrons. The effective interaction between 
them will therefore be either an attraction or a repulsion, depending on 

(t) See also [60]. 
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the ratio of the magnitudes of the electron-phonon attraction and the 
Coulomb repulsion of the electrons. In general, the problem of taking 
into account both interactions for actual metals is extremely difficult. 
In addition to this, actual superconductors are anisotropic. A proviso 
must therefore be made regarding the present-day theory of supercon
ductivity, that in essence it considers a simple model with a quadratic 
dispersion law for the electrons, in which it is postulated in advance that 
the interaction of the electrons has the nature of an attraction in a narrow 
band of their energies close to the Fermi surface. This energy region is 
obviously of the order of the maximum energy of the emitted phonons, 
i.e. "-'Wn, where wn is the Debye frequency. In addition, we shall 
assume below, for simplicity, that the interaction is constant in this region 
and is fairly small. 

To date, no theory of superconductivity has been developed on the 
basis of the Fermi liquid concept and which also takes the anisotropic pro
perties into account. Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that, in spite 
of thP crudity of the model, the theory not only explains the phenomena 
qualitatively, but also leads to good quantitative agreement with the 
available experimental data. 

We write down the effective intPraction Hamiltonian of the electrons 
with one another in the second quantization representation as follows: 

where A < 0, and (JP arc the cut-off factors: 

() -{ 1, je(P) -epj < wn, 
P - 0, je(p) -Epj > wn· 

(32.2) 

The presence of these factors denotes that the only electrons taking part 
in the interaction are those with energies in a narrow band of width 
2wn close to the Fermi snrface (con<: ep). This Hamiltonian will often 
be written below in terms of the operators 1J!,.(r) and 1Pt (r) in the coor
dinate representation 

H .A f + + d3 int= 2 1J!a (r)'IJ!p (r)1J!p(r)'lf',,(r) r. (32.3) 

It should be understood, of course, that the values of the four arguments 
of the 'lj!-operators in (32.3) are in fact somewhat different. This last is 
connected with the presence of the factors OP in expression (32.2) for the 
Hamiltonian. It would be more rxact to \nite, instead of (32.3): 

Hint= ; J J J J J 6(r - S1)6(r - ;2) 6(r - S3) 6(r - S4) 

x1p; (s1)lft (s2)lfp(s3J'!J',.(S4)d3rd3s1. · · d3s4. (32.4) 
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where fJ(x) is the Fourier transform of 67': 

fJ(x) = _1_ J ei<P·">f) d3p 
(2n)3 P • 
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(32.5) 

It is easily verified by Fourier transforming that the functions 6 (x) 
have b-function characteristics: 

J fJ(x -y) /(y)d3y = /(x), 

if the function f (x) has non-zero Fourier components fp only for momenta 
p close to the Fermi surface. It is pr<'cisely with these functions that we 
shall be concerned in the theory described below. Expression (32.3) is 
to be understood in this sense. 

§ 33. COOPER PHENOMENON. INSTABILITY OF THE GROUND 

STATE OF A SYSTEM OJi' NON-INTERACTING FERMIONS WITH 

RESPECT TO ARBITRARILY WEAK ATTRACTIONS BETWEEN 

THE PARTICLES 

1. Equation for the vertex part 

We consider the properties of the Aystem with the interaction (32.3). 
For this, we return to a study of the vertex part I'"p,,,~(p1 , p 2 ; p 3 , p 4) at 
absolute zero. Let us write down the perturbation theory series for this 
quantity. The vertex part is, to a first approximation: 

(33.1) 

The diagrams corre::;ponding to the first terms of the perturbation theory 
series are illustrated in Fig. 90. As we know, singularities in the vertex 
part of "zero sound" type are connected with diagrams (a) and (c), i.e. 
these singularities are important for small momentum transfer. The dia
grams of type (b) arc connected with singularities in I'txp,,,6 (p1, p 2 ; p 3, p 4) 

at small values of the total 4-momentum q = p1 + p 2• Let us investigate 
the last case in more de
tail. By using the con -
crete properties of the 
model in question, we 
can obtain more detailed 
information on the ver

(a} (bl 

Fig. 90 
(cl 

tex part in the region of small q in comparison with the general results 
of (20.8). 

The matrix element for the diagram of Fig. 90 b is equal to 
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where q = {Wo, q} = {w1 + w2 , p1 + P 2}. On substituting in this the 
expressions for the Gr·een functions and integrating over the frequencies, 
we get 

;.2 J d3k 
(2rr)3 (fJay{JPli - {Jali{Jpy) flJo - e

0
(k) ~e-0 -(q ___ k_)_+-2µ + i {J 

(e0 (k) > µ, e0 (q - k) > µ), 
(33.2) 

In the model which we arC' discussing, tllC' only electrons that interact 
are those in a naITow region of energies close to the Fermi energy ep ~ µ. 
The integration over kin integrals (33.2) is therefore limited by the con
ditions je0 (k) - µ J, Je0 (q - k) - µI< wn. On putting Wo• I q Jv <: wn, 
we change in the ordinary way to an integration over ~ = v(! k I - p0). 

If we also neglect in the integrals a change in the upper limit of the order 
w 0 , or I q Iv, we can transform ( 33. 2) as follows: 

WD 

J.2mpo J - 2~2 - ({Jo;y{Jp/i - {JIX/i{Jpy) d~ 
0 

xJ1f __ 1 -+- 1 lax 
LWo+2~+vJqjx-i() 2~+vJqjx-Wa-i{J 

0 

(where x = cos(), () is the anglC' between the directions of the vectors q 
and k). The remaining integrations are performed by elementary methods. 
Having chosen the branches of the logarithms from the condition that 
the integral of the first term in the square brackets be positive for w0 > 0, 
and of the second, for w0 < 0, we get the following expression for the 
diagram: 

J.2 mpo r 1 2wn - i{J 
- 2 2- (fJixy{Jpli - {Jixli{Jpy) 1 + -2 ln + I I . J: n w0 v q - iv 

1
1 

2wn-i{J 

+2 n -Wo + v jqj-ifJ 

+ ~ (In mo - i () . + ln v I q I - Wo-:-- i {J)]. (33.3) 
2vJql Wo+vJqj-ifJ -Wa-i{J 

The principal tC'rm in this expression becomes, for small w0 and v I q I: 
12 mpo _1: {J _1: w n 

-11. 2 2 (vay Pli - vali{Jpy) ln ·{ I j}" :rt max w0, v q 

Thus, when wn ~ w0 , v ! q J, the smalhiess of the interaction constant A 
can be compC'nsated by the large value of the logarithm, as a result of 
which this term becomes of the same order as the first term of the pC'r
turbation theory (33.1). In order to find the vertex part in the neighbour-
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hood of small w0 and vi q I. when Aln wn/max{w0 , vj q I},....._, l, we must there
fore sum the set of principal terms of the perturbation theory series, as 
in Chap. IV. 

For this purpose, we write the equation for the vertex part in a form 
in which the terms leading to singularities of I' cefJ.~ (PJ., p 2 ; p 3, p 4) for 
small q = p1 + p 2 are distinguished: 

(33.4) 

i -+ 2(2.:n:)4 f I'«fJ.~'l(p1 , P2; k, q - k)G(k)G(q - k) I'~'l.,,6 (k, q - k; p 3, p 4)d
4k. 

In this equation I'ixp,,,6 (pv p 2 ; p 3, p 4) is the sum of all the matrix elements 
whose diagrams are irreducible in the sense that interests us, i.e. can
not be split into two parts, one containing only incoming and the other 
only outgoing exterior ends and connected by two electron lines. The 
kernel of intPgral equation (33.4) contains a large logarithmic term from 
the integration of the two Green functions. In view of the smallnC'ss of 

the interaction constant, it is sufficient for us to take for r its expression 
in terms of the first terms of the perturbation theory, since the corres-

ponding expressions for T do not contain large quantities. \Ye have 
made it our aim, however, to calculate the ker
nel of equation (33.4) without confining our
selves to terms of order A ln wnfw0,.._, 1; we try 
to find an exprcs~ion for it up to and including 
terms of order A. It would therefore seem at first 

sight that we need to know r up to terms of 
order .A2 in the perturbation theory, since the 
logarithmic integration in (33.4) can compen
sate one of the orders of A. Let us consider t.crms 

of the second order of perturbation thPory for f. 
The relevant diagrams arc illtrntrated in Fig. 91. 
Let us find the order of the matrix element 
corresponding to, say, diagram (a). Omitting 
numerical coefficients, we get 

i 2 f G(l)G(Z - k + p 1)d4Z. 

lj 1/-lf 
(a} 

1/-K 
(bl 

Fig. 91 
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/ 
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Fig. 92 

On 13ub:,;titut.ing the exprPssions for the Grren functions, we can integrate 
over the frequency: 

i 2J asi (e0 (1) > µ; e0 (l-k+P1)<µ), 
wk-w1 +e0 (1-k + pi)-e0 (l) 

-izf - d3l --- (eo(l) < µ; Eo(l-k + P1) > µ). 
wk w1 +e0 (l - k + P 1)-e0 (l) 

(33.5) 
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The domain of integration over l is in fact much narrower than if it 
were determined only by the last conditions. This is connected with the 
properties of the model, in which only electrons with momenta in the 
neighbourhood of the Fermi momentum lv(!P I - p 0 ) I< wn can inter
act. The actual domain of integration is shaded in Fig. 92 for the first 
condition in (33.5) and shown in black for the second In both cases the 
expression e(l - k + p 1) - e(l) in the denominator of the integrand is 
equal to wn in order of magnitude in the domain in question, whereas 
the volume of the domain over which the integration is carried out is 
,......, m2 w];f p 0 • The matrix element for the diagrams of Fig. 91 is therefore 
of order J..2 m2wn/p0 , i.e. their relative order compared with the simple ver
tex is (J..mp0 )wnfep. (As is clear from (33.3), the quantity J..mp0 <'. 1 is a 
small dimensionless parameter in our model.) Since, by its physical mea
ning, wn <: ep, this extra order of smallness cannot be compensated in 
the domain considered by the large value of the logarithm. In view of 

this, we can confine ourselves in equation (33.4) for r to the simple 
first order vertex of perturbation theory (33.1). 

The equation obtained for the vertex part can now be solved easily. 
We notice that, as is clear from (33.3), I'"p,y6(p1, p 2 ; p 3, p 4) depends only 
on the sum of the variables q = p1 + p 2• Hence the integral on the right
hand side of (33.4) reduces to the integral already calculated by us for 
the matrix element of the second order of perturbation theory (33.3). 
We obtain as a result (Wo > v I q j): 

I'afJ,yii(P1, P2; Ps• P4) I'(q) (~"'Y~fJ6 - ~"'6~py) • 

I'(q)= ;..{1 + e:;:o) [ 1+In12:DI + n; + ~In I w5-w!21q12 \ 

+ 2~!~1 ln I:: ~:11: 11 \Jr1

• 
(33.6) 

2. Properties of the vertex part 

Let us first consider for simplicity (33.6) with q = 0. We have for real 
and positive w 0 : 

I'(Wo) = ( l I I . ] . 1 + A1np0) In 2w_Q ni 
2n2 I Wo + 2 

(33. 7) 

We shall now regard I'(w0) as a function of the complex variable w0 , 

defining it as the analytic continuation of (33. 7) in the upper half-plane 
Im w0 > 0. We now get 
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Hence, if the interaction is an attraction (.A < 0), I' (w0 ) has a pole at 
the point w0 = i!J, where 

!J = 2wn exp[-2n2/l.Almp0]. (33.8) 

In the neighbourhood of the pole I'(w0) has the form 

2n2 i!J 
I'(Wo) = -- "[J" mp0 w0 -i 

This result has to be connected with the above-mentioned idea of 
Cooper about the formation of bound-electron pairs. The vertex part 
I'"p,y6 (p1, p 2 ; p 3, p 4) is defined in terms of the Fourier components of 
the two-particle Green function by the relation (10.17).Thus the fact 
that I' has a pole means that the two-particle Green function has the 
same pole. The formation of bound pairs implies the instability of the 
ground state of the gas of interacting fermions from which we started 
out. The imposition of arbitrarily weak forces of attraction between the 
particles implies a readjustment of the entire system. The existence of 
an instability finds its reflexion in the appearance of poles in the vertex 
function with respect to the variable w0 = w1 + w2 in the upper half
plane. This pole, being pure imaginary, determines the relaxation time 
of the unstable ground state. By the principle of indeterminacy, this time 
corresponds to the binding energy of the actual pair. In the new ground 
state the pairs behave as Bose formations and, as is the case for bosons, 
are capable of any degree of accumulation at the level of least energy. 
In the superconducting state these pairs are at the zero momentum level 
of the motion of the pair as a whole, in complete analogy with what 
occurs on the "Bose condensation" of ordinary bosons. 

When v I q I is non-zero, (33.6) can be written as (w0 > v I q j): 

{ (
.Amp0 ) [ 2wn I in I'(q, Wo) =A 1 + iJ!:ll 1 +In I Wo + 2 

_ _!_In (i-~ql
2

) +~In (Wo-lli)]}-l · 
2 wij 2v!ql <vo+vlql 

After continuation into the half-plane Im w0 > 0 and use of definition 
(33.8) for !J, we get 

I'(q, w ) = - 2n2 Jlln ~vo - 1 +_!_In (i- ·v2J q 12) 
0 mp0 i!J 2 wij 

- 2:ioq I In(::+ ~l: i) rl. (33.9) 

With small vJqJ <t:_Q, 

2:nll i!J 
I'( q, wo) = - mpo Wo - i!J + i (v2J q J2/6!J) . 
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Equating to zero the denominator of (33.9) determines the pole of 
I'(q, Wo) as a functions of J q J. At small J q I, 

. ( v2 lql2) 
Wo = zQ 1 - 6.Q2 ' 

i.e. the absolute value of w0 has decreased. At some value, vJ q lmax• 
the pole oJ0 becomes zero, after which for greater vi q I there is no pole 
of r. we can easily find the value of v I q I max for which Wo = 0: 

vJqJmax = eQ. (33.10) 

Since q is the momentum of the system of two particles as a whole, this 
result means that only those electrons which are moving almost towards 
one another reveal a tendency to the formation of bound pairs. 

3. Determination of the transition temperature 

Let us remark once more that the arguments adduced throw light on 
the instability of the ordinary ground state of a system of "attracting" 
particles at low temperatures. This instability amounts to an ability 
of two particles whose centre of mass is almost at rest to form bound 
pairs, i.e. a type of bosons, which "condense" in the lowest level. 

The temperature at which such an instability first appears will be the 
transition temperature of the metal from the normal to the supercon
ducting state. 

To determine this, we can make use of the above-mentioned analogy 
with a boson gas. In the approximation in which we neglect the scattering 
of particles by one another (the weak interaction model), the bound 
pairs form an ideal gas. We know that the temperature-dependent Green 
function of an ideal boson gas is 

[ 
q2 ]-1 

@(q, iwn) = iwn - 2m + µ 

and represents the values at the points w = iwn = i2nnT of a function 
GR(q, w), analytic in the upper half-plane of w. This function is equal 
to [µ - (q2/2m)]-1 at wn = 0. The latter first becomes infinite at the point 
q = 0 at some temperature T = T0 , called the temperature of the "Bose 
condensation". The temperature T0 is determined by the condition 
µ=0. 

The analogue of the boson Green function is, for a bound pair, the two
particle fermion Green function (16.5). At the transition point, this latter 
must have analogous properties in the sense of its dependence on the 
variables won= (w1 + w 2)n and q = p1 + p2, corresponding to the centre 
of mass of the pair. The fermion Green functions in (16.5) have no sin
gularities with respect to these variables. We therefore consider the ver
tex part I'R(q, w0 ) (we shall omit the spin indices everywhere; the 
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meaning of q and w0 is indicated above) and define it as an analytic 
function in the upper half-plane of w0 , coinciding at the points w0 = 
i ( w1 + w2)n with the vertex part in the thermodynamic method. In 
other words, the function I'R(q, w0) is the analytic continuation of 
the thermodynamic vertex part :I afJ,y(J (p1 lLJi, p 2 W 2 ; p 3 w3 , P 4 w4) = 
:/(q, w0) ({Jay{Jfl(J - {Ja(J{JJJy) (we shall show below that, in the approxima
tion of interest to us, this function, like (33.9), actually depends only on 
the variables q and w0). \Ve assume at the basis of the above that, at 
temperatures below the transition temperature, I'R(q, w0 ) has poles 
Im w0 > 0. At the transition temperature, a pole w0 = 0 first makes 
its appearance in the function I'R(q, w0). 

The necessary equation for the thermodynamic vertex part has the 
same structure as (33.4): 

:fa{J,y(J(P1W1, P2W2; PsW3, p4w4) =:f a{J,y(J(P1 WI' P2W2; PsW3, p4W4) 
T -

- 2 (2n)3 ~· J :laflh1CP1 W1, P2w2; kw'; q - k, w 0 -w') 

x@(k)@(q - k) :f1;n,y(J(kw', q - k, Wo - w'; p 3w3, p 4 w4) d3k, (33.11) 

where ff again is the sum of the matrix elements for all the diagrams 
which cannot be split by a vertical line into two parts, joined by two 
lines in the same direction. For the same reasons as above, we can con
fine ourselves to the first approximation of perturbation theory for 

ffafJ,y(J(p1w1'p2 w 2 ;p3 w 3,p4 w4 ). The problem of finding the vertex part 
now reduces to finding the sum and the integral in the matrix element: 

_ _}!_T 2:f@(k)@(q-k)d3k. (33.12) 
(2n)3 w' 

On substituting (14.6) for the Green functions in this, we can easily 
perform the elementary summation over the frequencies. 

\Ve shall not evaluate (33.12) for arbitrary values of w0 and I q I· It is 
clear from uniformity considerations that, as in a Bose gas, a pole first 
makes an appearance in I'R(q, w0) for values w0 = I q I= O. It is therefore 
sufficient to find the solution of equation (33.11) for I q I = Wo = 0. 
The instant at which this quantity becomes infinite determines the 
transition temperature from the normal to the superconducting state. 
\Vhen I q I = w0 = 0, integral (33.12) can be transformed to 

__ ;..2_rnp {wn tanh (J_) ~ = -A2rnP0(1n Wn -J~In.xdx) (33.13) 
2n2 0 • 2 T ~ 2n2 2 T cosh2 x 

0 0 

(after integration by parts, since the remaining integral is convergent, 
the limit x = wn/2 T can be replaced by infinity. The integral is equal 
to -ln(2y/n), where In y = C = 0·577). Hence 

J.. 
I'R(O, 0) =c'T(O, 0) = - -,---(

2 
- )-. 

1+"-rnpoln _WvY 
2n2 nT 
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Close to the transition temperature, this expression can be written as 

c7(0, 0) = - 2:n:2 Tc ' 
rnp0 T-T. 

(33.14) 

where the transition temperature Tc is equal to 

(33.15) 

The value of the frequency Q, introduced above and characterising the 
instability of the system at absolute zero, is equal to 

(33.16) 

§ 34. SYSTEM OF FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS FOR A SUPER
CONDUCTOR 

1. Superconductor at absolute zero 

\Ve now proceed to the derivation of a system of equations forthe Green 
functions describing the properties of a metal in the superconducting 
state (Gor'kov [61]). \Ve shall confine ourselves for a start to the case of 
absolute zero. In our model, the complete Hamiltonian of the system of 
electrons in the second quantisation representation has the form 

H = f {-( w+ :~ w) + ; (w+<w+w>w)} d
3
r, 

where (w+w) = tptw,. and the operators w(r), w+(r) in the Schrodinger 
representation satisfy the usual commutation relations 

{w,.(r), wt (r')} = {J,.{J{J(r - r'), 

{w .. (r), Wp(r')} = {w: (r), wt (r')} = o. 
(34.1) 

We change to the Heisenberg representation, in which the operators 
ijJ, 1jJ+ depend on the time and obey the following operator equations: 

{ 
0 J72} _ (- - )-

i ot + 2rn w,.(x) - }. ,w+ (x)w(x) w,.(x) = 0' 

{ i :i-:~}v1:<x> + iw:(x) (VJ+(x)ijJ(x)) = o. 
(34.2) 

The equation for the Green function of the system 

G,.p(x, x') = -i(T(1/j,.(x)1fJt (x'))) 

can be obtained in an obvious way from equations (34.2): 

{
. 0 J72} ( -+ - - -+ ) 
i ot + 2rn G,.p(X, x') + iJ.(T.[tp (x)tp(x)]1Pc,(X),VJp (x') > ={J(x -x'). 

(34.3) 
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This equation contains the mean of the product of four 'P-operators 
for a system of non-interacting electrons, which can be expanded by 
\Vick's theorem into averages of pairs of operators ijJ, ;p+. The product 
of four 'P-operators for interacting particles is already expressible in 
terms of the vertex part, i.e. includes the contribution of the different 
scattering processes. In our weak interaction model, the scattering of 
different particles by one another can be neglected. At the same time 
we have to take into account that the ground state of the system differs 
from the ordinary state with a filled Fermi sphere by the presence of 
bound electron pairs. As already mentioned in the previous section, 
such pairs are Bose formations and therefore possess the ability to accu
mulate in any amount at the level with the lowest energy. In the absence 
of an external field, and neglecting scattering processes, the pairs ob
viously "condense" in the state in which they are at rest as a whole. 
Let us consider the product of operators {iiijJ or ;p+;p+. The first annihi
lates, whilst the second creates, two electrons. In particular, these two 
electrons may find themselves in a bound state, in other words, the 
operators ;p;p and ;p+;p+ contain terms corresponding to the annihilation 
and creation of bound pairs, including pairs at the lowest level. Since 
there are many such pairs (the number of them is proportional to the 
total number of particles), the corresponding contribution to the opera
tors ;;i;p and ;p+;p+ can be regarded as a c-number, just as in the case of 
a system of bosons. Notice that there are special reasons, in a metal, 
why we do not consider pairs which are not at the lowest level: a bound 
pair of electrons, when the motion as a whole has finite momentum, 
is a Bose excitation with zero spin. As we have already remarked, the 
condition for electric neutrality in a metal actually implies that a sub
stantial energy (,..._,1 eV) is required for the excitation of such a "Bose 
condensate" pair, this being much greater than the characteristic ener
gies which we encounter when developing the theory of superconduc
tivity. 

Returning to equation (34.3) for the Green function, in the light of 
what has been said, the average of the product of four tp-operators can 
be written as follows, e.g. 

(T({ii,,,(x1) lPp(x2) ;p; (x3){iit (x4)}) = - (T({ii,,,(x1 ){iiy+ (x3)}) 

X (T(;pp(x2)Vit(x4)j) + (T({ii,,,(x1);p,t(x4)}) (T(v;p(x2)1jJ;(x3)}) 

+(NI T({ii,,,(x1);pp(x2)} IN+ 2) (N + 2 j T(;p; (x3);pt (x4)} IN), 
(34.4) 

where IN> and IN + 2) are the ground states of the systems with N and 
N + 2 particles. This way of writing the average implies that we have 
neglected all the effects of scattering of particles by one another. The 

Q. F. T. 19 
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existence of interactions is only taken into account in so far as it leads 
to the formation of bound pairs. The third term on the right-hand side 
of (34.4) is written in complete analogy with the case of a Bose gas, in 
accordance with the fact that a large number of bound pairs has "con
dernied" into the lowest level. The quantity 

(NI T(ijJijJ) IN+ 2) (N + 21 T(p+Vi+) IN) 

is obviously of the order of the density of the number of pairs. 
It is easily verified that the functions thus introduced can be written 

as 
(N I T(iPa (x) v;p(x')) IN+ 2) = e-2

iµt Fap(X - x'), 

(N + 2 I T('if d (x)ij)/ (x')) I N) = e2
iµt F:ri(x - x'). 

(34.5) 

For the uniform problem (in the absence of an external field), the 
Green function G(x - x') depends only on the coordinate difference 
x - x'. The source of the extra dependence on t in expressions (34.5) is 
clear from the general formulae of quantum mechanics for the time 

derivative of an arbitrary operator A (t): 

0 - -ot <N IA(t)I N + 2) = i(EN-EN+2) <N IA(t)IN+ 2). 

By definition, the chemical potential µ = 8E/8N, so that the energy 
difference EN+2 - EN is equal to 2µ. 

When substituting expression (34.4) into equation (34.3) for the Green 
function, we shall always omit the first two terms on the right-hand 
side of (34.4), since they may easily be shown to lead, in the equations 
for functions G, F, F+, to an additive correction to the chemical potential, 
and are of no interest. As a result, we get the following equation connec
ting G and F+: 

{ i ~ + f7
2

lJ G(x - x') - iJ.F(O +)F+(x - x') = 15(x - x'). (34.6) 
ut 2m 

(Here, G, F, F+ denote the matrix forms of the functions Gall• Fafl• F:ri 
in the spin indices, their products being the matrix products.) 

The function F (0 +) is defined as follows: 

Fap(O+)=e2iµt(NliPa(x)v;p(x)IN+2)- lim Fap(x-x'). (34.7) 
r-+r',t-+t'+O 

The equation for F+(x - x') can be obtained in the same way by using 
the second of equations (34.2): 

{i~ - p -2µ}1N(x -x') + iAF+(O +) G(x - x') = 0. (34.8) 
Ot 2m 

In accordance with ( 34. 7), 

F;p(o +) = e-'2iid (N + 2 IVid (x)v;; (x) IN). (34.9) 
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In the absence of spin-dependent interactions, the Green function 

G (x - x') is proportional to the unit matrix l'JtxfJ in the spin variables: 

G,.p(X -x') = l'JapG(x -x'). 
A A A 

The function::, F, F+ are proportional to the matrix J, anti-symmetric 
with respect to its indices. For, since the operators VJ,.(x) and VJp(x') 
anticommute at the same instant, F,.p(r - r', 0) = - Fp,.(r' - r, 0). It 
follows from this that 

{F;;p(r - r', O)}* = -F txfJ(r - r', 0). 
In particular, 

{F;;pco +)}* = -F(O +). 

It is convenient to write F, F+ as 

where (12),.p = - l'J,.p· 

F+(x -x') = iF+(x -x'), 

P'(x -x') = - i F(x-x'), 

(34.10) 

(34.11) 

(34.12) 

It is clear from (34.10) that F+(x-x') and F(x-x') satisfy the 
relationship 

{F+(r - r', O)}* = F(r - r', 0). 

The anti-symmetry of F, F+ with respect to the spin indices corresponds 
to the fact that the bound pairs are at a displaced level. The function 
F,.p(r - r', 0) can obviously, apart from a factor, be regarded as the wave 
function of a pair of particles in a bound state (the centre of mass of 
the pair is at rest). 

Let us write down the system of equations for these functions, omit-
ting everywhere the dependence on the spin variables: 

ut 2m { 
0 p2 l 

i <> + JG(x -x') - i.AF(O +) F+(x - x') = l'J(x - x'), 

{ 
0 p2 } (34.13) 

i- - --2µ F+(x-x') + i.AF+(U +) G(x -x') = 0, ot 2m 

where (F(U +))* = F+(O +). 
Fourier transforming everywhere (t) we obtain: 

( m -:
2

) G(p) - i.AF(O +) F+(p) = l, 
... 1n 

(w + ~: -2µ) F+(p) + i.W+(O +) G(p) = 0. 
(34.14) 

{t) This system of equations has a great similarity to the system for the func

tions G' and {j in the Bose system. It must be borne in mind, however, that the 
analogues of the functions F and F+ arc in this case the operators ~0, ~ of the 
condensate particles. \Ve therefore use the notations G and F+ aH distinct from 
G' and G for bosons. 
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The foregoing discussion has been carried through in the thermodyna
mic variables, where the number of particles is given. It is much more 
convenient to use the chemical potential µ as the independent variable. 
As usual, the transformation to this variable can be accomplished for
mally by substituting w = w' + µ. Omitting the primes from the fre
quency, (34.14) can be rewritten as 

(w -~)G(p)-i.AF(O+)F+(p) = l, 

(w + ~)F+(p) + i.AF+(O+)G(p) = 0, 
(3 4.15) 

where ~ = v (IP I - p0 ), Po~ V2mµ is the Fermi limiting momentum, 
and v = p0/m. 

The solution is 

where 

OJ+~ 
G(p)=2 (" LJ2' 

(f) - -

F+(p) = - i.A F+(O +) 
w2 _ ~2 -L12 

(34.16) 

The determinant of the left-hand side of system (34.15) vanishes at 
the points w = ± e(p), where e(p) = v~2 +Ll 2 • The solution of (34.15) 
is therefore obtained up to arbitrary terms of the form 

A1 (p)c5{w -e(p)) + A2 (p)c5(w + e(p)). 

The boundary condition, determining the choice of the arbitrary A1 
and A2 in the functions G and F+, is supplied by Landau's theorem 
(Chap. II), in accordance with which the sign of the imaginary part of 
the Green function G is opposite to the sign of w, whilst the function 

GR(w,p) = ReG(w,p) + i sign(w) lmG(w,p) 

must be analytic and cannot have singularities in the upper half-plane. 
It may easily be verified that the solution satisfying these requirements 
is(t) 

ut v2 
G(p)= ( P) -~+ + t) ·~· w-ep +iu w ep -iu 

F+( ) = _ ·;_ F+(O+) 
P i (w - e(p) + ic5) (w + e(p) - ic5)' 

where the functions u; and v~ are equal to 

u 2 - _!_ (1 -~ ) · 
P- 2 + e(p) ' 

(34.17) 

(34.18) 

(34.19) 

{t) We have chosen F+(O+) to be real. This is always possible in the absence 
of an external field, since equations (34.13) admit of the transformations 
{F(x-x'), F(O+)}--+ {F(x-x') e2i'I', F(O+) e2'"'} and {F+(x-x'), F+(O+)}--+ 
{F+(x-x') e-2'"'• F+(O+) e-!!i'I'} with constant phase. For more details about this, 
see subsection 2 below. 
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The positive pole w = e(p) in Green function (34.17) determines the 
excitation spectrum e(p) = Vt2 + Ll 2 • This spectrum has a gap LI, 
which we find by starting from the relation 

F+(O) = (2:n:)-4 f F+(p)dwd3p. (34.20) 

On substituting (34.18) in this, we get the equation 

.A J d
3
p 

1 = - 2 (2:n:)3 ~--:12 . (34.21) 

The divergence is cut out of this integral due to the condition that, 
in our model, the only electrons taking part in the interaction are those 
with energies in a layer of width 2wn about the Fermi surface. We find 
on performing the integration that 

A 2wn 
1 = - 2:n:2 rnpo In -LI-. 

We get as a result: 
LI = 2wne-If7J, (34.22) 

where 1} = j.A I mp0 /2:n:2• On comparing this expression with the result 
of the previous subsection, we find that the size of the gap in the energy 
spectrum at absolute zero has the following relation with the transition 
temperature: 

(34.23) 

2. The equations in the presence of an external electromagnetic field. 
Gauge-invariance 

If a superconductor is located in an external field, say in an electro
magnetic field, system (34.13) becomes rather more complicated. Notice, 
first of all, that in an external field the functions are no longer functions 
of the coordinate difference only. The electromagnetic field can be 
brought into (34.13) in the usual way by the following substitution: 

J7-+ J7 - ieA or J7-+ J7 + ieA, (34.24) 

depending on whether the differentiation refers to the operator ;jJ or 
;p+. (It is generally convenient to use the gauge in which the scalar poten
tial <p is zero.) The equations for G and F+ in the case of a field are 

{i ! + 
2

:
1 
(~ -ieA(r) r + µ}G(x,x')-i.AF(x,x)F+(x,x') = b(x-x'), 

{ 
0 1 ( 0 )2 (34.25) 

i ot -
2

rn or +ieA(r) -µ}F+(x,x')+i.AF+(x,x)G(x,x')=O. 

Notice the obvious gauge-invariance of these equations. A gauge trans
formation of the vector potential, 

o<p 
A-+ A+ or, (34.26) 
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leads to different transformations of the functions G, F and F+: 

G(x, x')--+ G(x, x')eiel'l'<r>,,<r'>l, 

F(x, x')--+ F(x, x')eie['l'(rJ+'l'(r')l, 

F+ (x, x') --+ F+ (x, x')e-i•['l'(rJ+'l'Cr'll, 

(34.27) 

whilst the "gap" P· I F (x, x) or ! A I F+ (x, x), which, in an external field, 
is generally speaking a function of x, transforms in accordance with 

F (x, x) --+ F (x, x) e2ie'l'(r), 

The gauge-invariance of the equations enables us to study now the 
properties of a superconductor in a magnetic field. It must be emphasized, 
as regards the gauge-invariance of (34.25), that it is connected with 
the use of the form (32.3) for writing the interaction Hamiltonian. 
Strictly speaking, Hamiltonian (32.2) is not gauge-invariant, this being, 
of course, a property of the model. It may easily be shown that, in this 
model, equation (34.13) contains, instead of F(O+) and F+(O+) -
the values of the functions F and F+ at coincident points - the functions 

F(x, x) = J 8(r -y)8(r - z)F(y, z)d3zd3y 

and F+(x, x) respectively. As the wave function of a pair, F(y, z; t=t') 
has a correlation radius of the order of the pair dimensions ~o ,...._, hv/Tc, 
and falls off rapidly when IY - z ! ~ ~o· The functions e are of the lJ
function type, as mentioned in § 32, with a half-width of the order v/wn· 
Hence replacing of F (x, x) by F (x, x) involves an error of the order Tc/wn, 
which is always small in real superconductors. 

3. Superconductor at finite temperatures 

We shall end the present section by considering the question of ex
tending the above approach to the case of non-zero temperatures. This 
extension is obviously possible on the basis of the method described in 
Chap. III for T ¥=- 0. A system is characterised in the superconducting 
state by the non-zero averages 

ci::+(x x') = ~T .. (1JJ_(x)1f(x')el)> 
u ' (el) 

(the meaning of the averaging and the definition of operators tp(x), 
1jj (x) being the same as in Chap. Ill. Remember that the chemical po
tential is chosen as the independent thermodynamic variable). If we 
regard the ensemble averages in the definitions of ~ (x, x') and IT+ (x, x') 
as quantum mechanical averages over the state with energy equal to 
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the mean energy E, and with a number of particles equal to the average 
number of particles, this means that the creation or annihilation of a pair 
of electrons leaves the state virtually unchanged. It is necessary for this 
that the pair of electrons in question belong to those bound pairs that 
find themselves in the "Bose condensate" state. Since the number of 
these pairs is very large (proportional to the total number of particles 
in the total volume of the system), the addition or annihilation of one 
such pair makes no difference to the total st.ate of the system. In other 
words, as in the case of absolute zero, in the system the superconducting 
state possesses terms in the operator products vnp and 'l/J+'l/J+ that can be 
regarded as c-numbers. We assume that the (thermodynamic) average 
of the product of four 'ljJ-operators can be written in terms of the Green 
function ® (x, x') = - (T.,.(1P(x)'lj1(x') <0)>/((0) and the functions & (x, x'), 
&+(x, x'), just as was done in expression (34.4) at absolute zero. As above, 
this implies neglecting the effects of scattering of particles by one an
other. \Ve have: 

(T.,.('l/Ja(X1)1PtJ(X2)-ipy(Xs)-ip.i(X4)(0)> __ ru. ( )ru. ( ) 
((0) - "'1ay XI, X3 "'1p.i X2, X4 

+ @a.i(X1, X4)@py(X2, X3) + &ap(Xp x2) &;1.i(x3, X4). (34.29) 

\Ve shall not repeat here the derivation of the equations for the functions 
@ and &+. It is very similar to the derivation of (34.13); we shall just 
quote the final form of these equations: 

{-~ + ~ +µ} ®(x-x') + Ll&+(x -x') = 15(x -x'), 
or 2m 

(34.30) 

{ 
0 J72 } -+ +µ &+(x-x')-Ll*@(x-x')=O, 

or 2m 
where 

LI = J).I &(O+), (34.31) 

It sometimes proves necessary to determine the function & (x - x'). 
The corresponding equation is easily obtained: 

{-~ + £:_+µ}&<x -x') -Ll@(x' -x) = 0. 
or 2m 

This contains the function @ with arguments interchanged. 
It is easily shown that the set of four equations for @(x-x'), &+(x-x'), 

& (x - x') and @ (x' - x) can be writ.ten symbolically in the matrix 
form 

(
{-! + ;:: +µ} LI ) X (®(x-x') ~(x-x')) = i. 

_ * { o J72 } iY+(x-x')- @(x' -x) 
LI or+ 2m +µ (34.32) 
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In other words, the four functions form one Green function matrix for 
the operator on the left-hand side of (34.30). 

In the temperature-dependent method, as we know, all the functions 
are expanded into Fourier series, rather than into a Fourier integral 
over the frequency. It is clear from these equations that. if we Fourier 
transform the functions & and&+, in the same way as we Fourier trans
formed the Green function in Chap. III: 

where 

& + (x - x') = (2:nT3 T 2; e--iwnt: J d3pi<P·r>&;!" (p), 
n 

&(x - x') = (2:nTs T 2: e--iwnt: J dspei(p·r>&w(P), 
n 

w = (2n + l):n:T, equations (34.15) now correspond 

(iw - ~)@w(P) +LI&! (p) = 1, 

(iw +~)&;!° (p) + Ll*@w(P) = 0, 

(34.33) 

to the set 

(34.34) 

which is satisfied by 
iw + ~ 

@w(P) = - w2 + ~2 + Ll2' 
LI* 

&;!" (p) = w2 + ~2 + /'J2· (34.35) 

Notice also that, in the absence of a field, & and &+are equal to one 
another, and LI is real. This solution is single-valued, as distinct from the 
situation holding for the system (34.15). This is connected with the fact 
that the analytic properties of the thermodynamic functions are uniquely 
defined. The size of the gap is determined from the condition 

_ l;.IT dsp 
1 - (2:n;)3 ~ f (f) + ~+ Ll2. (34.36) 

The series over the frequencies is easily summed. Instead of condition 
(34.21) at T = 0, a new relation is obtained, from which we can find the 
size of the gap at finite temperatures: 

h 
v~ + Ll2(T) 

I I 
wD tan 

1 = A rnpo J d~ __ 2T - (34.37) 
2:n:2 o v~2 + LJ2(T) 

At the point of the phase transition, i.e. at the temperature T = T 0 , 

the gap Ll(T) vanishes and, as must be the case, condition (34.37) turns 
into (33.15), from which the transition temperature T 0 can be determined. 

§ 35. DEDUCTION OF THE SUPERCONDUCTIVITY EQUATIONS 
IN THE PHONON MODEL 

Let us dwell on the derivation of the superconductivity equations in 
the model in which the electrons interact with one another through the 
electron-phonon interaction. Of course, such a model suffers from the 
same defect as the approach described above, inasmuch as no account 
is taken in it of the Coulomb forces acting in the metal. Nevertheless 
it evidently has a more direct physical significance than the model 
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with a four-fermion interaction, even though the latter is more useful 
when it comes to obtaining practical results. The basic advantage of the 
phonon model lies, first of all, in the electron-phonon interaction Hamil
tonian (32.1) being gauge-invariant right from the start, as distinct from 
the method with the four-fermion interaction Hamiltonian (32.2), which 
is only approximately gauge-invariant, by virtue of the relation Tc<:: wn. 
As regards this relation, it is in general fulfilled only in the weak binding 
approximation(t). We shall show below that the restriction to weak 
binding is not essential in the theory of superconductors and that only 
the ratio wnfep <:: 1 is actually a small parameter of the theory 
(wnfep,....., u/v,....., 10-2 -10-3, where u is the sound velocity in the body, 
and v is the electron velocity on the Fermi surface(t)). We shall confine 
ourselves to deriving the equations at absolute zero. 

Suppose, then, that the interaction Hamiltonian of the system of 
electrons and phonons is 

Hint(x) = g(tjJ+(x)tp(x))~(x). 

If the system is in the superconducting state, its properties are charac
terised by two functions F, F+, in addition to the Green function G. 
Hence, instead of the usual Dyson equation (§ 21), it is generally neces
sary to investigate three equations, connecting the three functions 

G .. 13 (x, x') = - i(T(tJ!a(x), ?Pt (x'))) = fi"'pG(x - x'), 

P-:ri(x, x') = (T (tPd (x), ?Pt (x'))) = I"'13F+ (x - x'), (35.1) 

F"'13 (x, x') = (T(tJJa(x}, tp13 (x')J) = - I"'13F(x -x'). 

As regards the equation for the phonon Green function 

D(x1 - x2) = - i(T (<p(x1), <p(x2))), 

it remains almost unchanged, as we shall see. 
The equation for the Green function can be obtained from the diagram 

technique of perturbation theory. Just as in the case of a boson system 
below the "Bose condensation" point, 
the set of possible diagrams of per
turbation theory is widened due to 
the appearance in them of Imes corre-

Fig. 94 

llf:c-:c7 

:c· :c 

Fi:c-.r7 

:c' z 
Fig. 93 

Ct) We always have, however, Tc ~ wn for actual superconductors. 

Ft:c-:c7 

:c· 

(!) Electron-phonon interactions in the theory of superconductors were investi
gated in [59], [60]. 
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sponding to the functions F and F+. Let us agree to reprrsent on the 
diagram the functions G, F+ and F by heavy lines with two arrows, 
the directions of which at the points x, x' arc chosen in accordance with 
(35.1) in such a way that the op(•rator ij; at the point in question corre
sponds to an arrow directed away from the point, whereas ;p+ corresponds 
to an arrow dirPcted towards the point. All three lines are illustrated in 
Fig. 93. It may easily be seen now that, in complete analogy with a 
boson gas, there are three types of irreducible self-energy parts, which 
we denotP by L'u(x, x'), L'20(x, x') and L'02(x, x'). In Fig. 94, illustrating 
the L';k diagrams, the dotted line corresponds to the phonon D-functions, 

,---- .... , ' 
/ ' 

Fig. 95 

the point to a simple vertex, or factor g, and the 
heavy point or rectangle dcnotPs the modification 
to the simple vertex as a result of the different dee-
tron-phonon interactions. 

Let us ]'ouricr transform all thr functions and consider onr of the self-
energy diagrams, say L'u(p). It v.ill easily be seen that, up to terms of ordPr 
wnfeF• we can neglect all the phonon corrections to the electron-phonon 
vertex part in the simplest diagram for L'n(P) of Fig. D5. In fact, as we 
proved in § 21, the values of the D-function (and phonon vertex) of 
importance in the relevant integrand are those for phonons with momenta 
of the order of the Fnmi momentum of the electrons. For this reason, 
the estimatr obtained in § 21 for the corrections to the phonon vertex 
reimlting from the electron-phonon interaction still remains valid i11 the 
present casf'. since the sizr of thPsc corrections is determined by the 
values of the Grepn functions in the energy and momentum region remote 
from the _Fermi surface. It is quite dear that the Pourier components 
of the C'lectron Green function for a metal in the :-mpereondueting state 
differ from their values in the normal metal only in a narrow rPgion close 
to the Fermi surface, with excitation energies not greater than the order 
of the maximum phonon energies, i.e. of order wn. To the same degree, 
the functions F+(p), F(p), which ar!' characteri:;;tic of the supcrcondul'ting 
state, also differ from zero only in the region mentioned. Fig. H4 illus
trates the two possible types of self-energy diagram, for each of the 
parts L'w 1:'20 and L'02, <lepcn<ling on the choice of the modification to 
the phonon vertex. On the basis of what has just been said, WP can im
mediately omit th<' diagrams of the second type. where the phonon 
vertex is marked by a heavy n•ctangle, since the diagrams of this kind 
can be formed only by using the superconductor Green functions F and 
F+. 

We can therefore confine oursPln•s to the zero ordrr approximation 
of pcrturhation theory for the phonon vertex in thP irredueihle parts 
of L'n, 1:'20 and 1:'02• 

For tlw same reasons, thr phonon Green functiou D(x 1- .r2) will 
remain unchanged, and we can use (21.14) directly for its Fourier compo-
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nent. The structure of the equations for G an<l F+ is illustrated in Fig. 96 
and is clear without further explanation. LPt us write these equations 
in analytir form. Iu the coordinate represPntation. 

{i: + !72 

+µ}G(x-x')=c5(x-x')+rJ2ifG(x-z) ut ;::m 

X D(x - z)G(z - x')d4z + g2 i J F(x - z)D(x - z)F+(z - x')d4z, 

{-i ,() + p + µ} F+(x - x') = g2 i f G(z - x)lJ(z -x)F+(z - x')d4z 
<Jt 2m 

+ g2 i J F+(x -z)lJ(x -z)G(z - x')d4z. (35.2) 

An electromagnetic field can be included in thPse equations in the usual 
way, preeisely as was done above in § 34. Let us emphasise that the 
resulting system is completely gauge-invariant, as <listinet from system 

,--
/ ' ---/ ~ 

+)r)Cjl ('(• =~+ 

,---, ', ~,--, 

+ • :t' t sl I J 

Fig. 96 

(34.13), in which the gauge-invariance was only approximate, up to 
terms Tcfwn. UnfortunatPly, as is clear from (35.2), this system has a 
much more complicated form, with a non-linear integral term, which 
makes it less suitable for solution in the coordinate reprPsentation, as 
is required in a number of problems in which a non-uniform magnetic 
field exists. On thP other han<l, the practical results obtained are as a 
rule equivalent for the two modds. 

In the absence of a magnetic field, on tra11sforming to the momentum 
representation in equations (35.2), we easily get equations for thP .Fourier 
components of all the function.<i: 

(w - ~ - g2 iGJG(p) -g2 i J!'wF+ (p) = 1, 

(-w -~ -g2 {Q_w)F+(p) -g'!.iF!G(p) = 0. 

Here, we have written 

G = 1 f G(p - k)D(k)d4k 
"' (2n)4 ' 

yt- = - l - f F+ (p - k)D(k)d4k 
w (2n)4 , 

(35.3) 

(35.4) 

This system is completely analogouR to thP system (34.15) obtained 
above. The only difference is this: whereas, in equations (34.15), 
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Gw, F w and J/£ are constant in the region Jv(jpJ -p0 ll < wn about the 
Fermi surface and vanish outside this region, the functions (35.4l are 
in general functions of w and p, smoothly decreasing to zero when w, 
jv(IP: - Poll~ Wn-

Let us express G and F+ in terms of Gw, F"' and Pt,: 

-ig2Ft, 
F+(pl = ---------------

[fll - ~ - g2 iG..,] [(I)+~+ g2 iG_.,,] - g4 jFt, j2 

After substituting these expressions into the definitions (35.4l of 7lw and 
Ft,, we get two integral equations for thPse functions instead of the one 
equation (21.16l of § 21. The solution of these equations was obtained 
by Eliashberg [62]. We shall give the final result, without dwelling on 
the details. It turns out that, at small energies, the excitation spectrum 
has the form 

where, however, ~ = Vi(P - Pol contains, in accorcla11ce with § 21, 
the renormalised velol'ity on the Fermi surface v1. The gap at absolute 
zero is connected with Ft =O by the relation 

In the weak interaction limit, g2 <'. 1, these formulae are the same as 
the results of the previous section. 

§ 36. THERl\IODYNAl\HCS OF SUPERCONDUCTORS 

1. Temperature-dependence of the gap 

Let us investigate in grmter detail the temperature-dependence of 
the gap. We first take the case of low tcmpPratures T <'.Tc and carry 
out a suitable Pxpa1l8io11 of condition (:14.37). We have identically: 

where 'f} = jAj m.p0/2:n2 (the second intc>gral is convngcnt, so that its 
upper limit can be put Pqual to infinity). On expanding with respect to 
the exponent in the sc>cond integrand, changing to an integration over E, 
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and using the definitions of the corresponding Bessel functions, we can 
write (3ti.1) as a series in zero order Bessel functions: 

In ~o = 2 n~: (-l)n+1K0 (~) (36.2) 

(here Ll 0 = Ll(T = 0)). 
At low temperatures L1 ~ T, we obtain on using the asymptotic ex

pansions of the Bessel functions: 

(36.3) 

The behaviour of the gap at temperatures close to the transition tem
pPrature Tc is most conveniently determined by starting from (34.36). 
The gap is small close to Tc, so that we can expand in powers of ;12/'J.'2 

m (34.36): 

1 WD { l LJ2 j4 } 
7}=T-7 _L d~ ;;2+(1.-(;2+[2)2+(w2+~2)a+··· · 

On interchanging the order of summation over the frequency and inte
gration over~ in the convergent terms on the right-hand side we get 

1 WD rl~ ~ LJ2 "°--, 1 
7}= J Ttanh 2T - (:nT)2 ~ (2n + l)a 

0 

3 Ll 4 
"'---, 1 

+ 4 (~J')4 T" (2n + 1)5 + · · ·. (36.4) 

The series that appear here can be expressed in terms of the Riemann 
C-fuuctions: 

(36.5) 

We find on substituting th.is into the previous 
expression : 

In!-=_ 7CJ~ _1
2 + m~C(n) _1

4 + .. ·. 
Tc 8 (:n: T)2 128 (:n T)4 Fig. 97 

\Ve obtain to a first approximation for the size of the gap close to T 0 : 

..1=:n:T1/--~ Jh- -T ~ 3-0liT J/1- T. 
c 7C(3) Tc c Tc 

(36.6) 

Fig. 97 illustrates the graph of the temperature-dependence of the 
gap throughout the temperature interval. 
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2. Specific heat 

To find the different thermodynamic functions, we use the relation 
derived above for the derivative of the thermodynamic potential with 
respect to the interaction constant: 

In our case Hint is given by (32.3). If we retain in this average terms 
which differ from zero only in the superconducting phase, we obtain, 
since il < 0, 

UJ - 1 IL112 
c5 lil I - - jl2 • 

The connection between 1/lil I and L1 at a given temperature is determined 
by the relation (36.1). Hence the difference between the potentials Q 
for the metal in the superconducting and normal phases is 

By a general rule of statistical physics, this added correction, when ex
pressed in suitable variables, is the same for all the thermodynamic 
potentials. Using (36.2), according to which 

__!_=mp0 {1 2w~_ 2 ~ (-lr+iK (nLI)} 
!ill 2:n2 n L1 n~1 ° T ' 

and using the familiar formula of Besselfunction theory: K~(x) = - K1 (x) 
we get 

F 8 - Fn = - ~ - -2 ..E (-l)n-1-12 J K 1 (x) x2dx . (
mp ) {Ll2 ~ T2 nLlfT } 

2:n 2 n=l n o 
nLlfT 

At low temperatures Ll/T ~ 1. In this case J K 1 (x) x2 dx = 
0 

2 - J K1 (x)x2 dx. The latter integral only needs to be found for n = 1. 
nil/T 

the asymptotic expansion of K1 (x) being used for this purpose. 
The remaining series over n is easily summed. We get as a result: 

F -F = mpoT2 - mpof Ll_2 + V2nL13T (1+15 !'_)e-Ll,/Tl 
8 

n 6 2:n2 L 2 ° 8 L1 0 • 
(36.7) 

The first term on the right-hand side is equal to the main term (with 
reversed sign) in the expansion of the free energy of the normal metal 
in powers of T. We know that this latter term leads to a linear law for 
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the electron part of the specific heat in the normal phase: 

mp0 T 
Cn=-3-

0n substituting (36.3), we find that the entropy in the superconducting 
phase at low temperatures is equal to 

S = mpo l /2:nLlg -'1.JT 
• :n2VTe, 

whilst the specific heat is 

C ='!}!Po Jf ~:nLI~ -'10/T 
s :n2 Ta e · 

This gives us, with the aid of (34.23), for the ratio of the specific heats 
of the superconducting phase in the region T ~Tc and of the normal 
phase at T = T 0 : 

_C£(Tl_ = ~ l j 2 (Llo)S/2 exp (-Lio). (36.8) 
Cn(Tc} y V :n T T 

In order to obtain asymptotic formulae in the temperature region 
close to Tc, we start from expansion (36.4): 

1 (mp0 ) 7C(3) 
c5m=- 2:n2 (2:nT)2Llc5Ll. 

We find with the aid of (36.6) for the difference between the free 
energies: 

F -F = -(mpJ!) 7C(3_L Ll 4 = _ 2mp0 T~ (i- T)2 
8 n 2:n2 16(:nT)2 7C(3) Tc 

(36.9) 

Hence the entropy in the superconducting phase is 

s. = -
4 ;fc03~c ( 1 - :J + sn. 

On differentiating a second time and retaining the main terms, we get 
the following expression for the specific heat of the superconductor at 
the transition point: 

4mp0 C8 (Tc) = Cn(Tc) + 7[(3) Tc. 

Thus the specific heat of a metal has a jump of 4mp0 Tc/7C(3) at the 
point of the phase transition to the superconducting state. If we take 
into account higher order terms in Tc - T in expansion (36.9), we can 
find the ratio of the specific heat C8 (T) to the specific heat Cn(T0 ) in 
the normal phase close to Tc: 

C.(T) = 2·43 + 3·77 ( T -1). 
Cn(Tc) Tc 

This behaviour of the electron part of the specific heat of a metal close 
to T 0 is illustrated in Fig. 98 on p. 304. 
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3. Critical field 

The so-called critical magnetic field H0 is an important thermodynamic 
quantity in the theory of superconductivity. At a given temperature 

CfTJ T < T 0 , a metal in a magnetic field may find 
itself both in the superconducting and in the 
normal state. 

~ 
f 

Fig. 98 

If a superconductor is situated in a magnetic 
field, the surface currents screening the field pro

T duce a magnetic moment, which interacts with the 
external field. The additional energy arising from 
this interaction is - (H. M)/2 (per unit volume). 

Let us consider a superconducting cylinder located in a field parallel to 
the cylinder axis. Having found the surface current from the condition 
that the magnetic field be equal to zero in the body of the supercon
ductor, and having determined the magnetic moment produced by these 
currents, we discover that the extra magnetic energy is H 2/8n, i.e. the 
free energy of the superconductor in the magnetic field is F.H=F.+ (H2/8:n). 
Thus a transition from the superconducting to the normal phase occurs 
when the magnetic field is increased at a given temperature; this transi
tion is a first order transition. The c1·itical field is 

We shall again confine ourselves to limiting cases. At low temperatures 
(T ~ T.), we obtain from (36.3) and (36.7), neglecting exponentially 
small terms: - -- ---

H (0) = l/2mpo L1 = T !:. l/2mpo (36.10) 
c :n o •y n 

and 

( 
y2 T2) 

H.(T) = H.(O) 1-3 T~ . (36.11) 

On using (36.9) and expressing H 0 (T) close to the transition point in 
terms of H 0 (0) with the aid of (3li.10), th<' temperature dependence 
H.(T) in t.he region closP to T. is found to be 

H.(T) = H.(O)y v 7~8(3) ( 1- ~) ~ 1·73H.(O) ( 1- ~.). (36.12) 

Notice that the experimental data usually correspond to the function 

H.(T) = H.(O) ( 1- -~;). (36.13) 

The theoretical formulae (36.11) and (36.12) are in fairly close agree
ment with the experimental relationship (36.13) in both the limiting cast's 
(see [58], [63]). 
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§ 37. 8UPERCONDUCTORS IN A WEAK 
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD 

1. Constant weak magnetic field 

Let ns return to the question of the electromagnetic properties of super
conductors. 'Ve shall confine ourselves in this section to the behaviour 
of superconductors in fairly weak fields, which are small compared with 
the critical magnetic field. Suppose that a superconductor with a plane 
surface occupies the half-space z < 0 as illustrated in Fig. 9H, and is 
located in a constant magnetic field, directed 
parallel to its surface. We introduce the vector 
potential A: 

H= curl A. 

In vacuo H = const and we can take the vector 
potential as, say, 

Av= -Hz, (37.1) 

Current is produced in the superconductor under the action of the magnetic 
field; the field distribution in the superconductor is subject to Maxwell's 
equation l72A = - 4:nj. (37 .2) 

Since the current density is in turn due to the presence of the field, it 
will be proportional to A in a linear approximation with respect to the 
field. It follows from uniformity considerations that, in an infinite super
conductor, the connection of the current density with the field must in 
general be of the form 

j(x) = -J Q(x-y)A(y)d4y (37.3) 

or in Fourier components: 

j(k) = -Q(k)A(k). (37.3') 

We shall not dwell in detail below on the solution of the actual electro
magnetic problem as defined by (37.2), (37.3) for the half-space, but 
confine ourselves to deriving an expression for the kernel Q (x - y), 
with a view to demonstrating the application of quantum field theory 
methoch; to this case. 

As usual, the current density j at a given point is the thermodynamic 
average of the familiar quantum mechanical expression for the current 
operator j (x) in second quautisation: 

ie - - e2 A (x) '"". -
j(x) = 

2
m (l7r• - l7r)r'-+rV'(x')tp(x) ---;, 'IJ'(X)'IJ'(X). (37.4) 

The current density j(x) can thus be written directly in terms of the 
Green function of the system (we have put c = 1): 

j(x) = 2{
2
ie (l7r·-l7r)@(x,x')-e

2
A(x) @(x,x')} (37.!J) 

m 7n r'-+r1T'=-r+0 

Q.1!'.T. 20 I 
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We proceed to finding the Green function, or more precisely, the 
correction to the Green function of first order in the field. In a constant 
magnetic field all the Green functions @, ~. and ~+depend only on the 
difference of the "time" coordinates T = -r1 --r2• We change to the Fourier 
components @.., and ~w· The system of equations for these latter reads 
as follows in a constant magnetic field: 

{iw + 2~ (!-ieA(r)r + µ} @w(T, r')+ LI (rm;;; (r, r'} = c5(r-r'), 

{-iw + 2~ (a~+ ieA(r)r + µ}~;t (r, r') -Ll*(r)@.,,(r, r') = O. 

(37.6) 
We write the Green functions @ and ~+ as 

where @0 , ~0, ~ri are the Green functions in the absence of a field, and 
@<O, ~<1>, ~+<1> are the added terms, linear in the field. We obtain on 
linearising equations (37.6): 

{iw + [~ + µ} @~>(r, r') + L1 0~;;;<1>(r, r') 

< ie 
=-LI l)(rrnri"'(r - r') + 

2
m [(17· A)+ (A· 17))@0"'(r- r'), 

{-iw + ;;~ + µ} ~;,;-<1>(r, r')-L1 0@~>(r, r') <37
·
7

) 

) ie 
=L1*'1 (r)@0.,,(r-r')-

2
m [(17·A) + (A·17)J~t..,(r-r'). 

Using these equations, we can very easily express @~>(r, r') and ~!(l)(r, r') 
in terms of the quantities on the right-hand sides of (37.7). This is best 
done by using expression (34.32) for the inverse operator to the left-hand 
sides of (37.7). Before writing down to result for @~>(r, r'), however, 
let us consider in more detail the structure of equations (37.7). 

System (37.6) and hence (37.7) also are gauge-invariant, i.e. are in
variant with respect to the transformations (34.26) and (34.27). Thus 
when finding the currentj(r), which is equal in the linear approximation 
to 

. _ie ~ _ {I) , _e2 A(r)N 
J{T)- T_(l7r• 17r)r'-+r@..,(r,r) • 

m w m 
(37.8) 

the final result can depend only on the transverse part of the vector 
potential A. In other words, the addition to A of the gradient of any 
scalar rp: A_,.. A+ &p/or cannot change the current j(r). 

As regards @~>(r, r'), ~;;;-<1>(r, r'), by (34.27), they are by no means 
invariant with respect to a change of the vector potential. The same 
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applies to L!Ol(r), L!*Ol(r), which appear on the right-hand sides of 
(37. 7) and must themselves be determined from the integral equation 

Ll*0 >(r) =Ill TI ~!(l)(r, r'). 
OJ 

Given any A (r), LI (r) is in general an unknown function of the potential 
A. It can nevertheless be asserted that, in the linear approximation with 
respect to the field, by virtue of the uniformity of the problem, the func
tion Ll*<1>(r), being a scalar, depends only on div A. Owing to this fact, 
if we choose our gauge such that the vector potential A (r) satisfies the 
equation div A= 0, 

it proves possible to simplify the problem considerably, inasmuch as, 
with this choice of A(r), the function L!*<1>(r) vanishes identically. The 
result obtained below refers only to a purely "transverse" vector poten
tial A (r). 

The method described for making Ll*(l), .LIO> vanish can be extended 
in such a way as to make it usable in problems that do not have spatial 
uniformity in the absence of a field (say superconductors of finite di
mensions in a magnetic field). In these cases it is possible to form a scalar 
from the field A (r) and the vector r or any other vector characterising 
the problem. In the general case of the non-uniform problem, therefore, 
the L1<1>(r), L!*O>(r) in equations (37.7) (where we now have to under
stand by @0 and ~o the Green functions of the body in question with 
the relevant boundary conditions) depend both on the longitudinal and 
on the transverse components of the vector A (r). It is always possible, 
however, to choose the longitudinal part A 10ng =grad <p in such a way 
that Ll(l), L1*<1> vanish. As regards the function <p, for which this condition 
is fulfilled, it can be found from the condition div j = 0, i.e. from the 
condition for charge conservation. 

Let us now return to equations (37. 7) for an infinite superconductor. 
Putting .LIO> (r) = 0 and using (34.32), we obtain the following expression 
for the correction, linear in the field, to the Green function: 

@~>(r, r') = ie J {@
000

(r - I) (A (I)· V1) @001 (1- r') 
m 

+ ~ow(I - r) (A (I) · V1) ~tw(r' - l)}d31. (37.9) 

We have already made use of the condition div A= 0 in this formula, 
so that it can be assumed that the differentiation in brackets (A (I) · J7) 
refers only to the functions @000 (1 - r') and ~t00 (r' -1). By (37.8), the 
current density j(r) is equal to 

e2 
j(r) = 2 TI Wr - 17,_,) J {@0 w(r - I) (A(I) · 171) @0w(I - r') m w 

ct I ( ) + , } 3 Ne
2 

+vow( - r) ,A(I) · 171 ~ow(r -1) r'-+rd I--mA(r). (37.10) 

20* 
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It is convenient here to change to the- Fourier transforms, introducing 
the Fourier components for the current density j(r) and the potential 
A (r) in the usual way: 

j(r) = 1 
fj(k) ei<tn)d3k; A(r) = - 1-J A(k) ei<tn>d3k. 

(2n)3 (2n)3 

The equation for the connection between the components j (k) and A (k) 
is as follows: 

2e2 T 
j(k) = - (2n)3m2..:: JP (p. A(k)) {iliw(P+)iliw(p_) 

Ye2 

+trw(P+rn!(p_)}d3p- ~m· A(k), (37.11) 

where P± = p ± 1/2 k. Let us emphasise again that our result t'C'frrs 
only to the purely transverse gauge. (It can be shown, however, that 
the formulae obtained rC'main in force for any gauge, i.e. the longitudinal 
part falls out from the final result.) 

The field A (r) and current j (r) in a superconductor vary at distances 
of the order of the penetration depth b, which is usually of the order 
""'10-5 to 10-6 cm (i.e. at distances much greater than atomic distances). 
Hence only the componentsj(k) and A(k) in the rangC' k"-'1/tJ<t;.p0 arc 
importantiu (37.11). "\Ve shall see below that theintegrationin thekC'rnel 
(:!7.11) is p<'rformed essentially close to the Fermi surface over a narrow 
range of vahtC's of IP I of the order I IP~ - Poi"-' I k I· :Further, only the 
two vectors k and A (k) figure in (37.11), and (k · A) = 0. On choosing 
the vector k as the polar axis of coordinat.cs for the variable of integra
tion p and carrying out the averaging ov<'r the angl<' in the azimuthal 
plane, we find at once that the vector j(k) is directed along the vector 
A (k). In view of what has been said above, on substituting expressions 
(34.35) for the functions (I} and ~. we get 

Ne2 

j(k) = --Q(k)A(k), 
m 

where 

Q(k) = 1 + 3T ~ J" sin30d8 +Joo d~ (iw + ~+) (iw + ~-) +Ll2 
-1 '-:" o -= [w2 + ~;_ + 121 [w2 + ~:_ + L!2] 

(37.12) 

1 
(we have used here the fact that pg/3n2 =N). For smallk,~± =~ ± 2 (v·k). 

It must be borne in mind for future calculations that, for large w 
and ~. the integrand on the right-hand side of (37.12) behaves like or2 

when w ~ ~ and like ~-2 whC'n ~ ~ w. Strictly speaking, therefore, the 
integral over ~ and sum ovC'r the freqm·nl'ics w are divergent. To under-
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stand the essence of the matter, we consider the singularities of the ex
pression for a normal IDC'tal (i.e. when LI = 0): 

4
3 

T 2: f d~ f sin 
3 e d8 ( . ~ ) 

1 
. ~ ) . 

OJ 0 i(I) - + (iw - _ 
(37.13) 

Notice, first of all, that an unusually important role is played in this 
integral by the order in which we carry out the summation over the 
frequencies and the integration over ~- For, if we first integrate over ~. 
the poles of the integrand, whatever the sign of w, lie to one side of the 
real axis, so that the result is equal to zc-ro. Suppose, now, that we first 
sum over the frequencies w = (2n + l)nT. It is easily shown that the 
following is obtained as a rrnult of summation of this simple series: 

3 I,. . 3 1· d~ [ ~- ~+ I - sm OdO - - tanh-- --tanh -- = - 1. 
8 (v · k) 2 T 2 T 

0 

(37.14) 

The reason why the final result changes on interchanging the order of 
the summation and integration is to be traced to the formal divergence 
of the entire' expression. The essence of the matter is clearly, however, 
that the rC'sult when WC' first sum OVC'r the frequencies only differs from 
zero in a very narrow range of energiC's close to the Fermi surface (this 
region has a width ,-...,('u · k), as follows from (37.14)). In this region the 
integral over the momentum proves to be rapidly convergent, and the 
expression for the excitation energy, measured from the Fermi surface, 
can be writtm approximately as ~ = (p2 -p~)/2m !:::='. v(Jp J - p 0 ). It is 
for this reason that, in integrals of the type in question, we must first 
sum over the frequencies and then carry out the integration over ~: 
otherwise, the integration over ~ embraces the domain J Jp J - Po I"-' p0 , 

where our expansion of the functions about the Fermi surface becomes 
unsuitable. 

However, it is possible to avoid the need for carrying out the fairly 
complicated summation over the frcq_uC'ncies in (37.12). We have to 
proceed aH follows. We add to and subtract from the integrand of (37.12) 
the corresponding expression (37.13) for a normal metal. The integral 
and sum over the frequencies of the difference of the int,egrands is now 
rapidly convergent, as a result of which we can change the order of 
integration and summation. The relevant expression for the normal 
metal was evaluated in (37.14); it caueds the unity in (37.12). Integration 
over ~ gi vcs us 

+I (32 d(3 J2 
Q(k) =~nT 2; f (l - ) . 1 . (37.15) 

4 OJ _ 1 V w2 + L!2 w2 + L!2 + 4" v2 J k 12 p2 

Further transformation of this kernel is difficult unlC'ss some assumptions 
are made about I k J. It is clear from the structure of the integrand that 
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it is only the ratio of v I k I to the transition temperature Tc that is im -
portant. For, when T ~ Tc, the gap Ll0 is of the order Tc; close to Tc, 
i.e. when IT - Tel ~ Tc, the gap is small, though now w = (2n + l)nT 
""" Tc. The quantity ~o,...,,,,, v/Tc, with the dimension of a length, plays the 
part of a characteristic parameter in present-day superconductor theory, 
and is in fact the radius of correlation of the bound electrons. The penetra
tion depth /5 can be either greater or less than ~o- In the former case the 
important region I k I ,..., 1//5 satisfies the inequality v I k I ~ Tc whereas in 
the latter case it is described by the reverse inequality v I k I .> Tc· 

Let us start with the first case. Let v lkl ~Tc. We retain in (37.15) 
only the first non-vanishing term of the expansion in v I k I : 

- 3:it 2 V J+I (1 -{J2)d{J 2 """' 1 
Q(k)=-4 LIT"'- 2 +A2812 =nTLI £... 2 Ll 2812 • (37.16) 

OJ -l ((I) LI ) OJ ( W + ) 
Thus, when /5 .> ~0, the kernel Q ( k) is independent of k and the connection 
between the current and field is of a local kind, in the sense that the cur
rent at a given point r is df't<'rmined by the field A (r) at this point alone: 

e2 N 
j(r) = --8 A(r). 

m 
(37.17) 

An equation of this type was first proposed by H. and F. London (G4]. It 
will therefore be natural to describe a superconductor in which {J ~ ~o as a 
London type superconductor. The function N • ( T) plays thC' role of the num
ber of "superconducting" electrons. Formula (37.16) expresses the ratio 
N 8 (T)/N as a function of the temperature. Let us emphasise that the 
gap LI figuring here is the equilibrium gap in the absence of field at a 
given temperature, determined by condition (34.37). When T = 0, the 
summation over the frequencies can be replaced by integration: 
2n T {Jn = dw. On evaluating the integral, we find that, at T = 0, the 
number of superconducting dectrons is equal to their total number N. 

Close to Tc, LI (T) is small compared with T 0 and o>. Neglecting Ll2 in 
the denominator, we get the series 

N.(T) _ 2Ll2 1 
~-~T2~ (2n + 1)8 ' 

which has already been evaluated in § 36. Using expression (36.6) for 
the gap close to Tc, we find that in the present case 

!f.(Tj = 2 (1- T) 
N Tc • 

Let us now consider the second limiting case vi k I ~ T 0 • The integrand 

has poles at the points v / k I {3/2 = ± i V m2 + L! 2 • Since v / k I is large, 
this means that the integrand has a sharp maximum in the region of 
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angles f3 =cos()~ T 0 /v I k I<: 1. Hence the term containing {32 in the nume
rator can be neglected by comparison with unity. The remaining expression 
is a rapidly convergent integral over {3, since the integrand decreases 
as l/{32 in the domain T 0/v I k ! <: f3 <: 1. On making the substitution 
v I k I f3 = x and putting the limits of integration equal to infinity, the 
integral can be found with the aid of theory of residues: 

- 3Tn2 ., 12 3n2 LI 
Q(k) = -;ikf Jo w2 + L!2 = 4v lklL'.I tanh2T. (37.18) 

We see that the kernel Q (k) is in this case essentially dependent on k. 
Hence, if the field penetration depth {J <: ~0, relationship (37.3) is non
local, in other words, the current density j(r) at a given point is deter
mined by the values of the vector potential throughout a neighbourhood 
of the point with linear dimensions of order ~0• The non-local connection 
between the field and current for certain superconductors was first 
predicted by Pippard on the basis of an analysis of experimental data 
[65 ]. Throughout what follows we shall describe the case when {J <: ~o 
as Pippard's case. 

There is an important fact that must be mentioned at once. As we have 
already remarked, the only important factor for deciding which case 
actually holds is the ratio of the penetration depth {J to the parameter 
~o'"""" v/T0 • If, therefore, the condition {J <: ~o is fulfilled at low tempera
tures, the increase in {J as we approach T 0 will mean that the reverse 
situation arises at temperatures sufficiently close to T 0 , {J will become 
much greater than ~0• In other words, the London case will always hold in 
the immediate neighbourhood of T 0. A considerable number of the familiar 
superconductors belongs to the Pippard type almost throughout the whole 
temperature range and they only change over to the London type in an 
extremely narrow neighbourhood T 0 - T <: T 0 • The remaining pure 
superconductors represent an intermediate case at low temperatures, 
i.e. they have a fairly wide London range of temperatures close to T 0 • 

We shall not touch here on the subject of alloys (see § 39). 

Having expression (37.15) for the kernel Q(k) at our disposal, we can 
use Maxwell's equations to solve the problem of the field penetration 
into a superconductor with a plane surface. The solution is particularly 
simple in the London case: on substituting (37.17) into (37.2) and taking 
all the functions as functions of z only, we find that the vector potential 
distribution in the superconductor is described by 

A
11

(z) = - H 0 {Jezft!, 

where {J is the London penetration depth 

{J = l/ 4n1;.e2 (in ordinary units {J = l/ 4:;:e2). (37.19) 
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The solution of the problem in the Pippard case is much more difficult 
and requires the use of special mathematical methods. We shall not dwell 
on this, but refer the reader who is interested in the theory of supercon
ductors as such to the original literature (see [58], and also [63]). 

2. Superconductor in variable fields 

We have confined ourselves so far to a discussion of the properties of 
superconductors in constant magnetic fields. A problem of great physical 
interest is also the behaviour of a superconductor in an alternating 
electromagnetic field, or, in more concrete terms, the nature of the absorp
tion and reflection of electromagnetic radiation incident on the surface of a 
superconductor. The thermodynamic, equilibrium approach on which the 
previous treatment has been based, is not immediately applicable in 
the case of an alternating field. We shall find extremely useful in these 
circumstances the analytic expressions obtained in Chap. III, connect
ing the various time-dependent functions with the corresponding func
tions determined by the thermodynamic method. Suppose that an 
alternating field A (as above, we shall assume that cp = 0) of frequency 
w exists inside an infinite superconductor. The current in the supercon
ductor resulting from the action of the field is obviously connected, as 
before, with the field by a relationship of the type (37.3). The difference 
here is that, with an alternating field, we have to know the Fourier 
component Q(k, w) at non-zero w. (The kernel Q(k) defined above is 
evidently Q(k) _ Q(k, 0).) We shall again start from the quantum 
mechanical expression for the current operator: 

= J1 (x) - e
2 

A (x)v:;+ (X)'ljJ(X), 
m 

where the operators are written in the Heisenberg representation and 
contain the field dependence. The connection with the corresponding 
operators in the interaction representations is, by (6.28), given by 

J = S-I(t)jS(t), 
where 

In the approximation linear in the field: 
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The current in the superconductor at a given point and given instant is 
the average 

j(x) = <J (x)) =~exp [(Q + µ~m -Em)/T] <m /f (x) / m). 
m 

8ince </1) = 0, 

• e
2
N J R 4 J"(x)=- A"(x)+ P,.p(x-y)Ap(y)dy, 

m 
(37.20) 

where we have introduced the notation 

pR (x -y)= Ji<[J,.(x),]p (y)J) for (i; > ty, 
o:fl l 0 for t,,, < ty. 

(37.21) 

On Fourier transforming we get for the kernel of equation (37.3) 

We now consider the same problem in the technique at finite tem
peratures, A (r, T) and j(r, T) being formally regarded as functions of 
the "time" parameter T. The following relation now occurs in place of 
(37.20): 

e2N P 
j,.(r,T) = --A"(r,•)+ J d3r J cJ>ap(x-y)Ap(y)dTy, 

m o 
where 

(37.22) 

On introducing the Fourier components of the thermodynamic functions, 
we find that the role of the kernel Qap(k, w0) is played by 

e2 N 
Q,.p(k, w0) = -- tJ,.p - cJl ap(k, Wo), 

m 

where the frequencies w0 run over the discrete values w0 = 2n:n: T. 
We shall shortly prove in a general form that the Fourier components 

P~(k, w) and cJ>ap(k, w0) are values of the same function of a complex 
variable w, analytic in the upper half-plane, taken in the first case on 
the real axis, and in the second at the points w = i w0• The method 
of proof is precisely the same as in previous chapters. We expand (37.21) 
and (37.22) into sums over intermediate states. We now find for the 
Fourier components, P~, cJ>"p' suitably defined in this case: 

R 1 
P"p(k,w)=-...Eepm(k) +"{)' 

m,p w - _wpm i 

1 
cJ>"p(k,OJo)=-~epm(k). , 

m,p i w0 - Wpm 
(37.23) 
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where 

Qpm(k) = e<IJ+µNm-Em)fT (1-e-w.,mfT) U"'1>mpUp1)pm(2:rr;)3t5 (k - kpm). 

It is clear from (37.23) that P5(k, w) is obtained from :P"'p(k, OJo) by 
replacing w0 by -iw, whilst the values of P5(k, w) on the real axis 
must be chosen as the limits when w tends to the axis from above. 

Thus, if we find :P a<{l(k, w0) in the Matsubara technique and continue 
it analytically onto real frequencies P5(k, w) = :P"'p(k, -iw) in such a 
way that the function obtained has no singularities in the upper half
plane of w, we can in principle find the kernel Q"'p(k, w) which determines 
the connection between j and A in an alternating electromagnetic field. 

Whilst keeping this purpose in mind, let us consider formally the 
equations for the thermodynamic functions @ and ~+ in a field alter
nating in T of the form A (r, T) =A (k, w0)eikr-iw. ... Instead of (37.11), 
we now get for the Fourier components of the current j ( k, w0): 

2e2 

j(k, Wo) = - (
2

:rr;)3 m2 T ~ f p (P · A(k, mo)) [@(p+)@(p_) 

(here P± = {P ± 1/2k; w' ± l/2eoo}). On repeating the course of the 
arguments that led us, in the case of a constant field, to expression 
(37.15), we get after integration over ~: 

- 3:rr:T +i 
Q(k,w0)=-.I J (l-fJ2)dfJ 

4 ro' -I 

X {i(w+ + V w;. + L12) [i (oL + V w;. + L12) - v I kl/1] + ,12 

V w;. + ,12 [ oL + L1 2 + ( v I k I fJ - i V w;. + ,12)
2

] 

+ i (oL + V w.:. + L12) [i (w+ + V w:__ + L1 2) + v I k I P] + L1 2 l 
VoL + L12 [w;. + L1 2 + (v !kl fJ + iV oL + Ll2)

2 j f. 
(37.24) 

As above, certain assumptions must be made in regard to v I k I in order 
further to simplify this expression. We shall confine ourselves below to 
the case of most practical interest. when v I k I~ (T0 , w0). In this case, 
as before, the main contribution to the expression for Q(k, w0 ) comes 
from the range of angles where fJ,....., T 0 /v I k I, w' /v I k !, so that we can 
neglect fJ2 by comparison with unity iu the numerator of the integrand. 
The remaining expression in curly brackets decreases when fJ ~ T 0 /v !kl, 
w' /v I k I rather more slowly than in the T = 0 case, namely, as 1/{J. It 
is therefore advisable to carry out a rearrangement of (37.24), separating 
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out the more slowly decreasing terms: 

Q(k, Wo) 

3nT jd { L1 2 -(w++Vw;_+L12)(w-+VoL+L12
) 

=-4-f -1 f3 Vw~ +L12 [oL + ,12 + (v jk Ip -i V w;. + ,12)2] 

,12 -(w_ + V w:... + L12) (w+ + V w;. + L12) 
+ V w:... + L12 [ w;. + ,12 + (v I k Ip + i V w:.. + L12)~ 

• W+ + v w;. + L]2 
-i---=~~~-=--o----'-----";-~~~~~---;~~~~ 

V w;. + L12 [v I k IP - i (V w;_ + L12 + V w:... + L12)] 
• (I)_ + v w:.. + ,12 } 

+ i V w:.. + L12 [ v I k I p + i (V w;. + L12 + V w:.. + L1 2)~ . 

On carrying out the integration and passing to the limit as v I k I -+ =, 
we get 

-Q k _ 3n
2 

T ""'[l + L1 2 
- w' (w' - w0) ] 

( , Wo) - 4v I k I'* V w'2 + L12 ~ - mo)2 +L12 . (37.25) 

When w0 = 0 this result tranforms to (37.18). 
Since w runs over the values (2n + l)n Tin the summation of (37.25), 

Q(k, w0 ) can be written as the contour integral: 

, w0 - tan - + ====- w, Q-(k ) _ 3ni J w' {l L1 2 
- w'(w' - w0) }d 

16vjkj 0 2T Vw'2+L12V(w'-Wo)2+L12 
(37.26) 

where the contour 0 consists of two pieces O+ and O_, as illustrated in 
Fig. 100. The choice of the analytic branches of the functions V w'2 + L!2 
and V(w' - w0 )2 + Ll 2 is clear from the same figure: the values of these 
functions on the cuts are purely imaginary, the imaginary part being 
positive to the right of the upper cut and to the left of the lower cut. 
We pass from an integration over the contours O+ 
and o_ to an integration over the four contours I I 
0~·2> and 0~·2> (Fig.101). It is easily seen that the _C'.._+ ___ iLl __ ;u_,,_+l_'fi_ 

integrals over 0<+2> and o~>, considered formally . • . . . 
c_ 1-f'd· 1%-fd as functions of w0 , have singularities at w0 = 

(2n + l)n T, since the contour of integration pas
ses in this case through the point w' = (2 n + l)n T, 

Fig. 100 

where tan w' /2 T becomes infinite. Hence, in order to find the branch of the 
function, analytic in the upper half-plane of the variable w = i w0 , we have 
to transform expression (37.26) at particular points w = 2nn Ti in such 
a way that, on later extending this expression to arbitrary values of w, 
the contour of integration does not pass through the singularities of the 
integrand. We observe for this, that if w0 = 2 n n T, by virtue of the 
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periodicity of tan w' /2 T, the integral over the contour oc_:> is equal to 
the integral over oz> (and the same for contours c<_;> and o~>). "\Ve can 
easily verify what has been said by rC'placing the variable of integration, 
say, in thl· integral over O~> in accordance with w' -w0 = -u. We can 
thus write (37.211) as 

Q(k, Wo) 

- 3n£_( J+ J)ftan_!!j_f1+ Ll2-w'(w'-wo) l}dw 
-Svjkj d~> c~> l 2T Vw'2+L12V(w'-mol2+_J2 · 

The expression obtained, regarded formally as a function of w = iw0 , 

is analytic in the upper half-plane of w, since the contour of integration, 
with Im w > 0, never passes through a singula
rity of the integrand. 

We can now write clown directly the <J ( k, w) for 
w > 0 in which we are 
interested. Two ease's 
arise: (a) w < 2LI and(b) 
w > 2LI. The elemen
tary calculation is per
formed in both eases in 
accordance with Fig. 
102, where we have in
dicated in brackets the 
choice of sign of the 
imaginary part of the 
functions on the differ-

(a)[\ i'l~ 

1-1 {+) 

iL! i(,,1-&J 

ffi':.1 m (t)rl.1 

c!'A I } \ 1J c!z' 
Fig. 101 

(-11+l 

-/,1~ l+l (-1 
-i(L!+td} 

(+){-I 

Fig. 102 

ent side's of the cuts. Let us quote the results obtained [ti6, 67]: 

(a) w < 2LI: 

Q-k ) Jt J h(J) (J) (J) -())+LI d I ( , w =-- tan - - w 
4v !kl Ll 2 TV w'2 -L12 V LIZ_ (w' _ w)2 

~I 
3 l 

.1 + W I I ( I ) A2 

. 1"" [ h w' h w' + <o] w' (w' + w) + L1
2 

) + i tan - - tan ---;=, ======-dw' 
Ll 2 T 2 T V w'2 _ L12 V(w' + w)2 -L12 ' 

(b) w > 2LI: 

3 r w+LJ r I ( I ) A2 
- (k ) Jt J h (J) (0 (J) - (J) + LI d I Q , w = - -, -, ~ tan -- w 

4v I k I lw--Ll 2 T V<v'2 - Ll2 V .JZ - (w' - w)2 
co-Ll , I ( , ) A2 

+
·J hw ww-w+LI d' i tan - - w 

Ll 2 T ~·2 -Liz V(w' _ w)2-Ll2 

+ i J00 

ltanh w' - - tanh <i_ + <o] - w' (w~ + w) + L1
2 

dw'J · 
Ll 2 T 2 T Vo/2 _ L12 V (w' + w)2 _ L12 
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§ 38. PROPERTIES OF SUPERCONDUCTORS CLOSE TO THE 
TRANSITION" TE::\'lPERATURE I~ AX ARBITRARY 

:VIAGNETIC FIELD 

The properties of superconductors dose to the critical temperature 
provide a special case. Here the size of the gap is fairly small, as a result 
of which all the equations are greatly simplified. It is easily seen from 
the results of § 36 (expression (36.4)) that it is now possible to expand 
the equations in the quantity 1 - T/T0 ~ 1. In addition, as we have 
already remarked in the previous section, close to Tc the depth of pene
tration of a weak magnetic field (J <: ~0 , i.e. all the funrtions in the field, 
including the field itself, vary at distances which are much greater than 
the parameters ~o ,__, v/T0 of the theory. This fact enables us to develop 
a theory in this tempcrature range (Gor'kov [68]), which describes the 
behaviour of superconductors in arbitrary magnetic fields (of the order 
of the critical field). 

With this aim, we again rewrite equations (37.G): 

{iw + 2~i (:r -ieA(r)r + µ }@w(r, r') +LI (r)~! (r, r') = b(r-r'), 

{-iw + 2~ (0~ + ieA (r) r + µ} ~! (r, r') -Ll*(r) illw(r, r') = 0 

together with the equation that determines the gap size: 

Ll*(r) =It.IT .:!:?Y!(r, r). (38.lJ 
w 

Since IL!! is small, we expand 3-!(r, r') in powers of IL! I and, on sub
stituting this expansion in (38.1), find an equation for Ll*(r). It is useful 
here to introduce the Fourier componrnts of the Green function (Sj~>(r, r') 
for the electrons in the normal metal (in the given field A (r)). The equa
tion which @~>(r, r') satisfies can be written in two ways: 

{iw + 2~J:r -ieA(r)r +µ}@~>(r, r') = b(r -r') (38.2) 

or 

{iw + 2~i ( 0!, + ieA (r') r +µ}OJ~> (r, r') = (J (r - r'). (38.2') 

Taking the second form of the Green function, we can use it to reduce 
the system of equations for (l)w and ~! to the integral form: 

Oiw (r. r') = &~> (r, r') - f (\)~> (r, I) L1 (lH.Y! (l, r')d3l, 

3-! (r, r') = J W~~(l, r)Ll*(l) <Mw(l. r')d3 l. <
38

·
3

) 

Before proceeding further, we find the value of @~>(r, r'). In the ab
sence of a magnetic field, Cl1~>(r - r') is equal to (R = Ir - r' j): 

l _ _!!!__ eip0 R-lwlR/v for W > Q 
2nR ' 

@~>(R) = (38.4) 

l 
__ rn e-ip0 R-lwlR/v for w < 0. 

2nR 
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This can be verified either by direct substitution of (38.4) in (38.2) in 
the absence of field, or by using the now familiar expression for the 
Fourier component @~>(p) = [iw -~J-1: 

@~>(R) = (2~)31 @~>(p)d3pi<P·R) 
'In J eip0R+i~Rfv _ e-ip0R-i~Rfv 

=- - - d~ 
(2n)2 iR iw - ~ 

(we are of course interested in the form of @~>(R) at distances which are 
larged compared with the atomic distances: Rp0 ~ 1). On integrating 
over ~' we obtain (38.4) immediately. 

The function @~>(R) oscillates rapidly. Since p0 R ~ 1, this fact 
enables us to find @~>(r, r') in a magnetic field by making use of the 
quasi-classical approximation. In fact, we look for @~>(r, r') in the form 

(38.5) 

where <p(r, r) = 0. On substituting (38.5) into (38.2) and differentiating 
only the principal terms, we obtain an equation for the extra term 
<p(r, r') in the action: 

(38.6) 

We have thrown away the terms quadratic in A in this equation, since 
the radius of curvature of the electrons ep0/H in the fields of interest 
is extremely large by comparison with the depth of penetration: p 0 ~ 

Ae ,._, eH (J (CJ is the order of the depth of penetration). 
We now return to equations (38.3) and carry out expansions in them 

in powers of IL! (r) I· As is clear from (38.4) and (38.6), it is sufficient to 
carry out this expansion in 3-! (r, r') up to the third power in IL! I· 
As regards the Green function @w(r, r'), we only need to know it up to 
second order terms in ILi I: 
@"'(r, r') =@~>(r, r')-J @~>(r, l)Ll (I) @~>(m, r')Ll* (m)@~~(m, l)d3md3l. 

(38. 7) 

On substituting this expression in the second of equations (38.3), we 
obtain the expansion of IT;! (r, r'), with the aid of which the following 
equation in LI* (r) is obtained from (38.1): 

Ll*(r) = jilj T .I J @~>(t, r)Ll*(l)@~~(l, r)d31 
"' 

- It. I T .I J J J @~>(l, m )LI (m) @~> (s, r)Ll* (s)@~~(s, m) 
"' 

xLl*(l)@~~(l, r)d3ld3md3s. (38.8) 

The important distances in the integrals in this equation are of order 
~0, since, as is clear from (38.4) and (38.5), the function @~>(r, r') de-
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creases exponentially for Ir - r' I > ~0• The change in the gap L1 ( r) and 
field A (r) occur at distances of the order of the penetration depth, which 
is much greater than ~o close to the critical temperature. For the same 
reasons, the phase tp(r, r') in (38.5) can be written as 

tp(r, r') c::<. e(A(r) · r -r'). 

Close to T 0 , A(r),....,Hb,_,, Vl-(T/Tc), so that the phase tp(r,r') is 
small and the exponent can be expanded in powers of 'P· 

We start by considering the first term on the right-hand side. Let 

K(l, r) = T ,2'°@~>(t, r)@~~(l, r) = K 0(l- r) exp[2ie(A(r) · l - r)]. 
w 

Using the representation (38.4) for the Green function in coordinate 
space and performing a summation over the frequencies, we get the 
following expression for Ku(R): 

m2 T 1 
Ko(R) = (2nR)2 . h 2nT R" 

sm --
v 

(38.9) 

As we have already remarked, all the functions change little over dis
tances of the order of ~0, so that we can expand all the functions in the 
integral 

J K 0 (l - r) exp [2ie(A (r) · l - r)] LI* (l)d3l 

into series in powers of (l - r) about the point r. On confining ourselves 
to second order terms in (l - r), we get 

Ll*(r)f K 0 (R)d3R+ ! (:r + 2ieA(r)r Ll*(r) f K 0 (R)R2 d 3 R. 

By (38.9), the function K0 (R) tends to infinity as 1/R3 at R = 0. 
The first of these two integrals is therefore formally divergent. It is 
more convenient to perform the cut-off of the divergent expression in 
momentum space.We obtain as a result the familiar expression : 

f K 0 (R)d
3
R =~~Jn tanh ( 2~) i. 

The second term contains no singularities on integrating close to R = 0. 
On evaluating this integral directly in the coordinate representation, we 
get: 

JR2K (R)dsR=_7~\3)~_rnPo_ 
0 8(nT)2 2n2 

In the term of third order in ILi I in equation (38.8), we can neglect the 
dependence of L1 (r) on the coordinates. This term is therefore equal to 

( rnpo)Ll*(r) ILl(r)l2 T "f d~- 1_ = (mpo) 7c;-(3) Ll*(r) IL1(r)l2· 
2n2 --:;;" (w2 + ~2)2 2n2 8(nT)2 
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On collecting the results obtained, we find that LI* (r) satisfies the follow
ing equation close to the critical temperature: 

{4~i (! + 2ieA(r))2 + ~[Tc~ T - 8 ~~~)2 ILl (r) 1
2 
]}Ll*(r) = o, 

(38.10) 
where 

7C(3) 
e = 6(nTc)2t:F. 

In the absence of a field L1 is constant in space and equation (38.10) 
is the same as the first terms of expansion (36.4). 

We now turn to evaluating the current density j(r). Obviously (37.5) 
of the previous section still holds in this case. If, however, we use the 
fact that L1 is small by comparison with Tc, we can also carry out here 
an expansion in A and L1 up to the first non-vanishing terms. Notice 
that the term in the current density (37.5) 

2e2 A (r) e2 

- ®r=t+o(r, r) --A(r)N. 
ni ni 

Here N is the density of the total number of electrons, which is equal 
to its value for a normal metal. Variation of N would contradict the con
dition for neutrality. (The solution of (38. 7) satisfies this requirement, 
I.e. if 

@w(r, r') = @~>(r, r') + ()@w(r, r'), then T ~ ()@w(r, r) - 0.) 
w 

On substituting (38. 7) in (37.5), we find that 
• 2 ,_, ie -co> e 

T ~-(VT, - VT) @w (r, r') - -N A(r) - 0, 
w ni r'-+r ni 

since the current in a normal metal is zero in a constant magnetic field. 
Therefore 

where 

CJ@w(r, r') = - J @~>(r, l)Ll (l)@~>(m, r') Ll*(m)@~~(m, l)d3md3l, 

On substituting (38.5) in this, expanding all the functions about the point 
r up to first order terms and omitting terms which yield zero an integra
tion over the angle, we get: 

"(r) = [ie (LI oL1* - LI* oL1 )- 4e2 !Lt 12 A (r)] C, 
J m or or m 

(38.11) 

where 

0= ~ T f J J {[(17r@~>(r-l))@~>(m-r)-@~>(r-l) 
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The evaluation of C is best performed in Fourier components, after 
making the usual substitution r ~ i (d/dp). We shall omit the details 
of this fairly simple calculation and give the final result: 

C = 71;(3)N 
16(nTc)2 " 

The system of equations (38.10) and (38.11) describes the properties of 
a superconductor in a constant magnetic field close to Tc. We introduce 
the wave function '1,V(r), proportional to L1 (r): 

V7t(3)N 
'1,V(r) = 8(nTc)2Ll(r). (38.12) 

On taking the complex conjugate of equation (38.10) and substituting 
(38.12) throughout, we can derive these equations as follows: 

{ 1 ( o . )2 
1 [Tc - T 1 I 121} ---2ieA(r) +- --'l,V '1,V(r)=O, 

4rn or e Tc N 

• 2ie * (2e)2 I I J(r)=--('1,V*l7'1,V-'1,Vl7'1,V )--A(r) 'ifJ 2 • 
4ni 2ni 

(38.13) 

The point in introducing the wave function '1,V(r) now becomes clear: 
the resulting equations are in a form similar to the quantum mechanical 
equations for particles with mass 2rn and charge 2e. This result is quite 
obvious physically, since L1 (r) has the significance of a function which is 
proportional to the wave function of a bound pair, or, more precisely, 
the wave function in the centre of mass coordinates. It is of interest 
that equations of a similar form where proposed in the phenomenological 
Ginzburg-Landau theory [69], where, however, a single elementary 
charge occurred. Apart from this essential difference, the new theory of 
superconductivity, which supports the correctness of the Ginzburg-Lan
dau theory close to Tc, enables us to compute the constants featured in 
the latter theory. 

Let us again mention in conclusion the fact that our derivation em
ployed the smallness of the variation of all the functions over distances 
of the order ~0 • Since, as may clearly be seen from (38.13) and (37.19), 
all the functions are in the general case variable at distances of the order 
of the London penetration depth close to Tc, whilst this depth becomes 
greater than ~o only in the immediate neighbourhood of Tc in the case of 
Pippard metals, the domain of applicability of these equations for metals 
of the Pippard type is an extremly limited neighbourhood of temperatures 
close to the critical transition temperature. For metals of the London 
type, or intermediate metals, the equations are valid in a fairly wide 
temperature range close to T

0
• This is a range of the greatest interest 

from the experimental point of view, and it must be remarked that equa
tion (38.13) leads to a very good agreement between the theory and ex
perimental results in this range. 
Q.F.T. 21 
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§ 39. THEORY OF SUPERCONDUCTING ALLOYS 

1. Statement of the prOblem 

One of the interesting problems in the theory of superconductors ron
cerns the properties of "alloys" (or dirty superconductors), i.e. a super
conductor containing an admixture of atoms of othl'r elements and other 
lattice disruptions (Abrikosov and Gor'kov [70]). 

In the normal state these lattice defects determine the so-called resi
dual resistance of the metal. In the superconducting state the impurities 
play a new role. As we have already indicated, in a superconductor the 
interaction between the electrons leads to the establishment of a definite 
spatial correlation between them. In particular, the dependence of certain 
Green functions in the coordinaw representation on their spatial argu
ments at distances of the order ~o (the effective dimension of a pair) 
changes substantially with the passage of the metal from the normal to 
the superconducting state. The presence of atoms of different elements 
or of other lattice defects leads to scattering of the electrons at the im
purities. Since the scattering is random (over arbitrary angles), whilst 
the scattered electrons possess an extremely small wavelength, the 
correlations of the electrons will be very sensitive to the scattering 
effects. In other words, the scattering of electrons at impurity atoms must 
diminish the spatial correlation between them. 

The role of the impurities is modest at extremely low concentra
tions. 

An increase in the concentration of the impurities will evidently lead 
to a decrease in the radius of correlation of the electrons in the super
conductor. In t.he case of a fairly concentrated alloy, the role of corre
lation parameter changes from ~o to the mean free path of the electrons. 
At such concentrations we are justified in expecting the appearance of 
new characteristic properties of superconductors. Since we are not con
cerned in this book with a logical treatment of the theory of supercon
ductivity, we :;;hall only touch here on one aspect - the properties of the 
alloy in a constant weak magnetic field. This will nevertheless enable 
us to give a full demonstratiou of the special technique of field theory, 
which is extraordinarily useful in the investigation of this type of prob
lem. 

It has already been remarked in § 37 that the majority of actual 
superconductors belong, as regards their electromagnetic properties in a 
weak field, to the non-local (Pippard or intermediate) type. In other 
words, the current produced at a given point of the superconductor, 
when it is located in an electromagnetic field. is detPrmined by the 
values of the field throughout some neighbourhood of this point. This 
nonlocal property can evidently be traced back to the theory based 011 
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Cooper's idea of the formation of bound electron pairs. The pair dimen
sions result in the existence of electron correlation at distances of the 
order ~o ,.._, 10-4 cm, which makes itself felt as a non-local connection 
between the field and the current, provided the field is varying at dis
tances considerably less than ~o (these distances are of the order of the 
depth of penetration of the field). Iu the London case, on the contrary, 
the field is almost unchanged over distances of the or<lcr ~0, which are 
important in the integral equation (37.3), and can be taken outside the 
integral at the point r. 

The above discussion on the role of impurities in superconductors 
reveals that, given a sufficient impurity concentration, a superconducting 
alloy must belong to the second type. Since, when the impurities increase, 
the role of the correlation length starts to be played by the mean free 
path, an instant must arrive when this path becomes less than the field 
penetration depth, i.e. the London situation arises. 

Before proceeding further, some explanation needs to be given of the 
following fact. In actual superconductors ~o is of the order 10-4 cm. It 
follows from the foregoing, however, that the new properties make their 
appearance in the superconductor at concentrations where the mean 
free path becomes comparable with the field penetration depth, the order 
of which is ,.._, 10-5 to 10-6 cm. It is of the greatest importance that these 
concentrations are still small (,.._,1 per cent). The fact is that, at large im
purity concentrations, we are in essence dealing with a new substance, the 
properties of which have not.bing in common with the original supercon
ductor. In particular, the properties of the electron-phonon interaction 
change, and hence the transition temperature also changes. These chan
ges in the basic properties of the lattice can be neglected at fairly small 
concentrations. 

But even small concentrations substantially change the behaviour 
of the superconductor in a magnetic field. Experiment supports the 
interesting point that its thermodynamic properties remain practically 
the same as for the pure superconductor. 

The ordinary methods, bai_;;ed on the transport equation, and used for 
investigating, e.g. the residual resistance of a normal metal, prove to 
be unsuitable for solving the problem posed above. We shall therefore 
turn once again to the methods of quantum field theory. 

2. Residual resistance of normal metals 
In order to make the following treatment clearer, we shall first for

mulate our approach by taking the example of finding the resi<lual 
resistance of a normal mPtal containing impurities at absolute zero 
(Abrikosov and Gor'kov [70], Edwards [71 ]). The results obtained in 
this case are of course completely equivalent to the well-known results 
obtained by the transport equation method. 
21• 
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It is well known that the presence of impurities in a normal metal 
leads to a finite conductivity a, so that the current density j when a 
uniform electric field E of sufficiently low frequency is applied is given 
by 

j =a E. 

On introducing the vector potential A (t) in the usual way, E = - oA/ot, 
we can write this equation as follows (for a monochromatic field compo
nent): 

j"' = iwaA..,. 

In this form, the relation is the same as (37.3'). The kernel Q(k, w) is 
in this case simply 

Q(k, w) = - iwa. 

We shall determine Q(k, w) by the methods of quantum field theory 
below. 

If we take into account the difference in the definition of the Green 
functions in the field technique at absolute zero and in the technique at 
T =I= 0, we obtain instead of (37.5): 

• e G ') Ne
2 

) J(X) =- Wr· - flr) (x, X --A(x . 
m r'->-r,t'=t+o ni 

On expanding G (x, x') as usual up to terms linear in the field, we get 

r y' -Vy]G<0>(x, y') 
y'-+y 

Ne2 

xa<0>(y, x')d4y- A(x). 
m 

( 39.1) 

The a<0>(x, y) in this relationship are the Green functions of a normal 
metal in the absence of field. Notice that these functions no longer de
pend only on thl' difference of the arguments x - y, as has been the case 
throughout till now; we are assuming that the interaction of electrons 
with impurity atoms is taken into account in the a<0>(x, y). (lu future, 
we shall use G(x, y), etc. (without an index), to denote the Green functions 
of the metal containing impurities, and a<0> (x, y), etc., for the pure metal.) 
The Hamiltonian of the interaction of elcctroiis with impurity atoms is 

Hint=~ Ha, 
a 

Ha= J u(r - ra)1p+(r)1p(r)d3r. 

We shall find the function G (x, x') before carrying out further transfor
mations of (39.1). 
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The Green function is not thC' same as (7. 7) when impurities are pre
sent. \Ve write it aR 

G(x, x') = (2n)-4 J G(p, p'; w) ei(p·r)-i(P'·r')-iw(H')d3pd3p'd3w. (39.2) 

The function G(p, p'; w) is expressible by the usual rules of field theory 
as the sum of the diagrams shown in Fig. 103. Each line corresponds to 
G<0>(p). We shall denote the impurity vertex by a cross. It corresponds 

~~ + ~--~ + + 
p p' cr,o-,ol /1 p' fl p" p' 

Fig. 103 

to the factor u(q) exp [i(q · ra)] CJ(w - w'), where 1t(q) is the Fourier 
component of the potential 1t(r), and q the transferred momentum. 

Summation oft.he diagram' leads to the integral equation for G(p,p'; w): 

G(p, p'; w) = Cl(p - p')G<0>(p) 

+ (
2

1 
3 ~ a<0>(p) f 1t(p - p")ei<p-p"·•a>G(p", p'; w)d3p". (39.3) 

n) a 

We are not interested in the exact solution of (39.3). 8ince the impurity 
atoms are distributed randomly over the metal, we have to average all 
the expressions over the position of each impurity atom. An important 
point here is that, by virtue of our assumption regarding the smallness 
of the atomic concentration, the mean distances between the impurity 
atoms are much greater than the atomic distances in the lattice of the 
metal, the result being that the averaging can be carried out in volumes 
with dimensions much greater than the interatomic distances. The Green 
function G (p. p'; w) evidmtly becomes, after such averaging, 

G(p, p'; w) = G(p)CJ(p - p'). (39.4) 

The magnitudes of the momenta p. p' of interest are of the order of the 
Fermi momentum p 0 , which is in turn of the order of the rel'iprocal of 
the interatomic distance. This fact immPdiately simplifies the averaging 
process. 

\Ve carry out our calculations in the Born approximation, i.e. we 
assume p~f u(r)d3r~t:F· It can be shown that the final results, ex
pressed in terms of the collision time, will also hold in the general case. 

The simplest diagram for G (p, p'; w) contains just one cross. The 
value averaged over the positions of the impurity atoms is the constant 

;(q)e•<q·•a> = u(O), which can be included in thC' ground state energy 
and is assumed zero in what follows. The diagram next in complexity 
contains two crosses (Fig. 104 a). If these crosses refer to different 
atoms, the matrix element contains the factor u(p" -p') u(p - p") 
exp[i(p - p" · ra) + i(p" - p' · rb)], the mean of which is zero. If the 
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scattering is on the' same atoms and p = p' at both crosses, the mean 
Yaluc of this <liagram (without CXtl'rnal G(O)(p)) is non-zero and equal to 

1 d3 ' -f 'u(p - p') 12a<o>(p') p , 
JT I (2n)3 

(39.5) 

where V is the volume of the system. (In order to obtain this result, it 
is useful to change the integrals over the momenta to discrete sums in 
(39.2) and (39.3), then carry out the reverse process after performing 
the averaging.) 

\Ve shall bl' interested in future in values of p close to p 0 in absolute 
value. As in § 21, thf' integral in (39.5) can be split into two parts: over 

(a) 

p p" p' 

,- ... , ,,,.- .... 
(~ * ~ ~ k 

p ! p' I fl 2 p" 2 p 

---,. ' 
p p" p 

----, ... 
, ' , .... -, ' 

,!; JI :k :k 
p Ip' 2 p"Z p' Ip 

(c) _____ __.._ 

I I I I 
Fig. 104 

,--I'('-- .... , , ..... ' 
~ ~ ). \( 

p I p'Z p"/ ,z o 
Jl-p+Jl'' 

the p' remote from the Fermi surface, and over the p' close to the Fermi 
surface (the limits of the second intl'gral over Jp' I f'an be taken as symme
trieal with respect to IP' I= p 0). The integral over the remote region 
yields a real constant, which, together with 1t(O), is a renormalization 
of the chemical potential and can be disn'garded. We can regard u(p-p') 
as a slowly varying function in the second integral. On substituting 
(7. 7) for a<0> (p) and summing over the impurity atoms (this means simply 
multiplying by the number of atoms), Wf' get the essential contribution 
to the G-functio11: 

where 

isign w 

2T 

_!. = ~nipo_ J lu(O) l2dQ 
T (2n)2 

(39.6) 

(0 is the angle between the vectors p, p'. By (39.G), Tis thr time' between 
collisions in the Born approximation, and n is the number of impurity 
atoms per unit volume). It is clear from this that thl' main role in the 
integrals is played by thf' region dose to the Fermi surface 
(v (IP I - Po),......_, 1/r). 

Not all the diagrams arc equivalent. from this point of view. Let us 
compare, for instance, the t href' tliagrarns illustrated in Fig. 104b (the 
dotted lines join crosses referring to onl' atom). It is easily Sf'en that, 
in th<' first two expressions, the' integration over p' and p" can be 
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performed dose to the Fermi surface when the momenta are at any angle 
to one another. Converaely, in the third integral, the requirement that 
all the arguments of the G-functions be close to the Fermi surface leads to 
a restriction of the angles. As a result, the contribution of this diagram 
is l/i1p 0 G times less than in the case of the others. Since we shall require 
in future values of w and ~ ,....._, 1/-,;, where 7: is the time between collisions, 
the smallness of the "intersecting" diagrams can he estimated at 1/p0l, 
where l = v-,; is the mean free path. 

It. is easily shown that a small contribution is also given by the dia
grams containing more than two crosses from the same impurity atom. 
Let us compare. say, the total contribution (from all the impurity atoms) 
of the first type of diagram in Fig. 104b with the contribution of the 
diagrams of type 104c. Tlw first diagrams yield a function of the order 

~ Q(O)(p) ,....._, ~ ' 

and the second: 
1 u2 (q) 4 1 lf ud3rp~2 ] 1 - Po,..._,_ -- - ~-
-,; v2 7: eF 7: 

(this is a consequence of the Boru approximation). It is clear from this 
that we should only consider those diagrams that contain two crosses 
per impurity atom. 

On summing all the significant diagrams (i.e. only the "paired" type, 
and not those containing "intersections", like the third of the diagrams 
of Fig. 104b), we get the follcming equation for the G-fnnction: 

G(p) = a<0>(p) +, ~ 3a<O>(p) J j u(p - p') j2G(p')d3p'G(p). (39.7) 
(~a) 

If W!' depart from the Born approximation, we have to take into account 
the diagrams containing several crosses per impurity atom. It can be 
shown that the resulting change is simply to replace the Born amplitn<le 
u(fJ) by the total scattering amplitude. This will also he the case for all 
our future calculations. In all the formulae, therefore, we can take u(fJ) 
to mean tlw total scattering amplitude. 

The solution of <'qnation (39. 7) is 

l 
G(p) = - -

w -~ -Gw 
where (J.,, satisfies the equation 

G - _n J I ii ( - ') 12 - l d3 , 
w - (2:n:)3 p p w -~' -Gw p. 

On supposing (Jw to be purPly imaginary: Gw = - iP, and finding the 
integral on the right-hand side by the same method as in (39.5), we get 

sign P 
"l' =--

2• 
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where • is defined by (39.6). On equating the G(p) thus obtained with 
the result obtained when the amount of impurity is small (G--+ a<0>), 
we find that 'V =sign w/2• or 

1 
G(p) = -- - .- - (39.8) 

iw 
w-~+2iwT• 

It may easily be SPen hy changing to the x-representation that the 
change in Gas compared with a<0> amounts to multiplying by the expo
nentially damped factor 

G (x - x') = a<0> (x - x') e-lr-r'f/21. 

Indeed, we have, after integration over the angle 

sin p R e-iw(t-t') 

G(x -x')......., J pdpdw ( iw -) 
R w -~ + ---

2 lwl • 
ei(Po+ Uv)R e-i(p,+E/v)R 

,...._, m J d~dwe-iw(t-t') - . 

R (w - ~ + - i (I~ ) 

lwl 2• 
Integrating over ~ and taking thP residue, we get (3U.9). 

(39.9) 

Let us now find the kernel Q(k, w). Fourier transforming, we can 
write the expression for Q obtained from (39.1) conveniently as 

N e2 2ie2 , , , 3 , , 
Q,.p(k, w) =- - ~,./J--( 2 4 2J p,.Ilp(P+•P-)d p dw, (39.10) 

m · :n:) m 

where P± = (p' ± k/2, w' ± w/2). One of the photon vertices is 
distinguished in (39.10), the second VC'rtex is contained inllp(P+•P-), 
which can be regarded, up to a coefficient, as the result of includiug 
the photon VPrtex p{i in the electron line. On inserting this vertex in tlw 
electron GrePn function G(p, p'; w). we gPt 

Il I I 1 fa ( I II 1 (J)) "G ( II I 1 (J)) d3 11 (P+·P-)=(2:n;)3 P+•P+;w +2 P p_,p_;w -2 P · 

(39.11) 

The functions G(p, p'; w) appearing in this correspond to the sum of 
the diagrams in Fig. 103 and satisfy equation (39.3). ·when averaging 
over the distribution of the impurity atoms, we have to remember 

that the average of the product of 

A A A A A two Green functions is not equal to 
the product of their averages. 

+ -- + _-_-_ ,"'- In the case of a pure metal, equa
tion (3!J.ll) corresponds to the dia-

!ol (bl (cJ gram illustrated in Fig. 105 a. After 
Fig. 105 averaging over the position of the 
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impurity atoms. apart from tlw simple diagralllB correi-;pomling to chang
ing from the zero order Green functions a<0>(p) to the functions G(p) 
(39.8), the diagrams shown in Fig. 105b prove to be important for the 
function (39.11). The large contribution from these corrections is con
nected with the fact that for the photon momentum at the vertex k-... p0 , 

as a result of which the main contribution to the integral is provided by 
the region of momenta close to the Fermi surface. A diagram of another 
type, say that in Fig. 105c, contributes much less, since one of the inte
grations is over the region of momC'nta remote from the Fermi surface. 
The averaging of (39.11) therefore reduces to summation of the "ladders" 
of the diagrams in Fig. 105b. 

The integral equation for ll(p+, P-) reads as follows: 

ll(p+, p_) 

= G(p+)G(p_) lp + (
2
:)3 f iu(p - p') 12 Il(p~, p~)d3p'] . (39.12) 

Two limiting cases arc possible: 
(1) Anomalous fikin effect (!kl v ~ lf-r); it is easily shown that the 

integral on the right-hand side of (39.12) is negligibly small in this case, 
,..._,1/jkl vr< 1; 

(2) Normal skin effect (j k Iv< 1/r); it is this case that interests us. 
We can now assume P+ = P- in equation (39.12). 

The vector resulting from the integral on the right-hand side of (39.12) 
will obviously be directed along p. \Ve intr()(luC'e the nota1ion 

pA(w'' w) = (2:)3 J ju(p - p') 12 II(p~, p~)dsp'. (39.13) 

Since IPI !:::!!.p0 , A(w', w) can be regarded as imlepcndent of !Pl· We 
multiply (39.12) by [n/(2:n;)3 ] lu(l - p) j2 and integrate over d3p: 

lA(w', w) = (i:fsf ju(l-p)j2pG(p+)G(p_)[l+A(w',w)]d3p. (39.14) 

On substituting (39.8) for G(p), we easily find that A(w', w) is only 
non-zero for I w' I < w/2, since otherwise, by (7. 7), both the poles in 
(39.14) will lie in the same half-plane when we integrate over E. In this 
interval A(w', w) is indepPndcnt of w'. On integrating over E and using 
the relation 

cos () = cos ()' cos ()" + sin ()' sin ()" cos (<p' - <p"), (39.15) 
we get 

A(w', w) = 

i 1 ,2 w 2 

- -- i for w < 
4
-, 

T1 w+-
Ttr (39.16) 

0 
,., w2 

for w - > -
4 ' 
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1 1 1 nmp J 
- = - * lu(fJ) 12 (1 - cos fJ)dQ. 

•tr (2:n;) 
(39.17) 

After substituting (39.16) in (39.12) and (39.10) and integrating, on 
the assumption that w• ~ 1 we get 

Q,.fJ(w) = - iwa~afJ· 

As must be the case, the conductivity a = N e2•trfm contains a "trans
port" time between the collisions. 

We have thus seen that it is possible to assign a form of field technique 
of a special kind to the calculation of the various characteristics of a 
metal, averaged over the position of the impurity atoms. The averaging 
amounts in our case to a pair-wise averaging of the scattering on similar 
atoms, each of which can be associated on the diagram with a dotted 
line, joining two crosses. In the matrix elements a line carrying a momen
tum q corresponds to a factor nlu(q) 12 , playing the role of D-function 
for the dotted line. At the vertex from which the dotted line starts there 
is no change in the frequency of the electron line. It is extremely im
portant that a small contribution is yielded by a dotted line that em
braces a vertex at which a large change of momentum of the electron 
line occurs (q ,....._, p 0). In particular, it is for this reason that we can neglect 
the diagrams with intersecting dotted lines. The order of relative small
ness of such diagrams is I/p0l ~ 1. 

3. Electromagnetic properties of superconducting alloys 

We now apply this method to an investigation of superconductors 
containing impurities. We shall consider the case of arbitrary tempera
tures right away. We write down the equations of the superconductor 
m the field of the impurities : 

{ i w + 172 + µ- ...!' tt(r - ra)} Q.lw (r, r') +LI (r) ~;;; (r, r') = ~ (r - r'), 
2 'in Ta 

{-iw+ :~ +µ-~u(r-ra)}U-!(r, r')-Ll*(r) Q.lw(r, r') = 0. 

As above, we are naturally only interested in al and ~* averaged over 
the impurities. In order to carry out the averaging, we need to expand 
all the Green functions in series in powers of the potential of the inter
action with the impurities, similar to the equation (39.3) (see Fig. 103). 
It has to be borne in mind that the gap LI (r) andLl* (r) also varies, gener
ally speaking, on introducing the impurities. This could considerably 
complicate the diagram technique, since, by virtue of the condition 
LI (r) = I g I ~ (x, x), the corrections to 10 must themselves be determined 
from some integral equation. Nevertheless, i1 turns out that, as a result 
of the averaging, LI (r) = Ll0 , and all these corrections vanish. It would 
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be pm;siblc to prove this directly, by investigating the structure of the 
correction to LI (r). "\Ve shall assume this fact in advance, however, and 
take LI (r) = Ll0 • Our assumption will be confirmC'd later by the final 
result, in accordance with which all the quantities of the type ~ (x, x) 
remain unchanged on introducing non-magnetic impurities. Thus the only 
difference as compared with the above treatment lies in the fact that 
the superconductor is dC'scribcd by three Green functions - the func

~9,,__.__9'_ + _..r _____ .r_· ... 

_fl.,._._r~ + 

J' _r_',,___"'""{1- + 

Fig. 106 

tions @, ~ and ~*· This circum
stance leads to some modification 
of the diagram technique. This cir
cumstance causes us to modify the 
diagram technique. It is easily seen 
that, in the present case, the modi

fication is exactly similar to that of § 35 and amounts to the appearance 
of ~- and ~+-lines in the diagrams for (IS and, similarly, of @-lines in 
the diagrams for ~ and ~+. 

The Hamiltonian of the interaction with impurities contains the opera
tor product ijJ'lp. "\Vhen au impurity vertex is included in an electron line, 
therefore, there are two possibilities each for the @, 'f5- and ~+ lines. 
These possibilities are illustrated in Fig. 106. The result can be written 
as 

@ (x, x')-+ @ (x, y) @(y, x') - ~ (x, y) ~+ (y, x'), 

~+(x, x')-+ i5;+(x, y)@(y, x') + ffi(y, xrn+(Y, x'), 

~ (x, x')-+ @(x, y) ~ (y, x') +~ (x, y) @(x', y). 

Instead of (39.3), we have the following equations for the functions @ 
and ~+: 

@(p. p'; w) = rn<o>(p)c5(p - p') 

+ (2~)3{0S(O)(p) J u(p - p") 7ei(p-p"·ra)@(p",p', w)dgp" 

- ~(O)(p) J u(p-p") :ei(p-p"·ra) ~+(p",p'; w)d3p"}' 

(39.18) 

~+(p, p'; w) = ~+<o>(p)c5(p-p') 

+ (2~)3 ps:+(O)(p) J u(p - p") 7 ei(p-p·ra)Q_J (p", p'; w)d3p" 

+ (1)(0)(-p) J u(p- p") 7 ei<p-p"·ra)'fS-+ (p", p'; w)d3p'} 

(39.19) 
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In principle, it is necessary to look for an equation for (Y (p, p'; w) also. 
For a pure superconductor, ~<0>(x, x') = 1J+<0> (x, x') in the absence of 
field. \Ve shall not dwell on the proof, but merely remark that the same 
will be true for alloys after the averaging of equations (39.18) and (39.19) 
over the position of the impurity atoms. 

Elementary methods can be used for extending the averaging technique 
of the previous section to the case of finite temperatures in regard to 
superconduC'tors. When an electron is scattered at a static impurity, 
only three components of its momentum vary. The dotted line is thus 
associated as before with a factor nl u ( q) 12 , whilst the frequency of the 
electron line at the impurity vertex is retained. All the estimates remain 
in force, enabling us to neglect the intersection of dotted lines, as also 
diagrams in which a dotted line embraces a vertex with a momentum 
transfer of Fermi order. \\'hat are important for these estimates arc the 

,--... ,--, ,--.... ,-- ... ~ 

....._...= .......... +------+ ...... ft l + .......... --~ ... ----
,-,, ,--, ,--.... ,,-, 

~=~+------+-----+-'--.-+ tlt'f "'' 

Fig. 107 

properties of the Green functions of the normal metal, for whiC'h the 
superconducting transition temperatures are insignificantly small. The 
equations for the averaged functions @ (p) and ~+ (p) are illustrated 
schematically in Fig. 107. Their structure is clear without further ex
planation. Notice that, from the diagramatic point of view, the equations 
of Fig. 107 are similar to the equations of § 35 (sec Fig. 96) for a system 
with electron-phonon interaction. The difference lies in the fact that, 
in the diagrams of Fig. 107, there are "zero" lines of all kinds: 

The system of equations of Fig. 107 can be reduced to a very simple 
form by using the explicit expressions for the functions @<0> and ~+co> 
of a pure superconductor: 

where 

(iw -E- @,,,)@(p) +(LI+ ~;trn+(p) = 1, 

(iw + E + @_00)(Y+(p) +(LI+ ~~)<;lj(p) = 0, 

- n f I " 3, @,,, = (2:n:)s u(p - p') 1~~(p')d p, 

~£ = (2:j:J lu(p-p') 12~+(p')d3p·, 

@_,,,(p) = @,,,(-p) 

(39.20) 
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(we have used the notation p' = (p'; w)). The solution of the system is 
(it is shown below that @w = - QL 00 ) 

@(p) = _ i W - @w + ~ 
(i(I) - G>w)2 + ~2 + (II + lY!)2 

~+(p) = -- -- L1 + {L;; -- -::-_ . 
(iw _ ~}w)2 + ~2 + (Ll + ~!)2 

(39.21) 

Substitution of these expressions in (3!J.20) yields two equations for 
@

00 
and~;!;". We see that, as before, @ 00 contains a constant term, denoting 

the additive correction to the chemical potential. This term does not 
depend on the temperature and is due to the integration over d3p' re
mote from the Fermi surface. The term is therefore the same as for a 
normal metal: 

After subtracting this term, we find that the remaining part of @00 is 
determined to the same accuracy as ~!",as is clear from equations (39.20) 
and (39.21). Hmce 

We introduce the notation 

We now obtain for the function ?Jw the equation 

?}w r d~ 
?Jw = 1+2;. E2-+ (w2 + LJ2)?}~' 

the solution of which 1s 
l 

?Jw= 1 + - = 
21" Vco2 + J2 

(39.22) 

Hence the functions @(p) and (Y+(p), averaged over the positions of 
the impurity atoms, can be obtained from the functions for the pure 
superconductor hy the substitution 

(39.23) 

It is easily shown that, as for the case of a normal metal, these functions 
imply, in the coordinate representation, multiplication of the zero-order 
functions by e-Rf21• It follows from this, in particular, that 

L1 = IA.l~+(x,x) 

is the same in an alloy as the L1 for a pure superconductor. Since, as we 
saw in § 36, the thermodynamic functions depend only on L1 in a super
conductor, we have now justified the assertion made above, that the 
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thermodynamic properties of a superconductor do not change when an 
impurity is present, provided the concentration of the latter is suffi
ciently small(t). 

\Ve return to the question of the temperature dependence of the depth 
of penetration by a weak static magnetic field into a superconducting 
alloy. In accordance with (37.10), the expression for the current density 
j (r) in the approximation linear in the field is 

( ) 
+ , s Nez + ~L(l, r) A(l), 171 ~w (r, l)]d l - ~ A(r), 

m 

where, however, the functions @co (r, r') and ~;!;" (r, r') include the inter
actions with impurity atoms. On averaging this equation over the posi
tions of the impurities and Fourier transforming, we can write the kernel 
QafJ (k) as follows: 

_ N e2 2 e2 T J , (I} , , s , 
Qa(J(k) --;n- (Ja(J + (

2
n)3m2 -!; Pa Il{J (P+• p_)d P (39.24) 

(p~ = p' ± k/2, k = (k, 0)), where II(l)(p+, P-) is the Fourier com
ponent of 

ll(l)( ') - i ( ) x - y, y - x - - 2 17y - vy· y'-+y 

x [@(x, y')@(y, x')-~+(y', x'rn(x, y)]; 
T2 

n<I> (x -y, y - x') = (2 )6 2: ff II(l) (P+: p_) 
'Jl W+,W-

AB in the case of a normal metal, the average of the product of two 
Green functions is not equal to the product of the averages. When carry
ing out the averaging over the positions of the impurity atoms, it is 

(t) It can be shown that this deduction is only true up to terms of order 
,..._, 1/wn T ,..._, 10-6 cm/l (see (32.2), (34.37)). In the more realistic phonon model, a 
frequency cut-off occurs, and such terms no longer arise. The remaining results are 
the same in both models. 

It should be noted that in an anisotropic superconductor the thermodynamic 
properties depend in the impurity concentration. The variation of T

0 
has, for 

instance, the form (see [78], [79]) 

1--0 
---- ---1 T :n [ ij2 ] 

Teo - 8 T 00 T Lf2 ' 

where Lf and Lf2 denote the averages of LI (p) and .J2 (p) over the directions of the 
ij2 

momentum. In all known cases Lf
2 

- 1 is of the order of magnitude of 10-2• 
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again necessary to sum a set of diagrams. Since superconductivity only 
distorts the Green functions close to the Fermi surface, the necessary 
diagrams will be of the "ladder" type, as in the previous section. The 
presence of three different Green functions in a superconductor implies, 

Fig. 108 

however, that the equations are rather more complicated than (39.12), 
which describes the summation of the diagrams of Fig. 105 in a normal 
metal. It is clear from Fig. 108 that, to determine II(l) (p+, p_), we have 
to know three further quantities, that differ in the diagram from n<1> (P+•P-> 
by different directions of the arrows on the electron line. Each of these 
quantities corresponds to a special combination of @ and ~+: 

n<2> (x - y, y - x) 

= - ; (17y -vy•)y'-+y [b-+(x, y') @(y, x') + @(y, xrn+(y', x')], 

n<3> (x - y, y - x') 

= - ~ (17y -17y.)y'-+y [@(y, x)@(x', y') - &+(x, y'}~(y, x')-]. 

n<4>(x -y, y - x') 

= - ~ (17y- 17y)y'-+y [@(x, y'rn(y, x') + ~(x, y)@(x', y')]. 

Hence, instead of the simple equation (39.12), it becomes necessary in 
the present case to solve a system of four equations for the Fourier com
ponents n<i>(P+• P-) (i = 1, ... , 4). 

\Ve introduce the notation 

A<i>(w') = (2;)3f Ju(p - p') 12 n<i>(p~, p~)dsp'. (39.25) 

The principle of construction of the equations in clear from Fig. 108. 
For instance, we have: 

n<
1
>(P+· P-> = p{@(P+> @(p_) + ~ (P+rn+ (p_)} 

+ @(p+)@(p_)A<1>(w) - ~+(p+)@(p_)A<2>(w) 

- ~ (P+) ~+ (p_) A<3>(w) - @(p+) ~ (p_) A<4>(w). 

The remaining four equations are similar. Substitution of them in (39.25) 
leads to a system of equations for the A(il(w). "\Ve shall not write it down 
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in full, since it can be solved in the gPneral form only in the case of 
spherically symmetric scattering. \Ve are not interested in the solution 
for arbitrary relations between the functions. At small concentrations, 
the properties of a superconducting alloy arc close to those of a pure metal. 
We have already pointed out that the majority of the latter belong to 
the Pippard or intermediate types. The introduction of impurities lessens 
the correlation radius and transforms the superconductor at sufficient 
impurity concentrations to an alloy of the London type, for which the 
electrodynamic properties are local. The criterion as to whether the 
properties arc local or not is given by the ratio between the penetration 
depth (J and the mean free path for scattering of electrons at impurity 
atoms l (or, what amounts to the same thing, betweC'n the characteristic 
magnitudes jkj ,...._, 1/lJ and 1/l). We shall assume below that the impurity 
concentration is such that the alloy has become a London type (i k j l ~ 1). 
In this situation the above-mentioned system of equations is greatly 
simplified. We can neglect k(P+=P-) in IJ<1>(P+•P-); it turns out that 
now: 

and 

Hence 

A<1>(w) = -A<3>(w); 

A<2>(w) = A<4>(w) 

A<1>(w) = p.1<1>(w); 

A<2>(w) = p.1<2>(w). 

n<l)(p, p) = p{@2 (p) + ~+2 (p)}[l + A_(l)(w)] - 2 p@(p) (J+(p) A<2>(w)' 
(39.26) 

and the system of equations for the A_Ci>(w) becomes 

where 

A_(l)(w) = [@;" + ~;t°2] [1 + A_(l)(w)] - 2@w~!A(2)(w), 

A<2>(w) = 2(1~w~ [1 + A_<O(w)] - [GI~+ {Y;t° 2] A<2>(w), 
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The solution leads to the following expression for A<1>(w) and A<2>(w): 

ACI>(w) = LIZ , 

2T1(wZ + Ll2) (ifw2 +Liz+ ~~J 

AC2>(w) = iLlw - • 

2T1(w2+Ll2)(Vw2+Ll2+ 1) 
2T,r 

Substitution of these latter into (39.26) and substitution of IJC1>(p, p) 
into (39.24) yields the followiog expression for the kernel Q(k): 

Q = Q(k) = ~z {i + T :' J d~ l (~2 - w217~ + Ll217~) 

( 
Lt2 ) 2,1ZwZ17~ ] 1 } 

X 1 + 2T1(u12 + LJ2)3/:!17wtr + 2T;(wZ+ j2)3/217wtr L~2 + (wZ + LJ2)17~]Z 
(39.27) 

(we have usPd the notation 17wtr = 1 + (2Ttr V ~2 + Ll2)-1
). HerC', as 

in § 37, we again encounter a formally divergent integral. On the same 
basis, in the first place we must carry out th<' summation over the fre
quencies. After rC'grouping the terms in the curved brackets into the 
form ~2 + (w2 +Liz) 17: - 2w2r;:, we use Abel's transformation, which 
generalises for series the principle of integration by parts. In fact, 

k k-1 
~ (Bn - Bn_1)un = Bkuk - B 0 u 1 - ~ (un+I -un)B ... 

n=I n=l 

On applying this to the i::.cries 

where 

2n T ~ ~ + (LP 1+ w2) 17~, 
Bn = (2n + 1) nT = w, 

Bn - Bn-l = 2nT, 

we can formally cancel the divergent terms in (39.27). We get after 
this: 

Q =Ne~ 2nTLIZ ~ 1 . 

m ;:'1 (w2 + Lt2) (v w2 + ,12 + __!____) 
2Ttr 

(39.28) 

Only the "transport" time between collisions enters into this formula. 
We have for thP penetration depth c5: 

Q.F.T. 22 

1 
c5=--. V 4n Q 
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When 1/-r ~ 0, the formula transforms to the usual London formula: 

{J = -V 4n;
8
ez' 

where N. is the "number of superconducting electrons". 
In the opposite case l < ~0, we can neglect the radical in the bracket 

of (39.28). The remaining series is easily summed. We obtain as a result, 
for the penetration depth of dirty alloys: 

6 ~ 2~ VMta:h~ 
where a is the conductivity of the normal metal. 



CHAPTER VITI 

TRANSPORT EQUATION FO.R EXCITATIONS 
IN A FERl\'11 LIQrID 

§ 40. NON-EQUILIBRIUM PROPERTIES OF A FERMI LIQUID 

1. Introduction 

In the prc::;ent chapter we shall show how one can apply the methods 
described in this book to transport problems. It. is clear from the foregoing 
that a study of non-equilibrium processes, at least in the approximation 
which is linear in the external perturbation, requires in principle the ana
lytical continuation with discrete Matsuhara frequencies on the real 
axis. We gave a detailed example of this method in Chapter Vll for the 
ease of the electrodynamics of superconductors. At the same time, the 
procedure for the analytical continuation is not a well-defined one and in 
each separate case, when we are dealing with viscosity, heat conductivity, 
electrical conductivity, and so on, we must, generally speaking, start 
afresh. Moreover, the determination of these quantities may require nu
merical calculations which in a number of eases may be completely im
possible, since one requires for the analytical continuation the knowledge 
of the exact analytical behaviour. 

For the reasons given a moment ago it would he useful to obtain in 
those cases something like a transport equation for the excitations or 
particles, in which this step - the analytical continuation - already had 
been carried out. At the present time there exist rather many methods 
leading to a solution of this problem for different physical applications. 
It is not expedient, in our opinion, to give an exposition of all these me
thods in the present book since the problem of writing down a transport 
equation is, apparently, a very definite one. We shall consider here in 
detail the derivation of a transport equation for a Fermi liquid, given by 
Eliashberg [75], that is, the case of low temperatures and strongly inter
acting particles. 

Let us now tun1 to the derivation of a transport equation for a Fermi 
liquid. We shall once again write down the transport equation (2.20) in the 
phen omen ologi cal theory: 

on (on os) (on os) - + -;- ·--;--- + -;- · - =I (n), 
iJt er cip <'P or 

( 40.1) 
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where the collision integral I (n) has the usual form 

f d3p d3p' rl3p' 
I(n) = - Tr Tr, 2 

__!_ ~ IA(l 2· 1' 2') 12 
Oz a1 (2n)6 ' ' , 

(40.2) 

According to the basic assumption (2. 7) in Landau's theory of a Fermi 
liquid, the energy of the excitations depends on the distribution function. 
It is therefore very important to hear in mind that the energy conserva
tion law in ( 40.2) is only satisfied for the true excitation energies which 
correspond to the complete distribution function. This feature appears 
particularly distinctly when we WTite (40.1) in a linearised form. The 
linearisation of the total distribution function can he realised in two ways: 

(h) n = no(s) + {m'. (40.3) 

Here no is the equilibrium distribution function in which we substitute in 
the one case the unperturbed energy f:o, corresponding to total equilibrium, 
and in the other case the true energy value corresponding to the distri
bution function n. We applied the first method in § 2 when we considered 
the problem of the existence of zero sound; this was convenient as long as 
we neglected the term involving the collision integral. According to (2. 7), 
the following relation holds between c5n and bn': 

s. ' ... ono J d3p' f ' ' s. 
vnP" = vnpa - BB Tr"' (2:n}3 (pa; pa) unp'a'· 

We now linearise the transport equation itself. Let V(r, t) be the potential 
energy for the excitations in an external field. If we WTite 

on0 ... _, on0 
{Jn= & 'If, Utb = &<p, 

we obtain for the left-hand side of (40.1) in the Fourier representation 

(a) [-i{w - (k · v)) 'IJlp(k, w) - i(k. v) · 2 J (~~~f(p, p') ~~'lfp•(k, w) 

-i(k · v)V (k, w)l 0
;:; 

b l ( ) . J d3p' , on0 
( ) - iw -(k. v) cpp(k, w) -iw. 2 (2nf g(p,p) os' <pp•(k, w) 

. ] ono -iw V(k, w) """&. (40.4) 

The functions g(p. p') and f(p, p') are connected as follows: 

2 f dQ" g (p, p') = I (p, p') - n;ov ~ n f(p, p") g (p" p'). ( 40.5) 
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The right-hand side of (40.1), the collision integral, has only its usual and 
convenient form, if it is expressed in terms of <p, as we mentioned earlier: 

1 d3 d3 'd3 ' 
I( ) =-T T J P2 P1 P2 IA(l 2· 1' 2')12 n T ra, r.,;_ (2:n)6 ' ' ' 

X n01 n 02 (1 - n~1 ) (1 - n~2) (<p1 + 'P2 - <p~ - rp~) 

xc5(e1 + f1l - e~ - e~) c5(p1 + P2 - P~ - P~). (40.6) 

In what follows we shall derive the linearised transport equation (40.4b), 
(40.6) from a microscopic theory. As far as a derivation of the complete 
equation ( 40.1) is concerned, such a derivation is not yet known and it is 
not clear whether such a derivation exists at all. 

2. Statement of the problem 

Let the equilibrium be violated under the influence of an external field, 
corresponding to the following term in the Hamiltonian of the system: 

Hindt) = ~ Vp(k, t) a!-1121c,a ap+1121c,a· 
p,k,a 

For the sake of simplicity we shall assume that the field does not act 
upon the spin. If the field varies slowly both in space and in time, the 
average of the quantity 

- -t -
Fp(k, t) = aP+l/2,.(t) ap_ 112,. (t) 

is the Fourier component of the quasi-classical momentum distribution 
function Fp(r, t) of the particles. _ 

According to (6.28), we can express the operator Fp(k, t) in the inter
action representation: 

Fp(k, t) = s-1 (t) Fp(k, t) S(t), 

where in our case 

S(t) = Texp{i _lp·.~a Vp.(k,r)4·+i/2kap'-l/2kdr}

In the approximation which is linear in V, we have 

- +~ 
Fp(k, t) = (Fp(k, l)) = -- J dr 2; ]{:;,p.(k, t - T) vp.(k, r), 

-~ p 

where 

(40.7) 

K!,p· (k, t - r)= i ([a!, +i/2k (r), av' _ 112" (r)]_, 4-112,. (t) ap+l/2k (t)) 0 (t - r) 

is a retarded function. The derivation is completely analogous to the deri
vation of the expression for the current in a superconductor given in 
§ 37.2. We noted then that there is no direct method for calculating the 
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components of Kff,p· (k, w). The thermodynamic technique enables us to 
study the quantity Xp,p' (k, wn) which through the relation 

1 l/T . 
xp,p' (k, Wn) = 2 J d'l' €iw.,T xp,p' (k, 'Z') 

-1/T 

is connected with the thermodynamic "causal" function 

X(k, •1• - •2) = (TT{a1·+1121z(T2) ap'-1/2k(r2) 4-1/2k(•1) aP+l/2k «1)}). 

The relation between Kp,p' (k, w) and 'Xp,p' (k, wn) is established through 
the fact that they are both values of one and the same function which is 
analytical in the upper half-plane of w; the first one in points on the real 
axis and the second one in the points w = iwn. 

The expression 

"Xp,p•(k, Wn) = - T ;. @(p + ~ k) ~ (P - ! k) (40.8) 

x {(2n)3 
c5p-p' + T; c7(pp'; k) @(p' + ! k) @(p' - ! k)} 

corresponds to the diagram for 'Xp,p' (k, wn)· Fig. 109 shows the notation 
for the momenta in the vertex part. We need, according to (40.8), to 
know the analytical properties of the vertex part of the analytical con-

k , k tinuation of 'Xp,p' (k, w). Let us now turn to that p+xp+ problem. First of all, we note merely that the func
tion F P (k, t) is non-vanishing in a wide range of mo
menta, and not by any means just in the immediate 
vicinity of p0 • We cannot therefore interpret Fp(k, t) 

P p' as the distribution function of the excitations, and it 
is not possible to write down for it any equation simi-

Fig. l09 lar to a transport equation. We shall, however, see 
that at a certain point we can introduce a function 

c5np (k, t) which is non-vanishing in the vicinity of the Fermi sphere and 
which is connected with F P (k, t) through an integral relation. The particle, 
momentum, and energy currents are connected with c5np(k, t) through 
the same relations as in the phenomenological theory. We can thus con
sider c5nP (k, t) as the non-equilibrium part of the distribution function of 
the excitations. 

§ 41. THE ANALYTICAL PROPERTIES OF THE VERTEX PART 

The vertex part c7 (p, p'; k), defined in the temperature diagram 
technique, is given on a discrete set of its arguments en, e;,, and wn. We 
shall consider c7 as a function of one of its arguments, say en, while the 
values of the other arguments are fixed. The problem then arises how to 
define a set of functions of a complex argument z such that each of them is 
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analytical in some region of the z-plane and that they are all equal to 
:T (en) in the points z = ien which lie in that region. It is known that for 
the Green functions such analytical functions are GR (z) and GA (z). 

It is convenient for a study of the vertex part to use equation (16.5). 
which connects it with the Fourier components of the two-particle Green 
function @~~15 (P1, P 2 ; Pa, P4): 

~(1, 2, 3, 4) = (T{1p(l) 'IJ'(2) 'IJ't(3) 'IJ't(4)}). 

We use for it a spectral representation. To do this, we note that the 
chronological product splits the function in twenty-four parts corres
ponding to the different permutations of the 'IJ'-operators. These permu
tations fall into six cycles with four permutations in each of them. The 
contribution from the cycle generated by the order (1 2 3 4) is equal to 

~~(x1 x2 x3x4) = ~ (m !'IJ'(r1) In) (n l'!J'(r2) Ip) (P IV't (r3) \ s) 
mnps 

X (s IV't (r4) Im) 

X exp{Em(T1 - T4) + En(T2 - T1) + Ep(T3 - T2 ) + E 8 (T4 - T3)} 

X [e-Em/T (1 (T1 - T2) (1 (T2 - Ta) (1 (T3 - T4) 

- e-En/T O(T2 - Ta) O(T3 - T4) O(T4 - Ti) 

+ e-E.,fT 0(T3 - T4) O(r4 - T1 ) 0(T1 - T2) 

- e-E.fT 0(T4 - T1) 0(T1 - T2) 0(T2 - T3)]. (41.1) 

All energies Ei are here reckoned from µNi. Of the four differences Ti - Tk 

only three are independent, for instance, t1 = T1 - T2, t2 = Tz - T3, and 
t3 = T3 - T4. If we expand therefore in Fourier series in all four Ti, we 
obtain the expression 

11:!11( 1 jl fl:!Il( , 
'<V1 B1, B2; B3, B4) =I u.1 +•.-•.-•, '<V1 e, e ' w)' 

where we have chosen e = e4, e' = e2, and w = e1 - e4 as independent 
variables. In terms of these variables we have 

~~I(e, e', w) = ~ A(mnps) 
mnps 

f e-Em/T 

X \(En - Em - e - w) (E11 - Em - e - e' - w) (E. - Em - e) 

e-En/T 

(Em - En+ e + w) (E11 - En - e') (Es - En+ w) 
e-E.,IT 
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where we have written for the sake of simplicity: e', e = (2n + 1) niT, 
w = 2mni T. The quantity A (mnps) is the product of the matrix ele
ments in (41.1). \Ve get similar expressions for the contributions from the 
other cycles. One easily obtains these expressions from (41.2) by simply 
permuting the indices. \Ve merely note that apart from the denominators 
in (41.2) new denominators occur of the form Ei - Ek - e' + e. 

Considering @~1 (e, e'; w) as a function of a complex argument z ,..._,en, 
we see that the imaginary part of the energy denominators in (41.2) vani
shes when Im z equals em 0, -Wm, or -en• - wm. We can divide the 
z-plane into parts (see Fig. 110) such that none of the denominators 

I I 
___ _j_ _____________ Jm(Z-En•l=O 

II I 
-----1--------------Im z=O 
ml 

----+-------------Im(z+wml=O 
:r:sz: I 

----1-------------Im(z+En•+wm)=O 
1L I 

I 

Fig. llO 

vanishes within the limits of each of them when z is varied. We note that 
in I and V there is an infinite sequence of values z = ien. The analytical 
continuation in those points is thus unique. We shall at the same time see 
in the following that the non-uniqueness of the analytical continuation 
in a finite number of points in the regions II, III, and IV does in no way 
affect the evaluation of physical quantities. 

Turning now from the study of the study of the dependence of :T on 
one of its variables to the general case, we can easily write down the condi
tions determining the houndariC's of the regions of the analyticity of any 
of itR variables: 

(a)Imz=O, Im(z+w)=O, Imz'=O, Im(z'+w)=O;l 

(b) Im w = 0, Im(z - z') = O; 

c) Im(z +z' + w) = 0, 

( 41.3) 

where z, z', and w correspond to the frequencies en, en'• and wm. Conditions 
(41.3a) determine at the same time the limits of the analyticity of the 
Green functions occurring in the definition (lG.5). \Vr shall return to this 
problem later on, hut now we shall show only how one can by a direct 
analysis of perturbation theory diagrams verify that the vertex part 
possesses all the singularities of the two-particle Green function (41.2). 

The information obtained about the analytical properties of the vertex 
part is sufficient to change the summations o>er n and n' in (40.8) to 
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integrals. The wm remain here free arguments, and later we must look 
for thP analytical eontinuation for them into the upper half-plane. 

'Ve can depict the regions of the analyticy of I' in z,...., en and z',...., Bn• 

for fixed values of wm = 2mnT (m > 0) in the Im z, Im z'-plane, since 

Imz' 

13,~ ~I (2,1) 

__,~l,~~~~~~~/-+~~J-mz 

I ' / I ', II / 
I ' // 
I ', / 

13,21 I I ')/ m 
', //', 

/ ' I / rr ' 
'1 // ', 

/ ' --,i.:-----------

(1,21 

// I 
13,31 I 12,31 

Fig. 111 

the boundaries of these regions depend on the imaginary parts of the 
arguments. In all there are sixteen regions (Fig. 111) each of which corres
ponds to its own analytical function. 

In ( 40. 7) we consider :T together with the Green functions corresponding 
to its limits: 

( 41.4) 

(Here and henceforth we shall omit the dependence on the three-dimen
sional momenta whenever this can not lead to confusion.) The vertical 
and horizontal lines in Fig. 111 are at the same time branch cuts for the 
Green functions of (41.4). Each of the nine regions formed by these lines 
corresponds thus, after the analytical continuation to its own combination 
of Green functions. As we assume that m > 0, thC're are three pairs of 
left-hand limits: 

(1) GR(e+w)GR(e); (2) GR(e+w)GA(e); (3) GA(e+w)GA(e), (41.5) 

and the same pairs of right-hand limits. N"umbering these pairs as in (41.5), 
we see that we can denote the above-mentioned nine analyticity regions 
and the functions I' corresponding to them by (i, k), where i, k = 1, 2, 3. 
The diagonal lines in Fig. 111 determining the singularities in the trans
ferred frequency z - z' and the total frequency z + z' + w, illvides some 
of the (i, k) regions into parts which arc distinguished by Roman numer
als. For instance, I'f1 corresponds to that method of analytical continua
tion where all external lines are associated with retarded Green functions 
and here Im (z - z') > 0. 
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We shall now obtain expressions for the jumps in I' on the diagonal cuts 
in Fig. 111. Let 

e, s', w ~ µ; IP - Pol• IP' - Pol~ Po; IP - P1 l ""'Po; 

IP+P1 l"-'Po; lkl~Po· 
( 41.6) 

In that case we can for the evaluation of the jumps in I' use a method 
similar to the one used in § 19 to evaluat.e Im E{s) for small e. Indeed, 

p+k p'+k the main contribution to the magnitude of the discontinuity 
will come from diagrams containing in the appropriate cuts 

r; the minimum number of lines. Thus, the jump when the sign 
of lm (z - z') changes is first and foremost connected with 
cuts such as those of Fig. 112. Let us consider one of such 

r2 diagrams on Fig. 112. The vertices I'1 and I'2 can, in first 
P p' approximation, since the range of frequencies important for 
Fig. 112 the discontinuity is small, he assumed to he independent of 

the frequencies. Proceeding as in § 19, we can replace the 
summation over the frequencies in the matrix element of Fig. 112 by an 
integral over two Green functions: 

( 41. 7) 

We sec that expression ( 41. 7) has a discontinuity when Im (z - z') passes 
through zero which equals 

+oo 

J de" [ e" + e' - e e" ] 
2I'1 I'2 2 n tanh --

2 
T - - tanh 

2 
T 

X Im Gf (e") Im Gf (e" + e - e'). 

Considering in the vertex part diagrams all cuts of Fig. 112 and summing, 
we can clearly replace I'1 and I'2 by the complete VPrtices. Finally, we 
have 

Ll 1 (e' - e) = I'(e' - e + ib) - I'(e' - e - ib) 

= 2 J (~~)4I'"'wP1•(p, Pi+ p' - p; p', P1) I'1,pvo..(p, p'; P1 + P1 
- p, P) 

[ 
e1 +e'-e e1) i R , 

X tanh ~ T ~ - tanh 2T_ In1 G 1(p1) Im G (p1 + p - p). ( 41.8) 
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The discontinuity when Im (z + z' + w) ehangcs sign is connected with 
the diagrams of Fig. 11:1. ProePcding similarly a1:1 beforp we get 

L'.12 (e + e' + w) = I'(e + e' + w + ic5) - I'(e + e' + w - ic5) 

= - f (~~)4 I'"f3•µ (p,p';p +P' - P1> P1) I'µ•fJa(PpP +P' - P1 ;p', P) 

[ 
e e - e' - e - w] 11 x tanh,/r- tanh 1

--
2
T- ImGR(p1)ImG (P+P'+k-p1). 

( 41.9) 

The VPrtex parts occurring in these expressions must for-
p+k p' 

mally bo taken at e = e' = e" = 0, p = p' = p" = p0 , and 
k = 0. Strictly speaking, for Fermi quantities, the vertices 
are defined in the points (2n + 1) nTi. Wo implied this 
dependence only so that when IP - p' I and IP+ p' I are 
not small comparpd to Po all vertices vary slowly wheu the 
frequency varieR by an amount of order w, T ~ µ. Because 
of this, all quantities r depend only 011 the angles between p p'+k 

the momenta and thiR euables u::; as in§ 19 to integrate over Fig. l13 

Ei = v (p1 - p0). The result is 

. e' - e a
2 

p0 Jd.Q' " , 
L11=smh-t.-T-2n2-v2 4nlI',.13µl-c5(1l1+l -ll-1) 

X f 1:0sh (eJ2 T) coshd;te1 + e' - e)/2 T] 

and 

. e + e' + w a2 p 0 f d.Q' 2 , 
L'.12 = - smh _2_T __ 2n2v2. -4~ II'af3vµI b(ll +I - lil -1) 

J de1 

X cm;h (e1/2 T) co1:1h [(e +-e'+ w - e1)/2 T] · 

vVe cau easily integrate' over F1: 

where 

A , - n2 I A(l) , LJi(e - e) - 2- (e - e) afJfJa(P, P ), 
a Po 

I Jt
2 

I (2) I .12 (e+e +w)=-~-(e+e +w)AafJ{3a(p,p), 
_a Po 

I (41.10) 

j 
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\Ve now draw attention to the fact that one and the same diagram 
cannot contain simultaneously the two types of cuts depicted in Fig. 114. 
The quantities L'.11 and .12 are thus determined by diagrams which do not 
have cuts of the type 114a. In these diagrams ""e can split off two different 

p+k p'+k p+k p' 

p+k p'+k 

/<=>(,. 
(a) 

p 
(bl 

Fig. 114 

groups possessing, respectively, the cuts 114b and 114c. The quantities 
I'22 (Fig. 111) will play an important role in the following. What we have 
said so far enables us to write down the following expressions for these 
quantities : 

r:2(e, e'; w) = I'22(e, e'; w) + ~ [L'.li(e' - e) - Lide+ e' + w)], 

n~(e, e'; w) = I'de, e'; w) + ~ [L'.11 (e' - e) + L'.12(e +e' + w)], 

n~1 (e,e';w) = I'22(e, e'; w) + ~ [-LJi(e' - e) +LJ2(e + e' + w)], 

Ff:. (e, e'; w) = I'22 (e, e'; w) + ~ [ -L'.11 (e' - e) - L'.1 2(e + e' + w)], 

(41.12) 

where I'22 (e, e'; w) is continuous for Im(z - z') = 0 and Im(z + z' + w) 
=0. 

§ 42. EQUATION FOR THE VERTEX PART; 

TRANSPORT EQUATION 

\Ve turn now to the solution of the problem of the analytical continua
tion of the function .J.'.'(wm) of (40.8). We shall write X(wm) as follows: 

(42.1) 

wlH're 

~(e.,, wm) = G.l (en+wm) (IJ (e.,) [l+T ~ .'/ (e.,, e,..; w,,J tl~,.(e.,.+ w,,.) OJ (e.,·)]. 
11' 

( 42.2) 
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First of all, we change in (42.1) the sum over n into an integral. To do 
this we use the fact that .:X(t:.,, wm) considered as a function of the com
plex argument z,....,t:., has the regions of analyticity shown in Fig. 115. In
deed, the intermediate cuts in the diagrams for .:X (t:.,, wm) depending on t:., 
contain either simply t:.,, or t:., + wm. Let Ki (z, wm) (i = 1, 2, 3) be 

-------Im (z+wml=O 

Fig. 115 

functions, analytical in z for given wm iu the appropriate regions of 
Fig. 115. Choosing the integration contour such that it goes round each 
of the three regions in the positive direction, we can \\<Tite 

1 +~ I e 
T .f .:X(t:n, Wm) =~bt i _[ dt:ltauh 2T [K1 (t:, wm) - K 2 (t:, wm)] 

+tanh 
2

t:T [K2 (t: - w,,., wm) - K 3 (t: - wm, wm)]}. (42.3) 

Although the analytical continuation in region 2 is not unique, the choice 
of the function K 2 (t:, cvm) does not affect the value of the integral (42.3). 

\Ve must analytically continue the functions K, occurring in the inte
grand of (42.3) into the upper half-plane of the variable w,....., wm. To do 
this we can wTite for thP retank<l function KR(w): 

( 42.4) 

( 
t:+w t:) t:+w } + tanh - 21, - tanh i T K 2 (t: w) - tanh 

2 
T K 3 (t:, w) . 

It is now necessary to express the Ki in terms of the I'ik of Fig. 111. To 
do this we change the sum oYer n' in ( 42.2) to an integral: 

=-~. {dz'tauh zT' :T(t:n,z';wm)O~(z'+wm) rn(z'). 
4 ni L 2 

The contour L must go round all regions of Fig. 116 in the positive direc
tion. Since the intPgrals over the arc of the large circle vanish, the relative 
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position of the branch cuts does not play a role. \Vriting down the inte
grals along the edge of the cuts and putting indices on (Tin accordance 
with Fig. 111, we see that 

We have here denoted by gi the pairs of Green functions of (41.5) (i = 
1, 2, 3), while the 12.ik are connected with the rik as follows: 

I I 

' e 1 e -e II 1 12.11 (e, e ; w) = tanh 
2 

T I'11 + coth 2'f' [I'11 - I'11], (42.6) 

(42. 7) 

I e' I e + e' + w PII I 
.£3i(e,e; w) =tanh 

2 
TI'31 + coth 

2 
T [.L 31 - I'3i], (42.8) 

( 42.9) 

(42.10) 

I 2e'r. 
.£21 (e,e ; w) = tanh 

2 
T 21' (42.11) 

n , he' +wr. 
-"-23 (e,e; w) =-tan 2T 23, (42.12) 

, [ e' - e e' ] II .£22 (e, e ; w) = coth 2T - tanh 
2 

T I'22 

[ e + e' + w e' - e] m + coth 
2 

T - coth 2T I'22 

[ 
e' +w e + e' + w] IV + tanh 2T - coth 2 T I'22 · (42.13) 

Equations ( 42.5)-( 42.13) solve the problem of the analytical continuation 
of the function .:X(wm). 

Earlier, in Chapter IV, we have already shown that at T = 0 the 
possibility to \\<Tite down equation (18.9) for the zero-sound vibrations is 
connected with the singularity of the vertex part in the variables w and 
k. \Ve tum therefore again to a study of diagrams with intermediate 
cuts such as given by Fig. 114a: 

(T' = 1' _I I'(I)(E,,, en"; W,,.) @(en"+ W,,.) @(e,,..) r<2>(en"• en.; Wm). 
Tin 
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Let .12~1> and .12~~> be quantities constructed from (T, I'(l>, and r<2> 

by means of equations (42.6)-(42.13). Changing the sum over n" to an 
integral, we see then easily that the previous expression can be written as 
follows: 

1 +~ 
n' ( 1. ) _ J d " n(I) ( ". ) ( " ) n(2) ( " 1. ) 

°'"-ik £, e ' Wm - -4 · e °'""ik £, e ' Wm Yz e ' Wm °'"-lk e ' e • Wm • 
nz_~ 

(42.14) 

------- --------Im(z'+wm)=O 

------- --------Im(z'+En+c..nJ=O 

Fig. 116 

where here and later on a summation over l is implied. Because of this 
property we can write for the complete quantity .12,"k an equation which 
is the analogue of equation (18.3): 

.12ik (p, p'; k) ( 42.15) 

- (0) f • 1 rd4 p" (0) "• fl fl I• 
-.12ik (p,p ,k)+ 2 i. (2n)4 .12ik (p,p ,k)gz(P ,k).12zk(P ,p ,k) 

in which .J2<0> corresponds to the analytical continuation of the diagrams 
which do not have the cuts of Fig. 114a. Let us consider in (42.15) the 
different cuts of ( 41.5). One sees easily that only the combination g2= GRGA 
gives a contribution from the near regions when we integrate over d 4p". 
The other combinations, g1 and g3 , are only integrated over parts of 
momentum space far from the Fermi surface and over large frequencies. 
It is at the same time clear from equations (42.9), (42.10), and (42.13) 
that the structure of the quantities .I/ ;2 is such that they decrease expo
nentially when we go away from the Fermi surface. Only the near regions 
are therefore in fact important in the integrals containing g2 • 
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For small k and w the dependence of the vertex parts on k and w 
is mainly taken into account by considering the integrals over the near 
regions, and is thus determined by the cuts of g2• It is therefore expedient 
to rearrange equation ( 42.15). Let us consider separately the quantity 
.12.22, the indices of which we shall drop in the following, and let us split 

off from it the part 1 which consists of diagrams containing no cuts of 
g2• We can then write down the equation 

.12. (p, p'; k) = .£ (p, p'; k) + 
2
\ J (~4~;4 jj_ (p, p"; k) g2 (p", k) .12. (p", p'; k), 

(42.16) 

in which we can integrate over ~" = v (p" - Po) on the basis of what we 
have just said: 

.12.(p p'; k) (42.17) 

2 2 += d.Q" .12. ( II I k) 
d" - " , , - - '· a Po ( J P P. 

- .12.(p,p ,k) +4n2.V _ e 4n .12.(p,p ; k) D(p",k) 
-= 

where 

Q(p", k) = w - (v · k) + i[y(e + w)+y(e)]. (42.18) 

The remaining quantities .12.ik can be expressed in terms of .12. and the 
parts .£.~g> which do not contain the cuts of g2. This connection is depicted 
graphically in Fig. 117. Substituting the appropriate expressions into 
(42.5) we can express the functions Ki(e, w) in terms of .12. (i =!= 2; l =!= 2): 

K - u<O) 9 { 1 f d4p' (0) ( I• k) ( I k) ;(e, w) - .11.i + .... g;(e, w) i (2n)4 .12.i2 p, P , Y2 P , 

X [ 1 + 
2
!i J de" .12.~~>(p', p"; k) g1(p", k)] 

r d4 If d4 II 
-. (2:)4 (2:)4 .12.~g>(p, p'; k) Y2(p', k) .12.(p', p"; k) Y2(p", k) 

X [ 1 + 2 !if de'" .£.~~> (p", p'", ; k) g1 (p"', k)]} , ( 42.Hl) 

K 2 (e, w) = 2g2 (e, w) { 1 + 
2
! if de' .£.~~> (p, p'; k) g1 (p', k) ( 42.20) 

lf d4
p' / 1 k [ 1 Jd II n(O)( I II k) ( II k)]l + i (2n)4 .12.(p, P ; k) Y2(P, ) 1+2n~ e ot:.21 P • P ; Yz P , J" 

Here K~0> does not contain the cuts of g2 and is thus independent of w 
and k. By definition, the quantities .£.~~> do not contain the intermediate 
cuts of g2 • 
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Let us split off in an arbitrary diagram for ..e~g> the last cut on the 
right of g1 (l =F 2) (Fig. 118). The vertex ..e~~> separating this cut and 
the outer cut of g2 contains according to ( 42. 9) and ( 42.10) a factor 
tanh[(t:' + w)/2T] - tanh(t:'/2T). It is convenient to introduce quanti
ties Ff~> through the definition 

(0) - (0) f, w f, 

r 
I+ t] 

_e12 _ I'12 tanh TT - tanh 
2 

T . ( 42.21) 

!t:2k=~+ ~ 
k#2~ ~ 

Fig. 117 

Similarly, in correspondence with (42.11) and (42.12), we put for ..e~~>: 

..e<0> = r.<0> tanh f_ · 
21 21 2 T' 

(0) _ n<O) t:' + W 
.E2s - - 1 2s tanh 2 1' . ( 42.22) 

,..----,W(~'! 
L 2 

, ____ ..,,,,. 
Fig. 118 

Using these relations and substituting (42.19) and (42.20) into (42.4) we 
get the following expression for K};p· (w, k): 

R - 1 r d4p" (I) ,, r t:" + w t:" J Kpp•(w, k) - - i. (2n)4 Q (p, p ) tanh 21'-tanh 2T 

Jd4 ,, rd4 .,, 
Xgz(p",k) Q<Z>(p",p')+ (2:)4. (2:)4 Q<ll(p,p") 

[ 
t:" + w t:"] 

X tanh - i T - tanh 
2 

T 
( 42.23) 

X Y2 (p", k) ..e (p", p'"; k) g2 (p"', k) Q<2 > (p"', p') + x<0>, 
Q.F. T.23A 
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where 

1 e 
Q<I>(p,p") = (2n)s(J(p-p") +2nif detanh2T 

( 42.24) 
X[gi(p) I'ig>(p,p") - Ys(P) I'~J(p,p")], 

1 I 

Q(2) (p", p') = (2 n)3 (J (p" - p') + 
2 

n i J de' tanh 
2
e T 

X [g1 (p') J1~>(p", p') - Ys (p') I'~~>(p", p')], J 

while K<0> does not contain the cuts of g2. Thanks to the factor 
tanh([e" + ro]/2T) - tanh(e"/2T) the integration over e" in (42.23) is 
limited to values e" R::l w, T. It is clear from (42.13) that also only small 
values of e"' are important. It follows from this that also all integrals 
over momenta are restricted to the immediate vicinity of the Fermi 
sphere. In that region we may neglect the dependence of Q and 12. on the 
absolute magnitude of the momenta and integrate over ~" and ~"': 

K!p•(w, k) = - ;:~J ~'f de" Q(p, p") [tanh e"
2
-+:r°! - tanh f~] 

1 fa2p2] 2fd.Q"fd.Q"' 
X .Q(p'':k)Q(p", p') - l2n2~ • 4n- - 4n 

X Jf de" de"' Q (p, p") [ tanh e" 2 {, w - tanh ;·~ J 

1 12. ( " Ill. k) 1 Q ( Ill ') K(O) x .Q(p",k) p ,p . .Q(p'",k) p ,p + . (42.25) 

vVe have here taken into account that, as Q<1> and Q<2> are built up from 
diagrams which do not contain the cuts of g2 , we can substitute their 
values for w = k = 0. In that case 

( 42.26) 

since one easily sees that I'~~> (p, p') = Ff~> (p', p). 
Let us now tun1 to equation ( 40. 7). It is convenient to write the correc

tion to the particle distribution function which is linear in the external 
field in the following form : 

F~(k, w) = t<0
> + f~>(k, w), 

where 

(0) - - p (0) r d3 I 

f (k,w)- • (2n)3 KPP,vP.(k,w), ( 42.27) 

(42.28) 
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Let w ~ T. In that case we have for the difference between the hyperbolic 
tangents in ( 42.25): 

e+w e on0 tanh 2T - tanh 
2 

T R::l - 2 w & , 

and 

R a2 Po f d.Q' I 0 no 1 
Kpp•(k, w) - K(O) =----;FV 4 n deQ(p,p) & Q(p',k) 

{ 

2 ! dQ111 

,12, ( I II/ k) } 
X Q(p',p") + ;n;~ ~de"' Q~;,~.~) Q(p"',p") . 

Subst.ituting this expression into (42.28) and writing 

- ! d3
p' / Vp(k, w) =a (

2
n)3 Q(p,p) Vp.(k, w), 

we determine the quantity <Jn~ through the relation 

I - aro f dQ' r I I l /p(k,w)- 2 n2v ~" deQ(p,p)<Jnp·(k,w),

1 
( 42.29) 

. ono 
<JnP = & <f!p· J 

Here <Jn~ is given by 

2 f 2 (_,,....., ~ ' } , _ w - a Po ~.! J ,,12,(p,p ;k) -
<JnP-Q(p,k)l Vp(k,w>+2n2v,, 4n de Q(p',k) vp.(k,w). 

Multiplying this relation by jj_ (p", p; k) and integrating over p and using 
( 42.17), one sees easily that <pp satisfies the equation 

i[w - (k · v)] <pp= - iw Vp(k, w) 

• a2pijj~dQ' f I - I + i 2n2v 4n de ,12,(p, P ; k) <f!p· + 2y(e) <f!p· (42.30) 

Let us study now the structure of the kernel .£. of this equation. This 
quantity consists of two parts (Fig. 119). The first part .P.<1> is produced 

j,j(+~ 
Fig. 119 

by the diagrams which do not contain cuts with two lines g1• Into the 
second part .1!_<2> enter those diagrams which althou~'1 they do not contain 
cuts of g2, may eontain various numbers of cuts •Jf g1 with l =I= 2. According 

23* 
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to (42.13), .12.<1> is constructed from tho quantities r<1> which occur when 
we analytically continue the diagrams of the vertex part, which do not 
contain cuts with two lines. ·we can thPn write for r<1> an expression such 
as (41.12) where the magnitudes of the jumpsL'.11 and L1 2 are the same as for 
the complete vertex part. (Bear in mind that L'.1 1 and 12 arc defined by 
cuts such as those of Figs. 112 and 113. All diagrams with such cuti:; occur 
in r(l>.) Substituting (41.12) into (42.13) WC get 

(1) I • - 1) . e w e . I I . 

[ 
I+ I J 12. (e, e, w) - r< t<1nh - 2 T - tanh 

2 
T + i 12. (e, e, w), (42.31) 

The seP011cl part .12.<2> is proportional to tanh ([e' + w ]/2T) - tanh(e'/2 T) 
since according to Fig. lHl any diagram of .12.<2> contains an element .12.g> 
which contains such a factor according to (42.\:J) and (42.10). 

\Ve can thus \\<Tite altogether for 12. 

j}_(p, p'; k) = I'k(p, p') [tauh e' 
2
±T w - tauh 2e~] + i.12.' (p,p'; k). (42.33) 

It is clear that we cannot take into account the trequcncy dependence of 
Fk (p, p'). Moreover, we must asSUIDC' rk 10 he a real quantity since its 
imaginary part is connected with a diffcrPnt kind of real scattering pro
cesses and the decay of excitations. l•'or small frequencies and low tem
perat.ures the imaginary part. is small and is basically determined by thc 
second term i11 (42.33). 

We shall now show that Fk (p, p') is the same as the k-limit of the 
vertex part, introducPcl by us earlier in § 18. To do this, we note that 
if we wished to obtain the analogue' of that quantity in the temperature
diap:ram technique, we should consider :T (p, p'; k) for wm = 0. \Vhen "\Ve 
analytically continue this quantity only the rik with i, k =l= 2 appear, 
which are the' same as the quantities defined in § H, if we put w = 0. 
Let UR now construct the combinations (42.U)-(42.8). The cuts of g2 

disappear in the equation (42.15) for 12.,dw = 0) (i, k =l= 2): indeed, only 
the frrm .£~2> is involved with the cuts with g2 (e') and this term is pro
portional to tanh ([e' + w ]/2 T) - tauh (e' /2 T) which vanishes when 
w = 0. Finally, for small frequencies e and e' all quantities I'ik(e, e') are 
the same, Hince tlw rnagnitudl' of the discontinuities on the Puts hPcomes 
small. 
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Writing equation (42.30) in the form 

a2 p21· <lQ' , ' ;· 'dn . --i[w-(k·l')]<Jp-iw -2 ° 
4 

Jk(p,p) dt: 
1

?-iwVP 
nv ::r (f: 

a2 pfi f d.fJ' 1· ' , , . 
= -.) 2 ' <lt: .P. (p, p ) <[Jp· - 2y (t:) <pp' 

~ 'JT /} .. :iT . 
we see that its left-hancl side is the same as (40.4b), since the relations 
found in § 18, especially (18.~), show that the function g(p, p') is the same 
as a2 I'k (p, p'). As far as the right-haud side is concerned, we must bear 
in mind that tlH' quantity .P.'(p, p'; k) in (42.:13) is determined by the 

magnitude of the discontinuities d 1 and 12 , while for .P. the discontinuities 
are the same as those of the complete vertex part, being connected with 
the singularities of diagrams imch as those of Figs. 114b ancl c. For L'.1 1 

and J 2 "e have equation (41.10). Comparing this '\ith (40.ti) we sec that 
the fuuetiou on~ in (42.2!l) has. indeed, the meaning of thcliuear correction 
to tl1e excitation distribution function. TIH're now remains only for us 
to show that \\ e can use that fuuction to write> down expressions for the 
particle, momentum, and energy fluxl'S which are of the same form as in 
the phenomenological theory of a Penni liquid. 

Let us com~ider as an example the particle flux, which, dearly, because 
of the isotropy of the system is eornwcted only with thC' part f' of the 
non-equilibrium particle di,.,tribution hrnetion which is given by ( 42.28): 

. ;·(Pp p , 
J(k, w) = 

2
- 3 -fp(k, w). 

(' :n) m 

Substituting here (42.29) we get 

• a r <l3p ' 
J(k. w) = m. (tn)3 (Qp) oup(k, w), 

where 

}
• d3p' , I f <Pp' I ' 

(Qp) = (2n)3 P Q(p 'P) = (2n)3 Q(p, P) P 

1 r 1l4p' rJ II I I =P+---:- ('~ )4-'"-2z(p.p )gz(p)p. 
' ;:;n 

( 42.34) 

For furthC'r transformations we use a rPlation for the retarded Green 
function which is similar to equation (Hl.2): 

() .R p 1 r cl4p' , • p· Bp[G, (p)] = - m -i. (2:;r)4 .P.11(P,p)g1(P)m ( 42.35) 

It is also a consequence of the gauge i11Yariance of the theory aud could 
have been ohtained either l1y a direct study of the perturbation theory 
series or after thC' analytical continuation of the appropriate formulae for 
(,!JP (t:,.). 

Q. F. T. 23TI 
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Near the Fermi surface it follows from (42.34) that 

[20-1] 
(Qp) = - m c; . 

Using the definition of the effective mass, 

we find that 

Po 
rn* 

ca-1 
-a--, 

OJI 

m 
aQ=-. 

m* 

The particle current density is thus connected with bn~ by the usual rela
tion: 

• 1• cl3p p I 

J (k, w) =. (Z:nf3 m* bnp(k, w). 

Let us now turn t.o that part of the particle distribution fundion which 
is connected with K<0> and ,vhich is determined by diagrams which do not 
contain the cuts of g2 • As wc <'an put <•>and k equal to zero in K<0>, we have 

One verifies easily by changing th<' summation over discrete frequencies 
to an integration, as we haYe clone so ofteu before, that ]{<0 > is the value 
of the Fourier component of the function 7::. (k, i:) of ( 42. 2) for w = 0. 
Therefore, /< 0> is the quasi-equilibrium correction to the particle distri
bution function which appears when we take a constant external field 
into account in the Gibbs ensemble. 

We must in conclusion once more cmphaHisc that the whole derivation 
given here refers only to a linearised transport equation for the excita
tions. 
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